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Abstract
This thesis describes the collection, reduction, and analysis of Charge Coupled Detector (CCD)

images of star clusters. The objects studied are primarily in the Large Magellanic Cloud

(LMC), a nearby galaxy. The study of these groupings can provide information such as the

initial dynamic state of Globular Clusters, the heavy-element enrichment rate of the LMC, the

distribution of masses that stars form with, and the validity of given stellar evolution models.

The majority of the observations were collected at Mount John University Observatory (NZ).

Procedures for the collection and transfer of the data are described, along with an overview

of the analysis facility and CCDs. Statistical moment-based ellipse fitting was applied to the

observations, confirming that trends are evident in the position angles and ellipticities of the

clusters, as had been reported in the literature. Artificial images of clusters with known param-

eters were generated and subjected to the same analysis techniques, revealing apparent trends

caused by stochastic processes. Caution should therefore be exercised in the interpretation of

observational trends in the structure of young LMC clusters. Isochrones wete used to date the

19 clusters. The resulting ages are in good agreement with the literature, as are results from

profile modeling. There is no evidence for tidal truncation of the young clusters.

Observations were made of two LMC and two Galactic star clusters in a test of imaging

clusters with the Vilnius photomebric system and a CCD. The colour-magnitude diagrams,

distances and interstellar reddenings of the clusters were derived and found to be in agreement

with the literature. This is the first time that the standard Vilnius filter set has been used with

a CCD. Use of the system for direct imaging of star clusters appears promising.

Johnson BV CCD observations were made of the young LMC cluster NGC 2214 and a

nearby field using the Anglo-Australian Telescope. It has been suggested in the literature

that this elliptical cluster is actually two clusters in the process of merging. No evidence

was found from profile fitting or the colour-magnitude diagrams to support this contention.

Completeness factors were estimated for the CCD frames. These values were used in conjunction

with luminosity functions to estimate the Initial Mass Function (IMF) for NGC 2214. A power-

law M-(l+') was assumed for the IMF (where M is stellar mass relative to that of the Sun Mg),

with a good fit being found for c = 1.01 + 0.09. There is some indication that the low mass end

(S SMO) has a smaller gradient than the high mass end of the derived IMF. The value of e is

in reasonable agreement with literature values for other Magellanic IMFs, and not substantially

different from the poorly determined Galactic IMFs, suggesting the possibility of a 'universal'

IMF over the Magellanic Clouds and our Galaxy in the mass riinge a I to - 10 M6.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

his chapter is intended to act as an introduction to the objects studied in this project

and to some of the terminology associated with these objects. The chapter begins by

defining what a cluster is, and introducing terms that will be used later. Throughout this

chapter definitions for terms that might be unfamiliar are either provided as a quick aside, or

given in a footnote if the flow of the text would otherwise be disrupted. The use of footnotes

removes the disruption to reading involved when a glossary at the end of a book must be

consulted to understand a term, although a glossary of acronyms is provided (beginning on

page 223).

After the introduction to star clusters in general, colour-magnitude diagrams and their

features are discussed with reference to basic stellar evolution. Next, the Magellanic Clouds,

and in particular the Large Magellanic Cloud, are discussed, leading on to the actual objects

of interest themselves - star clusters in the Large Magellanic Cloud.

1".1 Star Clusters

star cluster is a grouping of stars whose members are sufficiently close enough to each

other for the stars to be gravitationally bound together as a unit. The number of stars

in a cluster ranges from loose groupings which contain only a few stars, through to dense

congregations of many thousands of stars. There are two basic types of cluster -

r The galactic ot open clusters, which contain a modest number of Population I stars that

range from around 20 to no more than a thousand in number. Population I stars are young

and metal-rich, as opposed to the older Population II which are metal-deficient stars. In

astronomical parlance metals are all elements heavier than hydrogen and helium. There

is a continuum between these two classes of star.

In our galaxy, these diffuse clusters are found in or near the plane of the galactic disk, and

new examples are cotrtinually being formed. They are relatively loosely bound systems,



Figure i-l: NGC 3239. An example of a
young open cluster in the Milky Way. Pho-
tograph taken by D. Malin with the AAT
(@AAO. Reproduced with permission).

Chapter 1

Figure 1-2: Messier 5. An example of a
globular cluster in the Milky Way. Photo-
graph taken by David Malin with the AAT
(OAAO. Reproduced with permission).

that tend to be gradually dispersed by a combination of (King 1980) -

- Stellar encounlers between componenl slors. Equipartion of energy will lead to the

velocities of the lower mass stars involved in such interactions being increased, until

at some point they reach escape velocity and are ejected from the cluster. Such a

loss reduces the gravitational binding of the cluster, Iowering the neces.sary escape

velocity. The more massive stars sink towards the cluster centre.

N-body simulations have shown that the formation of hard (strongly gravitationally

bound) binariesl from the most massive stars is typical. Once formed, such binaries

dominate the evolution of a star clusier (Ileggie i975). Alteration of the orbital

velocities of the component stars in these binaries acts as a sink for the binding

energy of the cluster. Through encounters with other stars, the binaries become

more tightly bound, leading to the velocities of the other stars involved in each

encounter being increased.

- Mass loss from eaolaing slors. Some of this material is ejected from the system,

decreasing the binding energy of the cluster.

- The differenlial rotation of the Galon, across the extent of the cluster, which will

tend to stretch the cluster out over several rotations of the cluster about the Galactic

centre.

- Tidal shocking by interstellar cloud complexes that the cluster passes near to. Details

r A pair of stars that revolve about a comrnon centre of mass under the influence of their mutual gravitational
attraction is called a Binalv Sta.r.
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of this interaction may be found in Hartwick (1973).

Open clusters are typically disrupted within a few Galactic rotations, although some

survive much longer, e.g. M67, which has been dated as 3.2 billion years old (Astronomical

Almanac 1990). One Galactic rotation takes - 200 million years. See Figure 1-1 for an

example of an open cluster.

t Globular cluslers are spherically symmetric, populous, tightly packed halo (Population

II) objects believed to have formed some 12-13 billion years ago! before the main body

of the Galactic disk had evolved. These objects move in huge elliptical orbits about the

Galactic centre. The furthest known globular clusters are further away from the Galaxy

than the Magellanic Clouds are. The diameters of globular clusters range in size up to

a few hundred light years across, opposed to the typical open cluster which is less than

50 light years across. Radii of open and globular star clusters were calculated from the

tables in the Astronomical Almanac (1990), which are in turn based on Lyngi (1981) and

Harris & Racine (1979). A mean diameter of 6 * 5r parsecsz was calculated for the nuclei

of open clusters. The maximum diameter was 50 parsecs. Globular clusters are typically

larger with a mean diameter of 28 * 21 parsecs, ranging up to the largest tabulated value

of 141 parsecs.

There are two basic types of globular cluster (King 1989)-

- The halo globular clusters, which as a group has a nearly spherical distribution

about the Galactic centre. The motions of the individual clusters are random, and

the system of clusters as a whole has little or no rotation. The most distant of

these objects, the so-called Palomar clusters, are extremely sparse. Their longevity

apPears to be due to their remote distance which lowers both the disruptive Galactic

tidal forces and the dynamical friction caused by gravitational interaction with field

stars in the Galactic halo - as there are few field stars at their distances flrom the

Galaxy.

- The Disk globular cluslers, which are in a more flat spatial distribution with a mean

rotation half that expected from Galactic rotation. While their metal abundance is

low, it is greater than the halo globulars.

Globular clusters contain upwards of thousands of stars, whose concentration increases

towards the centre of the cluster (see Figure I-2). Central densities may be as much as a

lWhile standard deviation etrorsr are given, both the open and globular cluster distributions are skerved
towards small diameters and are not Gaussian.

2 I parsec - 3.2616 tighl years. Light travels through a vacuurn a0 the finite velocity of -3 x lOs *. Therefore
one light year is both a measure of tirne and also distance, being how far light travels in . y"*." A parsec is
short for a palallax second, and is the distance at which the mean radius of the Earth's orbit subten& an angle
of one arcsecond.
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thousand stars per cubic parsec (Illingworth 1979). Because of their larger populations,

globular clusters have longer lifetimes than open clusters.

Evolutionary mass loss plays a large role in the structural evolution of young globular

clusters, causing the grouping to expand - possibly to the point of disruption (Larson

1992). By the time stars more massive than the Sun have evolved off the main sequencel

(or, in other words, when hydrogen fusion reactions no longer occur in their cores), evo-

lutionary mass loss becomes relatively unimportant compared to two-body gravitational

interactions. As with the open clusters, these interactions will result in mass segregation

as massive stars sink towards the core of the cluster, and the less massive stars are ejected

to the outer regions of the cluster and beyond. Ejections out of the cluster cause the

cluster to contract, leading to it becoming increasingly centrally concentrated, possibly

in a runway process. Modeling some twenty years ago (e.g. Lynden-Bell & Wood 1968,

Spitzer & Hart 1971) suggested that the central density would approach infinity after a

finite period, with the complete disruption of the cluster ensuing. For a typical cluster

such 'core collapse' is expected to occur at an age of 2 billion years, with complete de-

struction within a billion years more. However, globular clusters are still observed today.

They contain stars that models of stellar evolution indicate are much older than the times

calculated for disruption of the clusters. Therefore, some process or processes must have

prevented the destruction of the clusters. Observations indicate that around one-quarter

ofglobular clusters have already undergone core collapse, exhibiting central cusps in their

surface density profiles. These cusps are not as steep as those predicted for collapsed

cores, which could be due to the cores being dominated by dark matter in the form of

stellar remnants. The remnants would be more massive and more centrally concentrated

than the visible stars.

Core collapse is believed to be halted, and to some extent even reversed, by the formation

of binary star systems in the core of the cluster. As in open clusters, the binaries act as

an energy source that stirs stellar velocities up through close gravitational interactions

with other stars. These intetactions lead to the velocities of the stars that interacted

with the binaries being increased, countering the effects of core collapse. N-body models

indicate that eventually a violent encounter will occur that ejects such a binary from the

star cluster. After enough such ejections, core collapse resumes until further binaries are

either generated or, in the case of primordial binaries, transfened into the core region.

Core collapse will again be countered, and the cycle ofevents described here begins again.

Large oscillations in the core density are predicted in this post-collapse phase (see e.g.

Bettwieser & Sugimoto 1984).

lDefined below.
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However, while the complete collapse of the ceniral regions is delayed by these oscillations,

the outer layers of the cluster continue to evaporate via two-body encounters and tidal

shocking as the cluster passes through the Galactic disk (which strips the low mass stars

that are preferentially found in the outer regions). These processes inevitably lead to

disintegration of the cluster. The evaporation time for a cluster is proportional to the

square root of ibs mass, and so the larger a cluster the longer its lifetime. Some 25 billion

years is required for the complete evaporation of a typical globular cluster observed now.

or Ionger than the age of the universe (Larson 1992). Clusters with masses muchsmaller

than the mass of a typical globular cluster (as of now) have been disrupted.

Associations were not included in this list as their space density is generally too low for the

grouping to be gravitationally bound. However it should be noted that their disruption times

are comparable to the lifetimes of the most massive component stars.

Clusters are often regarded as being a homogeneous unit. All the component stars of a

cluster are effectively the same age, are usually the same chemical composition due to their

common origin, and are at the same distance from the Sun. While clusters do have a spatial

extent, it is typically small compared with the distance from the Sun to the cluster. Populous

clusters are especially useful for studies of stellar evolution where, due to the large number of

stars in the cluster, examples of short-lived stages of stellar evolution can be observed. The

colour-magnitude diagram (CMD) of a cluster is a snapshot showing the distribution stars of

diferent masses have at a given time, for a given chemical composition.

L.2 Stellar Evolution

The CMD is one form of the Hertzsprung-Russell (H-R) diagram, which demonstrates the

correlation between spectral type and the luminosity of stars. Stars are classified according to

their spectra, and fall into a given spectral type, reflecting the temperature of the star. The

majority of stars can be divided into seven spectral types - O, B, A, F, G, K, and M, given

in order of decreasing temperature.

A CMD plots the observable colourl index, which is a temperature indicator, against mag-

nitude. Magnitude is plotted on the vertical axis so that brightness increases upwards, while

colour is plotted so that lower temperatures (redder colours) fall on the right. For histori-

I In photometry colour is defined as the difference between two bandpasses. If the V rnagnitude is defined to
be my = -2.5 log I", where I' is the intensity as measured through the V frlter, and the B magnitude is defined
similarly. then che B - V colour is:

cB-v=mB-mv=-z.stosl|
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cal reasons, the relative brightnesses of stars and other celestial objects are measured using

a logarithmic scale, rather than the linear one of intensities. An increase of one magnitude

corresponds to a decrease in intensity of 2.512 times. The apparent magnitude of an object

is the brightness it appears as seen from Earth, while its absolute magnitude is how bright it
would appear if the object were 10 parsecs away.

Instead of a random distribution across a CMD, stars fall into well-defined groups or bands

(see Figure 1-3). These grouping are due to stellar evolution. The majority of stars lie on the

main sequence, which corresponds to those stars fusing hydrogen to helium in their cores. The

main sequence is the longest evolutionary phase that a star experiences. The zero age of a star

is defined to be when its core temperatures become hot enough for nuclear fusion reactions

to commence. Hence, the sequence formed on an H-R diagram by zero age stars of different

masses is known as the Zero Age Main Sequence (ZAMS). As the hydrogen in the core of astar

is converted, the chemical composition and structure of the star change, causing it to shift on

the H-R diagram off the ZAMS and slightly to the right (redward).

The position of a star in the

main sequence depends primarily

on the mass of the star. The more

massive a star, the more luminous

it is, the faster its nuclear reac-

tions run, and the higher up the

main sequence the star appears.

Therefore the time a star stays

on the main sequence is also a

function of the star's mass. Af-

ter -L2To of the hydrogen in a
(solar mass) star has been con-

sumed. the star will evolve off the

main sequence to eventually be-

come a red giant. The main se-

quence of a star cluster terminates

at the main sequence turnoff point

where main sequence stars begin

to evolve towards the red. The

absolute brightness of stars at this point is an important quantity, since comparison with re-

sults from stellar evolution models allows the age of a cluster to be estimated. The models are

used to compute isochrones. An isochrone is a sequence on the H-R diagram indicating the

.!t ,.. . 't
"':.:.Lc

Tumoff

ti"20
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B-V

Figure l-3: Colour-magnitude Diagran for M3. Evo-
lutionary features are indicated on the CMD. This figure is

taken from Da Costa (1992)

1.61.2
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positions of stars with the same age but a continuum of masses. These isochrones are computed

as a function of the effective temperature T"s and log t,t which can be transferred to the

observational values of absolute V and B - V. The distarie modulus is the difference between

the apparent (m) and absolute magnitudes (M) of astar, and is therefore a measure of distance,

i.e.,

m - M - 5log$ = ulogd - 5

where d is the distance in parsecs. The distance modulus for a cluster can be estimated from

a CMD, being the shift in V required to match the best-fit isochrone with the data (This is a

simplification, which is refined on page 159). The turnoff point of a cluster lowers with time

towards fainter magnitudes in the H-R diagram, as the higher mass stars reach the end of their

main sequence lifetimes and evolve off the Sequence. As time goes by, increasingly lower mass

stars reach this state. A small number of stars brighter and more blue than the turnof can be

seen in Figure l-3. These are blue stragglers. Their origin is not fully understood, although

plausible explanations involve mass transfer between components of close binary staf systems.

Red giants are stars in which the fusion of hydrogen takes place in shells aboul the core,

which results in an inflation of the star's outer layers. These stars have low effective temper-

atures of 2000-3000 kelvin, which means that they appear red to the eye. The diameters of

red giant stars are around l0 to 100 times that of the Sun - explaining the name of this class

of star. The colour of a red giant is sensitive to the metal abundance of the star, becoming

more red with increa-sing metal abundance. This can make red giants a useful diagnostic of the

abundance and homogeneity of metals within a cluster. The red giant evolutionary phase is

short compared with the main sequence. and so the number of red giants in a cluster is much

less than that of main sequence stars. The number of red giants in a cluster decreases with the

increasing absolute magnitude of the giants. This is because the evolutionary scales become

shorter for more massive red giant stars. During this phase the helium core is being heated by

the fusion reactions occurring in shells about it.

For low mass (- Mg) stars, evolution up the Red Giant Branch (RGB) terminates when

ihe central helium core of the giant becomes hot enough for the helium to ignite via the triple-

alpha process ( 3aHe * l?C * Z). This event is called the 'helium flash', and corresponds

to the tip of the RGB. After the helium flash, the star drops in absolute magnitude and shifts

blueward on the CMD. This ignition is rapid, due to the degenerate nature of the core which

lEffective Temperature is the surface temperatule of a star expressed as the temperacure of a black body
having the same radius as the star and radiating the same total amount of energy per unit area per ulit time,
i.e.,

T*r = -' 1-4rr2o
where a is the Stefan-Boltzmanur Consta.nt, r is the stellar radiue, and L is the luminosity of the star. Luminoeity
is the total energy radiated per unit time. The symbol @ stands for Sun, hence ihe eolar lurninosity is given by
Lr;r'
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can not expand and cool to counteract this new heat source. Hence the reaction takes place

rapidly throughout the core, leading to the core becomingnon-degenerabe and thesite of stable

helium fusion reactions that generate carbon. The hydrogen shell burning continues, although

its generation rate is less than thai of the core. After the central helium fuel supply in the

core is exhausted, a solar mass star is not massive enough that further collapse will increase

temperatures in its core to where further fusion reactions can commence, Fusion of carbon will

therefore not be possible. For a short period two shells burn hydrogen and helium respectively

and the star becomes a red giant again. The outer layers of the star will be ejected during

this phase. This is because the triple-alpha fusion process is temperature sensitive. The outer

layers of the star pulsate. Gravitational collapse increases temperatures in the helium shell,

causing the 3a process to increase in activity. The resulting increase in flux 'blows' the outer

layers of the star out. Temperatures drop, and the reaction rate slows, leading to the cycle

recommencing. Some of the pulses will be more violent, leading to the outer envelope of the

star reaching escape velocity.

These pulsations lead to the formation of a

convective zone in the outer layers of the star.

This convection can 'dredge up' processed ma-

terial from deeper regions inside the star. This

material can then be subjected to further reac-

tions resulting in the formation of heavier ele-

ments. Dredge-ups occur each time a star enters

the giant branch. A strong stellar wind, driven

by the thermal pulsations, can rip of the outer

layers of the star, forming a planetary nebula (see

Figure 1-4) and blast this processed material back

into space. Such debris will make up a large pro-

portion of the material from which later genera-

tions of stars form.

After finally exhausting its available fuel sup-

plies, a low mass star will collapse to form a white dwarf. These are compact bodies which

form a cooling sequence in the lower left of the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram. The stellar core is

degenerate, and so no amount of contraction will increase its temperature to the point at which

fusion can recommence - indeed, degeneracy pressure will resist any attempts at compression.

However the self-gravitation of white dwarf remnants of more massive stars that have a remnant

mass greater than - 1.4 MO can overcome this pressure, causing the star to collapse further.

Above this limit and below - 3 MO the collapse forces protons and electrons to merge together

Figure 1-4: The Helix Nebula is an ex-
ample of a planetary nebula. The central
star was once the core of a red giant. The
nebula looks like a series of rings, which
are actually spheres offset by the motion of
the red giant. The observable optical den-

sity is at a maximum at the sides of the
sphere. Photograph taken by David Malin
with the AAT (OAAO. Reproduced with
permission).
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as neutrons. The resulting object is supported against further collapse by neutron degeneracy

pressure, and is called a 'neutron star'. Beyond - 3 M6 even this degeneracy pressure is not

enough to stop the collapse, and a black hole is formed. As an aside, it should be noted that the

existence of black holes has not been definitively proven, although the evidence points towards

their existence. The mosi convincing evidence for these objects is binary star systems where

radial velocity measurements point to the masses of the second and unseen companions being

in excess of the maximum (theoretical) mass for a neutron star. See Cowley ( 1992) for a review

of the evidence for black holes in stellar binary systems.

The hotter cores of massive stars result in rapid reaction rates, which in turn result in the

quick exhaustion of the available core hydrogen. The Sun will remain on the main sequence

for some 10 billion years, while a 15 Mg star stays on the main sequence for only - 12 million

years (e.g., see Figure I of Lindofl 1967). However the high internal temperatures of massive

stars allow heavier elements to be used in fusion reactions. After reaching the turnoff, the core

of a massive star contracts, drawing new hydrogen down into the star's inner regions. hydrogen

fusion reactions then commence in a shell, as for the low mass stars, and the star becomes a

red giant. flowever, unlike low mass stars the core of a massive star is not degenerate. Stars

with masses greater than 2|Mg do not develop degenerate helium cores because the stellar

core does not become dense enough before helium ignition takes place. Therefore, when the

core is heated enough to commence helium fusion no helium flash occurs, but a relatively gentle

ignition instead. The star shifts blueward on the CMD, remaining nearly constant in luminosity

- rather than drops dramatically as with low mass stars - moving in a so.called giant loop.

For a short time the star 'burns' helium in its core. When adequate supplies run out, the

core contracts and shell burning again commences around the core, but this time of helium. The

star moves back onto the red giant branch. Depending on the mass of the star, this process can

continue through further giant loops as heavier elements are used as fuel. Successive reaction

stages can occur in a series of concentric shells about a star's core, rather resembling an onion,

with the final element depending (to a first approximation) on the mass of the star. The

older shells do not cease activity, but simply move radially outwards as the star contracts.

Nuclear fusion of iron is an endothermic reaction. Given that a star is a balance between

the inwardly directed gravitational force and the outward radiation pressure generated by the

fusion reactions, silicon is the last element that can be used by a star as fuel. Such a star

is a pre.supernova (Type IIl). Its iron core is incapable of generating energy. The star then

collapses catastrophically, liberating vast amounts of gravitational potential energy. The outer

layers of the star are blasted into space. The supernova progenitor should be a red giant,

l There are two basic types of supernova. Type I explosions are be[eved to be a white dwa,rf in a close bina.ry
stax system that has accreted enough mass from a companion star for it to exceed the Chandraseklnr limit of
1.4 MO . The dwarf then collapses, violenily igniting ihe accreted material.
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although SN1987A was a blue supergiant thought to be a Wolf-Rayet star. These are massive

stars which have lost their outer layers as dense high velocity winds, thereby exposing the hot

stellar cores. Other theories which attempt to explain why a blue star went supernova centre

around the presumably low metallicity of the progenitor and the effects this may have on late

stages of stellar evolution. For a review of SN1987A see Arnett el al. (1989).

Metallicity affects the evolution of a star in that low metallicity stars fusing helium in their

cores lie in a different region of a CMD from extreme Population I stars at the same evolutionary

phase. Regardless of the metallicity of a star, the general trends of stellar evolution remain

the same. Once equilibrium is restored after the helium flash, the brightness and colour of a

low metal abundance, low mass star are such that it now lies on the horizontal branch (IIB)

on the CMD. The horizontal branch is so-called because it is a roughly horizontal feature on

the diagram (see Figure 1-3). The branch typically lies some 3.5 magnitudes above the main

sequence turnoff, and around 2 magnitudes below the tip of the RGB. The horizontal branch for

M3 (Figure 1-3) is well populated, with both blue and red stars. The apparent gap at B - V

- 0.3 is not an actual feature of the branch. The HB stars in this region of the H-R diagram

are known to be variables (RR Lyrae stars), whose outer layers radially pulsate in the lower

spherical harmonics with periods typically between 0.2 and 0.8 days. All RR Lyrae stars have

the same mean absolute magnitude of - 0.5, making them useful distance indicators out to

about 200 kiloparsecs.

The morphology of the HB varies between old clusters, with some clusters having only blue

HB stars while others have branches that are more red. Stellar evolution models have shown

that the HB morphology is dependent on metal abundance. A metal-rich cluster generally has

a horizontal branch more red than that of a metal-poor cluster. Ilowever the EB is different

between clusters with the same metallicity, indicating the need for at least a second parameter

to explain the variations. Many parameters have been suggested to explain what has come to be

known as the "second parameter problem". These have included the age of the cluster, which

is the most promising, and variations of carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen abundances relative to

each other. For a good fit to cluster CMDs, models of stellar evolution require that HB stars

are around 20% less massive than the main sequence turnof mass. It therefore appears that

mass must be lost during the red giant phase, or during the structural realignment of the star

following the helium flash.

Once HB stars exhaust their core helium, they again evolve towards higher luminosities and

redder colours. The extent, of evolutionary movement, across the CMD is determined by the

envelope ma.ss above the hydrogen-burning shell. HB stars with small envelopes evolve almost

vertically before becoming white dwarfs, while stars with larger envelopes evolve towards and

above the RGB outlining the asymptotic giant branch (AGB). The evolution of a star along
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the AGB ends when the mass of the outer envelope of the star reaches a lower limit. During

the AGB stage, this envelope is being stripped either by gradual mass loss or the dramatic loss

associated with the formation of a shell of a planetary nebula. When the mass limit is met, the

internal pressure of the shell beneath the envelope is too low to support fusion reactions.

1.3 The Magellanic Clouds

Both the Large Magellanic Cloud (L-

MC) and Small Magellanic Cloud (S-

MC) are large naked-eye objects, re-

sembling detached portions of the Milky

Way. This is just the appearance one

might expect of the Clouds, rvhich

are the closestl large galaxies to our

own (see Figures 1-5 and l-6 for pho-

tographs of the SMC and LMC). Be-

ing close to the South Celestial Pole

with declinations of - -70 degrees,

the Clouds are best placed for ob-

serving in the Southern llemisphere, although they can be seen from the lower northern hemi-

sphere latitudes.

The Clouds are named after the

Portuguese explorer Ferdinand Mag-

ellan, who mentioned them in his 1521

log-book during the first circumnav-

igation of the world (Bok 1969a, b).

While the Clouds may be named in

honour of the leader of the first Eu-

ropean expedition that saw these galax-

ies, they were well known to the es-

tablished southern hemisphere cul-

tures. For instance, one Maori tra-

dition held that rhe Clouds warded

offstrong winds, and also acted ae aids for weather forecasting. A supposed sign of fair weather

was if the LMC was the closer of the two galaxies to the direction of the prevailing wind (Best

1987).

I The newly discovered dwarf spheroidal in Sagittarius now has the honour of being the closegt external galaxy
(Ibata el al. 1994, Mateo et al. 1994).

l1

Figure 1-5: The Small Magellanic Cloud. Photo-.
graph taken by the 1.2 metre UK Schmidt Telescope
(@ROE/AAO. Reproduced with permission).

Figure 1-6: The Large Magellanic Cloud Phote'
graph taken by the 1.2 metre UK Schmidt Telescope
(@ROE/AAO. Reproduced with permission).
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The Magellanic Clouds are believed to be satellites of our own galaxy. Their proximity

provides us with a unique laboratory for the study of the evolution and dynamics of stars,

clusters, and galaxies. It is especially convenient that they are placed well above the disk of the

Milky Way with a Galactic latitude b - -34o, lowering the amount of interstellar dust that we

observe them through to almost negligible values (E(B - V) - 0.10).

L.4 The Large Magellanic Cloud

The Large Magellanic Cloud appears on first examination to be an irregular galaxy, but pos-

sesses a bar and some indication of spiral structure (de Vaucouleurs 1963, Smith ei al. 1988)

leading to its classification by de Vaucouleurs & Freeman (1972) as the SBml prototype -
a class between late spiral and irregular galaxies. The main characteristics of this group are

(Freeman 1984) :-

A small bar, which is optically the most conspicuous feature.

A disk, rvhich is the main light source. The disk exhibits the expected exponentially

decaying (with radius) distribution in brightness.

r A strong asymmetry of the spiral structure, rvith the bar and disk offset by a typical

distance of 0.5 to 1.0 kpc.

o The disk is not as thin as those of normal spirals. Wielin & Fuchs (1984) suggested that

the cause could be some mechanism heating the disk of the LMC. A source that has been

suggested for this mechanism might be the asymmetry of the bar itself, via a resonant

excitation of the motion perpendicular to the Galactic plane (Binney 1981). However

the disk is still quite thin, as indicated by the small average stellar velocity dispersion of

15.1 + 1.9 km/s (which increases with object age and proximity to the centre of the LMC

(Feast 1989)) derived after compensating for the galactocentric motion of the Earth and

the rotation of the LMC (see e.g. Feast el al. 1960).

Rotation of the LMC was initially suggested by the radial velocities of l? emission nebulae2

by Wilson (1918). Velocities become more positive to the south. The high mean velocity of

276 kmls indicated clearly for the first time that the LMC was external to the Milky Way;

the velocity being well above the rotation speed of the Milky Way in its outer regions (see

Fich & temaine (1991) for a galactic rotation curve). Hertzsprung (1920, 1923) argued that

the velocity gradient was not due to rotation, as Wilson (1918) had suggested, but rather

lSBm: which in Hubble notation stands for the 'Spiral, Barred - Magellanic'subset of galaxies.
2Emission nebulae are regions of hot interstellar gas and dust that shine by their own tight. The corrstituent

atoms of such nebulae are ionized. There are three classes: H II regions where the hydrogen is ionized by
ultraviolet radiation from nearby O and B stami planetary nebulae where the exciting eoutce is the central
dying star; and supernova remnants.
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experimental error with all parts of the LMC having the same motion. This was a view widely

accepted for three decades (Wilson 1944), although a re-analysis of the Lick data (of Wilson

1918) indicated rotational motion of the LMC even if a large radial velocity was assumed

(Kaburaki 1931)' The latter view was finally supported by the 21 cm (Ke;1 et aL t9S4) and

stellar (Peast et al. 1955, Feast 1964) rotation curves, although they indicated different centres

of rotation.

The 21cm centre is at the (Epoch 1950) equatorial coordinates of bh20m, -6990 (Eindman
1967) in an optically empty region - 1" north of the bar, while the optical one (based on

isophotes of the outer regions) lies ab 5h 25*, -699b (Feast 1964) - again, outside the bar.

Other centres lie in a range between these two points, e.g. the stellar and H I nebulae radial
velocities centre is close to that for radio observations (Feast et at. 7g6l), while the planetary

nebula (Webster 1965) and the cluster centres lie closer to the optical centre (see Figure 11 of
de Vaucouleurs & Freeman 1972). Unfortunately formal errors for the centre positions are not
given by these early studies. However, there is little disagreement about the position angle of
the maximum differential velocity, with 1710 (Feast et cL 196l), 165" (de Vaucouleurs lgb7),
and 170" (Elsiisser 1959). See Westerlund (1990) for a more complete list of derived inclinations
and position angles. The greatest extension of the cluster distribution is found in this region
(Wesierlund 1964)' If rotational symmetry is assumed then an inclination, rotational period,

and mass (- l0l0 M6) can be calculated for the LMC, with uncertainties in the inclination
and overall distance complicating the mass estimates. Due to the certainly distorted nature of
the LMC, a large range of 22 - 45o has been reached for the inclination (see Feast lg8g for a
comprehensive summaryof these studies). The de Vaucouleurs & de Vaucouleurs (1g63) value

of 27o is widely adopted, although this analysis truncated the southern side of the LMC. The
rotational and circular orbital (about the Galaxy) periods of the LMC are approximately the

same length at 10e years, leading to the suggestion of tidat locking (Bok 196ga).

Initially it was believed that the Magellanic Clouds were at the same distance of - J2

kpc (Thackeray 1963). This distance was based on the long period Cepheid work of Shapley
(1918, 1924). Cepheids are supergiant stars that are pulsating variables, rather like the RR
Lyraes. The log of their pulsation periods increases linearly with magnitude, making them a
useful gauge of distance- If the pulsation rate and apparent magnitude of a given Cepheid are

known then the absolute magnitude of the star can be calculated. Confusion in early work
using Cepheids to determine distances was resolved by the discovery that there are two types

of Cepheids:

l3
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o Classical Cepheids, which belong to Population I, and

r W Virginis stars, which are older and less massive Population II stars. The W Virginis

stars are about 1.7 magnitudes fainter than classical Cepheids.

By the 1940s observational improvements had been made that allowed magnitudes 17-18 to

be reached. RR Lyrae stars should have been observed at these magnitudes, given the estimated

distances of the Clouds. They were not, and therefore the Clouds had to be further away than

they were believed to be. Thackeray & Wesselink (1953) finally observed RR Lyrae stars at

magnitude -19 in the SMC star cluster NGC 121. This and later work led to new distance

estimates of 55 and 63 kpc for the LMC and SMC respectively (Thackeray & Wesselink 1955,

see also Sandage & Tammann 1974). These distance are in reasonable agreement with distances

derived using:

The peak intensities of novael (Shapley 1953),

The apparent diameters of E II regions (Gum & de Vaucouleurs 1953), and

The integrated magnitudes of star clusters (Shapley & Nail 1953a, b).

Problems have been encountered with this 'classic' LMC distance modulus in isochrone fits

to cluster CMDs (e.g. Walker 1974, Schommer et al. 1984, Andersen el cl 1985, Mateo &

Hodge i986). The major problem with ihe CMD studies is that the masses of red giant clump

stars are in excess of the corresponding main sequence turnof mass for the 'classic' distances

to the Clouds. Stellar evolution models indicate that mass loss must have been experienced by

these clump stars (Seggewiess & Richtler 1989). A modulus shorter by - 0.5 magnitudes has

therefore been suggested, which provides a better fit ofthe observations to theory. Bertelli el ol.

(1986) introduced convective overshooting at the H and IIe cores in an attempt to resolve the

problem. This lowered the maximum helium flash mass, extending both advanced evolutionary

state lifetimes and the core H burning phase considerably by - 3 times (Chiosi & Pigatto 1986).

Such models would place the clusters at a slightly greater distance away.

Convection is not rigourously understood, with the 'mixing length' approximation being

widely used. This method checks if a temperature gradient is greater than the adiabatic one.

If it is, then energy transport is attributed to convection, with 'blobs' rising or falling through

a given height at speeds dependent on their relative densities compared to their surroundings.

This height, or the mixing length, is typically one or two pressure scale heights. One problem

with this approach is that at the edge ofthe convective zone, the force on a blob goes to zero, yet

r Novae are staxs that suddenly and temporarily brighten by 10 magnitudes or more. They are believed to be
close binary stars, where one component is a red giant star streafiLing matter onto an extremely evolved star,
such as a white dwarf. When a 'critical' mass of hydrogen is accreted onto the white dwarf, nuclear reactions
coEunence violently and last briefly.
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its velocity is likely not to be zero at this point. Such overshootiDg will expand the theoretical

convective zone, mixing in more fuel for a star.

Mateo & Flodge (1987) found that overshooting did not resolve the distance problems with

LMC star clusters. Graham (1984) noted that the resolution of ihe problem could lie in the

metal-poor LMC RR Lyrae stars being a magnitude fainter than their Galactic counterparts,

together with the possibility of a discrepancy in the zero point of the Cepheid period-luminosity

relation. The distance modulus remains controversial.

The Magellanic Clouds are part of an interacting system consisting of the two Clouds,

the Milky Way, and nine spheroidal dwarf galaxies. Interactions between the Clouds and the

Galaxy are believed to have caused tidal distortions of the Clouds and stripping of gas from

them. Mathewson el al. (1987) have suggested that the SMC has been ripped into two by tidal

forces, and that this galaxy in the process of irreversible disintegration. A warp in the disk of

the Milky Way rvas suggested by Kerr (1965) to be caused by the Clouds. However later work

(see Binney 1992, Gilmore 1989) showed that such warps were common in spiral galaxies. Arp

(1961) noted that SBm galaxies are often found in free space as pairs (e.g. NGC 4618f 4625 and

NGC 4027/A) and have been proposed as fission remnants from events in the early universe.

A small sample survey of 31 spiral galaxies from the Shapley-Ames (i932) catalog showed that

for up to spiral type Sb, 30Toof companion galaxies are of the Magellanic class. The remaining

70To of companions are'normal'irregular galaxies. All the companions to Sc class galaxies are

standard irregular galaxies. This survey suggests that the type of satellite galaxies could be

influenced by the primal conditions of the 'parent' galaxy.

There are three main propositions for the origin of the Clouds -
1. A chance meeting with the Milky Way, resulting in a hyperbolic orbit about the Galaxy

(Mathewson & Ford 1984).

2. Formation as part of our hyper-galaxy (Einasto et al. 1976). The Clouds have therefore

always been satellites of our Galaxy.

3. Formation as part of the Local Group with capture by the Milky Way reasonably early

(Westerlund 1990). This scenario would explain why the orbital plane of the Clouds

coincides with that corresponding to the Local Group.

The main problem with the second hypothesis is that the Clouds are still rich in gas 15

Gyrs after formation, while the more distant satellite galaxies and globular clusters are nearly

completely stripped of gas (Westerlund 1989). The third hypothesis is currently enjoying pop-

ularity, particularly due to the work of Murai & Fujimoto (19S0) who regressed the positions

of the three major bodies (LMC, SMC, and the Galaxy) up to 10 Gyr into the past. There was

considerable success in reproducing observational features such as the Magellanic Stream. Dif-
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ficulties in determining the velocities of the Magellanic Clouds lie with problems compensating

accurately for the motion of the Earth. This means that the first possibility for the origin of
the Clouds can not yet be discarded.

The Magellanic Stream (see Figure 1-Z) is a band

of neutral hydrogen gas extending from the common

envelope surrounding the Clouds in a great circle

past the South Galactic Pole to galactic coordinates

I = 90" and b = -30o (Hindman el al. 1g63, Wan-

nier & Wrixon 1972). Murai & Fujimoto(1980, 1986)

and Lin & Lynden-Bell (1982) explain the Stream as

being gas torn from the SMC by the LMC in the most

recent tidal interaction between them. The stream.

in conjunction with the current velocities and posi-

tions ofthe Clouds, has been used by these authors as

a tracer of the orbits of the Magellanic Clouds. The

Stream also acts as a constraint for such tidal mod-

els. Murai & Fujimoto (1986) note that the besi fit

to the observed stream is obtained when orbital in-

sertion of the Magellanic pair, which were considered

to be always gravitationally bound to each other, oc-

cured about 2 Gyrs ago. The model worsens if earlier

capture is assumed. Murai & Fujimoto (1980) also

explain the high-velocity clouds (HVCs) near the tip

of the Stream to be the stream disintegrating as it

nears the Milky Way. The HVC velocities connect

smoothly with that of the Stream (Moore & Davis

1994). Velocities along the Stream vary systemati-

cally in the nature of a smoothly declining sine func-

tion (Murai & Fujimoto 1980) towards the northern

tip of the Stream, although Mathewson et al. (L984)

identify six subclumps within it. The models predict
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Figure l-7: The Magellanic Stream
is given as contours of H I gas in galac-
tic co-ordinates. The outer contour is
the 10-le atoms per cm2 isophote, with
the others arbitrarily chosen to empha-
size features. The LMC is at (1, b) -
(2800, -34o), while the SMC is (1, b) -
(300", -43o). (Diagram from Mathew-
son & Ford 1984)

well the observational stream velocities of Mathewson et al. (1979). The steep E I gradient on

the eastern side of the LMC is explained as being due to halo ram pressure, i.e., the Clouds

orbit anti-clockwise about the Galaxy.

Support for a shorter period of 'capture' can be seen in that the LMC is archetypical of

its class, and has not experienced as severe damage as could be expected after several close
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interactions with the Milky Way. There is no evidence for a bridge of material connecting the

Clouds to the Milky Way, despite the suspicions of Herschel (1847), de Vaucouleurs (1954),

and Elsdsser & Haug (1960). The Murai & Fujimoto (1980, 1986) model predicts that the last

encounter between the Clouds coincided with perigalacticon. According to the model, this was

200 million years ago with a centre to centre separation of 3 kpc between the two Clouds. This

event would have caused severe tidal shocking of these smaller bodies. Gunn (1980) suggested

that this could be responsible for bursts of star formation. However, the star formation bursts

and enrichment rates of the two Clouds do not coincide (Da Costa 1991a), casting doubt on

such an external cause for these events being common to the two galaxies.

Problems with the tidal models include (Moore & Davis 1994):

1. The expectation of stars in the Magellanic Stream. None have been detected, although

stars should have been stripped as easily as gas from the Clouds (Mathewson 1985). The

lack of stars in the Stream means that the distance to it can not be calculated.

The lack of a leading stream as expected in tidal models.

3' High resolution numerical simulations indicate that material tidally stripped from the

LMC would retain the internal LMC velocities, and so form a thick plane about the

Milky Way rather than the tight wake that is observed.

Discrete ram pressure models suggest that the Stream is material swept from the Magellanic

Cloud environs by collisions with HVCs. Mathewson el al. (1987) explain EVCs as being the

capture products of a collision between our Galaxy and another galaxy some 10 Gyr ago. While

this explains the clumpy nature of the Stream, the model requires six collisions of the Clouds

with the HVCs (one collision for each clump) to occur in rapid succession over the la-st 500

million years. Continuous ram pressure models, such as Liu (1992), require a high halo density

( t tO-t atoms per cubic cm). This density is not confirmed by the low energy X-ray emission

that would be expected from such a mass (Moore & Davis 1994), nor can these models easily

explain the subclumps in the stream.

The transverse motion of the LMC has been measured by Jones et cf. (1991) and T\rcholke &

Hiesgen (1991), who compared current star positions with those on old photographic plates.

While measurement errors are large, the fact that the Stream in on the trailing edge of the

Clouds is confi.rmed. The orbit of the LMC appears to be circular, which does not fit well will

the model of Murai & Fujimoto (1980, 1986).

Unfortunately the pan-Magellanic flow field, which has proven to be so useful in establishing

the dynamics of the LMC, disturbs the motion of objects in the outer regions of the Cloud,

such as H II regions. These objects could have been used to establish data points at large radii
in rotation curve studies. Hence the assumption of Murai & Fujimoto (1980) of a dark massive

t7

2.
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corona, necessary in their model for the formation of the Stream, is not directly provable.

However the rotation curve solution of Carignan (1983) for the SBm galaxy NGC J109 required

such a corona of approximately seven times the mass of the luminous disk (within 10 kpc).

This does lend support to the existence of such masses about the clouds.

1.5 The IMC Clusters

1.5.1 Classification

The dichotomy that exists for clusters in

the Milky Way does not occur in the Mag-

ellanic Clouds. There is no such bivari-

ance (Gascoigne 1966), with objects that

resemble globular clusters (see Figure 1-8)

spanning a large interval of ages. The clus-

ters also show a large heavy element abun-

dance spread at any given age (Batinelli &

Capuzzo-Dolcetta 1989). The latter was

explained by Freeman (1981) as being pos-

sibly due to the clusters forming in the outer

and low density regions of the LMC. This
Figure 1-8: The LMC Cluster Hodge Ll.
Phttograph taken by David Malin with the AAT would result in a somewhat unpredictable

(OAAO. Reproduced with permission). Initial Mass Functionr (IMF).

However, the star clusters in the Large Magellanic Cloud can be divided into two groups

on the basis of their integrated colours (Gascoigne 1966). The distribution of colours is not

uniform, being bimodal (see Figure 1-9a). The blue clusters outnumber the red clusters by 5

to 1. Several explanations have been suggested for the cause of the gap, including that it is:

r Really an age gap, due to separate bursts of cluster formation,

r An effect of cluster disruption rates being different for clusters of different ma.sses, or

o Due to red giant or asymptotic branch phase transitions (Chiosi 1989). The sudden

appearance of stars in either of these two evolutionary stages would drastically redden

the colour of a cluster (Gascoigne 1980), although the lack of a bimodal distribution for

the SMC and M33 (Christian & Schommer 1982) suggests that this re€son is not the

cause of the gap. The gap is apparent in M31, but red clusters outnumber blue clusters

instead (Fusi Pecci 1988)

I Discussed below
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Figure 1-9: Integrated (B - V) Colours of LMC Clusters from Van den Bergh (i981) are
plotted against the integrated V magnitudes for the clusters in sub-figure (a), and against age
in sub-figure (b). The ages from Seggewiss & Richtler (1989).

The gap is most likely to be due to two bursts of star formation, given the age-colour relation

shown in Figure 1-9(b).

The two classes of star clusters in the Large Magellanic Cloud are called the:

o Red Clasters - which are old objects, with their brightest stars being red giants. Radial

star counts by Geyer el al. (1979) found the clusters to be remarkably similar, with

the blue (HB, and originally more massive) stars centrally condensed. This indicates

that the clusters are dynamically well relaxed. There are seven clusters which appear

to be genuine globular clusters, being of the right mass, size, age, and mean absolute

magnitudeMu of -7.1 (Van den Bergh 1991). These are the clusters Hodge 1l and NGC

numbers 1466, 1786, 1835, 1841, 2210, and 2257. They do not appear to be Galactic

globular clusters merely superimposed on the LMC. If a double symmetty of the system

of globularclusters, about the Galactic disk and the Galactic longitudeof 0o, and a mass

for the LMC of 1010 M6 are assumed then the gravitational range of the LMC can be

calculated. The number of globular clusters falling into this region can be compared with

the number in the other three 'rnirror' regions. Two genuine Galactic globular clusters

are superposed onto the LMC. These are Sersic I and ESO 3, which are both aC the

gravitational limit of the LMC, if they are assumed to be at the same radial distance as

the LMC. The three mirror regions contain 0, 3, and 4 globular clusters, as opposed to

9 if all the globular clusters in the direction of the LMC belong to the Galaxy and are
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merely in our line of sight. Given a mean of 2.3 * 2.I,9 is beyond the 3o confidence level,

and very unlikely. It is therefore more probable that the seven clusters are indeed in the

LMC, a view supported by radial velocity studies such as Meylan (1988) and Freeman el

al. (i983), which show that clusters such as NGC 1835 have the systemic radial velocity

of rhe LMC.

o BIue Clusters - which are young objects, with high mass stars still on the main sequence

and generally only a few evolved stars (Geyer & Hiinel 1984). From the viewpoint of

stellar evolution the clusters resemble open clusters, but morphologically they are globular

clusters (Geyer et al. 1979) although their ages are shorter than their relaxation times

and their masses may be ten times smaller than those of globular clusters. This has led

to the suggestion these clusters are relaxed at formation, perhaps providing a clue about

the initial dynamics of globular clusters. Such evidence would have been obliterated by

two-body processes in the Milky Way globular clusters over their long lifetimes. Some

authors have found no sign of mass segregation (e.g. Geyer et aL L979) with an apparently

uniform distribution of the stellar types, as might be expected in young clusters which

have not had enough time to relax dynamically. However Geyer & Iliinel (1984) did find

some evidence for mass segregation in the young cluster NGC 1818 with the more massive

stars already more centrally concentrated (see also Chrysovergis el al. 1989). Hodge 1i is

an example of the blue cluster group (see Figure l-8 on page 18), but it is an exception.

The blue integrated colour of the cluster is due to the brightest member stars not being

young but rather on the horizontal branch. Hodge ll is actually an old cluster.

1.5.2 Structure

The radial light curves and star counts for both classes of LMC star cluster are fairly well

represented by globular cluster King (1962, 1966a,b)r models (Chun 1978, Freeman 19?4).

Around ISVo of the younger clusters exhibit abnormalities in their outer regions such as bumps

or shoulders (Elson 1991). Cluster masses can be estimated from the tidal radii if circular

cluster orbits about the centre of the LMC are assumed, as the tidal field of the LMC is known

from rotation curves. This has led to estimates of cluster masses of between lOa to 105 M6,

together with corresponding mass-luminosity ratios of [0.02 - 0.56] , rvhich is about l0% that

of our Galaxy (Seggeweiss & Richtler 1989). Such m€Nses are low in comparison with Milky

Way globular clusters, although the concentrations (tidal/core radii) are similar for the LMC

and Galactic globular clusters. The concentrations are between 1 and 1.5. Whether the LMC

populous clusters are 'real'globular clusters is hotly debated - as they are in general younger

I King models are discussed in more detail in Chapter 5, where terms auch as tidal and core radii are explained.
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and less massive than Galactic globular clusters.

Meylan (1988) argued that the King (1962,1966a,b) models are an unphysical oversimpli-

fication with their single mass and isotropic approach which also ignores the effects of any

rotation of the cluster. A further complication for the application of King models to young

LMC clusters is that the clusters do not appear to be tidally limited, with a halo of unbound

sfars (Elson et al., 1987). Presumably similar halos about the young globular clusters in the

early Galaxy were the origin of the bulk of the halo starsl . Together with the assumption of a

circular orbit for a cluster about the LMC centre, Meylan (1988) considered that studies such

as Elson & Freeman (1985) only provided a lower limit to the mass of a given cluster. Meylan

(1988) therefore applied a multi-mass anisotropic distribution model, already used on some

Galactic globular clusters, in conjunction with fitting of the internal velocity dispersion of the

star cluster. Meylan (i989) derived a mass of 106 Mg for NGC 1835, with a mass-luminosity

(M/L) ratio of 3.4. These values are comparable to a rich Milky Way globular. Similarly Mey-

Ian et al. (1991) calculated a M/L ratio of L2 to 4.2 for NGC 1978, along with a mass estimate

of 0.4-1.4 x 106 M6 for the cluster. These results suggest that perhaps the difference between

the masses of 'globular' clusters in the LMC and our Galaxy lies in the techniques being used

on the LMC clusters.

1.5.3 Mass F\rnctions

The distribution of masses with which stars form is known as the Initial Mass Function (IMF).

It is often described using a power law of form M"-r, where M is mass in solar units (see

Chapter 7 for further details on the IMF). The IMFs derived for the LMC clusters by Elson el

al. (1987, 1989) and Freeman (1977) are of shallow gradient, with c values in the range -0.2 to

0.8. Other investigators used CCDs (Charge-Coupled Devices) and techniques to account for

counting incompleteness, rather than the photographic plate and drift photometry techniques

of Elson et al. (1987, 1989). The CCD-based studies have derived higher values of s from a

maximum of around 2.5 (Mateo 1988) to a minimum near 1.1 (Cayrel et cl. 1988, Sagar &

Richtler 1991), depending on the techniques used to estimate the completeness of the data.

This topic is further discussed in greater detail iu the introduction to Chapter 7.

1.5.4 Ages and Metallicity

Cluster ag€ can be estimated by several techniques including:

o The extension of the asymptotic giant branch (Mould & Aaronson 1983),

c Luminosity of the main sequence turnoff point (Hodge 1983),

2l

I Although escape from young globular clusters can not explain the early-type stare found in the halo.
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Figure 1-10: The Age-Abundance Relation for LMC Clusters whose ages have been
determined using photometry and fitting of the main sequence turnoff. The old clusters have
been arbitrarily assigned an age of 15 A 2 Gyr. Metallicity is plotted on the y axis. (Figure
taken from Da Costa 1991a)

e The distribution of red giant stars in a colour-colour diagram (although this method is

only suitable for young clusters, Flower 1984), and

r The fitting of isochrones based on stellar evolution theories to colour magnitude diagrams

(e.g. Van den Bergh 1981, Sweigart & Gross 1976, Maeder & Mermilliod 1981, Bertelli el

al. 1986, Seidel el al., 1987).

The age distribution of the Magellanic clusters is bimodal. The first peak in the number of

clusters formed is some 13 Gyr ago, while the other started about 3 Gyr ago and continues to

the current day (Geyer & Cassatella 1984, Stryker 1984, Mateo 1988a, Olszewski 1988). Only

one cluster in between these two groups, with an age of about 8 Gyrs, has yet been dated (see

Figure 1-10).

The age-metallicity relation derived from clusters indicates that the LMC eurichment rate

has generally been slower than that of the Milky Way, leading to the present day metallicity

of the LMC being approximately three-quarters the Solar value (Searle 1984). Smith et al.

(1988) presented evidence that the LMC chemical enrichment rate over the last 6-8 Gyrs has

been faster than either in the SMC or the Solar Neighbourhood in the Milky Way, with the

inner regions of the LMC still forming stars (Hardy el al. 1984, Mateo 1988a). A radial trend

towards the LMC centre can be seen also in the few comprehensive field studies yet performed
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(Stryker 1983, Butcher 1977, Hardy el al. 1984), with a 9 kpc (distance from the LMC centre

for cluster rotation) bulk field age of 6-7 Gyr, a 4-5 kpc radius being 3-5 Gyr old, and the bar

being 0-3 Gyr old. Da Costa el al. (1985) noted that the cluster ages given by Gascoigne el

al. (1976) and their study also implied a radial abundance gradient, although this involved

only two clusters! The spectroscopy of individual stars by Cohen ( 1982) indicated a monotonic

growth in abundance, but more recent work on field asymptotic giant branch stars (Frogel 1984,

Frogel & Blanco 1983) indicated two recent bursts ofstar formation 108 and 3-5 x 10e years ago.

The weight of the argument, based mainly on cluster data, is away from monotonic enrichment.

Searle el al. (1980) used intermediate band photometry to order LMC clusters by their

hydrogeu lines, resulting in a smooth but not monotonic series in metal line strengths. This

was unlike Danziger (1973), who ordered LMC clusters by metal strength alone. Searle et al.

(1980) defined 7 age groups, which Frenk & Fall (1982), Hodge (1983), and Mould & Aaronson

(1983) attempted to date using the age techniques discussed above. Unfortunately there is poor

agreement between these studies. The main sequence turnoff ages are much smaller than those

derived using the asymptotic giant branch. This difference is presumably due to theoretical

difficulties estimating the mass loss rate experienced in the advanced evolutionary state of

AGB stars (Hodge 1983), However, the work of Searle el cl. (1980) had a large impact on the

field, as it acfed as a check on colour-magnitude diagram based ages. For instance, NGC 418

and NGC 419 were dated the same age via their CMDs (Hodge 1983). While these clusters

possessed similar metal line strengths, their hydrogen lines were very different indicating that
they really are different ages (Searle l98a). This was confirmed to be the case by later CMDs

of greater photometric accuracy and limiting magnitude.

The metallicities of young LMC clusters are lower than their Milky Way counterparts, being

0 > [M/H] > -1.2 (see Figure 1-10) where M stands for metals and H stands for hydrogen.l

This leads to the suggestion that perhaps the low environmental enrichment encourages rich

'globular' formation (Nelles & Richtler 1984), which would explain why such clusters are no[

being currently formed in the Milky Way. Richtler & Seggeweiss (1938) argued that metal-

poor proto-clusters are more stable against mass loss, partially because they are smaller and

more gravitationally bound (if thermal equilibrium is assumed). Abott (19S2) noted that the

strength of stellar winds decreases with metallicity. Therefore, it would be more difficult for

metal-poor clusters to be disrupted by stellar winds. However, there is a problem in that while

young blue LMC clusters are rarely embedded in any remnant interstellar matter, neighbouring

l To specify abundances it,is usual to give the logalithmicab '.dance of iron, or all the metale, to the hydrogen
in the object. This ratio is then related to that of the sun. For iron, the relation is:

[Fe/H] = ros:& - r.r ($.)' -Ns "\Ns/6

[Fe/H] has been observed !o vary from nearly *1 for some stars in the Galactic Bulge down to -2.3 and beyond
for the most metal-poor globular clusters and halo stars.

23
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loose stellar associations of similar age are often coupled to dense H [I regions. Hence either

star formation in LMC star clusters is a very efficient process, or the combined ultraviolet

radiation of the many early spectral type members 'blows' the gas away. Some young clusters

are located completely outside the neutral hydrogen surrounding the LMC (Olszewski 1984),

raising the problem of their formation. Similar observations apply for a substantial lack of

nearby CO (Cohen el al. 1981), Ho emission, and even dense molecular Clouds (McGee &

Milton 1966). Additionally there are many cases of the fields surrounding LMC clusters being

distinctly younger or older than the cluster (e.g. Stryker 1983, Mould eI al. 1984). Kontizas et

a/. (1987) claimed old clusters tended to be in an old field, the intermediate in young, and the

young iu old. [n other words, Kontizas et al. (1987) argued that the star clus0er is a completely

separate unit from its immediate sumoundings. This could simply be due to movement of the

cluster from the site of its formation, although this would not be possible for young clusters.

Richtler & Nelles (1983), Spite el al. (1986), and Wolf & Reiermann (1989) have noted that

stars in the young populous clusters have lower abundances than the field, which is well-mixed

across the LMC. Spite (f989) suggested that this indicates that perhaps the clusters formed

from masses of gas and dust which escaped mixing for a substantial time, forming stars from

the under-processed material after a delay. This has led to the role of clusters as tracers of the

chemical evolution of the LMC being queried.

1.5.5 Ellipticity

The Magellanic clusters appear to have a higher ellipticity than the Milky Way globular clusters

(Geisler & Hodge 1980, Geyer el ol. 1983, Frenk & Fall 1982), with the SMC clusters being the

most elliptical (Kontizas ex oI. 1991). Hodge (1984) suggested that the ellipticity increased with

age. Fall & Frenk (1934) found that the greatest change in ellipticity for a cluster occurred at an

age of - 108 years, and suggested aspherical collapse and violent relaxation at formation to be

the cause of the ellipticities. Such mechanisms would produce the observed ellipticity without

inducing mass segregation. Frenk & Fall (1982) commented that variation in ellipticity between

clusters was due to the individual internal evolution of each cluster. Internal variation of

ellipticity is common (Geyer & Richtler 1984, Geyer el al. 1983). Zepka & Dottori (1987) found

that along with such an internal change in ellipticity, generally decrea,sing radially outwards,

the major axis of the best-fit ellipses also varied with radius in about half their sample. Norris

(1983) suggested that the ellipticity is related to the second parameter problem, noting that

those Galactic globulars with blue horizontal branches have higher ellipticities, while those

with red horizontal branches are almost spherical. This trend, if real, does not apply to the

Magellanic clusters as Gascoigne (1966) found NGC 121 to have a high ellipticity and a red

horizontal branch. Rather the ellipticity appears to be a function of the cluster luminosity
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(Van den Bergh, 1984). Once this dependence is removed there is no age dependence (Van den

Bergh & Morbey 1984).

Kontizas el aI. (1989) argued that the higher ellipticity of the Magellanic star clusters is

due to the lower masses of the LMC and SMC, which would reduce the effect of gravo-thermal

shocks on the clusters. They found no age dependence, explaining the internal variations in

ellipticity as being due to the increasing predominance of the external tidal field with radius

from the cluster centre. This field would distort the cluster from spherical symmetry. Rotation

acquired during the formation of the star cluster in the disk of the LMC has also been suggested

as the cause of the ellipticities (Geisler & Ilodge 1980).

1.5.6 Sizes

The young Magellanic star clusters tend to be a variety of sizes, while the old ones are all small -
presumably because they are more tightly bound and so will survive as a unit longer. Bhatia &

MacGillivray (1989) used the COSMOS automatic photographic-plate measuring machine in

an automated search of some 1.2 m UKST plates. They estimated that their survey was -g9%
complete for clusters down to radii of about 5 pc. The median cluster diameter was 8 pc, with

a mean of 11 pc. These values are systematically larger than those for Galactic open clusters,

whose size distribution is of a similar form. This suggested that the same formation mechanism

is at work, with the size difference being caused by the different gravityof the respective parent

galaxy.

A unimodal and asymmetric size distribution, with increasingly less numbers of smaller

sized clusters' was unexpected although the trend can be seen in the re-binned survey data of
Hodge (1980) and Shapley (1930a). Rather it had been expected that as the radius deoeased the

number of clusters would increase. The extensive tail towards the larger radii that was observed

is presumably due to the low mass of the LMC, which also seems to encourage many binary
clusters (Hatzidimitriou & Bhatia 1988). Some of these binary clusters could be in the process

of merging (Bhatia & MacGillivray 1988). Such merging could be the cause of the unusual

features, such as condensations, seen in profiles of some young clusters. The COSMOS survey

found no strong dependence of ellipticity on cluster size, although there was some indication
that major (diameters > 20 pc) clusters may possess smaller ellipticities. The mean ellipticity
of the LMC clusters was confirmed as being larger than that of Milky Way globular clusters.

There is an anti-correlation between the LMC bar and the major axes of the clusters, with the

effect being weaker for the larger clusters. The axes ofneighbouring clusters tend to be parallel,

suggesting that the cause of the alignment is not tidal in nature, but possibly related to the
fragmentation of the proto-clouds that the clusters formed from.

25
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7.5.7 Distribution

Morgan el cf. (1989) reported that a new LMC cluster catalogue was in progress, and confirmed
the double ellipse distribution of LMC star clusters as reported in previous surveys. The inner
ellipse is the more densely populated of the two, and is centred close to the optical centre of
the LMC' It has a major axis - 8o long, and an ellipticity of 0.9. The outer ellipse is centred

- 10 east of the optical centre. It is about - 13o long, and of 0.7 ellipticity. Both distributions
share the same western boundary. The reason for these distributions is noi known. There is an

indication of structure in ihe cluster distribution with an 'arm' of clusters extending from the
south-west corner, accompanied by a faint hint of another arm extending from the north-east

side.

The old clusters are smoothly distributed as individuals across the face of the LMC. The
young clusters congregate more in groupings, which themselves tend to concentrate towards

the bar of the LMC (Van den Bergh 1991). While the apparent lack of a concentration of the

older clusters in the bar might be a selection effect, with photometry of the older clusters being

much more difficult in crowded regions, such an interpretation is unlikely given that no novae

have been found in this region either.

The work of Freeman el al. (1983) on the radial velocities of LMC clusters overturned

previous work which had expected the red and blue cluster populations to be halo and disk

groups (e.9. Arp 1961, Cowley & Hartwick 1982). Freeman el ol. (1983) demonstrated that the

young clusters rotate in a disk along with H I and II regions. The older clusters also move in a
disk of similar rotational amplitude, but with a position angle of 41 + 5 degrees as opposed to

1 t 5 degrees (i.e., the nodes differ). This was taken to outline the old LMC disk. However,

Freeman el al. (1983) noted the sparcity of the old cluster data, and commented that the

result was far from clear cut (see Figure l-11). The older cluster system also had a systematic

velocity - 18 km/s lower than the young disk. Schommer (1991) presented velocities for ?b

LMC clustets, and found this difference in velocities was actually a systematic error. The

intermediate age clusters were found to rotate in a disk with an intermediate position between

the young and old cluster disks. The disk for the oldest clusters was still appreciably rotated

relative to that of the youngest clusters by - 40", although again the solution for the old

clusters was poorly constrained.

The age of the youngest'disk'agrees well with the timeof the last sizeable tidal interaction

in the model of Murai & Fujimoto (1980, 1986), suggesting that a tidal mechanism could be

responsible for the skewing of the LMC.
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Figure 1-11: LMC Cluster Rotation Curves. The velocity of LMC clusters is plotted
against position angle (which is measured in degrees in an easterly direction from north). The
top diagram plots data points from the survey by Schommer (1991), the middle one plots
intermediate age clusters, while the bottom one plots data for the oldest true globular clusters
plus 121SCO3 (which is the isolated cluster in Figure 1-10). The lines are the models of
Schommer (1991) fitted to the various data (Figure from Schommer 1g9l).
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tr,6,8 Conclusion

The populous Magellanic clusters are important in that they can pnovidc clues to the initial
dynamic state of globular cluoterc, the enriehmer,rt rates of the lVfiogellanic Clouds, the poss,ibil-

ity of a uuiv,ersal [MF, and the stellar evolution of metal-poor stars. The populous natuie of

theg6 olqstsls rneauF that start can be olserved occupying shqrt-lived (and therefore unusual)

poeitions in the H-R. diegra,rn. In additio.nr we can refne the mote general integrated obre.r-

vatisna,l methods via cornparisoa with obaervations of indilidual st4rs using photometr:' or

speetroseopy. The Qlouds are close ensugh that iudividual starjs can be siudied in the elwtereo

but not so close that integrated etudies of the chrstens ean not e-asily be undett-alen, Eefiue.

rnent of the integra{ed.metho& bry su& eomparisous with studi* based sn individual eta,B* wil!

allow greeten con'fidmee in results when the integrated techniques are applied to more distaot

galaxleo.



Chapter 2

Data Collection

he collection of good quality data requires an understanding of both the equipment

used to collect the observations and the problems, such as bhe dimming of starlight by

the Earth's atmosphere, that have to be overcome. Solutions to these problems involve the

collection of'special'observations. The observing procedures themselves are to a large extent

defined by the reduction methods.

The bulk of the data was collected at the Mount John University Observatory (MJUO) using

the charge-coupled device (CCD) system installed there. Therefore this chapter begins with

a general discussion about CCDs. MJUO and its CCD system are discussed next. Following

this, an excursion is made covering various photometric systems. The choice of an appropriate

filter system depends on ihe aim of the intended observations, given that different spectral

regions can be singled out by different passbands. For example, it would be senseless to use

the Stromgren system to observe late-type stars given that this filter set focuses on the spectral

features of early-type stars. Finally, standardisation requirements are covered, leading to a

discussion of the practical techniques required in field work.

Charge-Coupled Devices

harge-coupled devices were invented by Willard Boyle and George Smith of Bell Labs

in 1969, and were patented on 3l December 1974. CCDs were initially intended as a

serial-in, serial-out metal-oxide semiconductor (MOS) memory circuit for computers, similar to

magnetic bubble memory (Janesick & Blouke 1987). Data were to be stored as charge in a two.

dimensional array of potential wells formed in a silicon substrate. A shift register (essentially

a one-dimensional CCD) was placed immediately adjacent to this array, and led to either an

output amplifier where the charge was 'translated' into data, or to an input amplifier at the

other end of the register where charge was injected back into the CCD at a level proportional

io the value of the input datum. Readout of a particular charge packet therefore involved its

movement along a column to the shift register, and then along the register to the amplifier.

2.L

C

29
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Figure 2-1: CCD Exposure and Readout can be likened to measuring the amount of rain
falling onto a field with an array of buckets. After the rain has ended, the buckets in each row
are moved horizontally across the field on conveyer belts. When each bucket reaches the end
of its conveyer belt, its contents are emptied into another bucket. This second conveyer belt is
then moved so that each of its buckets is shifted in turn down to a station at the end of the
belt, where the amount of rainfall is measured (Diagram from Janesick & Blouke 1987).

This resulted in relatively slow latency (or readout) times of -400 microseconds. In addition,

the charge packets had to be shifted at some minimum rate, as otherwise the empty wells would

fill to sat,uration level with thermally generated electrons. Periodic refreshment was therefore

required. Recirculating columns were developed to combat this thermal noise problem. However

data degradation still resulted as the charge transfer process was not 100% efficient, Ieaving a

residue of charge in each location. These problems led to the use of the CCD as a memory

circuit being completely displaced by the later development of the faster Dynamic RAM.

Although not a success in their initially envisaged role, the light sensitive nature of silicon

has Ied to CCDs revolutionizing direct imaging. Silicon is a semiconductor, with an energy gap

of - 1.1 eV between the conduction and valence bands. Incident photons with wavelengths

shorter than 1.1 microns can supply this amount of energy, creating an electron-hole pair.

Under constant illumination an equilibrium is reached between the incoming flux rates and

recombination in the lattice. An applied field will cause conduction in both bands, with valence

vacancies being 'holes' or positive charge carriers. N-type semiconductors have more negative

charge camiers available as they contain atoms with more electrons than are required to complete

bonds with neighbouring atoms, i.e., there are extra energy levels near the conduction band.
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Figure 2-2: CCD Readout and General Structure. The amount of charge in a pixel is
indicated by the number of dots in it.

P-types are the opposite case. having atoms with fewer valence electrons than required for

bonding. Electrons are therefore readily accepted, leaving mobile holes. The charge carriers in

most CCDs are electrons.

CCDs are primarily a parallel register consisting of -10 pcm x -10 pm pixels (picture

elements), or charge collection sites, laid out in a grid rather like a chess board. When an

object is imaged by a CCD, each pixel collects the light from a small square (the usual pixel

shape) proportional to the light emitted by the corresponding element of the object, i.e, an

Imager focused onto a CCD produces a charge pattern in proportion to the total integrated

flux incident on each pixel. To rephrase, during an exposure the incoming photons cause a

charge buildup in each pixel, recording a direct representation of the brightness distribution of

the object. At the end of an exposure, the charge is read out line by line. The first row of pixels

transfer their charge into an adjacent shift register (see Figure 2-1 for an analogy ofthe readout

process, and Figure 2-2), which in turn moves the data along to an amplifier where the charge

is measured. Readout is rather similar to a bucket brigade. As the first row is being read out,

the second row of pixels transfer their data to the first, the third row to the second, and so

on. Eventually all the pixels are read out and the data stored in the memory of the computer.

The bucket analogy continues in the case of too much charge being collected by a pixel. Like a

bucket collecting too much rain-water, it will overflow onto its neighbouring pixels. Generally,

it only overflows down its column as these channels are separated by narrow barriers called

channel stops, rvhich prevent, the sideways movement of charge.

lThere is potential confusion between a CCD Image (or frame) and a sta.r image. Throughout this thesis,
lmage will refer to the former.
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2.1.L Structure

Chapter 2

A CCD is made by first forming the channel stops, typically 5 microns wide, in a block of
crystalline silicon. The channel stops prevent the charge carriers from moving sideways, along

the length of a given electrode. Channel stops are usually regions of heavily dopedl n-type

material. The negative charge of the stops repels electrons, and prevents movement of charge

between columns. This simplifies the final structure of the CCD. The substrate itself is usually a

p-type material. An insulating layer of SiO2 is deposited over the substrate, preventing contact

with the electrodes that will be grown above this layer. A thick (- b00 nm) layer of poly-silicon

is grown by gradual vapour deposition onto the insulating layer, and heavily doped to improve

its conductivity (Kristian & Blouke 19S2). Thefirst set of electrodes orgates ismadefromthis

layer by etching away the unwanted material. A process of etching and regrowing a poly-silicon

layer is used to build up the gate structure (which will be explained later), with an insulating

oxide layer between them. .4, final oxide layer is deposited over them, holes etched through

to each layer, and aluminium vapour deposited over the entire surface. This is then suitably

etched to form leads to the electrodes, and to form connections with peripheral bonding pads

which will link with external circuitry.

An electric field is generated inside the silicon when positive voltage is applied to an elec-

trode. This field repels holes and creates a region depleted of charge - a potential well. When

an electron-hole pair is formed by the absorption of a photon, the hole will be pushed out of this

region and the electron attracted to the electrode. The electrons are stored and transferred at

the surface of the substrate, explaining why such CCDs are known as surface-channel devices.

The boundary between the SiOz and the substrate can have many lattice defects with slow

release times. This will lead to an Image being smeared during readout. Surface defects can also

inject spurious charges. Buried-channel devices, such as the MJUO CCD, avoid this problem

by using a potential profile with a minimum (where the charge is most likely to reside) away

from the surface. The difference between buried and surface-channel CCDs lies in the former

having a highly doped n-type layer of silicon grown above the p-type substrate. A pn junction is

formed. Some electrons from the n region diffuse across the junction into the p region, making

it more negative. The opposite occurs for holes in the p region. A depletion zone is formed

on each side of the junction, where the charge carrier density in either material is lower than

the density well away from the junction. Further diffusion is prevented by the previous charge

transfer itself. The charge of the electrons that have already diffused across to the p material

will tend to repel any later electron diffusion. If a positive voltage is applied to the p side of the

diffusion zone, this potential barrier will be lowered, and more electrons will be able to diffuse

across the boundary. This is called forrvard biasing. Reverse bias is the application of negative

I Doping is the addition of impurity atoms into a material to achieve a given polarity and conduction.
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Figure 2-3: Charge Coupling. This schematic relates a three-phase gate structure to the
movement of charge between pixels. At time ts two pixels have charges Q1 and Q2 respectively.
At phase one (t1) of the readout cycle, gates immediately adjacent to the collection zones are
biased, allowing the charge to spread out over a larger region. Phase two (t2) involves the
smooth removal of the bias in the original collection zones, transferring the charge over by one
gate. Then biases are applied immediately adjacent to the charge again, with the subsequent
removal of the phase two bias. Using a three gate sequence allows smooth charge movement
with each charge packet safely separated from the others (Diagram from Photometrics 1989).

voltage instead, which increases both the potential barrier and the width of the depletion zone.

Buried-channel CCDs are simply pn devices with a voltage applied across them. The potential

well is usually deepest on the n side of the junction, but still within the depletion zone. When an

electron-hole pair is formed, the potential difference pulls them apart before they can recombine.

The price for the enhanced charge mobility of these devices is a reduction in the charge storage

capability of the pixels due to the reduced depih of the collection zone.

The gates of a CCD overlap, so the charge can be transferred by forming a potential well

immediately adjacent to the original one. Charge in the first well is then spread between the

two. By increasing the potential of the first well all the charge is traneferred into the second

well (see Figure 2-3). This coupling between charge, applied potentials, and charge transfer

gives CCDs their name. The charge transfer efficieucy (CTE) must be high to ensure that the

majority of charge is shifted, particularly as transfer from pixels far from the output amplifier

may involve hundreds of transfers. A scientific grade CCD has a CTE of approximately 0.99999.

CTE is of considerable concern at low charge levels, where significant degradation of the data
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occurs with the Ioss of a little charge.

A multiple gate structure is required to ensure that the separation of individual charge

is maintained during charge transfer. If the well under a given electrode is nearly full, its
cumulative charge interferes with that of the gate, degrading the CTE. Hence the MJUO CCD

is operated with a recommended ma-ximum charge value of around three-quarters the level for

saturation of a pixel.

There are three basic structures for CCDs:

I Full frame, where the entire imaging surface is used. During readout, a shutter is closed

to prevent smeariug of the Image as more 'data' is collected. Readout may take up

to several minutes for very large CCDs, as each pixel is digitized to 14 or even 16 bit

precision. There is no dead space between pixels, since charge generated between pixels

difuses to the nearest potential well.

Frame lransfer devices, where there is a masked storage anay the same size as the image

array. At the end of an exposure, the data in the imaging array is rapidly (- 1 ms) shifted

into its 'twin', where readout proceeds at leisure while more data is being collected in the

former array. Smearing is low, due to the speed of the first transfer.

Interline Deaices have opaque storage registers between pixel columns. At readout the

entire Image is shifted by a pixel sideways to the pixels beneath these interline masks,

with readout continuing in the normal manner along the columns. Unfortunately the

masks degrade the Image quality, acting rather like a Venetian blind.

The Mount John CCD was initially designed as a frame transfer device, which is evident in

the two separate chip regions seen in flat-field frames (see Figure 2-5 on page 38). The mask

was removed, effectively doubling the field of view for Image collection. This is an important

consideration given the small physical size and field of the devices. The generally low light levels

involved in astronomical applications invalidate the advantages of the frame transfer design over

the full frame one.

2.L.2 Advantages

Some of the advantages CCDs have over other available methods of direct imaging in astronomy

include:

o A high quanlum eficiency (Q.E.), which is the ratio of the number of photons entering

a recording medium to the number actually recorded. The Q.E. of photographic films is

- l-3To, while that of CCDs can be up to - 80% depending on the wavelength. Hence

more 'light' is collected, and a comparable CCD exposure to one using a photographic

2.
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plate is of shorter duration. It is the combination of the high Q.E. with low noise that

makes CCDs so powerful. A Reticon array typically has a higher Q.E. than a CCD, but a

poorer performance because of its much greater noise. A 60 cm telescope equipped with

a CCD can, in a one hour exposure, reach the faintest objects detectable in a similar

length photographic exposure on a 5 m telescope. A further advantage over photographs

is the lack of reciprocity failure, where response slows during an exposure, although pixel

saturation (and its approach) are problems.

A broad, speclral response from - 400 (ultraviolet) to 1,100 nm (near-infrared). This can

be compared with the - 300 to 500 nm range of the commonly used IIIa-J photographic

plate. CCDs respond well to even the longer wavelengths at the red end of the spectrum

where a photo'cathode has problems. However, when illuminated from the front, CCDs

are rather insensitive to the ultraviolet and X-rays as the pixel electrodes are opaque to

these photons.'Solutions' include:

- Oaer-coating the front of the device with a phosphor which absorbs the incident

photons, and re-emits photons at longer wavelengths where the CCD is more efficient.

This results in only about a - 20To improvement, with the daughter photons being

radiated in all directions.

- thinning the CCD and Dact illuminaling the device so that Images fall onto the

rear side of the chip. Photons therefore enter the active charge collection region

without passing through the electrodes. The CCD must then be further treated to

avoid the possibility of the photo-electrons being trapped by a potential well which is

formed by the rear surface becoming charged. The shorter the incident wavelength,

the shorter the depth of penetration a photon can make into the CCD. Silicon is

transparent at - 1,100 nm, and essentially opaque at less than 400 nrn. Hence UV

and blue photo-electrons form close to the surface of a thinned and back-illuminated

CCD- They are often unable to break through such a potential well. The positive

charge buildup is due to the growth of a Silicon dioxide layer on the surface when

it is exposed to air. One solution to this problem is the unusually named technique

of backside charging, where the chip is flooded with intense UV, generating excess

photo-electrons which fill up the potential well. The CCD is then cooled to normal

operating temperatures (- -100o C), immobilising the charge and preventing the

decay of the negative surface potential that has been formed. This potential will
repel any photo-electrons, driving them towards the depletion zone. Other solutions

countering the positive surface charging include the chemical alteration of the surface

by exposure to strongly oxidising agents (such as nitric oxide), the application of a

35
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Figure 2-4: Virtual Phase CCD Architecture. The first diagram shows the potential wells
ofsuch a chip during an observation. Photons hit the CCD creating photo-electrons which then
run down a potential slope (which may be stepped). During the readout phase the electrode's
potential is cycled up above that of the slope, allowing the trapped electrons to run down the
next slope (as shown in the diagram on the right). By repeatedly cycling the potentials in this
manner the charge can be transfened across the CCD for readout. In astronomical applications
the photons will usually amive at a near perpendicular angle to the surface of the CCD.

thin (0.a nm) transparent electrode across the surface which can be biased to counter

the potential, and acid etching to remove many of the surface traps followed by the

growth of a more homogeneous oxide layer.

- The use of a airtaal pftcse architecture where only one poly-silicon electrode is used

for each pixel, covering half of it. Different levels of surface doping create potential

steps which direct the flow of charge as the electrode voltage is varied above and

below that of these 'virtual'electrodes (refer to Figure 2-4).

The MJUO Thomson TH7882 CCD is a thick device that has been over-coated with

Metachrome II to enhance the ultraviolet response, while the Hubble Space Telescope

chips are coated with the organic phosphor Coronene and thinned to improve performance.

A large dynamic range, which is the ratio between the brightest and the faintest objects

that can be imaged simultaneously. Photographic plates have a maximum brightness

range of around 100:1. The larger the size of a CCD pixel, the greater the number of

electrons it can contain before saturation. The TH7E82 384 x 576 pixels are 23 pm across,

and are capable of holding approximately 5 x 105 electrons (McCall el aI 1989). Output

register pixels are Iarger than the imaging pixels so that they can contain more charge.

The risk of saturation is reduced, with the advantage that pixels can be binned together

should the user require it. Incidentally, both this register and the amplifier are light

Gate potenttals on
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sensitive, and must be shielded.

The smallest detectable charge packet in a CCD may be -10 electrons, and so the dynamic

range is up to 105 : l. Such a large dynamic range is particularly useful for objects such

as distant gala:<ies, with their faint outer regions and brilliant nucleus all being recorded

in one Image.

o Good linearity. If an object is twice as bright as another, then their images should be

too. This is not the case for photographs - even if the reciprocity failure was eliminated

(see Ch. 14, Sterken & Manfroid 1992) as developing is a chemical and non-linear process'

A CCD can be linear to within 0.1% over its dynamic range. The MJUO chip has been

found to be linear within 0.5% over the range of 10 to 15,900 analogue to digital unitsl

(ADU) (Pollard 1989a), but the individual pixels have different responses. The analogue

to digital converter (ADC) converts the voltage signal from a CCD pixel into a binary

number (the ADU). The value assigned to a pixel by the ADC will not usually be the

same as the number of electrons that were in the pixel (readout is a destructive process),

although it must always be proportional. The number of electrons per ADU is tunable

(see Tobin (f992a) for a discussion of gain and noise for the MJUO CCD). The gain of the

MJUO CCD was set to 0 during the project, corresponding to - 16 electrons per ADU-

Illumination of a CCD by a uniform light source (a 'flat-field') maps the variations in pixel

sensitivity (see Figure 2-5). A frame divided by such a flat-field will ideally compensate

for these variations in pixel sensitivity, resulting in an Image of uniform sensitivity acrossi

its constituent pixels. In practice - l% uniformity is achieved. As the response of a CCD

varies with wavelength, a flat-field needs to be collected for each filter used. Ideally the

flat-field should be of the same epectral nature as the objeci being observed. Flat-field

calibrations assume that this 'object' is the night eky, given that it will illuminate most of

a CCD frame collected during an observing session. At best flat-fielding is a compromise,

since although with narrow passband filters it is poesible to match the colour of the night

sky well, if the object being observed dominates the CCD frame then the flat-field will

be inappropriate. A worst case scenario would be to have a very red object in the same

field as a very blue one! The problem of mimicking the sky worsens with the broad band

filters. Generally observers use either a twilight sky, or a specially illuminated boa.rd

inside the telescope dome itself. Some average a night's worth of observations, reaching a

'perfect' spectral composition, although of somewhat low eignal. Flat-fielding is possibly

the largest source of uncertainty with CCD Images.

37
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Figure 2-5: Example MJUO Flat-field Flame taken using the Johnson B filter. The

doughgut-like features are caused by dust specks in the optical path of the telescope. The
larger the ring, the higher the speck is in the optical train. The striped region in the lower right
is likely to be a fabrication fault, with rows of pixels alternating in width. The assumption of
uniforrn pixel size leads to a plot of ttre Flat-field having rows alternating bright (the physically

larger pixels) and dirn. The horizontal line half way up the franre is the boundary between the

original inraging and storage sections of the CCD. Signal variation across the chip, barring the

two columns discussed in the text, is typically - 10%.
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The technique of drift scanning attempts to circumvent flat-fielding problems. To avoid

image smear, the CCD readout is slowly clocked relative to the rate of movement of the

object through the field of view, so that light from the object is collected along an entire

column. Intra-pixel variations, fringesl and so on are then averaged out. There is no need

for a special flat-field frame, as the actual sky level is recorded during the observation,

and an accuracy of -10-a is possible. Some CCD surveys involve halting the tracking of

a telescope and fixing the readout rate of a CCD to the movement of the observed field.

Stars then enter into the field of view, and as they track across the CCD the electrodes

are cycled so that the charge accumulated from the star follows the movement of the srar

image across the CCD. Two-dimensional strips of the sky are therefore observed. This

technique is not suitable for deep frames of star clusters.

Examination of individual rows and columns across the MJUO chip indicated no large-

scale cyclic variation between neighbouring pixels, although gain did increase along rows,

while columns gently peaked in gain near the middle. The first row seems to be faulty,

with very low readings -1% those of the following row, while the gain of the final row waa

also slightly lower than its predecessor (by - 6Yo). In addition, a small change of gain

is discernible halfway along the columns, which is not too surprising as the TH?882 was

originally a frame transfer device. The MJUO CCD seems to be free of cosmetic defects,

such as the many 'hot' and 'cold' pixels detected in a similar TH?882 at the University

of Toronto Southern Observatory (McCall el aL lg8g).

e Irnpersonal image cenlering: Subsequent CCD frame processing can include the use of
synthetic apertures, which can be centred on the star more precisely than the diaphragm

of a photometer could be. Variations in telescope tracking rates mean that apertures in
photoelectric photometry should be somewhat conservative, and therefore larger than can

be used in synthetic aperture photometry. Sky measurements can be made from the same

Image, making them strictly simultaneous.

Resolution is ideally limited by the pixel size. With -3" seeing commonplace at MJUO,
the MJUO CCD pixel size somewhat over-samples stellar images (a pixel corresponds to

0.6" at rhe f/7.9 Cassegrain focus of the Mclellan telescope) except in the occasional

excellent conditions. This increases the total noise2 as more pixels are covered by larger

stellar images, proportionally increasing both the photon and readout noises. The increase

in noise needs to be balanced with the requirement for good spatial sampling. If the
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rAn interference Pattern due to the thickness of the active silicon layer being comparable to ihe wavelength
of the incoming light. It is generally insignificant in broadband work, and can be ignored if the back6round
is fitted and eubtracted locally as with the PSF-based packages such as DAOphot (S'i.etson 1987). Fringing isparticularly severe in the Infrared.

2Noise is discussed in the Section 2.1.3.
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pixels are too large with respect to the widih of a stellar image, then spatial information

is degraded.

A major disadvantage of CCDs is that they are physically small devices only a few centimetres

across' as opposed to photographic plates which can be -50 cm wide. This limits their field of

view.

2.1.3 Noise

There are three main sources of noise with CCDs:

1.. Dark cart'ent is due to carriers being formed in the silicou by thermal effects. It is so-

called because it can be generated in the absence ofany light. The buildup ofdark current

sets an upper limit to the available exposure length before pixel saturation occurs. Dark

current can be reduced by lowering the operating temperature of the CCD, although it
cannot be lowered as far as is actually possible since CTE drops for temperatures below

-190" C. At room temperature around 50 bonds are broken and recombined every second

in a l prm3 volumeof silicon (Sterken & Manfroid 1992). At -60"C there is approximately

I 'dark' electron per pixel per second for the MJUO CCD. The dark signal of the MJUO

CCD is negligible when the chip is cooled to its usual operating temperature of -110" C.

The dark current in 20 minute-long exposures is equal to the preflash noise. There is no

practical difference between the MJUO bias and dark framesl except for long exposures.

Bias frames are zero-length exposures which measiure the bias of the output electronics,

the preflash offset, and any variations in bias levels between pixels.

A further effect influencing dark current at MJUO is the temperature of the Camera

Electronics (CE) 200 control unit. Gilmore & Tobin (1991) found that the temperature

of the dome, and hence this unit, was related to the count offset (bias level)by the relation:

bias=302+(0.67xT)

where T is degrees Celsius. If the dome temperature changes substantially during an

observing session, a new dark current frame should be collected. The MJUO software

monitors the bias levels for such changes and notifies the user when a new frame should

be collected.

2. Prearnplifier noise, which is generated by the on-chip output amplifier and sets the lower

detection limit for a CCD. It is also called readout noise.

lAmateur astronomers typically estimate the dark signal in a.n exposure by collecting a dark frarne (where
the CCD is covered) of the same exposure length as the observation.
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Figure 2-6: Typical Cosmic Ray Strike experienced
clusters.

at MJUO during observations of LMC

3. Photon Noise - which is due to the total number of photons emitted over any time

interval by a 'steady' source actually varying according to a Poisson Distribution.

Total noise N1 is given in terms of the preamplifier noise Np and the number of electrons E

collected in a given pixel as:

(2.1)

given that the trvo sources of noise are independent. At high light levels the system noise is

overshadowed by photon statistics, while at the other extreme preamplifier noise dominates.

Illuminating the CCD with a brief burst of light (preflashing) before actually exposing the CCD

to image an object can help in the latter case where the anticipated data level will be low. Small

pockets of charge may be trapped in potential well irregularities, and so by adding a constant

amount of charge which will fill in these holes, the CTE of the device can be improved. A charge

pocket between the parallel (the CCD) and serial registers of a Tfi?882 CDA CCD affects the

transfer of signal levels lower than 50 electrons. To improve the CTE a 'flash ring' of 8 green

LEDs is sandwiched between the mechanical one inch aperture, 5 petal Uniblitz shutter and

the MJUO cryostat window. The ring is typically illuminated for 70 ms before the shutter is

opened and the exposure begins. Some 300 electrons are deposited in each pixel. While the

CTE is improved, this technique does increase the noise level of a frame, as could be expected

from Equation 2.1.

After a science frame (Is) has been obtained, the dark current and any bias (Ip), such as

due to preflashing, must be subtracted from it and the total divided by the flat-field (Ip) to

ensure that each pixel is an independent linear photometer, i.e.,

4l

,^_In
Processed frame = rF-ID
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Figure 2-7: T}re Peak of Mount Johu. The majority of the MJUO facilities lie - 100 m
north of the Observers' Quarters, scattered around the peak of the hill. The astrograph and
cameras are housed in the roll-off-roof buildings on the right, the Optical Craftsman telescope
is in the middle dome, and the Boller .t Chivens telescope in the left dome. The building on
the far Ieft was originally the Observers' Quarters, but now is used as a workshop and offices.
The right dome is currently empty.

2.1.4 Cosmic Ray Strikes

High-energy radiation, such as protons. on impact with nuclei in the upper atmosphere form

pions, rvhich subsequently decay to fornr muon or cosmic ray showers. When a muon strikes a

CCD it delivers a large signal concentrated into a small region (Leach & Gursky 1979). Typically

this is within a pixel, but the number of pixels affected depends on the angle the impacting ray

makes rvith the detector (see Figure 2-6). Radio-active decay of the surroundings of the CCD

have a similar effect on the detector as cosmic rays. Some glasses used in UV and blue filters,

such as Schott UBK7, emit X-rays and even the metal in the cryogenic dewar is contaminated

by radio.active isotopes, leading to spurious events (Mackay 1986, p.123 Mclean 1989). Since

the effect of a cosmic ray strike is limited to a few pixels, it can easily be detected and 'removed'

frorn a frarne (see Section 5.1.1, which begins on page 108, for details of this algorithm).

2.2 Mount John (Jniversity Observatory

Mount John University Observatory is situated on Mount John, which is a hillr rising some 300

metres above Lake Tekapo and the tussock-filled plateau of the Mackenzie Basin. The basin

itself is 700 metres above sea level. This region is in southern Canterbury in the South Island

of New Zealand, 230 km south-east from Christchurch. The location was selected as one of

the best observing sitee in New Zealand following a site survey conducted between 1961 and

1963 (Bateson 1962, 1964),leading to the founding of the Observatory as a joint facility by the

Universities of Pennsylvania, Florida, and Canterbury. The US participation in the observatory

has been dormant for many vears.

rMount John is a relic from the last glaciation, being a Roche Moutonei (see p.207 of Press & Siever (ISSZ)
for details on the formation of this type of feature).
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By the standard of the New Zealand maritime climate, the site enjoys a high number of clear

nights with good transparency, The nearby village of Tekapo has a population of 300 people,

and does not produce significant tight pollution. The Southern Alps to the west of Tekapo, and

the Two Thumb Range to the east of the Basin, act as barriers stopping much cloudy weather.

This leads to Tekapo having one of the highest mean annual sunshine hours in New Zealand,

together with a low mean annual rainfall of 575 mm.

The Observatory is operated by the De-

partment of Physics and Astronomy of the

University of Canterbury (UoC) in Christ-

church. The Observatory was established

in 1963, and officially opened in July 1965

(see Scott (1976) for a summary history of

IVIJUO). From 1969 to ig83 a US Baker-

Nunn Satellite Tracking Station was also

at Mount John. After its closure. the sta-

tion building was leased by the University

of Canterbury and extensively refitted to accommodate the M"Lellan Dall-Kirkaml one metre

telescope. This telescope was built by the University of Canterbury over a five year period from

1981.
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Figure 2-8: MJUO 1 metre Telescope Dome
and Observers' Quarters.

The observatory also has two 6l cm re-

flecting telescopes which were installed in

1970 and 1975 respectively (see Figure 2-

7), Harvard and Bamberg camera.s, and a

Cooke astrograph. A wide variety of pro-

grammes are active at MJUO (see Hearn-

shaw (f992) for a detailed discussion about

the majority of these programmes), many

of which make use of the three resident ser-

vice observers and the fact that MJUO is

the southern-most professional observatory

in the world. Its position gives it better ac-

cess (i.e., observations at lower airmasses) to many southern objects for longer observing seasons

t,hau other observatories, although there is a cost for summer programmes (such as a project

centred on the LMC) in that the summer nights are even shorter than for lower latitudes (see

also page 53).

The bulk of the data for this project was collected at MJUO usiug the M'Lellan one metre

Figure 2-9: MJUO 1 metre with CCD Sys-
tem Attached. The CCD Dewar is mounted
beneath the telescope. The CD200 control box
is the white object immediately above the dewar.
A control console is on the left of the figure.

lSee Na,nkivell & Rumsey (1986) for details on the epecifications of the 1 metre telescope.
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telescope equipped with a charge-coupled detector system (see Figures 2-8 and 2-9), which is

described in the following section.

2.3 The MJUO CCD System

In December 1988 the University of Canterbury took delivery of a Photometrics 3000 cryogenic

CCD system. Initially the system was attached to the 61 cm Boller & Chivens telescope, but is

now available for use with only the one metre telescope. The system consists of (Tobin 1990):

c A cryogenically cooled CHgI0 ct.rnera leodinitially designed for medical imaging,equipped

with a four phase, front illuminated, buried channel Thomson CSF Tff7882 CDA CCD.

The chip is mounted behind a quartz window within the evacuated camera head. Pho-'

tometrics recommends that the optimum operating temperature lies between -90o and

-130" C due to the facts that dark current must be minimised, but that long wavelength

quantum efficiency and the CTE deteriorate at temperatures colder than these values.

The optimum operating temperature also depends on the wavelengths being observed -
maximum sensitivity in the red (- 655 nm) is at - -90o C and in the green (- 555 nm)

at -140" C (Pollard 1989b). Practical experience has shown that operating significantly

(- 10 degrees) above or below -1100 C leads to faster boil-ofs of the cooling Nitrogen

or the appearance of several bad Q.E. columns. Pollard (1989b) notes that temperatures

below -110o C are also hard to maintainif the telescope position is being altered often,

as the liquid nitrogen changes position in the dewar.

o A C8200 c&rnera electronics uzrl with a 50 kHz 14 bit analogue to digital converter.

o A PM3000 control computer running a FoRTH (Moore 1974) operating system for data ac-

quisition. An M4-9903 1600 BPI 9-track half-inch tape drive is attached to this computer,

along with a 9-pin dot-matrix printer which provides a hard-copy record of observing ses-

sions. FoRTH is an interpreted language developed at the National Radio Astronomy

Observatory specifically for control of instrumentation. The main advantage of this lan-

guage, which led to its adoption at MJUO, is the ease with which 'keywords' can be

defined. This allows each observer to define functions tailored to their observing pro'

gramme, FoRIH also gives users easiy access to control and loop structures, allowing

automation of repetitive tasks, However, the fragile nature of the nontu Operating Sys-

tem meant that users could not be allowed access to FoRTH files, and so had to type

in keywords at the beginning of each observing session - or after the system cra.shed.

Regular users could be allocated files for the storage of their command words, but these

files had to be maintained by Dr. William Tobin, who was responsible for the system.
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Photometrics also supply a uNIx system as an alternative to FoRTH, with the option of

the user being able to select either system when they boot the computer.

A control console consisting of a terminal capable of Tektronix graphics and a monochrome

video monitor (for lmage display) is available in the control room, with another console on the

'floating floor' of the telescope dome.l

2.4 Photometric Systems

Ideally stars would be measured at many monochromatic wavelengths simultaneously, with ex-

amination of spectral absorption or emission lines providing dynamical, thermal and chemical

information about the star, its surroundings, and the interstellar material between the star

and the observer. The low photon count-rate per unit wavelength means that even with large

telescopes and long integration times, only relatively bright stars can be observed spectroscopi-

cally.z Given the difficulty in collecting enough light for this high resolution work, and the fact

that there is much redundant information contained in a stellar spectrum, a practical alternative

is to observe a star through a number of wide passband filters. These are centred on important

regions of a star's spectrum, and despite the lower resolution, can in principle recover the gross

informations provided by spectroscopy with the advantage of a fainter limiting magnitude.

Striimgren (1963) categorised photometric systems into three types:

o Narrow Band, where the mean system bandpass is less than or equal to 9 nm across. An

example is the Ep system, introduced by Crawford (1958), which comprises two interfer-

ence filters centred on the HB line at 486.1 nm. The HB line is a strong absorption feature

in early-type stars. The strength of Hp line indicates the luminosity class of O to A srars,

and is a temperature indicator for the spectral types A to G.

The 'narrow' filter has a halfwidth of - 3 nffi, while the 'wide' filter has a corresponding

width of 15 nm. The narrow filter measures the Hp strength. A low intensity through

the narrow filter could be due to either a strong Hp absorption, or simply that the star is

faint. To discern between these two cases a second (wide) filter is needed to measure the

adjacent continuum. The ratio of the two filters gives the strength of the IIp line relative

to the continuum. The system is not dependent on atmospheric or interstellar extinction

since the filters have the same effective wavelength.

I As a telescope is moved it can alter its height above the floor of the dome, particularly if it has an equatorial
mount. If the dome floor is urable to be moved, access to the telescope will be difficult when the telescope is
placed in certain orientations. A solution is lo be able to shift a floor vertically, for instance by using hydraulic
jacks. Such a floating floor was built for the dome of the Mclellan telescope.

2For instance, the Morgan & Keenan (19?3) spectroscopic catalogue only extenda to V e tg.3Le., not the finer dglails 5ugtr as radial velociiies.
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Inlermediate Band systems, with a mean passband width greater than 9 nm but less

than or equal to 30 nm. Two examples of such a system would be the Vilnius (StraiZys

1992a,b) and Strcimgren (1963, 1966) systems. The Vilnius filter set is described in detail

in Chapter 6 and so shall not be discussed further here. The latter system consists of 4

filters (uvby) intended for use with early-type stars. It was designed to be nearly filter-

defined, or insensitive to the detector being used, and to require no second-order terms

in the extinction and transformation equations.l The Strcimgren u filter lies between the

atmospheric extinction cutolf and the Balmer Jump, v lies after the Balmer Jump being

centred on the [Ia lines, b is positioned in a region free ofstrong lines bar IIp, and y is
as close as possible to the Johnson V (see below) to tie in with that system (Jaschek &

Jaschek 1987). Often the Hp filters are included to complement the system. The following

indices are commonly used:

(b - y), which indicates temperature,

c1 = (u - v) - (u - b) is a measure of the Balmer discontinuity, and

mq = (v - b)- (b - V) mea.sures line blanketing, or the net effect of some absorption

lines on the spectra of a star, and so the metallicity of the star. Line blanketing

is caused by absorption lines of metals, and becomes stronger for spectral types

later than A0. A colour index is effectively measuring the slope of the continuum

(see Figure 2-10), and so a comparison of the (v - b) colour, which is affected by

blanketing, with (b-y), which is not affected by the blanketing, indicates the level of

blanketing. If no blanketing is present, the two colours would be nearly the same as

the continuum gradient is roughly constant over the appropriate wavelength range.

c1 is nearly free of line blanketing effects as the v filter suffers about half the blanketing

encountered by the u filter.

o Broad Eond systems, where the mean passband width is greater than 30 nm across. An

example is the Johnson UBV system (Johnson & Morgan 1953, Johnson 1963), which is

defined by a combination of the Earth's atmosphere together with the responses of the

filters and the detector. The U (ultraviolet), B (blue), and V (visual) passbands have

effective wavelengths around 350, 430, and 550 nm with FWHM of 50, 85, and 90 nm

respectively. Historical reasons are partly responsible for this choice of passbands. V

corresponds roughly with visual magnitude, and B to the mean of the nineteenth century

photographic magnitudes. The U filter was chosen to collect as much ultraviolet light as

possible, and positioned so that the (U - B) colour gives an indication of the strength of

IThese terms are explained in the following section.
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Figure 2-10: Strtimgren Filter Placement is indicated on a simplified spectrum of an early-
type star. The stellar absorption lines have been omitted for clarity (Diagram from Hendon &
Kaitchuk 1989)

the Balmer discontinuity for a given star. The system is closely tied to the Morgan-Keenan

( 1973) spectral classification system.

The main problems with this system lie in that the short wavelength cut-off of the U filter

is defined by the atmospheric extinction cutoff (which is variable and also depends on

the altitude of an observatory), and that the higher wavelength cut-off for the V filter is

defined by the red cut-off of the photo-cathode used by Johnson to establish the system.

The use of the V filter with red sensitive detectors will result in 'red leak', where too much

red light is detected by the combined oystem. In such cases an additional cutoff filter is

added to remove the red leak, although such filters can alter the shape of the passband

unless care is taken. The UBV system is not filter defined.

Together with the RIJKLMH passband extensionsr into the red (Johnsou 1965), the

Johnson system is the most popular one in use today. This popularity is essentially due to

the broadness of its passbands. This allows the rapid collection of photons with even small

telescopes, with a subsequent lowering of percentage noise in an observation as the signal

Ievel increases. The limiting magnitude of the Johnson system for a given instrument,

detector, and exposure length is fainter than for narrower photometric systems. Despite

the spectral coarseness of the system, estimates of stellar temperature and interstellar

extinction can be made using it.

1R a.rrd I are the nost frequently used of these filters, with the remainder requiring specialised detectore (p.
55, Hendon & I(airchuk 1989).
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2.5

Chapter 2

Standard Stars

Only in a few applications, such as time-series photometry (e.g. Sullivan 1993), are observations

kept in the instrumental system as defined by the telescope, filters, and detector. Normally, the

observations are transformed to a standard system to allow comparisons between measurements

collected by different instrumental systems. Standard systems are defined by sets of standard

stars measured in the original instrumental system of the 'standard'.

The derivation of accurate transformations from the instrumental system to the 'standard'

one (although see Young (1993), rvho contends this to be a difficult task) requires:

photometric weather,

an observable sequence ofstandard stars that have accurate standard system magnitudes,

a filter set reasonably close to the standard system when the response of the detector is

considered, and

the observation of many standard stars with a good range in colour and magnitude. If

extinction stars (see below) are not being used, then the standards (as a group) should

be observed over a wide range of airmasses.

Ideally, around 20 complete sets of observations of standards should be made over a night.

The colour range of the standards should encompass that of the programme objects, so that

extrapolations are not being made. Some observers combine standards observations from several

nights of a run iogether to derive the transformation equations. While this may be possible at

the best photometric sites in the wotld, the variable New Zealand weather conditions mean it

is not typically true for MJUO,

The term 'atmospheric extinction' is used to describe the combination of atmospheric scat-

tering and absorption suffered by starlight. Extinction is due to several physical effects, such as

simple absorption by molecules and dust or water particles in suspension, Rayleigh scattering

by molecules, and aerosol scattering off small water droplets and dust. The level of aerosol

scattering is unpredictable. For instance, it was substantially enhanced by the eruption of Mt.

Pinatubo in 1991. Extinction depends not only on wavelength but also the amount of atmo.

sphere the starlight has to pass through to reach the observer. Consider a model of a flat

earth with a static plane-parallel layer atmosphere overlying it. Light from a star immediately

overhead will pass through only one thickness of the atmosphere, and be dimmed appropriately.

As the angle a star makes with an observer's zenith increases, the starlight passes through an

increasing amount of atmosphere. Therefore the extinction experienced by the starlight will

increase as well. Hence a secant function will be applicable. This simple approximation is often

used for zenith angles up to 60 degrees. Even at this angle the airmass calculated by the secant
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law is different by only 0.005 airmasses from values calculated by better models, such as Hardie

(1962) or Young (1974). Both these authors fitted functions to the extinction data based on

the model atmosphere of Bemporad (1904).

Extinction is commonly measured by following the change in apparent magnitude of a star

(an 'extinction'star) as it passes through a large range in airmass. Forbes (1992) describes

and contrasts several extinction star methods, and recommends the use of two stars - one

rising and the other setting - for the most accurate results. Observations of single stars with

CCD systems are often wasteful of telescope time due to considerations such as CCD readout

times, which may be minutes for the largest arrays. Such observations are also wasteful of

computing resources such as disk and tape space, with many redundant sky measurements in

frames of single standard stars. These problems often lead to CCD observers not measuring

as many standard stars as photoelectric observers would (e.g. Elson 1991). There is an urgent

need for the establishment of CCD-sized fields across the sky, containing several reasonably

faint standards. Many of the Dregion and equatorial standards (Menzies el aL 1g8g, lggl)
are too bright for CCDs attached to I m and larger telescopes. Bessel (1993) notes that the

suitably faint stars listed in the Menzies el cl. (1989, 1991) catalogues have an inadequate

range in colour - as do the standard fields in Graham (1982).1 Landolt (i992) has provided a

list of UBVRI equatorial standards suitable for CCDs. Being equatorial stars, they are not as

convenient for southerly observatories (such a^s MJUO) as the E-region fields which effectively

pass through the zenith. Field standards need to be close enough to each other to be imaged

simultaneously by a CCD, but not so close that accurate aperture photometryz is not easy and

therefore that their standard magnitudes would not be accurately measured. This last point

means that there is little to be gained from observing 'standards' in crowded fields such as in

globular clusters (e.g. Alcaino & Liller 1984, 1985, 1986) if accurate photometry is the object.

Da Costa (1991b) points out that it is rare for the magnitudes of such stars to be known to

lTo, or even for their measurements to be accurately on the standard system.

Standard star magnitudes are typically determined using large aperture photoelectric phe
tometry. Often CCD observations reveal faint companions near standard stars. [t is important
that the CCD photometry of such stars be made with a large aperture that will include the

light of any companion stars, just as it was with the original photoelectric photometry which

determined the siandard values for the star, and not by profile fitting or small aperture pho-

tometry. It would be preferable to use CCD profile fitting photometry instead of photoelectric

photometry to set up standard fields intended for use with CCDs. In such work it would be im-

portant to ensure that the filter passbands used for the CCD photometry are as close as possible

-- 
rBessel (1993) also notes that there are systematicd.ifferences between the valuee ofCraham (rgg2) and

Menzies et al. (1989) for the reddest Craham (1982) stars.zAperture and ProRle Fitting phoCometry are discussed in the Chapter 4.
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Figure 2- I 1 : Johnson BVI Filter Responses. The Schott glass prescriptions of the MJUO
BVI filters were convolved with the quantum efficiency of the Thomson CCD. The I filter was
also convolved with the Q.E. of an RCA-31034 Gallium-Arsenide photomultiplier as provided
by the specifications of the manufacturer. The rapid cutoff of the tube itself was used to define
the I band, but CCDs have a superior red response. The combined transmittance of the I band
is a poor fii to both of the Johnson and cousin I bandpasses (west er al. lgg2).

to the standard phoioelectric system, taking into account the diferent wavelength responses of

different CCDs. Bessel (1990) describes the design of filter systems via synthetic photometry,

in which filter responses (given the transmittances and spectral responses of their components)

are convolved with data from spectro-photometric catalogues such as the Vilnius (Straiiys &

Sviderskien6 1972) and Gunn-stryker (Gunn & Stryker lg83) catalogues. The importance of

such filter design was emphasized during this project when the spectral properties of the MJUO

Johnson I filter were synthesized, using the Schott catalogue, and convolved with the quantum

efficiency of the MJUO CCD. A non-standard I filter was revealed, with a substantial extension

towards the red (see Figure 2-11). West et al. (1992) convolved the MJUO B and V filters

against the Q.E. of the TH7882 CCD, finding a good agreement with the standard passbands

as given by Lamla (1982).

The 'inertia' of CCD systems often leads to CCD observers shying away from the technique

offollowing extinction stars, actoss to the technique of observing standard stars (or fields) at a
variety of different airmasses. Extinction and instrumental coefficients are then derived using a

least-squares solution to all the standard star observations obtained during a night (see Ilarris

el ol. 1981). This technique is very efficient in terms of telescope time, which is an important

consideration for summer nights, which can be as short as 4 hours around the summer solstice

at MJUO. It is this technique that was used for CCD observations during this project, using

the IRAF 2.I0 photcal package and custom transformation computer programs to determine
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the transformation equations.

The transformation equations may take many forms, but a typical one is:

m = M *ar * o2(colaur) * aaX * aqX(colour) *... (2.2)

where

r m is the instrumental magnitude.

o M is the standard macnitude.

o colour is the standardized colour.

r X is the airmass of the object when it was observed.

a1 is the zero point coefficient. The zero point is the extra-atmospheric magnitude corre-

sponding to I ADU per second for a star of zero colour.

c2 is the colour coefficient, which indicates how well the instrumental system matches the

standard one. Typically o2 should be below 0.1 (Da Costa 1991b), with a perfect match

being indicated by ar = 0.

o3 is the first-order extinction coefficient, which depends on the atmospheric transmission,

and so primarily on the thickness of the atmosphere that the object was observed through.

oa is the second-order extinction coefficient. Extinction can vary across a filter bandpass

which, when combined with the change in the efective wavelength of a filter with spectral

type, leads to a variation in extinction with colour. It is largely a function of the width

and shape of a passband, and can therefore be assumed to be constant through a night.

The properties of filters can change with age. Therefore this coefficient needs to be re-

determined every half year or so.

Further terms, such as n-th power colour extinctions, are sometimes applied in precise pho-

tometry (Stetson 1990), but are not common. A colour-squared dependence will only occur if
the instrumental system is very different from the standard one. Only the minimum number of

coefficients required for a satisfactory fit should be used. Colour terms should remain constant

throughout a run, as should the zero points given that the overall sensitivity of the instrumen-

tation should not change over the short term. However, extinction is likely to change from night

to night as atmospheric conditions change, reinforcing the need to obtain many standard star

observations over a good airmass range every night. This assumption of a stable instrument

and aarying extinction is the opposite of that often used in photoelectric photometry, where

mean extinction coefficients are assumed and the zero point allowed to vary (Da Costa 1991b).

cl
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NGC 2?14 Airmass Diagram
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Figure 2-12: Exaurple Airmass diagrern. Airmass for the LMC Cluster NGC 2214is plotted
against local sidereal time (LST) at MJUO. Midnight (Standard Time) is indicated for the first
days of October, December, and February. These months cover most of the LMC observing
season. Another program allowed the airmass of an object to be plotted against Universal
Time. This helped in planning an observing sequence for a night.

2.6 Preparation for an Observing Run

Telescope time must be applied for, and gained, before any data can be collected. The applica-

tion may involve substantial paperwork, such as with the Anglo'Australian Telescope (AAT),

through to the less intense application procedure at MJUO where most intending observers and

their projects are already well known. No matter what level of official paperwork is involved,

each observing tun must be carefully planned as telescope time is a valuable commodity and

should not be wasted. The majority of professionally equipped telescopes are over-subscribed,

with over-subscription generally increasing with aperture size. Even after an application has

been submitted, accepted, and telescope time allocated, it may be necessary to go through the

planning process again due to the allocated time not being as long, or at the same time, as that

applied for. Topics that require consideraiion include:

The Plase of the Moon: it is no use trying to observe faint objects near a Full Moon, as

they will be washed out in the lunar glare.

'Ihe intended detector-filter combinalion, which defines the instrumental response, must

be a good approximation to the appropriate standard system bandpasses. Non-standard

bandpasses (e.g, too wide or narrow, or with different central wavelengths) may appear to

produce satisfactory transformations until observations are made of objects with spectral

distributions sufficiently different from the standards, which are typically solar abundance

dwarfs (Da Costa 1991b). Systematic differences from the standard sys[em magnitudes
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will then result. If new, modified, or long unmeasured filters are being used it may be

worth remeasuring their transmittances with a spectro.photometer. If a new detector ts

being used it may be worthwhile convolving its response curve with the filter transmit-

tances to investigate whether the instrumental system is similar to the standard one. The

relative eficiencies of the instrumental passbands are provided by such work, which may

be helpful in selecting suitable exposure times for each passband.

r The posilion of the project objecls above the horizon must be considered. Firstly the

object must be above the horizon! While the LMC is circumpolar from New Zealand

latitudes, it still can sink below two airmasses. Observations are best made at the low

airmasses of small zenith angles, where atmospheric absorption is small (see Figure 2-

12 for an example airmass diagram). Seeing is also a function of airmass, and has an

important effect on the direct imaging of crowded fields such as LMC clusters. The data

of Pritchard (1993) indicates that seeing decreases by - 0.6 arcseconds per airmass. If

only relatively high airmasses are available for a programme studying tMC star clusters,

then more open objects such as OB associations may be more suitable targets than tight

populous clusters.

t Find.ing charts will need to be prepared. The M'Lellan Telescope has a pointing accuracy

of a few arcminutes. Therefore recognition of apparent patterns of stars, with reference to

the finding chart, aids the observer in orienting the telescope onto the correct object - and

confirming that the target is being observed. The Hodge & Wright (1966) photographic

atlas of the LMC is suitable for targets such as the LMC star clueters, with a good scale

and sufficient detail to make identification of objects and their surroundings easy. The

Hubble Space Telescope Guide Star Catalog (GSC) (Lasker el cl. 1990) can be used

to generate finding charts tailored to the needs of a specific observing programme (see

Figure 2-13). This is an advance over published star atlases which are often to the wrong

scale or an unsuitable limiting magnitude.

o Estimate the erposure limes necessary to reach the desired limiting magnitude, It may be

necessary to use an offset guider to ensure that long exposure observations are accurately

guided. While it is possible to drive the offset guider about during an observing session

in order to find a suitable guide star, this will waste telescope time. Instead overlays can

be prepared (see Figure 2-14) which are scaled appropriately for given charts, and used

to select suitably bright stars available to the offset guider when the telescope is centred

on the target object.

o Sland,ard. (and possibly extinclion) stars will need to be selected. Standards should have

precise values (ideally to better than 0.5%) and cover the colour range of the programme
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Figure 2-14: Offset Guider Overlay. Dr. William Tobin (University of Canterbury) kindly
made available a roRrRAN program which generates a Po.stscript overlay for the MJUO ofiset
guider customised for a given chart. This example overlay is for two degree charts, generated
by the slarcharl software using the Hubble Space Telescope Guide Star Catalogue data. It has
been reduced in size for inclusion into the thesis. When overlaid onto a chart, the overlay can
be used to determine the two coordinates (azimuth and radius) required to move the offset
guider CCD around to image a selected guide star.
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Figure 2-15: The Equatorial Coordinate System uses two coordinates called Right As-
cension (R.A ) and Declination (Dec) to indicate the position of an astronomical object. The
fundamental reference circle is the celestial equator, which is an arc across the celestial sphere
immediately above the equator of the Earth. The celestial sphere is an imaginary sphere of in-
finite radius on which celestial objects are supposedly fixed. Declination (6) is angular distance
north (counted as positive) or south of the celestial equator. Right ascension (a) is angular
distauce along ihe celestial equator, measured eastwards from the Vernal Equinox. The two
Equinoxes are the intersections of the ecliptic with the celestial equator. The ecliptic is the
great circle formed by the intersection of the Earth's orbit with the celestial sphere, and is

effectively the annual apparent path of the Sun across the sky (if the gravitational effect of
the Moon on the Earth is ignored). The vernal equinox is around March 21. Declination is

measured in degrees, arcminutes, and arcseconds, while right ascension is measured in hours,
minutes, and seconds (i.e.,24 hours : 3600). (Figure from lllingworth, 1979).

stars. These will need to observed every clear night of the run. If the method of Hanis

ei al. (1981) is being used, then the standards should be observed over an airmass range

greater than the target objects, and ideally at least one airmass. Blue and red standards

should be observed at both extremities of the airmass range, allowing the colour extinction

terms to be definitively derived. The stars should not be too bright, which would result in

short exposures which in turn would lead to shutter timing problems. For short exposures

the time that the shutter diaphragm takes to open and close becomes an appreciable

fraction of the exposure length. The central regions of the MJUO CCD are exposed for

longer periods, being exposed first and covered last. The MJUO Uniblitz shutter takes

between - 5 and - 20 ms to open and close (Tobin 1993). Therefore observations should

be longer than 10 seconds in length.

north celeslial
pole
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Figure 2-16: Filling the CCD Dewar with liquid nitrogen under pressure. As with all dealings
with cryogenic material, safety precautions must be followed. Note the plastic face-plate in case
of nitrogen spurting out past the rubber bung of the flask, or perhaps due to the rubber hosing
up to the dewar breaking. Sturdy gloves are worn, and the excess nitrogen flow turned away.
Photograph courtesy of Murray Forbes.

Observations should be scheduled so that, sufficient standard and program observations

are made. This may involve following selected standards as they rise or set during the

night, with target observations being made in between these observations, Scheduling will

involve consideration of airmass and exposure times, as well as leaviug sufficient time for

slewing the telescope, acquiring the target and identifying it via the finding charts, and

the inevitable mistakes and breakdowns.

It is also helpful to consider what observing programme should be followed should weather

at the site clear part-way through a previously unusable night.

o Coordinales of objecls rnay need lo be precessedl across to a more suitable epoch. Failure

to precess old coordinates can lead to the telescope being aimed far from where the desired

object really is. The equatorial coordinate scheme, used for the positions of astronomical

objects, is described in Figure 2-lb.

2.7 Observing Procedures

This section is intended to act as a check-list of procedures that should be followed during an

observing session using the Mclellan telescope. FoRrH command sequences are not discussed

as the basic commands are thoroughly documented in the manuals supplied with the system.

Copies of these manuals are kept with the computer.

lPrecession is a slow periodic change in the direction of the rotational axis of a spinning object due to the
application of an external force. In the case of the Earth, its axis precesses completely et ety 25,800 years with
the principal external forces being the gravitational attraction of the Sun and Moon on the Ea,rth's equatorial
bulge (which attempt to align rhe bulge in their directions).

or
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On anival at MJUO:

o Mount the CCD dewar and control electronics onto the telescope. Rebalance the telescope

to ensure smooth tracking. Connect cabling to the CE200, terminals, monitors, and

computer. Confirm that the system operates correctly.

e Cool the CCD to the normal operating temperature of -110o C. The CCD dewar was

originally intended for medical imaging applications, facing downwards. The dewar is

mounted onto the telescope facing upwards, leading to problems filling it with liquid

nitrogen (LN). An electric resistor is placed into a flask of LN and used to boil offsome

of the liquid. Pressure is built up in the flask, forcing the LN up into the dewar (see

Figure 2-16). Cooling will take several litres of LN, with the fillings being staggered over

several hours. These refills should be timed to take place when the temperature of the

CCD has reached a minimum, and is on the verge of warming. This will avoid excess boil

off of the LN. Once cooled, the dewar has a hold time of - 14 hours.

e Insert the filter wheel into the CCD Photometer Head, after ensuring that the filters are

clean and securely seated at right angles to the plane of the filter wheel since:

Peak transmittance through interference filters varies according to the incident angle

of light.

Dust particles on a filter or the quartz window of the cryostat do not occult much

light. A 'doughnu[' (see Figure 2-5 on page 38) is usually only a - 3Yo drop in

intensity. However, flexure of the telescope or photometer head can cause the dust

rings in flat-field frames not to line up with the rings in observations, and so they will

not be divided out completely by flat-fielding. The photometer head was designed

to minimise dust contamination (see Tobin el cl. 1993).

Tobin et al. (1993) report that bubbles and striations in the filters appear to be the

principal cause of the - 1% variations between flat-fields of the same passband. If the

filter position (relative to the CCD chip) changes by greater than - 100 pm between two

flat-field observations there will be development of structure commencing at the 0.2%

level. Therefore the resetting precision of the filter wheel is within g0 prm.

Switch on the oflset camera, which is slowed Peltier-cooled Philips 56470 camera. 1 second

exposures will reach V - 11. The guider has - 192 diameter field of view, ensuring that a

suitable guide star will nearly always be available for a given target.
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On a good night (for observing):

o Open the dome a few hours before observations will commence.

the temperature inside the dome to equalise with that outside.

dome, to prevent warm air flowing in.

This will allow time for

Close the doors into the

o Perhaps top up the uyostat with LN if the last refill was long ago or the next refill would

occur during observations.

o Ensure that the computer and consoles are functioning correctly. In particular reset the

clock register, which can jam, Switch the printer on so that a permanent record is made

of the sequence of observations. Load a magnetic tape, and ready it for use.

o When the sky intensity is nearly at a suitable level for flat-fielding, remove the dust covers

from the telescope (and finder telescopes), enable the dome tracking, and switch on the

telescope drives. If the telescope is going to be remotely controlled from the data room,

drive the floatingfloor below the base of the window to the dataroom. The telescope can

not be driven into the floor when it is at this position or lower.

r Slew the telescope to the east, where the intensity gradient of the sky is less. The tracking

of the telescope can be switched off. Collect three dark frames and take the median. When

the sky is dark enough, collect three flat-field frames of the twilight sky for each filter,
subtract the median dark frame from each, and take the median. Exposure lengths for

flat-fields should be such that their mean intensity is - 10,000 ADU. Ensure that the flat-

field exposures are long enough to avoid shutter timing problems. Examine the frames

for any unusual features (such as severe cosmic ray strikes), and discard any bad frames.

Save these frames to tape.

Note: If the telescope has not been focused yet, do not collect twilight flat-fields. The

effect on Images of dust granules in the optic path alters with focus, and so flat-fielding

should be left until the dawn.

o When it is dark enough for bright stars to be seen in the evening sky, re-enable the

telescope drives, and slew the telescope across to one. Check the focus of the telescope,

line up the finder telescopes, and calculate the offset of the star from the coordinates

displayed on the telescope console. This offset should applied to all coordinates during

the observing session.

o Commence observations of standard stars and the target objects when the sky is dark

enough. Dark frames should be subtracted from observations aa soon as they are collected,

since the subtraction will be aborted if the dark frame is no longer appropriate. This will
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allow a new dark frame to be collected - which can not be done if this step is left until
later. Flat-fielding an observation is time consuming, and should be left to a later time.

If the offset guider is being used, and the telescope is aimed at the target, align the guider

CCD with the guide star and adjust the integration rate so that a well-defined image

is displayed with good time resolution. The focus of the offset guider may need to be

adjusted.

r collect flat-fields in the morning twilight, preferably of the western sky.

o Once the sky is too bright for observing, disable the dome tracking, close the dome, and

turn it to its parking position of facing south-east, which is usually down-wind. Top up

the cryostat, and park the telescope on the western side of the dome, at an hour angler of

zero. The telescope should be tilted slightly to the north, so that any rainwater leaks will

run off the covers. Switch off the telescope drives, and put the covers on all the telescopes.

Ensure that the telescope is not beneath the motor for the dome shutter, so that oil can

not drop onto the telescope mirror. Rewind and close the magnetic tape. Switch off the

tape drive and printer, but do not switch the computer off as it controls the temperature

of the CCD.

If the night becomes unusable before dawn and flat-fields have not yet been collected for the

night, dome flat-fields should be taken. Flat-field observations must be collected close to the

science observations to avoid problems with the movement of any dust in the optic path. To

obtain dome flat-fields the telescope is focused to infinity, and aimed at an illuminated screen

attached to the inside of the dome. To correctly position the dome, markers on it must be

aligned with twin markings on the dome wall. The telescope should be slewed to a declination

-79.50 und,er the pole and an hour angle of zero (Clark 1994). The screen is supposed to be so

far out of focus that the telescope focal plane is uniformly illuminated. The paint used on the

screen has a flat reflectivity across the observational wavelengths. Many white paints contain

'optical brighteners', which are fluorescent dyes that absorb the wavelengths 300-400 nm and

re-emit the radiation at longer wavelengths. This makes whites that appear more white to the

human eye. A good reflector is Eastman 6080 paint, which is a nearly perfect diffuse reflector

throughout the visible and into the infrared. Absolute reflectance is greater than g8% over the

range 300-1300 nm, being over 99To for the interval 350-1100 nm. It is used to paint the interiors

of integrating spheres, which are designed to provide an optical source which is uniform and

proportional to the amount of light input but independent of the viewing angle. Such spheres

are used in the calibration of small detectors.

lHour Angle is the angle measured westward along the celestial equator from an observer's meridian to the
hour circle (or R.A.) of a.n object.
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Two projectors 4,,re av'ailable for flat*fietding, and a,re us€d to illurninete the eer€€.n. The

firet is a 1200 W theatrical spotlight with a quartz-hahde bulb. Cooling of euch larrps asuanes

that they are installed facing downwards, The rev.erse is true at IVIJUO, and ro ca,re mtst be

tqken not to sverheat the larnp. The second lamp is available for red alrd in'frared flat-ffelde, as

the first is too bright ia this part of the spectrum.

Do4re a'nd twilight flats agree at the - 1% level. In a tost that flat'field frames are indind
flal to this lovel, Tobin (1992b) ob'e€rved two F-region standards with a separation lw that
tftre field of view of lhe CCID. The rnagnitude difference between the two sta5s varied in a
roproducible mannet by up to - 470 depending o:r bhe pooitione of tLe stella,r irmag"s o11 the

eCD' Hence beth types of flat'fteld knage are warped. Tobiu (1992b) suggected tAat [his was

due to li8ht scdttered off the chimney birfle of the plimary m.irroro arrd bas since instelled anrruli

in the baffies'ts rcduco it.
At the end of au observing run the filter wheel shoulcl be removed for retuln to Welliagton,

the PM-3000 shut down, and the derar aUowed to return to room temperature. The pgtr.'tometer

heed, temparature coat'rol unlt,,a,nd assoeiated bardware ahould be switched ofi and removed

ftom the &eleseope' The renroval andietqt6gq of the equipmeut is ueually perfornoed by the

neident, MJUO stafr,
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Chapter 3

The Data Pathway

fter CCD frames have been collected they must be transferred across to an analysis

package for reduction. This chapter describes the data pathway installed at VUW for

this purpose. Figure 3-1 is a schematic of the pathway.

CCD frames are written at MJUO onto g-track magnetic tapes in a proprietary format

that no analysis package supports. Therefore, not only must the observations be transferred

from tape onto disk, they must also be converted into a format acceptable to the chosen pack-

age. Often this format is the Flexible Image Transport System (FITS), which is described in

Appendix A (page 209).

Data reduction is simplified when useful information about an observation is included into

the header records of its Image file. These records contain information such as the airmass of

the observation, the exposure length, and when bhe exposure was made. The tape reader pro"

gram converts this information into FITS format, as well as calculating new information from

that supplied. Another related program allows the tape files to be converted into PostScript

programs' which can be viewed by any PostScript previewer program or printed on a PostScript-

capable printer. These programs are described in detail since much basic astronomical infor-

mation about the Images, essential for later analysis, is calculated by them.

The Image Reduction and Analysis Facility (IRAF) was selected as the reduction package to

be installed at VUW, since it provides an integrated and well-planned environment specifically

designed for the reduction of CCD frames. The FITS files are read into IRAF and converted

into its own format OIF. This acronym stands for Otd IRAF Format, which is so.called in the

expectation of a new improved format. It can easily be converted back into FITS for transfer

to another computer or analysis system. A brief overview of IRAF is given in this chapter.

Thpe Reading

he CCD-TO-Iand PTM-HALD ToRTRAN programs were written by Dr. WilliamTobin

(University of Canterbury). The first program reads the data tapes generated by the

3.1_

T
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Figure 3-1: The Data Pathway and IRAF. Data is collected at the telescope using the
PM-3000 computer and transferred to 9-track magnetic tape. The tape files are written in the
proprietary PTM (PhoToMetrics) format. The tape is transported back to Wellington, read in
by the VUW VAX running under the VMS Operating System, and the individual files converted
into FITS format. The Image files are written to backup tapes in this format. Ilard-copy of the
CCD frames can also be printed at this stage. The data are then read into the Image Reduction
and Analysis Facility, which includes a central 300 Mb hard disk for the storage of pixel data
that can be accessed by the six computers making up the local IRAF installation. Considerable
efort has gone into giving IRAF access to a variety of tape drives (9-track, DAT, Bxabyte, and

Qic - all of which can be used to directly import FITS files), different printers, other sites
oflcampus using the UUCP and SLIP protocols across telephone lines, and various terminals
(X-terms, Visual 500s, etc.). This effort has led to the VUW installation being able to provide
a complete virtual Operating System.
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PM-3000 CCD Image acquisition computer onto a VMS VAX, where the second program may

be used to generate a PostScripi file of the Image. PostScript is a widely supported graphics

programming language, rvhich is thoroughly documented by Adobe (1985a, b, c).

Dr. Tobin kindly provided copies of these programs, which have been slightly modified for use

at VUW and are described below. The algorithms could be further optimised. The discussion

begins with the subroutines and functions which are commotr to both of the programs, before

turning to the programs themselves.

3.1.1 Subroutines and F\rnctions

3.1.1.1 Subroutine Decode-U

The PM-3000 computer stores the start and end times of an observation in the uNtx time

format. This format is the number of seconds elapsed since 0h 0m 0s January I 1970 (Universal

Time). The start and end times are stored in bytes 105-108 and 113-116 of the Eeader (see

Table 3.1 on page 73). The subroutine 'decodes' the 32 bit uNtx representations into a more

usable form, although it can only convert one value each time it is called. Therefore it must be

called twice to decode the two records. The observation date, time, Epoch, Julian Date, and

Local Sidereal Time are returned by the subroutine. The terms given in this paragraph will be

explained below.

The subroutine performs the following steps:

l' The uxtx time is assembled from the 4 bytes passed to it:

Byten * 2E (Byte3 + zE (Byte2 + 28Byte1))

where Bytel is the lowest order byte (i.e., Header Records 108 and 116).

(3.1)

The resulting time value is divided by 86,400, or the number of seconds in a day. The

time ie now given as the fractional number of days since the beginning of 1920.

The year of observation is calculated by a loop which:

Initially checks to see if the number of days is less than in the year 1970. If so, the

year of observation is 1970 - a somewhat unlikely event!

Otherwise the number of days in the year being tested are removed from the total,

and the subsequent year checked. The loop ends when the number of days remaining

is less than in a given year.

OD

2,

3.

Leap years are accounted for.
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Next the month of observation is determined. Each month of the year is compared in turn
with the number of days remaining. If the day number is smaller than the length of the

month, then the month of observation has been determined, and the subroutine moves on

to the next step. Otherwise, the length of the month is subtracted from the day number

and the next month checked. Variation in the length of February is accounted for.

The date number (i.e., l"t,9th) is the integer of the time value. The integer is subtracted

from the time value.

All that remains of the time value is a fraction representing how far through a given day

the observation was, which is converted into hours, minutes, and seconds. The Universal

Time (U.T.) of observation has now been calculated. U.T. is the mean solar time at

the meridian of zero longitude (the Greenwich Line). Mean solar time is measured with

reference to the uniform motion of the mean sun. The mean solar day is the interval

between two successive passages of the mean sun through the meridian.l The apparent

motion of the real Sun across the sky is variable. This non-uniformity is mainly due to

the elliptical orbit of the Earth, which causes the orbital speed of the planet to vary -
and hence the apparent speed of the Sun in the sky to change as well. The mean sun

'follows' a circular orbit along the celestial equator (not the ecliptic), moving eastwards

at a constant speed so that one complete revolution takes one tropical year.z

The Epoch of the observation is calculated by the addition of a fraction to the integer

year. The fraction is the number of days through the year that the observation was made

on, divided by the length of that year in days. A value similar to 1991.52 is produced.

Next the Julian Date (JD) of observation is calculated using the algorithm given by

Duffett-Smith (1984):

JD = 17,209,945 * int(365.25xyear) * int(30.6001(month * 1)) + day. (g.Z)

The Julian Date is the number of days elapsed since noon U.T. January 1st 4213 8.C.,

including the fractional day. The advantage of this system is that days are numbered

consecutively, simplifying investigations involving periodicity. It is independent of the

Iength of a month or a year. The system was devised by Joseph Scalinger in 1582, and

named in honour of his father. Modified Julian Date (MJD) is the Julian Date with

2,400,000.5 subtracted from it. It is widely used as the higher magnitude digits are

effectively redundant given the time frame of the data and any usage of it.

rThe observer's meridian is the great circle passing from the point on the horizon due south through the
zenith, which is the point directly overhead at anytime, to due north on the observer's horizon.

?The tropical year is the time between two successive passages of the Sun through the vernal equinox.

4.

o.

b.

F,

t.

8.
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9. Finally, the Local Sidereal time (LST) at MJUO is calculated. The first step involves

the function GMST (described in Section 3.1.1.3), which calculates the Greenwich Mean

Sidereal Time (GMST is the mean sidereal time at longitude zero). 11.36433 hours are

then added to the GIVIST to reach LST for MJUO. The unusual number being added

on to GMST is the longitude of Mount John expressed in hours, rather than the normal

format of +170" 27T9 East. Sidereal Time is measured by noting the rotation of the

Earth relative to the stars. The orbital motion of the Earth about the Sun causes the

sidereal day to be - 3'56s shorter than the mean solar day.

3.1.1.2 F\rnction JD

This function returns the Julian Date given an integer input of year, month, day, minutes, and

real seconds. "lD first checks that the input is correct, i.e., no negative numbers or hours =
25. The difference between the year of observation and 1988 is calculated. The number of days

corresponding to this difference is either added to, or subtracted from, the number 2,447,160.3

depending on whether the year of observation is before or after 1988. This number is the Julian

Date for Jan 0 0h 0m 0s 1988 (tI.T.). Leap years are accounted for. The number of days elapsed

through the year of observation is calculated, using the month and day values passed to the

function. Again, variation in the length of February is noted. The resulting value is added onto

the total, as is the fraction:

67

(3.3)

3.1.1.3 f\rnction GMST

This function returns Greenwich Mean Sidereal Time in decimal hours given input in the form

of integer year, month, day, hours, minutes, and real seconds. Firstly the time 'elapsed' since

Jan 1.5 2000 (U.T.) as measured in Julian centuries, tu, is calculated by:

JD - 2, 451, 545.0
(3.4)t-uu 

- 36,525

where JD is the appropriate Julian Date found using the subroutine "/D. The Julian Century is

not related to the Julian Date by name. Instead the name commemorates Julius Caesar, who

established this calendar in 46 B.C. with the technical advice of Sosigenes of Alexandria. In

the Julian Calendar, three yeats of 365 days length are followed by a leap year 366 days long.

Leap years were not correctl.'- inserted into the Julian Calendar until 8 A.D, when Augustus

revised the system. Unfortunately the mean Julian year is llm 14" Ionger than the tropical
year, leading to the 'appearance' of an extra day every 128 years. The system was used in

general throughout Europe until 1582, when the Gregorian calendar was introduced. The new

r (, I (
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system was instituted by Pope Gregory XIII, with the immediate 'elimination'of 10 days in

October 1582 to bring the calendar back into accord with the seasons. If the last year of a

century has four hundred as a factor, then that year is a leap year. Otherwise a century year

is not a leap year. Great Britain and its colonies did not adopt this system until 1752 (p.43

Coveney & Highfield J.990, p.145 Abbot 1925), as they were nof Roman Catholic countries and

were therefore reluctant to adopt an improvement advocated by a Pope. Russia did not change

systems until 1918.

tu is then substituted into:

GMST0hur = 24,110:5481 + 8,640,184:8i266tu * 01093104t3 - 6:2xt0-6tl (3.5)

producing the GMST at 0 hours (U.T.). Equations 3.4 and 3.5 are taken from the Astronomical

Almanac (1990). A loop is then entered to test whether the value of GMST is positive. If the

value does not meet this condition, then the number of seconds in a day is added to the total,

and the test performed again. Once Lhe condition is met, a second loop is entered which

performs the opposite, subtracting 86,400 seconds from the value. These two loops ensure that

the final value of GMST is between 0 and 86,400 seconds, and allows the function to handle

dates before and after Jan 1.5 2000. Finally, GMST is converted from seconds into hours.

3.1.1.4 f\rnctionHJDJD

This funcbion calculates the difference between the Heliocentric Julian Dale and the Julian

Date on which a star was observed. This difference is called the heliocentric correction. It is

n€cessary to account for the variation in the distance of the Earth from the Sun. The time

for light to travel 1 A.U.l is about 8m 19s. Observations collected six rnonths apart will be up

to 16m 38s out of phase, depending on the position of the star in the sky. This difference in

light travel time should be removed, particularly if time dependent objects (such as eclipsing

binaries) are being studied.

The function is passed the equatorial coordinates of the object, and the Julian Date of

observation. The heliocentric correction (H.C.) to the time of observation is given by (Landolt

& Blondeau 1972)t

H.C. = -090057755R(cosdcosacosl * sina(sin{sin6 + cos(cos6sino)) (3.6)

where:

r R is the radius vector for the Earth at the time the observation was collected,

11 Aetronomical Unit, which is equal to the mearr distance between the Sun and the Earth.
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o d is the true longitude of the Sun at the time of observaiion,

o a is the precessed right ascension of the object,

o 6 is its precessed declination, and

o { is the instantaneous obliquity of the ecliptic.

Celestial longitude and latitude are coordinates in the Ecliptic System. The former is the

angular distance of an astronomical object from the vernal equinox, measured eastwards along

the ecliptic to the intersection with the object's circle of longitude. Celestial latitude is defined

as the angular distance of an object north (positive) or south of the ecliptic. Both coordinates

are measured in degrees. Observations in the ecliptic system are typically corrected to account

for the fact that they were collected at a point on the surface of the Earth. Such corrected

coordinates are said to be the geocentric values. Once again, there is a difference between

apparent and mean values, with correction to the mean being assumed.

The geocentric mean longitude of the Sun is:

L = 279969668 + 36,000976892T + 090003025T2 (3.7)

where T is the time of observation from January 0.5 1900, as measured in Julian Centuries, i.e.:

T_ JD - 2,415,020.0
(3.8)

36,525

where JD is the Julian Date, as before.

The Instantaneous Obliquity of the Ecliptic is given (empirically) as;

f = 23?452294 - 0e0130125T - 0e000000164T2 + 09000000503T3,

while the distance of the Earth from the Sun in Astronomical Units is:

(3.e)

69

R = 1.00000022(1 - ecosz)

where e is the eccentricity of the Earth's orbit:

(3.10)

e = 0.01675104- 0.0000418T- 0.000000126T2 (3.11)

and v is the True Anomaly (see Figure 3-2). The value of T substituted into Equations 3.9 and

3.11 is calculated using Equation 3.8. z is equal to M * C, where C is the Sun's Equation of
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Figure 3-2: Anomaly. There are three different anomaly angles for a body moving in an
elliptical orbit. The lrue anomaly is the angle u between the body at S, the focus F, and the
point of nearest approach to the focus (periapsis), P. The eccenlrie anomaly is angle E between
the lines eF and C-F, rvhere C is the midpoint of the ellipse's major axis, S' is on a circle with
radius equal to that of periapsis, and has the same (vertical) projection onto the major axis as
point S does. The nxean anomaly is the difference between object S and an hypothetical object
moving along the same orbit at the mean velocity of S. (Figure from lllingworth 1979).

Centre:

C = (1e919460 - 0e004289T - 0e000014T2)sinM +

(09020094 - 09000100T)sin2M + 09000293sin3M ,

and M is the Mean Anomaly of the Sun (see Figure 3-2):

(3.12)

M - 358947583 + 35999904975T2 - 09000150T2 - 0900000033T3. (3.13)

Equations 3.7 to 3.13 are taken from Meeus (1982). Given these formulae, HJD-JD calculates

the HJD using the following steps:

1. The date of the observation measured in Julian Centuries (T) is calculated using Equa-

tion 3.8.

The solar geometric mean longitude (L) is calculated using Equation 3.7. A series of

conditional statements and loops ensure that the final value for the longitude is smaller

than 360 degrees.

The mean anomaly of the Sun (l\{) is then given by Equation 3.13. A set of loops and

conditional statements ensure that the final value of M is less than 360 degrees.

Equation 3.11 is evaluated, providing the eccentricity (e) of the Earth's orbit for the date

of observatiou.

2.

3.

4,
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s
32

Figure 3-3: Single Precision 32 Bit IEEE Floating Point Standard for the storage of
numbers. 'S' stands for the sign bit, while the numbers indicaie the offset of a given bit from
the first bit. The first eight bits make up the high byte.

5. Next to be evaluated is Equation 3.12, which requires the values of T and M. C is output.

6. Now that C is known, the true longitude of the Sun (d) is given by adding C onto L. The

true anomaly (u) of the Sun is calculated by adding C with M.

7. The radius of the Earth's orbit (R) is calculated using Equation 3.10 and the values for

e and z.

8. Equation 3.9 is evaluated, providing the instantaneous obliquity of the ecliptic ((), The

variables R, d, and f are now available for substitution into the heliocentric correction

equation (Equation 3.6), which the function does. This correction is applied to the JD,

giving the heliocentric Julian Date.

3.1.1.5 F\rnction R4

The Io-FontH control language of the PM-3000 computer uses the single precision 32 bit IEEE

floating point standard, which is a protocol designed to facilitate the portability of programs

(see Figure 3-3 and pp.270 Stallings 1990), The standard initiallyfocused on microcomputers

with their more limited capabilities. The implied base is 2, and the lowest order bit (of the

high byte) is the sign bit. The sign bit is set to zero if the number is positive. The next 8 bits

are the exponent of 2, with 128 (the bias) added to ensure it is always positive. This is known

in Computer Science as a biased representation. The remaining 23 bits represent a number

between 1 and 0.5, with the 24th bit being a hidden normalisation bit. This first bit would

always be l, so it can be assumed to be so and used as the lowest order bit in the exponent.

,Ey' is passed four bybes, which is converted into a real number by the following steps:

o The sign bit is examined.

The exponent is formed by taking the remaining 7 bits of the high byte, multiplying them

by 2, adding in the high bit of the next byte, and subtracting the bias.

o The number is constructed from the remaining bits, scaled appropriately using the expo-

nent.
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As an example, consider that the exponent is l. Since the significand lies between 0.8 and 1,

numbers from I to 2 can be represented. If the exponent is set to two, numbers between 2 and

4 can be represented, and so on.

3.1.L.6 FunctionUT-CCD

This routine originally utilised a look-up file of clock corrections for the internal clock of the

acquisition system. This feature has been suspended at VUW, as observers reset against a
master clock or the time-keeping radio station WWV, and the variable 'ut-ccd' that contained

the correction has been removed.

3.L.2 Program PTM-HARD

This program takes PTM format Image files and produces PostScript programs as ourpur.

These program files can be sent to a suitable printer to produce a printed copy of the CCD

Image' The printout of the Image includes information about the target, such as its name and

coordinates.

PTM files have a record length of 768 bytes, with the first record being the header. Only

the first 160 bytes of the first record are used. The format for the customised MJUO PTM

header is given in byte order as Table 3.1. The format of the original Photometrics header,

as supplied with the system, is given as Table 3.2. The 'pads' were designed to accommodate

locally defined functions, explaining why the instrument parameters are not consecutive and

there are blanks left for expansion. Subsequent records contain the data for individual CCD

rows a-s 16 bit integers. Hence there is one 768-byte record per row of the CCD read out. If a
sub-array of the CCD has been stored (i.e., less than 384 pixels in a row), then trailing bytes

in the records are ignored.

The program first asks the user for the name of the file to be converted into a PostScript

version. This file, and files containing name$ and coordinates of the observed objects, are opened

before the user is prompted for automatic or manual selection of print parameters. Next the

expo$ure time, beginning and end of observation, column origin, row origin, number of columns

and rows, column and row binning factors, gain factor, and image type key-words are retrieved

from the header records. The subroutine Decode-U is used to convert the time mea.surements

into usable values.

The software used to acquire the frames is then determined. If the basic Photometrics

system was used, then the start time for the observation is stored in the header bytes f12-11b.

The contents of these bytes will have been assigned to incorrect variables by the program, which

assumes that the UoC customized system was being used. Therefore the program shuffies data

about so that it is correctly connected with the right variables. The exposure length is then
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Bytes Purpose
00 1-079
080-098

099

100

10 1-104

105-108
109-1 12

r11 
1tu

117-118

r rs-izo
tzr-r22
t23-124
125-t26
127-r28
129-130

131

r32

133-134
135-138
139-142
143-146
147-150
151-152
153-156
157-160

ASCII Target name and comments field.
ASCII flags indicating which (if any) of the reduction steps such as
flat-fielding and dark subtraction have been performed on the Image.
An ASCII null
Unused
A 4 byte exposure time, which is set by the acquisition commands
dark and oDs, but not readout.
The commencement time of the observation in 32 bit ut'ilx format.
Four ASCII characters for the initials of the Observers
For Images acquired with the readoat command this gives the end
of the observation time in uNIx format. For oDs and dcrlc commands
this field contains the exposure commencement time.
Two bytes giving the column origin - useful when the Image is a subarray
of the original.
Two bytes giving the row origin.
Number of rows in the lmage.
Number of columns in the Image.
Column binning factor.
Row binning factor.
Amplifier gain.
A one byte numeric code for the instrument used:
0 = unknown

11 = psngax bayonet fitting for large filters that were manually changed.
12 = CCD top hat and filter wheel.
13 - Photometer
14 = Echelle spectrograph
15 = fhs spectrograph on the Boller & Chivens telescope.
One byte numeric code for the telescope used.
0 = unknown
I = Boller & Chivens 61 cm
2=Mclellanlmf/7.9.
3=M'Lellanlmf/13.
Not used, left for expansion.
Floating point number giving average offset plus dark current.
The filter name in ASCII.
Parameters specific to the instrument used.
Parameters specific to the instrument used.
Two bytes specifying the image type (0 - bias, I = dark, 2 = Image).
Parameters specific to the instrument used.
Parameters specific to the instrument used.

Table 3.1: MJUO flame Header Records
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Bytes Purpose
001-100
101-104

104-1 1 i
112-115

116-117

117-118

t2uL2r
r22-123
t24-t25
126-t27
t28-729
130-149
150-15i
152-160

Pacl

32 bit Exposure Time in deciseconds.
Exposure length in deciseconds.
Header creation time in seconds.
Column origin.
Row origin.
Column length.
Row length.
Column binning factor.
Row binning factor.
Gain factor, as a 16 bit integer.
Pad
Image type (as above).
Pad

Table 3.2: Photometric Header Records

used to calculate the end of exposure time, and the appropriate variable set. Otherwise, if the

customised acquisition software was used, the program sets the character variables 'telescope'

and 'instrument'using the appropriate header bytes.

Regardless of which Image format was used, the average offset is decoded by R4. Next, the

name of the observed object is examined. Information about the objects observed is stored in

three files on the computer. The first file contains calibration object names (e.g. FLAT), the

second file contains the object names together with an identifying number (the "key"), and

the third file contains the "key" on a line with coordinates for the object at a specified Epoch.

Different names may be used for the same object during different observing runs. All these

variations are entered into the second file and have the same key. Hence they address the same

coordinate information in the third file.

The object namer as read from the tape, is compared against the,first file. If a match is

found then the frame is a calibration, and so no coordinates apply to it. If a match is not found

then the second file is checked in turn for a match. If a match is successfully made in the second

file, then the individual'key' for the object is determined and used to look up the appropriate

data from the third file. If no match is found in either the first or the second file the user

is prompted to input the values for the object. The object name, epoch, and coordinates are

displayed for the user to check, and replace if necessary.

Once the coordinates of the (non-calibration) object are determined for a given Epoch, they

are precessed using the non-rigourous equations:

Ao = m * n sino tand

Ad = n coso
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to the Epoch of the observation (which will have been determined by the subroutine Decode-U).

The adopted m and n are 3f 0?42 and 2010S83, which are the values for Epoch 2000.0 (Meeus

1e82).

If the exposure is under five minutes in length, and not a calibration, then the airmass (X)

is calculated using the equation given by Young (lg?a):

X = sec(z) (i - o.oorz(sec?(z) - ty) (3.14)

where sec (z) is given by:

(sin (/) sin (6) * cos (/) cos (6) cos (H.A.))-t .

H.A' is the hour angle, / is the latitude of the observing site, aud z is the zenith angle. If the

exposure is Ionger than five minutes, the approximation of Stetson (1989) for the mean airmass

of a long exposure is used:
'*-Xo+4X!+Xl

6

Xo, X g, and X1 are the airmasses at the beginning, mid-way, and end of the exposure (calculated

using Equation 3.14).

Regardless of the exposure length, the Heliocentric Julian Date of observation for the mid-
point of the exposure is calculated using Hjd_jd.

Once the header has been read in, the actual CCD Image data is read into a 364 by bZ6 array

called 'image'. A smaller-sized CCD Image would occupy the lower portion of image', with its
dimensions defined by the appropriate keywords from the header. The user is then prompted

for how many rows are to be output. An input of '0' indicates that all of the Image is to be

output. This choice is selected under the automatic print option. The maximum, minimum,
mean' and standard deviation of the pixel intensities are calculated. These values are used to
calculate the range in intensity represented by each of the 32 available grey-scale levels (tiles).

The program offers a choice of three grey-scale techniques:

o Linear, where 32 shadings are equally spaced between user-specified minimumand maxi-
mumintensities, e.g. if the minimumintensity was 100 counts in a pixel, and the maximum

intensity was 419, then each shade (or tile) would represent a range of 10 counts. The

first tile would cover 100 - 109, the second 110 - 119, and so on. The user can specify the

minimum and maximum intensities for this technique and the next method.

e Power-law mapping. The maximum intensity represented by a tile is given by:

ID

minirnurn * (maximum - minim"d (H)"
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where B is input by the user, maximurn is the maximum intensity to be represented

by any tile, mini,mum is the minimum intensity, and n is from 1 to 32 in steps of one.

The numerator is of such a form to prevent the value 256 being formed. Power-law

mapping causes the intensity range coveted by each subsequent tile to uniformly either

increase or decrease. Detail is accentuated near the maximum or minimum intensity

values, depending on the sign of B.

Pirel Area scaling. The intensity range of each tile is specified by the number of pixels it
is permitted to represent, i.e., in the special case of uniform areas each tile will represent

the same number of pixels:
576 x 384, = --T_ plxels.

When the pixels are sorted into an order of increasing intensity, the first tile would repre-

sent the first c pixels. Its intensity range would be from the intensity of the first pixel up

to that of pixel 6,912. The second pixel would represent the pixels 6,913 to 13,824, and

so on.

In the general case, the number of pixels per tile is given by:

for n = 1 to 32. The choice of c can bias the tiling towards either extreme. Values of s

greater than 1 will put more white into a positive Image, and vice versa for a negative

Image.

An integer array represents all the possible intensity values, ordered in a numerically

increasing sequence. The values in the array are initialised to zero. A value in the array

is incremented for every pixel of a given intensity. To allocate the intensity ranges for

each tile, the program begins at the lowest value in the array. The number of pixels

(and hence the intensity range) that should be allocated to the tile is calculated, and the

program stepped along the array until the cumulative pixel count is equal to or greater

than the required number of pixels. The cumulative count is reset, the range of the next

tile calculated, and the process continued for the remaining tiles in turn. This method

avoids the problem of more than one tile being assigned to a single intensity.

The user is prompted for rvhich type of grey-scale is to be used, and whether the Image is

positive or negative (if the automatic option was not selected at the start of the program). If
the automatic print option was selected and if the object is a calibration frame then the output

lmage will be positive, otherrvise the printed Image will be negative. The automatic option

uses the technique of pixel-area scaling with s = I if the Image is to be positive, and r = 0.95

l-cn
1-F
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otherwise' Depending on which grey-scale scheme was chosen, the appropriate 32 shades are

selected and the necessary parameters prompted for.

The output of the Postscript program to a file is commenced. When this file is submitted to

a PostScript printer, it will be run a,s an interpreted program and produce the Image as output.

Statements generating a series of 32 boxes indicating the selected grey-scale are then written to

the file. The underlying idea in this section of PTM-EA.RD is to check variables read in from the

header of the input file, and write to the output file this information as appropriate statements

that make up a suitable PostScript program. Ilence, the instrument type can be checked, and

the apptopriate lines (with variables) rvritten out. After the basic details such as object name,

coordinates, airmass, etc. are written, the necessary code to handle the CCD Image is put in

the file, followed by the data itself which is treated as a PostScript "image". The actual values

written for each pixel depend on which grey-scale type was selected. Pixels are processed one

at a time by the appropriate grey-scale function in an order proceeding along rows and then

columns. The entire Image is then written to the file, row by row. Closing PostScript commands

(such as showpage) are written to the output file, all files used by the program closed, and the

program terminated. Figure 3-4 is an example of the output of PTM-EARD.

3.L.3 Program CCD-TO-V

This program reads the MJUO PM-3000 data files from a 9-track 1600 BPI magnetic tape.

It can output a tape listing, FITS format Image files, Photometrics format Image files, or

both file types onto a VMS VAX. The code (like PTM-HARD) has been formatted, internally

commented, and rewritten in various areas.

As soon as the program is started it obtains the logical unit number of the tape. The number

of files on the tape is determined from the tape header. The program uses the letter V (for

VUW) as the first character for all the output files. The user is prompted for three characters

which will be written to the second, third, and fourth characters of the output file names, e.g.

if 'Dec' was entered the log-file would be called vdec.log. Log-files provide a record of which

tape files were retrieved by the program as well as observational details about the Images. The

output FITS files would be called Vdec-nnn.MT, where nnn is how many files into the tape the

input file was. Blanks are filled with zeros, e.g. Vdec-0O9.MT would be the name for a FITS

file converted from the ninth CCD Image file on a tape.

Next, the user is prompted for rvhat type of output file they want. The log-file is then

opened and general information about the transfer (such as when it was) written to the file.

Further details, such as if FITS files are to be written, are also recorded in the log. The user

is then asked which individual files are to be read from the tape. Files are designated by their

relative position along the tape for ihis choice. An input of 0 indicates that all the tape is
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to be read. Only 5 lines, of eighty characters Iength each, are available for input, with no

embedded spaces being allowed. Commas and dashes (e.g. 12-25 or 1,5,6,7-10) are allowed,

and the numbers must be in ascending order. The input is then checked to ensure that these

conditions are obeyed, and the file numbers to be read are stored in an array.

A loop is commenced, which will repeat as many times as there are selected files to read. If
all the tape was selected, the maximum number of files that can be read is 999.1 The tape is

wound on to the start of the first selected file. The data read loop is broken if the subroutine

MTACCESS, which reads the tape records, returns with the 'end of tape' flag indicator set.

If the read fails, ii is repeatedly tried again. A successful read leads to the opening of the

appropriate files (FITS or Photometric format) with suitably named file extensions such as MT

for the FITS files, and PTM for the Photometric format files. The header is then read and

processed in an identical manner to PTI{-HARD.

The tape header is directly copied into the first 768 bytes of the Photometrics file, assuming

that this output option was selected. The header of the FITS output file is somewhat more

complicated, being constructed of80 character length lines containing keywords and their values

(see Appendix A for details on the FITS format). A 80 by 36 array is filled with the appropriate

keyword pairs. If the object is not a calibration, then its epoch, airmass, and coordinates are

written together with the other keyword pairs. After the common keywords, those specific to

a given instrument are inserted. Subroutine doftshdr ensures that once 36 lines are filled, they

are written to the FITS output file and the array blanked out in preparation for the next block.

Once all the keywords have been paired with the appropriate values, the array storing the FITS

header is then written to disk, if it hasn't just been. This is to handle tape headers with lengths

that are not multiplee of 36.

The pixel data is nead in from the tape (unless only a tape inventory is required, in which

case this step is skipped). The output buffers for each format type are cleared, and the 768

byte records read up from tape one by one. In each iteration the complete record is written to

the Photometrics format file, while 2880 byte recordg are assembled and written to the FITS

output file. Once the end of file indicator is returned by MTACCESS, the read loop terminates,

and the final record of each output format is filled with the last data values, and padded with

zeros to maintain the fixed formats. The Image output files are closed. A check is made to see

if there are any more tape files to be read up. If so, [he program branches back to the start of

the loop for reading tape files.

Once all the selected tape files have been read, all the files (including the tape) are closed,

lThis [mit will not be reached given currenr tape Iengths and the fact that only a deneity of 1600 BPI is
poseible with the MJUO tape unit. The - 12OO foot long 9-track tapes eometimes used by observers should
ideally contain - 23 Mb' Practical experiencehas shown that these tapes only store 15,5 Mb, which corresponds
to 35 full frarne fi.les (West 1991). Substantial inter-record gaps appear to be the cause of this discrepancy.

IY
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Figure 3-5: An Example IRAF Display showing the Command, Image Display, and Graphics
windows open. The IRAF test Image of the spiral galaxy MSl is shown in the 'SAOImage'
Display, while a three dimensional representation of a star is displayed in the Graphics Window"
Intensity is plotted against the x and y axes of a sub-array in the CCD frame.

and the program ends. The FITS files are now ready to be read up by IRAF, using its data

input/output package dataio, for subsequent analysis.

3.2 IRAF

The Image Reduction and Analysis Facility (IRAF) is a general purpose software system for the

reduction and analysis of astronomical data. It provides a wide range of prograurs for general

Image processing and graphics applications, as well as a large selection of specialised programs

for the reduction and analysis of astronomical data. IRAF is intended to provide a complete

scientific programming environment that is as portable and device independent as possible,

allowing the use of the system on a wide range of host computers and operating systems with

a large variety of supported display devices.

The IRAF project commenced at Kitt Peak National Observatory in 1981. Since then, a
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programming team has continuously developed IRAF into a very thorough environment, as well

as providing excellent user support. This has led to the widespread popularity of IRAF. The

system is extremel.v rvell documented, with manuals ranging in level from those aimed at novice

users through to advice on how to port IRAF across to an unsupported computing platform

(see Appendix B). These factors, combined with the facts that IRAF contained CCD reduction

packages essential to the project (such as DAOphot, Stetson 1987), and that the software and

documentation were easily available across the international computer networks, led to the

adoption of the system at VUW.

3.2.L Major Components

IRAF was designed to provide a convenient, efficient and portable analysis system primarily

for Images (see Figure 3-5 for an example of an IRAF Display). In particular the system is

designed to handle astronomical Images, but it has general facilities which can be applied to

many other types of data - such as plotting data and statistical analysis. IRAF was designed as

an oPen system which can easily be extended to add new analysis capabilities or be customised

for specific applications by a user.

There are three major components of the IRAF system. The first is the Command Lan-
guage (CL) which is the user interface used to run the system utilities and application programs.

Both this software and the CL depend on the facilities provided by the Virtual Operating
System (VOS) to function. The VOS depends on the kernel, or the run-time component of
the Host System Interface (ESI), for all communications with the operating system of the

host computer. All software above the HSI is completely portable, and may be transferred to
any IRAF host. IRAF looks and behaves the same on many difierent systems, with only the

sections that interface directly with ihe operating system of the host computer being different.

Currently supported operating systems include various flavours of utrtx (Sun, Ultrix, HpUX,
and AUX), AOS V/S, and VMS b.

The CL is designed to serve both as a command language and as an interpreted programming

Ianguage via scripts. The basic IRAF command syntax is the eame as the concise format of
the uNIx Gshell, rvith similar input/output (I/O) redirection and pipe facilities, extended to
provide support for the graphic streams. other major features of the cL are:

r Package Structure for software organisation. A package is a collection of logically related

tasks, which is loaded by entering its name into the CL. Loaded packages are organised

as a linear list, with the order being that each package was loaded in. Task name ref-
erences are resolved by a circular search of this list, beginning with the most recently

loaded package. If there is an ambiguity with more than one task sharing the name (or

the abbreviation used). the user is notified of the competing task names. Either an unam-
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biguous abbreviation or the use of the appropriate package name as a prefix will remove

the ambiguity.

r Hidden user-accessible menus for both utilities and applications.

o Extensive online help, including interactive tutorials.

r Parameter prompting and defaults.

o Minimum match abbreviations for utility and application task names.

o Direct access to host system commands.

e Background job submission, queuing, and control.

. uNlx-style virtual filename and directory structure.

r Graphics and lmage display cursor facilities, providing a built-in graphics or Image control

capability that can be operated whenever a cursor is read by an applications programl

without the need to exit that application.

r A history mechanism allowing previous commands to be re-used or edited.

o Maintenance of a 4slot process cache of connected but idle subprocesses, reducing the pre.

cess spawn overhead. The first slot always contains system utilities, while the remaining

three are dynamically assigned according to the actions of the user.

All user interaction with IRAF is through the CL. The CL executes concurrently with

any application processea, responding to parameter requests from them and managing I/O.

In essence, the CL and the application are one program, except that binding occurs at the

process counect time rather than during a link. This allows interactive and sophisticated user

interfaces, without the need to link large amounts of code into an executable. New tasks and

packages can be easily added to the CL at any time, using the same mechanisms used for the

standard IRAF tasks and packages. No change has to be made to the standard system.

While IRAF provides a wide range of software, it is unrealistic to expect it to provide

everything a project might need. A useful system should make it easy for users to add, or modify,

software. IRAF provides three programmingenvironmentsl, tailored to particular software and

the experience of the programmer. The first is the CL, where the programming language for

scripts is the command language, and the environment is the packages and tasks callable by

the CL. The second is turoRt (IMage FORTran), where IRAF provides libraries giving the

FoRTRAN compiler of the host system access to the CL, cursors, and Images. The third is

rThe terrn proSramming environment refers to the languages, I/O libraries, software tools, etc. making an
environment for programrning
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defined by the VOS, and was used to implement most of the IRAF system and application

software using the SPP (Subset PreProcessor) language.

ln addition to the provision of the programming environments, the VOS performs the stan-

dard facilities expected of conventional operating systems, such as file I/O, dynamic memory

allocation, terminal control, and exception handliug. Most of the capabilities of the VOS are

present in already existing operating systems or libraries. The IRAF programming team decided

to invest the considerable effort in writing the VOS, rather than use these existing solutions,

due to concerns about the reliability, completeness, and portability of these solutions (Tody

1986). It is hard to produce a self-consistent, efficient, reliable, well structured and understood

system by patching together independently developed systems. The VOS has all these features,

and is tailor-made for IRAF's tasks. At some sites users are logged directly into the CL, and

never see the local operating system, using IRAF's facilities completely. The team considered

portability to be an important feature, rather than forcing potential users to adopt a given

computer, operating system version, and compiler version. Porting IRAF across io other hosts

is much ea.sier with the VOS, as the HSI is small, well-isolated, and well-defined. Through the

VOS, IRAF is also device independent. Various text files contain device capabilities, allowing

virtually any device to be interfaced to without the need to modify code or relink executables.

IRAF references these files to determine the capabilities of a given device, and then acts within

the specified limits for it.

The HSI is made up of several sections:

The Kernel, which is a subroutine library containing all the host-dependent primitive

functions. It is the most machine-dependent part of the HSI, and its conversion is the

major portion of a port attempt.

Bootstrap Lttilities required to compile and maintain IRAF. These are fairly portable,

being written in C. These include tools to strip binaries from packages and a tar archive

handler.

The Hlib library, which is a directory containing various host and site-dependent look-up

tables.

The AS assembler librarv module.

The Gdev directories which contain the host-dependent I/O interfaces for binary graphics

devices otherwise supported by the VOS machine-independent kernels.
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Only those few attempting ports need to be

given that the IRAF Support team provides

installation straight-forward.

aware of the IISI and its structure, especially

binaries for a large range of platforms, making
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3.2,2 Implementation

The VUW installation of IRAP has evolved over the three years the system has been installed.

Initially IRAF was installed on only one Sparc Station 1. Bauks (lgg3) describes the system

as it was in mid-1992, when IRAF version 2.9 was running under Sunview SunOS Release 4.1.

By late 1993 the system had ceased to evolve.

A gigabyte disk on the VUW Silicon Graphics 4D/380S Parallel Processor contains both

the IRIX and Sun IRAF v 2.10.2 binaries, together with many of the add-on packages such as

STSDAST and X-windows support. This software was retrieved across the Internet by use of
the Anonymous File Transfer Protocol (for usage instructions see Banks & Jansen (19g2), for

example), built, and maintained by the author as the IRAF site manager. The Sun version

of IRAF is NFSz-mounted across to three Sparc Station 1 computers and a Sparc Station 10,

with this disk appearing as if it is local to the machines it is exported to. The IRIX binaries

are used by the Parallel Processor itself, as well as being exported to a Silicon Graphics Indigo.

IRAF contains support for network access to any physical resource resident on a remote node

running IRAF, although the node must be explicitly identified. This facility is provided by the

VOS, so the nodes do not have to be architecturally similar. Networking between all six IRAF

nodes was implemented. IRAF stores CCD Images as two files - a modified FITS header

and a byte stream containing the pixel data. These files need not be in the same directory,

and it is usual to store the large pixel files elsewhere on a disk reserved for the purpose. One

Sparc I NFS-exports to the other machines a 300 megabyte disk for the storage of the pixel

data, allowing the same CCD Image to be transparently manipulated from any node. Each

installat'ion of IRAF was tuned for the host machines and peripherals, such as printers, rape

drives, and graphics devices. X-terms are the preferred interactive devices by users, alihough

the host consoles, Visual 500 graphic terminals, VT 100s (usually modem emulations), and

Visual 220 terminals are available.

rSpa,ce Telescope Science Data Analysis System, courtesy of the Space Telescope Science Institute, Baltimore.
zNetwork Filing System
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Photometry

his chapter discusses the reduction techniques used by this project to analyse CCD

ftames, and in particular the crowded field photometry package DAOphot(Stetson 1937).

4.L Aperture Photometry

mall holes, or apertures, are used in photoelectric photometry to isolate a star from its

surroundings. Not all the light of the star can pass through this aperturel , but the same

fraction of light is lost for all the observed stars given the same seeing. Typically a range of

apertures is available. The choice of which aperture to use on a given night primarily depends

on the seeing, although the program may require a variety of different apertures to be used on

an object, e.g. for intensity profiles. Consideration will also have to be given to whether the

target stars are in a crowded region, such as a star cluster, or not. A smaller aperture will be

required for photometry in a crowded cluster, as well as a night with good seeing. However,

the chosen aperture must not be too small since there will be probrems:

o Initially lining the telescope and photometer up on the star.

r Keeping the telescope aligned on the star,

not be perfect.

that the tracking of the telescope will

o Stars at different airmasses will have different profiles due to the different levels of seeing.

This could become important with extinction or standard stars observed at high airmasses.

While accurate tracking is required for long CCD exposures, the other two concerns are not a
problem given the extended field of view of a CCD. A smaller aperture can therefore be used for

the photometry of stars in CCD frames than would be applicable in photoelectric photometry.

rKing (197r) noted that for his photographic work the intensity profi,le of a star extended crcmdnzles in
radius before the badiground values were reached.

given
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Aperture photometry is simply the integration of the light received by a detector, or array

of detectors, from a solid angle of sky which includes the object of interest. [n photoelectric

photometry, the amount of light received from the background in a given solid angle is estimated

by observing a nearby region ofsky 'free'ofstars. The difference between the two observations

is taken to be the contribution from the observed object. While it is possible to follow the same

procedure in synthetic aperture photometry of CCD frames, as is often done for the reduction

of standard star frames, it would be very time consuming when many star images were visible

on a frame. Hence there is a need for a computer program which can automatically perform

photometric mea.surements on a frame of a crowded field. Such a program is discussed in

Section 4.3.

The derivation of the magnitude of a star in a frame involves:

o Determination of where the centre of the star image is,

o Estimation of the sky background level, and

o Summation of the light within a given aperture, and removal of the background.

These steps are discussed in turn.

4.1.1 Centres

Many methods for estimating [he centre positions of stellar images have been developed for

astrometryl. Two simple techniques are widely used in CCD photometry. These are the

'marginal sum'and 'image centroid' methods.

The first technique simply performs the following steps on a stellar image:

1. An initial guess is made of where the centre of the stellar image is. Often this estimate is

made by the user, although the IRAF task Daofind will calculate estimates automatically.

Daofind is descibed in Section 4,3.1.

2. A sub-array of arbitrary size is taken around this estimate of the centre. This sub-array

must extend far enough that the background is reached. A reasonable axis length would

be - 5 times the Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) of the stellar image.

3. The marginal sums along each axis:

n

T(*i) - It'., , and T(y1) = Dt'ij=l i=1

lThe study of accurate celestial positions.
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aredetermined. Ii.i istheintensityofpixel(x=i,y=j)inasub-arrayofx=D,y=m
extent.

4. The image centre is estimated by fitting a one-dimensional function, such as a Gaussian,

to each of the marginal distributions.

This method will give an acceptable estimate provided that the stars in the frame are well

separated from each other. If the effect of neighbour stars is present in the sub-array then

the derived centre will be skewed, and a more complicated method of estimating the central

position of an image should be used. One example of a more robust technique is the 'centroid

method', which uses the following algorithm:

Estimate the centre (x, y) of the image, perhaps using marginal sums.

Using this centre, calculate the x and y axis marginal sums over a square sub-array of

dimension 2a:

T(xi) = ir,,,andT(y.;)= Itu.j=-a i=-a

The value of 'a' should be similar to the FWHM of the image.

Calculate the mean marginal intensitiest
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iai. = 2ufr I r(*,) , and r, I:-
2a* I

a

I r(v') '
j=-a

Fit a one-dimensional function to each marginal distribution, using only the points with

an intensity above the mean. These points will have good signal levels. A new estimate

for the centre of the stellar image is made in this step.

If the new estimate for the centre does not fall within an arbitrary distance (usually one

pixel) from the immediately previous estimate, then loop back to the second step until

this condition is satisfied or the maximum number of permissible iterations is reached. In

the latter case the fit should be rejected.

If the field is even more crowded then one of the various point-spread function (PSF) profile

fitting techniques should be used. These methods are discussed in Section 4.3 beginning on

page 91.

4.I.2 Background

A photometric measurement of a star is the sum of the apparent magnitude of the star and a

background signal. This background is itself asum, being the product of many factors including:
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o Air glow - which is light released by chemical reactions in the atmosphere.

o Zodiacal Li,ght - sunlight scattered off minute particles concentrated into a belt along

the ecliptic.

Light Pollation. This can be both natural (e.g. the Moon) or artificial (e.g. Street Lights).

Aurorae.

Scatlered ligftl inside the CCD camera.

Fainl slars and galaxies

An annulus about the image centre is often used to determine the background signal. This

is not possible with objects such as comets, where specialist packages such as Basphotl should

be used. These packages allow a background estimate to made in several uncrowded regions

of the frame. However, care needs to be taken to account for any gradients in the background

signal across the frame. The use of an annulus about a stellar image cancels out any linear

trends in the background, explaining the popularity of this method. This annulus should have

an inner radius of at least 5 times the FWHM of the image, reducing the contribution of the

star itself to the background estimate. The width of the annulus should be large enough that

the annulus contains a sizeable number of pixels, of the order of at least a few hundred. This

will ensure that the statistical error in the background estimate is small. The background

is typically esbimated by the modez of the annulus, since this represents the most probable

value of a pixel chosen randomly out of this region (Stetson 1987). Outliers skew the mean

and median more than the mode. Often pixels with intensities greater than 2.5 or 3 standard

deviations from the mean are e,rcluded from the pixel list, and then the mode calculated from

this trimmed distribution (Stetson 1987). This can even be an iterative process, Iooping until

the background estimated in one iteration is difrerent by less than a user-defined limit from the

background value estimated in the previous iteration.

4.1.3 Surnming the Light

Once the image centre and background are determined, the intensities of the individual pixels

falling within an arbitrary radius of the centre are summed together. The background intensity

is scaled by the number of pixels in the aperture (Npi*), and subtracted from the aperture

intensity to give the signal from the star alone, i.e.:

Magnitude = zetopoint - 2.5log (Itu - (Npi.Lry))

lCourtesy of Dr. Marc Buie, Lowell Observatory.
2mode = ( 3 x median ) - ( 2 x mean ).

(4.1)
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for all (i, j) inside the aperture. I"1, is the (mode) background sky value per pixel, and I1.; is

the intensity of a pixel falling within the aperture.

Pixels have a finite size. This fact becomes important with apertures that are relatively

small compared to the pixel size, e.g. a radius of a dozen pixels. In such cases the inclusion,

or exclusion, of individual pixels can have a substantial effect on the summed intensity. The

aperture is an irregular polygon which is not a good approximation to a circular aperture. The

method of partial pirels is widely adopted to counter this problem. A boundary pixel is divided

up intosub-pixels, often in a 10 by 10 grid where each sub-pixel is assumed to contain l% of the

total intensity detected by the pixel. Each of the sub-pixels is checked in turn to see if it falls

within the aperture. If so, its'intensity'is included in the aperture summation. This technique

is used by the aperture photometry section of DAOphot (Stetson 198?). The program checks

the radius (r;i) a given pixel is from the image centre. If:r

r',j < R - 0.5, where R is the aperture radius, then the pixel is completely within the

aperture. Its full intensity can be added to the aperture intensity.

rli ) R + 0.5, then the pixel is completely outside the aperture, and contributes no light

to it.

R + 0.5 > rij > R - 0.5, then the pixel is on the boundary, and the method of partial

pixels is used to estimate its contribution to the aperture.

4.2 Aperture Corrections

The appropriate radius of an aperture partly depends on the FWIIM of the stellar images in

a frame. Consider an aperture in which there is a total measured intensity I. If the gain of
the CCD system is D electrons per ADU, then the total number of photo-electrons inside the

aperture is I x D. Given that photons follow a Poisson distribution together with a read.out

noise r (in electrons), the magnitude error is:

6mr - 1.09l,/iDr + ra
(4.2)

where n is the number of pixels in the aperture. As the radius of an aperture increases, the

number of pixels inside it must increase as well, which in turn increases the contribution of the

readout noise. [n most cases the total noise is not dominated by the readout component. In
these cases, the intensity increases with aperture radius, and so the magnitude error decreases.

At the outer limits of an image, the fractional increase in intensity will not offset the increase
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Figure 4-1: An Example Growth Curve. The differential magnitudes for some standard
stars are plotted against the diameters of the various apertures. The diameters are measured in
pixels. In this example the magnitudes are all relative to the magnitude of the largest aperture,
although it is more usual to use the mean value of the outermost apertures. See Stetson (1gg0)
for a discussion of the automatic derivation of growth curves from an entire night or observing
run using the program DAOGLOW.

in readout noise from the extra pixels. Therefore, it would seem sensible to find this boundary

radius. and use that as the aperture radius. However, there is another component to the noise,

being due to the sky background:
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which increases as the aperture radius becomes larger. This component is clearly minimized

for small apertures. Thus if both 6m1 and 6m2 are considered, it can be seen that there are

two limiting cases:

o Stars that are bright in a given frame, having ID ) n(r2 * DI"1, ) , would be best measured

using a large aperture.

r Faint stars where ID < n(r2 + DI"r.y). Small apertures are preferable in this case.

Hence. the appropriate aperture in a given frame will depend on the apparent brightness of a

star. Standard stars tend to have bright images as the observer would want to collect as much

signal as possible for these calibration objects. The target stars may not be so bright, or in the

case of crowded fields, be measured with a small aperture in an attempt to exclude neighbours.

The magnitude determined for a star will depend on its aperture. Given that the apertures

used for photometry of different sets of stars can be different diameters, there is a need for

'corrections' to bring all bhe measured magnitudes onto the same scale.

n Isky
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The basis for such 'aperture corrections' lies in the fact that the two-dimensional intensity

distribution (the PSF) produced by a point source on the plane of a detector, such as photo-

graphic plate or a CCD, will be the same for all stars regardless of their observed intensity.

This assumes that there are no optical distortions in the equipment used to acquire the Image.

Therefore, the images of bright and faint stars only differ in intensity and not in form. The

fraction of light excluded by a given aperture will be the same regardless of the intensity of the

image being measured. While faint stars should be measured with a small aperture, bright stars

can be measured using both a large aperture for photometric accuracy and the small aperture.

The difference in the magnitudes estimated using the two apertures will be the same for the

fainter stars, and so the small aperture magnitudes can be 'corrected' across to the same scale

as the bright stars (see Figure .l-l).

4.3 Profile Fitting

Many interesting fields are too crowded for standard aperture photometry. Such fields include

the LMC star clusters. An appropriate technique for such frames is PSF photometry. Some PSF

fitting programs, such as STARMAN (Penny & Dickens 1986) and DoPflOT (Schecter el al.

1993, Mateo & Schecter 1989), fit an analytic PSF. Typically a Gaussian, Modified Lorentzian,

or a Moffat function is used (for expressions of these functions see Da Costa 1991b). The

advantage of this method is that an analytic PSF can be integrated numerically over each pixel

in a stellar image, avoiding problems with the size of the pixels relative to the dimensions

of the PSP itself. The major disadvantage of this technique is that the chosen model profile

may not be a good representation of the observational data, particularly if the real PSF is not

symmetric. The integrations themselves are also time consuming to perform.

These problems have led to other software being written which construct empirical PSFs

from the data. VISTA (Lauer 1983) and WOLF (Lupton & Gunn 1986) are examples of this

type. These programs make no assumption about the shape of the actual PSF. Interpolation

of the PSF is much faster than the evaluation of the two-dimensional numerical integrals used

in the analytic functions. However, the construction of an empirical PSF from several image

profiles requires the accurate superposition ofeach profile to avoid broadening the global (model)

PSF. Each stellar image is defined on the pixel grid. Interpolation of the PSF to another set of

coordinates will introduce difficulties, particularly when the PSF radius is small and the images

are nearly uitically sarnpled. The resulting interpolation may not adequately represent the

actual profile.

Neither of these methods is ideal. DAOphot (Stetson 198?) combines the two techniques in

an attempt to gain the benefits of both. The PSF is modeled using two components:

9l
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A bivariate Gaussian, which is the basis of the profile. The Gaussian typically fits the

central regions of the observed PSF well. It serves as a first-order approximation to the
PSF.

o An array is formed which contains the residuals of the actual PSF to the Gaussian. A
look-up table is calculated from these residuals. The table is centred on the centroid. of
the stellar image, with the look-up corrections being tabulated at half pixel intervals via

bivariate cubic interpolation.

The profiles of several stars are combined together to define the model PSF, which will be used

to reduce the frame. The signal to noise ratio of the model will be improved through a judicious

choice of several stellar images. As each star is added, the current PSF is shifted and scaled

to a best fit with the stellar image. The scaled Gaussian is then subtracted from the image,

producing an array of residual intensities. These residuals are then interpolated to half pixel

intervals, scaled, and incorporated into the look-up table.

Hence an analytic function represents the large-scale variations, making for more accurate

interpolations than the empirical methods since the residuals tend to be small. This studv used

DAOphot for the photometry of crowded fields.

4.3.L Method

While CCD aperture photometry is fairly simple, being very similar to the procedures of pho-

toelectric photometry at a telescope, the reduction of crowded fields is more complicated. The

basic steps are:

l. Estimate the initial positions of the stars in the frame. This task involves locating

small, positive enhancements in a frame, and distinguishing those due to stars from other

features such as random noise peaks, galaxies, nebulosity, cosmetic defects of the CCD,

and cosmic ray strikes.

The DAOphol task Daofind performs this search, once given the frame and several pa-

rameters:

(a) The typical FWHM for the frame. This is estimated as the mean FWHM of the

available bright and isolated stars in the frame.

The readout noise of the CCD (h ADU)

The number of photo.electrons per ADU.

The signal (in ADU) above which the CCD no longer behaves linearly. Data above

this value will be ignored.

(b)

(")

(d)
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(e) The approximate level of signal due to the diffuse sky background.

Daofind then steps through the frame, pixel by pixel, calculating how bright astar would

be if it was centred at each pixel, i.e., a bivariate Gaussian is fitted to the intensities in a
sub'array about each pixel in turn. If a star is centred on the pixel being examined., then

the fit of the analytic function to the data will be good. The brightness of the star will
be proportional to the central height of the fitted Gaussian. [f a star is not centred on

the pixel, with the pixel being either empty sky or in the wings of a stellar image, then

the central height will be zero or even negative.

more detail, the process is the following. The unit height bivariate Gaussian is given

G(Ai,Aj, o) = "-# (4.4)

and the intensity of a pixel (i, j) i" given as D;.;. The central brightness of a Gaussian

which best fits the pixel intensities about a point (i", j") is H;",5", and the local background

intensity is b. Di; can be used as the 'solution' of a least-squares fit to the equation:

E;",;" G(i - io, j - jo, a) + b (4.5)

for pixels (i, j) in a suLanay about, and including, (io, jo). B;,;" is given by a linear

least-squares fit to:

_ (lcuxrpu)

DGi
(4.6)

where N is the number of pixels in the sub-array. The position io,jo is varied across all
the pixels in the frame, with the resulting values of H stored in au array. This a.rray

is slightly smaller than the original pixel array as a margin equal to the fitting radius

for H is left about the perimeter of the frame. The reason for this is given below. Fig-
ve {2 demonstrates the procedure for the simplified case of a onedimensional intensitv
distribution.

The advantages of searching for local maximain H, rather than in D, are:

o The search is optimised for stellar images. The FWI{M defines the value of a used

in the fitting function, as is the extent of the sub-array that is being fitted. Objects
with radii substantially different from o will have smaller values of H than stars.

o The sky background is not a factor in H, as H is an estimate of the central brightness

of a 'star' above the local background. Since the Gaussian is symmetric, any slope

in the sky background cancels out in H.

o Peaks tend to be narrower, which helps to de-blend some double stars.
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Figure 4-2: One Dimensional Profiles of Astronomical Objects and Erroneous Events.
Intensity profile (a) is that of a star, (b) is a blended pair of images, (c) is a barely resolved

galaxy, (d) a cosmic ray strike, and (e) is a bad pixel. G is the lowered and truncated Gaussian

with which the intensity profiles are'convolved', producing the profile H. Bad pixels are omitted
from the fits for H, making the process not a true convolution, but really a series of least-squares

fi[s. The Gaussian has been lowered so that it has a zero integral.

D

x
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The significance level of a 'detection' can be easily estimated. If s1 is the random

error in intensity for a given pixel located in a region free of stars, then the random

scatter in H will be:

(4.7)

if no star is present (Stetson 1987). The value of sl can either be estimated directly

from the frame by using regions free of stars or as:

s12 = (Readout noise in ADU)2 +
Sky Background in ADU

(4.8)
Photons per ADU

A minimum confidence level that a given detection is actually a star can then be

based on II. Typically this level, I16in, is set at the five sigma level.

The array H is examined pixel by pixel in a search for local maxima with intensities

greater than H-1n. A list of candidates is produced which contains mainly stars, but

also some less obvious flaws and non-stellar objects. The majority of the flaws are more

narrow in profile than genuine stars. A measure of sharpness is therefore used to prune

the defects from the list. The sharpness (1) value of a detection compares the intensity

of the best-fitting Gaussian (H1.,.1") to the ratio between the intensity of the central pixel

of the proposed stellar image and the mean of the remaining pixels in the sub-array (i, j),
i.e.:
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Di",t"

t: fffor(i,j) I (i",jo). (4.e)

A cosmic ray strike has a very narrow profile with the majority of its intensity contained

in one or two pixels. This leads to a X value of greater than one. The reverse occurs

for spurious detections centred on low-valued pixels, with 1 being close to zero. For

moderately peaked objects, such as stars, 1 should scatter about a value in between these

two extremes. Generally the constraint 0.2 ( X ( 1.0 is adequate for the selection of

stars.

However, the x test will not remove overflow columns which have bled from over-exposed

pixels. A large number of spurious detections will therefore remaiu. Daofind employs a

second test called'roundness', which compares the profile of a detection in the x direction

to the profile in the y direction. One-dimensional Gaussians are fitted to each direction.

Roundness is defined as: ,(ffi) (4.10)

where h* and h, are the central heights ofthe Gaussians fitted along the x and y directions.

A charge overflow column will be narrow in one direction, and long in the other. Hence

st2

r(ci) - [g
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its 'roundness' will be far from zeto, which is the value expected for round profiles such

as star images. Roundness can only be calculated when there is a sufficient number of
pixels on all sides of an image. Ifence, it can not be calculated for images adjacent to the

perimeter of the frame, explaining why the array H is smaller than the original intensity

array. Typically the constraint lroundnessl ( 1.0 is used.

Finally, Daof,nd records the positions of possible stars in a file.

2- Perform Aperture Photometry of the candidate stars, together with a sky annulus

about each star. The magnitudes are used as initial estimates for the PSF profile fitting,
while the annulus is used to estimate the sky background. This photometry is performed

by DAOphot task Phot.

3' Establish the Global PSF using isolated bright stars on the frame and the task pStr'.

The PSF is colour and seeing dependent, so a PSF should be constructed for each frame.

Often there are not enough bright stars without neighbours for the construction of a good

model PSF. An iterative method can be adopted to cope with this:

(a) An initial estimate of the global PSF is made using the bright stars, regardless of
whether they have any faint neighbouring stars or not. There should be no defects.

such as bad columns, near any of the PSF stars.

(b) The PSF estimate is then used to subtract the neighbour stars out of lhe frame.

(c) A new estimate of the PSF is made from the bright, and now isolated, stars.

(d) If these stars can be cleanly subtracted from ihe frame, leaving no significant residu-

als, then an adequate PSF has been constructed. Otherwise, the PSF is regarded as

only preliminary, and the process loops back to the secoud step (using the original

frame).

4. Convolve the trbs'ne with the Model PSF using the x2 test as a measure of the

goodness of fit. Starting estimates of the centroids and instrumental magnitudes of the

stars are provided from the previous steps. A PSF is then suitably scaled at the position of

each star. These profiles are then subtracted from the frame, out to one image rodizs from

their centroids. The image radius is the radial distance from the centroid of a star where

the profile disappears into the background noise. The residuals from this subtraction are

examined and used to refine the fit via the least-squares solution of:

i(".,- (#),,)

where

s,ty * (#),, * Avo,r' (#),,, + ohu (4.11)
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r Ps is the model PSF which has been fitted to the proposed star (k-th in the list of

stars),

o xe,1 and yg,k are the estimated x and y centroids of the star,

r hp is the estimated intensity of the image,

. (i, j) is the set of pixels within one fitting radius of the centroid, and

e N' is the number of possible stars in the frame.

A fitting radius is the region about a centroid that is considered in the least-squares fit

determining the brightness and position of a star. Equation 4.l1is solved for each pixel

(within one fitting radius from any star in a group) in turn. The derived parameters are

used to fit the data array again, until the corrections become negligible. At the end of

this iterative procedure another routine, called ,Szbstcr; is used to subtract the best-fit

profiles from the frame. This second frame contains only the residuals, and is examined

in Step 5.

There are several subtleties that have been glossed over. The crowded field task, Allstsr,

breaks the candidate star list up into smaller groups. This is to make the problem more

tractable computationally. Allslcrinvolves the repeated solution of a system of simultane-

ous equations involving 3N' unknowns. By breaking the problem down into B subgroups,

the number of unknowns drops to S. ,nlUtorbreaks the overall list into subgroups using

a critical distance. Two stars separated by less than this distance are reduced together.

This separation is taken to be the sum of the fitting and image radii, as the image radius

indicates how far the effect of the first star can be detected. The image radius of a star

must not fall within the fitting-radius of the second star if the two stars belong to two

different groups. The actual algorithm for creation of the groups is:

r A star is transferred to the group [ist. The remaining stars in the candidate list are

checked to see if their centroid falls within the critical radius of the first star.

r If no such stars are found, then the group list is complete.

r Otherwise each 'neighbour'star is added to the group list.

o Those stars not assigned are then checked to see ifthey fall within the critical radius

of the second group star. Those that do, are shifted from the candidate list across

to the end of the group list.

r The remainder of the stars in the group list are checked in a similar manner. Addi-

tional stars may be added to the group list, and checked in turn. At the end of this
process' all stars 'associated' with the original star have been found and assigned to

the group.
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r The first star in the unassigned list is now used as the basis for the next group. The

process continues until there are no stars remaining in the unassigned list.

Another subtlety is the derivaiion of the sky background. Some profile fitting software,

such as Romafot (Buonanno el al. 1979, 1983), simultaneously fit a model for the sky

background and the PSF to the stellar images. Typically a polynomial function of x

and y is used. Allstar uses a second method in which the sky annulus, measured by

the aperture photometry, defines the sky background. This estimate for the sky includes

the contribution of detectable stars - which will be modeled with profiles themselves.

Stetson (1987) performed empirical tests of the two methods and found that explicitly

solving the background contribution resulted in greater scatter in the final magnitudes,

with the additional drawback of more computations being required. Stetson attributes

the decrease in precision to be due to sky fitting requiring a larger fitting-radius so that

the background is adequately sampled. This increases the likelihood that fits will be

disturbed by unresolved stars in the outer regions of the profile, slightly abnormal pixels,

and errors in the shape of the model PSF at its extremities.

The convergence of some of the groups may have to be assisted. A case might be an

oscillating solution where a pixel one fitting-radius away from a star causes problems.

When this pixel is included in the group containing the star, the subsequent profile fit

causes the centroid of the star to shift slightly, removing the pixel from the fiiting radius

of the star. However, the next fit Ieads to the centroid being shifted so that the pixel

is included again, and so on indefinitely. Allslar weights pixels according to their radius

from an image centroid, with the weight falling to zero at the fitting radius. The pixels are

dynamically re-weighted during the iterations. The pixel weights are altered according to

the size of their residuals after several iterations of profile fitting. Pixels that fit a profile

well are given higher weightings. This is an attempt to account for mildly erroneous data.

Allstar limits the size of any magnitude or position corrections. The sign of each parame-

[er correction is stored, and ifthe latest correction has the opposite sign to its predecessor,

then the rnaximum step size for the parameter concerned is halved. Hence oscillating so-

lutions are strongly damped, but solutions steadily heading in one direction can proceed

as far as is necessary, though the size of each step is constrained.

It is not possible to detect every star in the frame. For instance, the resolution of the

CCD system will certainly not be enough to split all double stars. It is also important

that Allstar does not include peaks in the random noise as potential stars since another

profile will be fitted to this'star', affecting any neighbouring profiles. Allstar therefore

has a mechanism for testing stars, rvith subsequent rejection of the failures from the star
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list. The standard error in intensity for a star is derived from the inverse normal ('error')

matrix (see Bevington 1969). The tests commence after the fourth iteration. The most

uncertain detection in a group and any star with a centroid within one FWHM of a

brighter star are tested and removed if:

o At the fourth loop and afterwards, the standard error in intensity of the star is

greater than its intensity.

r Attheeighthiterationandafterwardsitsintensityislessthanl.5timesthestandard

erDot.

r At the twelfth loop and beyond, or if the group converges before the twelfth iteration,

the intensity is less than twice the standard error.

Only one star per group can be removed from the candidate list per iteration. Any star

within 40To of the FWHM of a brighter star is automatically rejected.

5. Inspect the Residuals. Some stars that were lost by being blended in with another

star should be visible now. The positions of these stars should be added to the list of

stars made in the first step, and the previous steps (bar the first) repeated.

6. Conetruct a Listing of the Photometry. The magnitudes, positions, and associated

uncertainties will have been output to a file. This list should be merged with lists for

the same object, but for frames collected using different passbands. While the Anglo

Australian Telescope (AAT, see Chapter 7) Images are steady, those acquired at Mount

John can exhibit substantial linear translationsr which must be accounted for.

More detailed descriptions may be found in Massey & Davis (1992), which is a user manual

for the IRAF photometry packages, and in Stetson (198?), which is a detailed description of

DAOphot.

4.4 Testing

Johnson BV frames of the LMC star cluster NGC 1978 were used to check that the version of

DAOphot installed at VUW was performing correctly, and that there were no significant biases

being introduced by the analyst. These observations were obtained by Dr. Philippe Fischer

(who kindly made them available) on January 20 1991 with the Las Campanas I m telescope

equipped with the TEK2 1024? ccD acquisition system. seeing was good, being - z't. A
colour magnitude diagrant was derived using the techniques discussed above, and is shown in

oo

I Investigation revealed that no roiacion was preEent.
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Figure 4-3: Colour-Magnitude Diagrams for NGC 1978. The same CCD frames were
independently reduced using trvo different installations of IRAF, and by two different investi-
gators. Very similar CMDs are arrived at, providing reilssurance that the analysis techniques
are being applied in a similar manner. The left-hand CMD is based on the VUW reductions,
while the other is from Fischet el al. (1992b). The V exposure was 100 seconds long, while the
B frame was collected over 200 seconds.

Figure 4-3. It compares well with the CMD of Fischer el al. (1992b), which was based on the

same observations.

There is a systematic diflerence in (B - V) between the two CMDs (see Figure 4-3). This

is due to the current study using those photoelectric standards of Olszewski (1984) which were

located inside the frames. This led to a slightly more red CMD (as can be seen in the CMD

of Olszewski) than Fischer el al. (1992b), who observed g Dregion standards of Menzies el a/.

(1989) with a colour spread of -0.08 to 1.77, over an airmass range of 1.1 to 2.0. The standard

deviations of the transformation equations derived by Fischer eC al. (1992b) are 0.017 and

0.023 magnitudes for B and V respectively. I{owever, the essential point is that the crowded

field reduction techniques employed by the current study resulted in a CMD similar to that of

another group using the same data. Demonstrations of this include bright stars falling in the

same position on the CMD relative to the other stars, and that the same general features of

the CMDs are seen in both diagrams. This is subjectively reassuring.

lt was planned to use the IRAF interactive non-linear least-squares task Fitparam to derive

the standardisation equations during the project. Fitparam fits a given (user-defined) trans-

formation equation to a set of data points, and iterates until the change in 1? is less than a

tolerance level set by the user, less than the numerical precision of the computer, or when the

maximum number of allowed iterations is reached. After an initial fit is computed, a user may
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Program ! rlter Zero Point Extinction Colour RMS
Fitparam

Hendon & Kaitchuk
B
B

19.94 + 0.03
20.03

0.255 + 0.016
0.262

0.07 + 0.02
0.04

0.033

Fitparam
Hendon & Kaitchuk

V
V

19,28 t 0.03
19.30

0.138 + 0.015
0.145

0.007 + 0.015
0.003

0.032

Table 4.1: Comparison of 1bansformation Dquations derived by the IF"AF Fitparam task
and the Hendon & Kaitchuk (1989) program suite. The zero point, first order extinction, and
colour coefficients are given for each solution. The root mean square (RMS) errors in the
IRAF solutions are given. 23 pairs of observations were made. The Hendon & Kaitchuk (19gg)
software does not provide error estimates,

examine it and include or reject data from subsequent fits. Fitpararn is based on the standard

Levenberg-Marquadt algorithm, details of which may be found in Press el cf. (1gg2).

In order to test Fitparam, and the usage of it, photoelectric observations of Graham (1982)

E2 region stars were made on the gth of February lg91 using the MJUO 6l cm Boller & Chivens

telescope. Six standards (stars C, n, s, q, p, and f) were repeatedly observed throughout the

night over an airmass range of I.22 to 3.0?. The (B - V) colour range of these stars is from
0.18 to 1.61, while the V magnitudes lie between 7.64 and g.50. The transformation coefficients

derived by Fitpararn and the program suite of Hendon & Kaitchuk (1989) are given in Table 4.1.

There is good agreement between the two methods.
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Chapter 5

The Survey

his chapter discusses the survey of LMC star clusters based on observations collected at
MJUO' Isochrones have been fitted to ihe derived colour magnitude diagrams, resulting

in estimates for the ages and reddenings of the clusters. Models were fitted to profiles of the
clustets, and the radial variations of ellipticity inside the clusters were also studied.

The Observations

he bulk of the Johnson BV survey of LMC clusters took place in the summer of l9gl.
The Images did not suffer from pixel saturation problems since the exposure lengths

typically were 5 minutes long' The survey aim was to determine which type of LMC cluster (in
age, size, population and field contamination) was suitable given the available equipment.

The age classifications of Searle el aL (1980), Freeman el cl. (l9g3), Seggewiss & Richtler
(1989)' and Meurer el ol. (1990) were used to produce a listing of young LMC clusters. De-
scriptions of these clusters were taken from the Shapley & Lindsay (1963) and Revised New
General (Sulentic & Tifft 1973) catalogues. Reference lists were compiled using the SIMBAD-III
(wenger et cl' 1990) bibliographic database in Strasbourg, and the appropriate papers retrieved
from the Carter observatory Library. Finally, the clusters were located on the llodge & Wright
(1966) photographic atlasof the LMC. All this informationwas used toselect suitable targers,
using the following criteria:

o Yoangtandthereforebright. RepresentativeclustersofthefirstthreeSearleetaf. (1gg0)
classes were selected. This was to assess which classee could be successfully observed given
the available acquisition equipment. Class Il objects were given priority, with Class II
second' since one of the initial goals of the project was the study of mass functions for
different clusters' Such rvork requires a large continuous observed main sequence in each
cluster' The younger a given LMC star cluster is, che greater the observable portion of

rThe youngest of the seven classificationsofSearle et aL (19g0).

r03
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14t12t90 4.O" 17 /12/9o 3.3" 04ttttgl 2.2" 05/ 1t /91 2.Ott 09/ r I /91 3.1
L3/12ler 4.O" L4t12t9l 4.0" 16/1219r 2.4" 30lrols2 3.4 3ttrot92 3.3

27 tt2t92 3.5" r s/03/93 2.1 u5/u4le3 2.6" r5l02l94 3.0"

Table 5'1: Seeing Estimates at MJUo. These are values of the best seeing experienced on
nights that were at least partially clear, out of a total of 88 nights allocated at MJUO (see
Table 5.2 for a calendar of all the observing runs at MJUO for this project). Two more of
these 88 nights were clear and used for single channel photometry, but seeing estimates were
not made on them. The seeing given above is based on the Full Width Half Maxima of several
bright stars per frame.

Run # Sta.rt Date End Date S Days
0l
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
l0
ll
t2

14 December 1990
09 February 1991
l1 October 1991
02 November 1991
11 December 1991
26 October 1992
21 December 1992
13 January 1993
23 February 1993
13 March 1993
12 November 1993
09 Februarv 1994

23 December
17 Febnrar.y
17 October
10 November
16 December
01 November
27 December
17 January
28 Febmary
18 March
17 November
18 February

990
99r
991
991
991
992
oot
993
993
993
993
994

10
09
07
09
06
07
07
Ub

06
06
06
10

lbtal: 88

Table 5.2: Dates of Observing Runs at MJUO including those attempting to obtain Vilnius
Photometry.

the main sequence. NGC 1835 is an exception to this rule, being a Class VII cluster and

therefore old. It is the only 'true' globular cluster in the LMC not to have a published

CMD. It was therefore included as a iarget of opportunity.

Large Dio,meter and Populous, which would lead to well-populated cluster sequences on a

CMD. Towards the end of the survey, the large young clusters had already been imaged,

and so smaller young clusters, such as NGC 1839, were observed. Unfortunately, on

reduction some of the earlier nights were found to be of poor quality, and the data were

rejected. Rejected clusters included objects such as NGC 1711 and NGC 1944.

Preferably unobserued with a CCD. This citerion became increasingly difficult with the

subsequent publishing ofstudies such as Elson (1991) and Sagar & Richtler (1991) after

the commencement of the survey. Some of the clusters had photographic CMDs in the

Iiterature (such as in Alcaino & Liller 1987), but it was hoped that the CCD-based CMDs

produced by the survey would be of higher photometric quality, more populous, and to

fainter limiting maguitudes.

The project appeared to be particularly viable given:
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Figure 5-1: Primary Extinction Coefficients at MJUO for the Johnson and Vilnius V
filters are shown joined as a dotted line in (a), while the Johnson B coefficients are plotted in (b).
The Johnson values were obtained as part of the MJUO service observing program (Gilmore &
Kilmartin 1994). The Vilnius observations are from Forbes (1994). Johnson coefficients derived
by this study are ploited as individual points, and are in good agreement with the other data.
The primary eruption of the Phillipine volcano Mt. Pinatubo, on June 14/15 1991, is indicated.
A further discussion of the variations in extinction at MJUO may be found in Forbes el aL
(1994). The February 1991 data points are calculated from the photo'electric photometry
discussed in Section 4.4 (which begins on page 99).

Run vl v2 v3 RT\,IS
Uec 990
Nov 1991
Dec 1991
Dec 1992

1E.99 + O.05
19.06 + 0.o2
19.33 * 0.06
19.36 t 0.01

u.u4 t u.u5
0.o3 * 0.o3

-0.o4 + 0.07
0.08 + 0.01

0.250 * o.oo8
0.212 + 0.005
0.250 + 0.006

3o.l U,U4b
0.037
o.o23
0.011

Run bl b2 b3 ttMS
Dec 990
Nov 1991
Dec 1991
Dec 1992

I 1u.27 t u.o5
17.90 + 0.02
18.34 * 0.06
18.40 + o.01

0.13 + 0.05
0.06 + 0.03
0.08 + 0.07
0.10 + o.o1

u.ao
0.365 + 0.007
0.319 + 0.007
0.343 + O.OO8

U.U{O

0.035
0.026
0.or3

Table 5.3: 1!.-sformation Equation Coefficients for the MJUO Survey. The equations
are of the form used in Equation 2.2on page 51 (i.e., v3 and b3 are the extinction coefficients).
The extinction coefficients for December 1990 were provided from concurrent service photometry
at MJUO (Kilmartin 1992). Unfortunately power cuts reduced the number of hours usable on
this Observing Run. An insufficient airmass range was therefore covered by the standards, and
the extinction coefficients could not be derived. Information on the observed standards is given
in Table 5.4.
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tl

Nov l99l
Dec 1991
Dec 1992

Graham (1982)
Graham (19a2)
Graham iI9E2 Menzies e, cl.

Table 5.4: Standard Star Colour and Airmass Ranges. The column headed '$ Stds'
lists the number of individual standards observed, while the columns 'f V' and 'f B' list the
number of individual V and B observations of the standard stars. 'standards'indicates the
source of the standard stars used.

The recent acquisition of a CCD camera and ancillary support equipment by the Univer-

sity of Canterbury, and its subsequent installation on the Mclellan telescope.

That excellent CMDs were being acquired of LMC clusters using similar sized telescopes

to the MJUo 1 m, such as the Las campanas 1 m (see Figure 4-3 on page 100 for a CMD

produced lrom data acquired with this instrument).

Considerable observing time could be, and was, allocated by the University of Canberbury

to the project.

r The acquisition of a Sparc computer by the Physics Department, on which IRAF could

be installed for the reduction of the Images.

During the project, the atmospheric extinction was dramatically increased by the Mt.

Pinatubo eruption in 1991 (see Figure 5-1). 3-5 km3 of rock was ejected in this event, with

the Plinian column reaching a height of 30 km (Grouthues & Gochermann 1992), well into the

stratosphere, which'starts'at a height of - 11 km. While the larger, and therefore heavier,

material fell out quickly, the - 20 megatonnes of sulphuric acid particles formed from the vol-

canic SO2 was expected to linger for years (Stowe et al. 1992). This has proven to be the case,

with the aerosols leading to enhanced levels of extinction through to at least mid-July 1994

(see Forbes el ol. 1994). The cyclic variation in atmospheric extinction observed at MJUO

after the eruption (see Figure 5-1) could be the normal annual oscillation superposed on the

enhanced extinction levels. Data prior to June i991 are too sparse to show this effect clearly.

See Wadsworth & Cole (1994) for data obtained at Black Birch Observatory (Blenheim, NZ),

which shows the seasonal variation in atmospheric extinction before and after the eruption.

Weather during the 1991/92 and 1992/93 observing seasons was worse than usual. Forbes

(1994) reporbs that only - 8Yo of the 65 nights scheduled for the Vilnius Standards Program

at MJUO during this period were photometric - a figure comparable with the conditions

experienced by this study (see Tables 5.1 and 5.2). When the skies did clear, the atmosphere

was unstable and consequently the seeing poor. The clearance was often short-lived, not even

Iasting throughout a short summer night. On two previously good nights this deterioration led
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Figure 5-2: Sinrulated 1/' Seeing
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Figure 5-4: Simulated 3" Seeing Figure 5-5: Simulated 4" Seeing

to poor calibrations. rvith a limited colour range in lhe observed standard stars (see Tables 5.3

and 5.4).

Seeing has a dramatic ellect on the ir:raging of astronomical objects, with anything rvorse

than 3.5" being effectivell' useless for these mowded fields1. Figures 5-2 to 5-5 depict the same

artificial field of stars, but in increasingly worse seeing from 1" to 4". Figures b-4 and b-b

are representative of the 3/' to 4/' seeing typicall-v experienced at MJUO during this project,

whereas 1" seeing is frequertt at e.xcellent sites such as in Chile or South Africa. As seeing

lvorsens, the limiting rnagnitude of an Image decreases, and the stellar images increasingly

rnerge with nearby intages. hr bad seeiug, care has to be taken to ensure that the model PSP is

INGC tzot was observed in rvorse conditions, It is a young open cluster, and therefore not so badly affected
bytheseeing. Furtheropencluslerswerethereforescheduledforobservation,butnoclearnichtswereavailable
rJuring the rrn scheduled lor this.
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based on unambiguously single stars. Even if the model PSF is accurate, photometry of merger

products will be misleading, producing a confused CMD. Good seeing resulis in narrow and

well-defined sequences in a cMD, as in Figure 4-3 (on page 100 in chapter 4).

5.1.1 Reductions

The Images were transferred from the MJUO Photometric system, along the data pathway

described in Chapter 3, and into IRAP. Bias frames were subtracted from the Images at the

time of acquisition, with flatfielding being performed by IRAF. The IRAF task cosrnic was used

to detect and remove cosmic ray strikes from frames, using the following algorithm:

A 'window' of an arbitrary size, t-r'pically 5 by 5 pixels, is passed through the Image.

The flux in the brightest pixel is compared with the mean of the rest of the pixels in the

window. The mean excludes the second brightest pixel which may be another ray strike.

If the flux in the brightest pixel is more intense than the mean by greater than a given

threshold value, then the pixel is flagged as a potential strike.

Once the window has passed through all the Image, the potential strikes are displayed

in a graph plotting the background subtracted flux of the 'strike' against the ratio of the

mean background to the flux of the candidate strike, A threshold level in the flux ratio

can be set, dividing the sharp cosmic ray strikes from the smooth intensity distributions

of faint stars. Typically there is a distinct division between these two populations.

Given the user-defined flux ratio threshold, a new (shorter) list of likely cosmic ray strikes

is formed. Pixels with intensities above the threshold are replaced by the mean of the

four neighbouring pixels. If the second brightest pixel is one of these neighbours, it is

excluded from the mean.

Finally, the frames were reduced using the software discussed in Chapter 4. The LMC star

clusters and fields are strongly populated, requiring use of the crowded field photometry package

DAOphot. Standards were reduced using synthetic aperture photometry.

5.2 Colour-magnitude Diagrams

Figures 5-6 to 5-25 are colour-magnitude diagrams based on observations collected during the

survey. An offset guider wa.s not available for the Mclellan telescope during the 1990 and 1991

observing seasons, being still under construction. It was therefore decided to obtain shallow

CMDs of many clusters, from which interesting objects could be selected for further iuvestigation

once the offset guider was available. The short (five minute) exposure times avoided problems
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with the telescope tracking, which is known to be unreliable for periods greater than - l0
minutes (sullivan 1990), as well as the possibility of pixel saturation.

To act irs a comparison with the CMDs produced by this study, some CMDs from Blson

(1991) are given as Figures 5-26to 5-31 (on page l1?). Elson (1991) observed 18 young LMC
clusters using the coated GEC #2 CCD on the Siding Spring Observatory 1 m telescope with
similar exposure times, though typically with slightly worse seeing conditions. The general
agreement between clusters observed in both studies is good. Usually more stars were detected

by the current study. Agreement with other studies (such as Alcaino & Liller lgg7) was also

good.

Isochrones based on the Z = 0.008 stellar evolution models of Schaerer el aL (lgg3) were

fitted to the CMDs. Z = 0.008 is the curent metallicity of the LMC, and so presumably close

to that of t'he young clusters observed. A distance mod.ulus of 18P4 was assumed (Feast lggl).
Results of these fits are given in Table 5.5. The reddenings E(B - V) of the clusters, based

on the shifts needed to fit the isochrones to the data, are given in Table b.6. These results are
compared with those from other studies, and generally are in good agreement.

A brief discussion of each CMD is given below:

o NGC 1761 is an open cluster that has no colour-magnitude diagram in the literature (see

Figure 5-6). The Revised New General Catalog (RNGC, Sulentic & Tifft lgZB) description
for the cluster describes it as a large object, with a compressed middle region. It appears
to be a young cluster, with a strong main sequence. The cluster does not have a well-
defined supergiant branch (SGB). There is one candidate for a star on that branch, being
to the red of the turnofr point, but it could be a field star. The cluster would be a good
candidate for a mass function study.

c NGC 1771 (SL 141) is another young cluster with no published CMD (see Figure b-Z).
It is classified as a Class II cluster by Searle et al. (1980). It has a well-defined main
sequence' together with a sparsely populated supergiant branch and red loop.

t NGC 1818 is a Class I cluster (Searle el cl. 1980). The RNGC describes NGC iglg as

a very bright, round clustet some 50 to 60 arcseconds across, with a very compressed

centre' The CMD is given as Figure 5-8 and is very similar to that of Elson (1991), which
is given as Figure 5-26. The main sequence is well defined to V - 16, with the upper main
sequence and sGB being sparsely populated. A clump of red supergiants is apparent.

cayrel el aI. (1988) presented a BV cMD extending to V - 20, based on ccD Images
obtained with the ESo 2.2 m telescope in 1.6// seeing. The main sequence is revealed to
be strongly populated, narrow! and well-defined. However, the SGB is again sparse, with
some clumping at the red end of the SGB roop. similarly, the fierd is weak.
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Cluster
Name

Age (Log yrs) Date
Current A&L Elson Meurer Other

NGC 1761

NGC i774
NGC 1818
NGC 1834
NGC 1839
NGC 1847
NGC 1850
NGC 1854
NGC 1863
NGC 1968
NGC 2004
NGC 2018
NGC 2031

NGC 2041
NGC 2058
NGC 2157

NGC 2164
NGC 2214
SL 268

7.4 + 0.2
7.4 + 0.1
7.2 + 0.r
7.7 + 0.1
?.6 + 0.i
7.4 + 0.2
7.7 +. 0.r
7.4 t 0.1
7.4 + 0.1
7.0 + 0.1
7.1 + 0.i
7.5 + 0.1
7.7 + 0.1

7.6 +. 0.2
7.6 + 0.2
7.7 + 0.1

7.8 + 0.2

7.7 + 0.r
7.2 + 0.1

t.t

t.o
-tl.*
.74

7.4
7.8

7.5
,fA
t.a

7.1

r.o
7.6
J.D

7.2
7.8
7.4
7.9

7.4
1.6

7.7

7.9
7.0
7.1

7.0

7.7

7.9
7.8

7.2
7.6

7.4
7.8
t.o
7.8

6.9

r.D

8.3
7.6

04-1 1-9 1

04-r 1-9 1

17-12-90
16-12-91
16-12-91
17-12-90
17-12-90
t7-12-90
16-12-91
05-1 1-91

05- I 1-91
05-1 1-91
04-1 1-91

0+11-91
05-1 1-91
05-1 1-91

05-1 1-9 1

04-l 1-9 l
16-12-91

Table 5.5: Isochrone Age Estimates for Survey Clusters. The Z = 0.008 metallicity
isochrones of Schaerer el af. (1993) were fitted to the CMDs, being appropriate to the current
metallicity of the LMC and presumably for the young clusters as well. The column labeled
'Current' lists the ages determined for the clusters by this study. The isochrone age estimates
of Alcaino & Liller (1987) are given in the column titled 'LE L' , while those of Elson (1991) are
given in the column headed 'Elson'. The age estimates of Meurer el cl. (1990) are also listed.
The date of observation is listed under the column 'Date'. The reddenings derived from these

fits are given in Table 5.6.

The ages listed in the column titled 'Other' were estimated using two basic techniques. The first
was isochrone fitting - by Nelson & Hodge (1983) for NGC 1847, by Vallenari el al. (1994) for
NGC 1850, and by Vallenari el al. (1991) for NGC 2164. The last paper used stellar evolution
models incorporating convective overshoot. The two main results of models incorporating
overshooting are that the lifetime ofthe core hydrogen burning phase is considerably enhanced,
and that the maximum initial mass for the core helium flash is lowered (Chiosi & Pigatto
1986). The second method used the age calibration of Hodge (1983) of the V magnitude for the
brightest main sequence stars. These ages are listed in the catalogue of Seggewiss & Richtler
(1e8e).

Considering the quality of the observations, there is good agreement between the results of this
study and the published values. Half the range in age and reddening (for equally good fits of
the models to the data) was taken as the uncertainty in each parameter. However, the age and
reddening estimates should only be considered as preliminary, pending at least three-colour
photometry in better seeing conditions.
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Cluster E(B-V) B Seeing V seeing
Current A&L tslson

NGC 1761

NGC 1774
NGC 1818
NGC 1834
NGC 1839
NGC 1847
NGC 1850
NGC 1854
NGC 1863
NGC 1968
NGC 2OO4

NGC 2018
NGC 2031
NGC 2041
NGC 2058
NGC 2157
NGC 2164
NGC 2214
SL 268

0.12 + 0.05

0.08 t 0.0r
0.16 * 0.05
0.09 + 0.03
0.28 + 0.04
0.18 + 0.04
0.14 + 0.03
0.19 + 0.04
0.20 * 0.02
0.08 t 0.01
0.04 * 0.01
0.22 + 0.03
0.19 + 0.03
0.12 + 0.03
0.33 + 0.03
0.15 + 0.07
0.05 + 0.03
0.08 + 0.04
0.03 + 0.02

0.10
0.27
0.25
0.18
0.20
0.20

0.10

0.15

0.r2

0.06

0.10
0.10
0.10

4.0t1

2.4"
3.8"
2.9"
2.8"
3.3"
3.0"
3.7t'
2.7"
2.0t'
2.9"
2.3t'
3, l'
2.9t,
2.4"
2.2"
2.3t'
3.4't
3.0"

4.4tt
2.4t'
3.3"
2.6tt
2.6il
3.5"
3.0/'
3.3"
2.3"
2.0"
2.9't
2.5t'
2.7"
2.7"
2.4t'
2.2"
2.2"
2.7tt
2.7"

Table 5.6: E(B - V) Estimates for the Survey Clusters derived from isochrone fits. The
reddenings of Alcaino & Liller (A&L, 198?) and Elson (1991) are given together with those
estimated by the cunent study. The seeing during the observations is also listed.

NGC 1894 is a small cluster in a very populated field, as evidenced by the well-populated

field giant branch stretching diagonally from near the base ofthe observed main sequence

of the cluster. The features are better defined than the CMD based on the photographic

work of Alcaino & Liller (1987), with more stars present in Figure 5-9 and the main

sequence extendiug to slightly brighter magnitudes.

NGC 1835 is the last of the known true LMC globular clusters not to have a published

CMD. This is due to the fact that NGC 1835 is located in the bar of the LMC, making

for a particularly crowded field - as can be seen in Figure 5-10. The tip of the giant

branch and AGB of the cluster are lost in the field stars of this CMD.

o NGC 1839 is a small cluster, which is rather irregular in shape. Some nebulosity is

Present' suggesting that the cluster is very young. Again the CMD is better defined and

more populated than that given in Alcaino & Liller (198?), although the general features

in the photographic CMD are confirmed (see Figure 5-11). Both CMDs extend to the

same depth in V.

NGC 1817: Alcaino & Liller (1987) noted what appeared to be a second supergiant

branch, with a turnoff at V - 16.5, in their CMD for this cluster. Figure 5-12 doee not

provide evidence to either confirm or disprove this hypothesis. A feature which could
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Figure 5-6: BV Colour-magnitude Di-
agram for NGC 1761.
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Figure 5-10: BV Colour-magnitude Di-
agram for NGC 1835.
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Figure 5-12: BV Colour-maguitude Di-
agrnYn for NGC 1847.
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Figure 5-11: BV Colour-magnitude Di-
agram for NGC 1839.
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Figure 5-13: BV Colour-maguitude Di-
agrarn for NGC 1850.
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Figure 5-14: BV Colour-magnitude Di-
agram for NGC 1854.
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Figure 5-16: BV Colour-magnitude Di-
agram for NGC 1968 and NGC 1974.
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Figure 5-15: BV Colour-magnitude Di-
agram for NGC 1863.
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Figure 5-17: BV Colour-magnitude Di-
aBrarn for NGC 2OO4.
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Figure 5-18: BV Colour-magnitude Di-
agram for NGC 2018.
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Figure 5-19: BV Colour-magnitude Di-
agrern for NGC 2031.
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Figure 5-21: BV Colour-magnitude Di-
agrarn for NGC 2058.
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Figure 5-22: BY Colour-magnitude Di-
agram for NGC 2L57,
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agram for NGC 2L64.
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NGC 1850.
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Figure 5-29: Elson (1991) Johnson
BV Colour-magnitude Diagrn'n for
NGC 2157.
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Figure 5-31: Elson (1991) Johnson
BV Colour-magnitude Diagram for
NGC 2214.
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correspond to this older branch can be seen, but the data are simply not of high enough

quality to be sure. The CMD is similar io that of Alcaino & Liller (1987) with the main

sequence climbing to V - 16, and a sparsely populated SGB. Nelson & Hodge (1983)

presented a photographic BV CNID for the cluster. The strong turnoff evident in their

CMD is not confirmed. The Nelson & Hodge (1983) cMD has a very weak sGB and

a reasonably strong field component, similar to Figure 5-12. By comparison with the

synthetic cluster CMDs of llamis ,Sc Deupree (1976), Nelson & Hodge (1983) estimated

the cluster age to be 25 * l0 million years (Log 7.4), in good agreement wirh the age

estimated through isochrone fits by this study (see Table 5.5 on page i10).

NGC 1850: Figure 5-13 reveals a cluster with a strongly populated SGB and many blue

stragglers. The same features may be seen in the CMDs of Alcaino & Liller (1937) and

Elson (1991). The CMD of Elson (1991) for NGC 1850 is given as Figure 5-27. The blue

stragglers are scattered across the cluster, and are not associated with a lump protruding

from the main body of the cluster (see Figure 3-4 on page 77 of Chapter 3), which

Bhatia & MacGillivray (1987) suggested was an interaction tail due to the presence of a

binary companion. There is some evidence for a second and older SGB extending from

a main sequence turnoff at V - 16. The stars in this suggested SGB are located inside

the lump (on the frame), suggesting that it is actually another star cluster. Given the

apparent lack of tidal distortions of the main body, this second cluster could be in the line

of sight (but still within the I,MC). However, this work contradicts Fischer el ol. (1993),

who found that the blue stragglers were associated with the lump, which would then be

a cluster younger than the main body. Further observations are needed.

NGC 1854 is described in the RNGC as a small, round, and rather bright globular clus-

ter which gradually brightens towards its centre. Robertson (1974) and Elson (1991)

presented CMDs for this cluster, although Elson denoted the cluster as NGC 1855 and

claimed that it had not been observed before. This is incorrect, with Shapley & Lindsay

(1963) noting that NGC 1854 and NGC 1855 are in fact the same object. The CMD given

in Elson (1991) is similar to that in Figure 5-14. The clump of bright stars slightly to the

red of the main sequence turnoff appears to be the blue loop of the SGB. Olszewski el al.

(1991) note that the extent of the loop is strongly dependent on both age and metallicity

for low metallicity clusters.

The CMD of NGC 1863 derived by the current study is not very similar to the CMD of

Alcaino & Liller (1987), which had a turnoff around V = 16. The main sequence extends

much higher in Figure 5-15, wiih a sparsely populated SGB extending to V - i3. This

branch has a very extended blue loop, bending back to nearly the same colour as the main
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sequence. Alcaino & Liller (1987) commented that it is asparse cluster, and that it was

hard to determine where the tip of the main sequence is.

o NGC 1968 and 1971 arc two open clusters, described in the RNGC as a loose grouping

of stars in nebulosity. There is no clear division between them, and there is no age

difference apparent between the two objects since their colour magnitude diagrams are

identical. They were therefore treated as one object in this study. Figure S16 shows this

open cluster to be a very young object, with a steep and well-defined main sequence. A

few stars appear to have passed the turnofr point.

o NGC 200i: The main sequence of this cluster is strongly populated and well-defined (see

Figure 5-17), together with a sparsely populated sGB that has a red clump. Again, the

CMD is very similar to that of Elson (1991), although there are less stars in Elson (1991)

(see Figure 5-28). The field is not strong in either CMD. Balona & Jerzykiewicz (1993)

presented a BV CMD for NGC 2004 based on CCD observations collected with the SAAO

1 m telescope. The median seeing was 2/'. This CMD has better defined sequences, and

extends to V - 20, but has the same morphology as Figure b-l7.

o NGC 2018 has no published CMD. It is descibed in the RNGC as a re:sonably large

and bright globular cluster. A scattering of bright stars over a significantly fainter cluster

body gives NGC 20f8 an irregular appearance. Figure 5-18 shows the cluster to be young,

with a bright SGB and reasonably strong main sequence.

t NGC 2031: Mould et cl. (1994) presented a CMD based on Johnson B and Kron-Cousins

R observations obtained with the CTIO 4 m telescope. A BV CMD was given by Olszewski

el ol. (1993), who found that a single isochrone could not explain the large luminosity

spread of the Cepheid stars. The main sequence is broad in all three studies, terminating

at slightly fainter than V - 16, with a confused supergiant branch to the upper right of
the turnoff. The CMDs are in good agreement, including confirmation of the strong field

component. Mould et al. (1994) fitted the Z = 0.00g isochrones of Bertelli et ot. (1990)

to their data, and concluded that 150 Myr (Log 8.14) is an upper estimate for the age of
the cluster. Mould et al. (t994) adopted a reddening of E(B - v) = 0.18 + 0.0b. This

value was calculated using the H I map of Mathewson & Ford (1984), and is well within

error of that derived by the current study from isochrone fits.

t NGC 20y'1: Therc is no published CMD for this cluster, and it is simply described in the

RNGC as a bright, small, round globular cluster. Figure 5-20 shows the cluster to have a

well-populated main sequence, with a well-defined turnoff point.

o NGC 2058 wus observed by Flower (1982), who published aCMD based on photographic

119
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plates. An age of 1.2 x 108 years (Log 8.1) was estimated using the isochrones of Flower

(1976), which is older than the estimate made by this study (see Table 5.5). However,

Flower (1982) estimated that the reddening E(B - V) was 0.22, well below the value of

0.33 calculated from Figure 5-21. The two CMDs are in reasonable agreement, showing

the main sequence up to V - 16, a well populated SGB with red clump, and a strong

field. The broad main sequence apparent in Figure 5-21, and the subsequent difficulty

in fitting isochrones to the CMD, could be the cause of the differences between the two

studies.

NGC 2157 has a very densely populated main sequence, but a relatively weak SGB. The

SGB is not as well defined as in the CMD of Elson (1991), although the main sequence

does terminate at the same position in the CMD. See Figure 5-29 for the CMD of Elson

( lee1).

NGC 2164 has been observed by Elson (1991), Sagar el al. (1991a, b), and Hodge &

Flower (1973). All these studies produced CMDs, although the last study (in the list)

was based on photography rather than CCD photometry. The morphology of the CMD

(given as Figure 5-23) agrees well rvith that of Elson (1991), although it is shifted slightly

blueward. The Elson (1991) CMD for NGC 2164 is given as Figure 5-30. The main

sequence turnoff is at the same position in Figure 5-23 as that in the CMD of Sagar el oL

(199lb). Both CMDs have the same morphology, complete with upturn at the end of the

lower supergiant branch, with the one exception in that an older and poorly populated

SGB is not visible in the former CMD. An old SGB is present in several of the CMDs

given by Sagar el al. (1991b), but no comment was made of these features except for

NGC 22f4. The CCD-based CMD of Vallenari el ol. (1991) for NGC 2164, based on

observations with the ESO 2.2 m in 1" seeing, did not show the older branch either (see

below for a discussion about the cause ofsuch branches), but agreed well with Figure 5-23.

NGC 2211: The CMD given as Figure 5-24 is similar in morphology to that given in Elson

(1991), although it is better populated and sequences are better defined. The CMD of

Elson is given as Figure 5-31. These differences are likely to be due to the observations

of Elson (1991) being made in worse seeing than the MJUO observations, at 5.5". The

CMD for NGC 2214 given by Sagar el a/. (1991b) is even better defined and deeper than

Figure 5-24, however there is an anomalous older SGB.

Bhatia & MacGillivray (1988) argued that the rather elliptical cluster NGC 2214 is ac-

tually a binary star-cluster in an advanced stage of merging. The claim of Sagar et al.

(1991a) to have detected two well-defined supergiant branches supported this notion. The

older turnoff was slightly brighter than V = 17. A bump at this magnitude seemed to be
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Figure 5-32: Long Exposure CMD for NGC 2214 obtained
posure lengths were 40 and 24.b minutes for the Johnson B and
observing conditions were extremely poor.

-1

using the ofiset guider. Ex-
V filters respectively. The

apparent in the MJUO data.

The observations of Sagar el cl. (l9gla,b) were collected in 2/, seeing with ESo l.s4 m
Danish telescope' Poorer seeing combined with the fact that stars populating the older
proposed SGB were centrally concentrated in the cluster, could have explained why this
branch is not apparent in the CMD of Elson (1991) or of the current study. In October

1992 long exposures were taken at MJUO of the cluster, revealing what could be the
second turnoff. Observing conditions were far from ideal, due to high winds combined
with a dense cloud front covering most of the sky about the LMC. seeing wa.s 3.7r,.

No standards were observed, and the transformation to the CMD given as Figure b-32

was simply by matching 26 bright stars with Sagar el af. (1991b). The accuracy of these

transformations was poor with uncertainties of 0T06 and 0T08 for the V and B magnitudes
respectively. Once again, a second branch could almost be discerned. The idea that the
branch was made of field stars was countered by the fact that a nearby field CMD had no

stars in this region. When the positions of stars in these two 'branches' were examined
it was found, in apparent contradiction of sagar et al. (lg91a), that the younger giants
were centrally concentrated, while the fainter older giants were out at the edges. Features

in the cMD of sagar et a/. (19glb) not seen in the MJUO cMD, such as a bright red

clump of stars, were found to be due to the stars not being in the MJUO field of view,
being lost due to the seeing through being in the dense centre of the cluster, or being
blended with a close neighbour to the point of being so elliptical that DAOphoc rejected
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them. The second branch was still in contention, with no conclusive evidence one wav or

the other.

The older supergiant branch did not appear in the CMD of Lee (1992), based on CCD

observations obtained in 1.1'l to 1.6'l seeing with the Las campanas du pont 2.b m
telescope. To settle the problem, BV Images of NGC 2214 and E region standards were

collected for the current study by the AAT Service Observing Program on March 1 lggl,
with seeing around - 2.2" . Not even a hint of an older branch is visible in the resulting

CMD, confirming the results of Lee (1992). The AAT data are discussed further in
Chapter 7.

The problem appears to lie with the reduction techniques of Sagar et at. (I99la). One

indicator of poor reductions are many bright stars blueward of the main sequence. There

are plenty of such stars in their CMD, but few in the CMD of Lee ( 1992). If the existence

of a second branch had not been suspected, the clump seen in the MJUO CMDs would

have been rejected as being due to low number statistics.

o SL 268 has no published CMD. It appears to be a very young and sparsely populated

cluster.

The survey results were then used to select the clusters with NGC numbers 2214, 18b0,

1968174,2004, 2018, and 2041 as a short list of targets for the following observing season.

The clusters are given in order of priority for subsequent observing. NGC 2214was scheduled

for further investigation in light of the suggestion that the cluster is actually two clusters in

the process of merging together. NGC 1850 was selected due to its unusual structure and the

presence of many blue stragglers. The remainder of the clusters were chosen as they possessed

well-defined and reasonably populated main sequences, suitable for preparation of luminosity

(and subsequent mass) functions over a large magnitude range. A mass function has already

been derived for NGC 2004 by Sagar el cl. (1991a). The inclusion of this cluster was therefore

to act as a check via comparison of the derived mass function with that of Sagar el aL (lggla).

Clusters that may have appeared to be suitable from lists such as Searle el al. (1980), or

Freeman el ol. (1983), often proved not to be so by being too densely packed fot DAOpholto

resolve stars well given the typical seeing at MJUO, or being too small, or in too dense a field.

Preference was given in this list to clusters that had no published CMDs or showed interesting

properties.

The offset guider was available for the l9S2/93 observing season, making possible attempts

to collect long exposure observations. Attempts were also made to collect short exposures with

the same positioning relative to a cluster, which could then be added together to synthesize

longer exposure Images. Unfortunately the weather was very poor over this summer, being
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NGC 1974 / NGC 1958 Dec '92
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Figure 5-33: CMD for NGC LS68/74 based on co-added images which were individually
of five minutes exposure, and were manually guided. The total exposures were 30 and 45
minutes in B and V respectively.

detrimentally affected by the Pinatubo eruption. Attempts to acquire guided short exposure

Images of NGC I968/74for addition into longer exposure Images, led to a CMD which was not a

substantial improvement over the CMD based on survey Images (see Figure S33), although the

photometric uncertainties of the brighter stars were reduced. These observations were collected

in poor 3.5" seeing on Decembet 27th 1992, as opposed to the 2't seeing of the November

1991 data. The differences between Figuree 5-33 and 5-16 lie in the CCD being attached in

December 1992 at right angles to its orientation the year before. Therefore, some different stars

were imaged, and others excluded.

Only one other night during this season was partially clear for Johnson CCD imaging, and

was of worse quality. The results of an attempt to acquire guided long exposure Images of NGC

2214 on that night have been discussed above.

5.3 Profile Fitting

King (1962) showed that three parameters can describe images of globular clusters:

r A core radius (r"), specifying the size of a region of constant density near the cluster

centrel

\.
lJ

ja

+at*'
.l*'
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Table 5.7: Optimum King Model Parnrneters. Kinman & Rosino (1962) fitted King
models to photographic star counts. These data were used as part of the testing of the linear
least-squares program. Results of the tests are given, along with the parameters derived by
Kinman & Rosino (i962), and Petersen & King (1975). The errors given by the program
were calculated assuming a data accuracy of ITo, which is certainly over-optimistic, although
Kinman & Rosino (1962) gave the stellar densities to four decimal places implying a greater
accuracy still. Neither of the two comparison papers gave error limits for the derived parameters.
The cluster names are as in Kinman & Rosino (1962). AII radii are in arcminutes. All solutions
were determinate.

r A tidal radius (rs), being the tidal limit defined by the gravity of the galaxy that the

cluster is orbiting about;

o and a scaling factor k.

The empirical formulation of King (1962) is:

f = k

where f is the intensity per pixel (or surface density), and r the radius.

King (1966a) commented that his Iater dynamical models agree closely with the empirical

curves. This formula was used as the fitting function for a non-linear least-squares computer

program. The program iterated automatically, selecting each iteration to alter one parameter

to improve the X2 goodness of fit after examining variations in all the available parameters.

Iterations ceased once the decrease in 12 fell within a user-set limit, or when the number of

permissible iterations was exceeded. The Hessian matrix was then evaluated. This matrix is

made up of the second-order partial derivatives of the fitting function. Breakdown of the matrix

(indeterminacy) occurs when zero or negative numbers enter any of the diagonal values of the

matrix, indicating that the solution is not a closed minimum in Xz-space. The Hessian, and in

particular its inverse or the error matrix (Bevington 1969), can be used to derive a standard

deviation error for the optimised parameters once given an estimate of the accuracy of the data.

See Table 5.7 for tests of the program with real data.

Cluster
Name

Linear Least Squares Technique Kinman & Rosino Petersen & Kins
k rc I6 rc IX rc ls

Abell 1

Abell 5

Abell 7

Abell 11

Abell 12

Abell 13

Anon

0.42 + 0.01
2.56 + 0.06
2.29 * 0,06
1.69 * 0.02
1.14 + 0.02
2.77 L 0.09
2.71 * 0.05

0.54 t 0.01
3.34 + 0.06
1.99 + 0.11
1.08 + 0.0i
0.62 + 0.01
0.59 + 0.02
1.43 + 0.03

2.85 + 0.03
8.18 * 0.07
7.27 + 0.26
5.79 t 0.05
3.71 + 0.08
1.07 + 0.01
3.74 * 0.03

0.5
2.0

i.0
0.4

0.3
1.4

2.5
10

6.0
5.3
3.6
1.05
4.2

1.3

0.5
0.5

0.6
2.9

5.0
l0+

t.+
o'

1'r*
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Table 5.8: Profile Fit Parnrneters. The values of r", a, and 7 derived by the current study
are compared with the values given by Elson el af. (1987) and Elson (1991). Elson et al. $OAi)is abbreviated as EFF. All radii are given in arcseconds. Chun (1928) fitted King models to
NGC 1818 and NGC 2157. The resulting core and tidal radii *,"r" is.6,r, tzg,,) and (7.2,,,1gg,,1
for each cluster respectivell'. The core radii are in good agreement with the present study, while
the tidal radii are not. The core radii of the current stuJy agree well with the results of Elson
(lee1 ).

Subramaniam et al. (1993) listed 7 values derived by Elson (1991) for the clusters NGC 2004,
2164, and 2214. These values were 2.0,2.8, and 2.3 respeciively, while Subramaniam et al.
(1993) derived 2'4 L 0.7,2.5 + 0.3, and 2.4 * 0.1 for the same clusters. The r values are in
reasonable, but not good, agreement between the three studiee. Possibly the differences are
because the exposure lengths of Elson (1991) and the current study weie too short to well
define the outer region's of the clusters. 7 theiefore could not be confidently determined. This
is presumably responsible for the difference between the 7 values derived for NGC 2214 and,
those based on the AAT data (see Chapter 7), although the uncertainties overlap.

Synthetic aperture photometry was performed on the largest of the LMC clusters observed
in the survey. Many of the clusters were too small for good aperture photometry, and so were

omitted. Circular apertures were used, rather than slightly elliptical apertures. Tests revealed
no significant differences between circular and elliptical aperture profiles, supporting the con-

tention of Elson (1991). Each aperture ring was divided into eight segments. The standard
deviation of the intensity of these segments was taken to be the photometric uncertainty for
the annulus.

Elson (1991) noted that most of the noise in the cluster profiles is due to the presence of
young' and therefore bright, stars. Elson (1991) therefore subtracted the bright stars using
the appropriate PSF for a CCD Image, and claimed that there was no difficulty in achieving
the detection and removal of such stars even in the centre of a cluster. This is not supported
by the tests described in Section 5.4.5 where bright siars were 'removed'from clusiers. The
subtractions were not clean. Therefore, this technique was not used by the current stuoy.

NGC
lrc,c-
NGC

7.9 + r.8 2.9 * 1.2

11.1 t 2.1 r1.9 + 3.7

7.r + 1.0 1250 * 100 7.2 t 7,4
2.r * 0.1
1.9 t 0.1

NGC 2041

NCC 2157

s.l + 2.7
5.0 + 3.2 8.r + 4.4 2.1 + 0.4

8.7 + 2.6
6.7 * 1.8
7.1 *. 2.1

2.2 *. O.2
2.3 * 0.3

9.6 + 3.1
8.O + 2.2

2.3 * 0.4
2.2 +. O.2

NGC 2164 5.3 + 2.7
6.7 *.2.8
5.7 *, 4.2

2.3 * 0.3
2.3 t 0.9

9.5 + 2.5 750 + 110 ro.4 * 3.9

2.20 + O.20

NGC 2214
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The results of King model fits are presented in Table 5.8. See Figure b-34 for an example
profile and model fit' The tidal radii were not well constrained, with the clusters not appearing
to be tidally truncated. Elson el al. (1987) and Elson (1991) noted the same fact in their
profiles of young LMC clusters, and instead fitted an untruncated power-law model (whose

form was chosen purely for mathematical convenience):

p(,) = po (r

Therefore, this model rvas used as the fitting function in the program, producing results listed

in Table 5.8' The X2 for these fits was on average - lSTo better than for the corresponding

best-fit King models. Elson el a/. (1987) suggested that the clusters were surrounded by a
halo of unbound stars. Such a halo would be expected if a cluster expanded across its tidal
limit because of mass loss. The unbound halo of stars would last several orbits of the cluster

about the parent galaxy before they were stripped from the vicinity of the cluster. The clusters

studied by Elson el al. (1987), and the current study, have not yet completed a single orbit
about the LMC.

12\?* e)
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Elson (1991) did not present val-

ues for 7 for the profile fits to her

CCD data, instead commenting that

the values fell into the range 2.2 S 7

5 3.2. The profiles were less exten-

sive than those of Elson et al. (EFF)

(1987), which were based on aper-

ture photometry and star counts from

photographs. Elson (1991) therefore

considered that the outer regions of

the profiles would not be as accurate

as those of EFF, and concentrated

on the core radii. The same com-

ment can be made on the reliability

ofthe values of7 derived here, whieh

are in general less than those of EFF.

They are also less well constrained,

and extend below the lower limit of

the previous study. The values of o derived by the current study are not in good agreement

with those of EFF, but nor do the values given by EFF agree well with those of Elson (1991).

I 10 r00 1000
l{eu lgsrue R!di6 ltixels)

Figure 5-34: King Model Fit to NGC 2164lr' Data.
The best-fitting model profile is given as the smooth
line. Note the unusually high intensity in the centre of
the cluster which was due to a single bright star.
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EFF commented the smallest values of c (i.e., 7't togtt) were "very poorly determined", while

they considered that their intermediate values (9-11/) could be uncertain by up to 50%. The

lack of agreement between EFF and the current work for the radii a is therefore not of great

concern.

The Images have too bright a limiting magnitude for the technique of Subramaniam et aL

(1993) to be adopted. This method investigated the clusters for signs of mass segregation.

Subramaniam et al. (1993) applied this technique to the CCD Images of Sagar el cL (1991a,

b) in order to derive the spatial distribution of different stellar masses in the clusters. Out of 5

clusters, only one exhibited evidence for mass segregation.l Similarly, Elson el cl. (1g87) found

that only one of their clusters showed any evidence for mass segregation. Subramaniam et aI.

(1993) confirmed that the density profiles of young LMC clusters decrease in the outer radii of

the clusters as power-laws with indices 7 * I - 3.5. The current study finds 7 to be 2.16 + 0.29,

which is consistent with the results of Elson et al. (1987), Elson (1991), and Subramaniam el

ai. (1ee3).

Elson ed al. (1987) found that

the core radii of LMC clusters ap-

peared to increase from - 0 to - 5

parsecs between the cluster ages of

- 106 and 109 years, before decreas-

ing again. The core expansion was

proposed to be driven by mass loss

from evolving stars. According to

the cluster evolution models of Cher-

noff& Weinberg (1990), the observed

variation in the core radii favoured

an initial mass function for the clus-

ters with r - l, although there was

considerable scatter in radii between

clusters of approximately the same

age. To investigate this age efiect,

the core radii listed in Table 5.8 were

plotted against the ages given in Ta-

ble 5.5. Only a short age range wa{i

available, being between l0 and 100 million years (see Figure 5-35). Linear least-squares fitting
indicated a gradient of 0.01 * 0.04 arcseconds per log year. The current observations therefore

can not confirm the relation of Elson eI al. (1987) and Elson (1991). This is interesting in the

l It would be interesting to prepare CCD frames of artificial star clusters both with and without masE segre-
gation in order to test how accurately any trends are recovered by such techniques.
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Pigure 5'35: Cluster Core R-adius Against Log
Age. The core radii were estimated from the profile
fitting, while the ages are based on the isochrone fits
described above. The * symbols indicate values derived
from V frames, while the B values are indicated by the
O symbols.
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Cluster
Name

Frenk & Fall Geisler & Hodse Kontizas el al. Geyer el al
EllipticityDlllp P.A. t;thp P.A. lJllipticity Kadrus

NGC 1651

NGC 1751
NGC 1751
NGC 1754
NGC I783
NGC 1786
NGC 1806
NGC 1806
NGC 1835

NGC 1835
NGC 1835
NGC 1846
NGC 1846
NGC 1917
NGC 1978
NGC 2019
NGC 2019
NGC 2108
NGC 2121
NGC 2154
NGC 2155
NGC 2173
NGC 2210
NGC 2213

0.03
0. 12

0.06
0.25
0.02
0.09

0.21

ons

0.07
0.33
0.07

0.1I
0.18
0.17
0.08
0.06
0.07
0.01

OD

38
64

I

tt

151

168

150
r39

80
2T

36
102

70

78

0.31
0.26

0.11

0.19
0.09
0. 19

0.17

o.zs

0.29
0.30
0.20

0.18
0.32
0.13
0.27
0.27
0.12
0.26

126

133

108

72

166

IDY

i,

r29

4

159

124

115

64
42

76

i41
82

91

0.12
0._16

0.t2
0.07
0.12
0.14
0.21
0.19
0.07
0.16
0.15

0.17
0.23

0.9,
0.5'

1.8',

0.9'
0.1 3'
0.16'
0.30,
1.g',

0.1 l',

1.0'
0.5'

o.oo
0.05

0.21

o. rs

0.00

Table 5.9: Literature Values for Ellipticities and Position Angles (P.A.s) of LMC clusters
common to Frenk & Fall (1982) and Geisler & Hodge (1980). Where available, the ellipticity
values of Kontizas el ol. (1989) and Geyer el al. (1983) are also shown. Note the frequenr
discrepancies, even for clusters which are given as very elliptical in one catalogue (e.g. NGC
2L21,2L55, k 2173). Kontizas et al. claim that such differences are due to internal variations
in the clusters, and so the radii that an ellipticity is measured at must also be specified. Where
Kontizas el ol. have given more than one value for a cluster, the extra values are given on
subsequent lines. Generally they measured ellipticity at the half mass radius (see King lg66a),
which is a constant throughout the dynamical evolution of a cluster.

light that the observations of Elson (1991) are of similar, if not worse, quality to those of the

current study.

5.4 Ellipse Fitting

5.4.L Introduction

Globular clusters belonging to the Galaxy are effectively spherical in shape, with a mean el-

lipticity (defined as for elliptical galaxies) of 0.12 (Shapley 1930b). One of the most elliptical

Galactic globular clusters is o Centauri with ellipticity estimates of 0.14 (Dickens & Woolley

1967) and 0.19 (Van den Bergh 1983, Frenk & Fall 1983).
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It has been known for many years that some of the brightest old clusters in the lVlagellanic
clouds are strongly flattened (Van den Bergh 1983). Geisler & Ilodge (19g0) used micro.
densitometry of photographic plates for 25 LMC star clusters, and found a mean ellipticity
of 0'22, which they commented was far above the Galactic mean. They also noted some in-
ternal variations in the position angle of the fitted ellipses as well as in the ellipticity itself.
Radial variations were also reported by Geyer et at. (1g83) and Zepka & Dottori (leez), and
commented on by Kontizas et al. (19s9) as a possible explanation for the discrepancies in the
elliptical parameters derived by different investigators for the same clusters (see Table b.9).

van den Bergh (1983) noted that the more luminous LMC clusters of any age are more
flattened that fainter clusters. Frenk & Fall (1982) estimated by eye 52 LMc cluster ellipticities,
although their mean value was 0.12 * 0.0?, which should be compared with their mean estimate
for 93 Galactic globular clusters of 0.08 + 0.05. Using the age classes of Searle et ct (19g0)
Frenk & Fall noted an apparent g7% correlation ofellipticity with age, with the younger clusters
being flatter on average than the older clusters, which were similar to Galactic globulars in
shape' They suggested that this was the result of internal evolution of the clusters. Van den
Bergh & Morbey (19s4) demonstrated that this correlation was not statistically significant after
the dependence of ellipticity on luminosity was removed, given that the brightest blue clusters
are mole luminous that the brightest red clusters, so making these two correlations not mutually
exclusive' A twetailed Kolmogorov-smirnov test showed that the hypothesis that the LMC
clusters and Galactic globulars are from 0he same parent population with the same ellipticity
distribution can be rejected at the gg.2Voconfidence level.

The aim of this section is to investigate the iniernal variations of elliptical parameters in a
sample of LMC clusters' Initially, a standard package was used to fit ellipses to the clusters,
but dissatisfaction with its results led to the use of a moments-based technique (as outlined by
Stobie (1980a, b) and described below).

5.4.2 Method

A major advantage in using moments (see Larson, 1982, for a geueral background) for image
analysis lies in their ease of calculation, e.g. the summation for the second moment can be
calculated without knowledge of the mean, which is only needed in the final step:

r29

n(t; - i)' f, = Lr?t, - rt D /,
i=l i=l

where fi is the intensity of the fth background subtracted r pixel. The o axis zeroth and
normalised first-order moments:

i
t=l

(5.1)
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can be easily'interpreted as the total inteqcity of the object and the normalieed ioteneity-

weighted' s een-troid. Tho second-order rnonnents are harder to interprct, but give infornratioa

on the struc.tule of the pixel clrroter, :'€ will be siown for the goeral etrliptical case. Gonsider
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(5.3)

(5.4)

(5.5)

whe,re the area .i{ of the ellipse is nab . The ellipse ie assuned to be contrcd on the origin, i e.,

{t = ga = 0, Noting the four-fold symmetry of an eltipee, the oeeond-order monent in c sao

be mitten as:

II ,ldordu = 
^ I" srz,w+dot = +o !"'*irf, - gor, (5.6)'

rr,here g4 reftrs to'tle function in the fust quadrant. Substil;uting cl = c dia 0, the oeeoad-order

rnoment is given by: 
asb li -T lr'( 

I -- eosd) do = +. (5.?)

Sieile!-ly" it c&n be thowa that for a'rr el-lipse the other seeoad<arder nioments ar.€:

(5.8)

srd

Iltrdxtds,t = +. (5.e)

Rotation of the (atiyr) ce'ordinate aores back to the stnndard (rfl co-ordinatw is giveu by:
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arid

* = sraog.A - y1 ainCI.

!=xtsin0*!1ccn0

rr _ [[f dcds
vgg - ,{-

4Urr = az ca# 0 + 6?ein2 0

4U.s!, - clsinzd * p?oosz t

4IIa, = (az - bz)cosdsind ,

(5.10)

(5.11)

(5.12)

(5.13)

(5.14)

where & is the rotation abou.t the (;ornmon centre of origin between the tqro referense frames
(see p,701, Anton lg.g0), Ae the area element dA = dtr dh = dndg therr

Il "',a*ou = llbl aoad - s1 sin0)2 da1ds1,

ll rl
JJ ,silsdv = JJ(r1 cosd - y1 sin0)(c1 sind * yr cos0) dqdsl ,and

rf tienoq*"u."",ff.'::^-l!ffi 
er co80)2 du1dsl'

uto=ry f5.15)

(5.16)

and

(5.17)

fthen'the equatio'ns can be r+expresead, using the transforrnation grvcn as Equations 8.10 ur4
5.11, Acr:

Ust = I!r"r, ecr.z g - Ztlrnc.rcog0sind + tlororsinz 0

Us, = Cr;6,ainz0 * DUoflr,aEsd.:sh, * (Ig'o1 cca2,g

U-c = (Urrr, - {Ir*s")cos0oin0 * (cwz e - eih2 AWIrre, ,

Suthstitcting Equatione 5.7,6..& and 5.,g into Eq'atio.u, E,l.E; 8.1g, and 5.20 giver

(5.18)

(6.re)

(5.20)

(5.21)

(6.s2)
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Table 5.10: Test Ellipticity and Orientation Angle values. Input and output ellipticities
(e) and orientation angles (0) arc shown for afew selected tests, showing that the inpui values
are well recovered by the moment analysis technique. Ratio gives the output ellipiicity as a
percentage of the input value. The angles are given in degrees.

or three equations for three unknowns. Solving results in:

Ellipticity e Ansle d
In Out Ratio In Out

0.033
0.200
0.250
0.500
0.571
0.631
0.792
0.800

0.034
0.199
0.250
0.495
0.569
0.626
0.784
0.791

103.0

99.7
100.0
98.9

99.3
99.2
98.9
99.3

.090

0.0
0.0

115.0
110.0
45.0

145.0
175.0

89.5
0.0
0.0

r14.5
109.9
45.0

145.0
175.7

Chapter 5

(5.24)

(5.25)

(5.26)

Thus the size, orientation, and ellipticity (as e = I - b/a ) of the ellipse can be obtained.

Similar equations can be derived for weighted moments. Weighted first-order moments were

used to determine the centre of a pixel distribution (Dodd & MacGillivray 1986), while the

ellipse fitting applied no weighting. The latter results in the determined shape and orientation

of the distribution being more representative of the overall distribution, rather than being

skewed by the brighter central regions. Iu asymmetric distributions, the former point means

that the derived centre is the centre of mass.

5.4.3 The Fitting Software

A roRtnlw program was written based on Equations 5.24, 5.25, and 5.26, using the IRAF

IMFoRT libraries for the [mage manipulation routines. Threshold values were read from a file.

The background of an Image was estimated using the IRAF imex tool in clear (star and cosmic

strike free) regions of the Image-

The Image pixel array was scanned starting at pixel (1,1). The array dimensions were au-

tomatically determined by the software. The ffrst direction of search was along the c axis.

When the end of this row was reached, the r position was reset to I and the y position incre-
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mented. This continued until the opposite corner of the Image was met. When the intensity of

the search's current pixel was above the threshold set for the ellipse fitting, an interior-defined

seed-fill algorithm (see p.86, Rogers 1988) was commenced, and the c and y positions of the pixel

were pushed onto a stack. While this stack was not empty, the following occurred. The pixel

positions were popped from the stack, and the corresponding (c,y) position flagged in a boolean

array of identical dimensions to the Image. Eight-way connectivity (see p.84, Rogers 1988) was

assumed, so all pixels around the current one were examined in turn. If the new pixel had an

intensity above the threshold and had not been marked as detected, its position was pushed on

to the stack. The end result was that each contiguous set of pixels with intensities above the

chosen threshold value was taken as an individual distribution. This sub-array was then passed

to the moments analysis subroutine, to evaluate o, b, and d. The size, centre, orientation, and

ellipticity of the distribution were then written to disk. Once all pixel distributions had been

detected and measured, the next value in a file containing the intensity threshold values was

read. The detection array was cleared, and the search commenced again from position (1,1). In

practice, the threshold step direction was towards the background, corresponding to an increase

in the dimensions of the pixel distribution. This allowed examination of the variability of the

ellipse parameters describing the star cluster with radius from the centre of the cluster. Further

software prepared isophoial maps of the ellipses (see Figure 5-36), as well plots of the detected

pixels for a given threshold.

This program was carefully tested. Initially, uniformly weighted ellipses were generated

and placed into an array with an arbitrary background level. These were then submitted as

noiseless Images to the program. 757 trials with different input c, 6, and d values showed that

o and D were generally slightly overestimated by - 0.08 + 0.06 pixels (see Table 5.10 for some

representative tests). The variations with angle are due to the discrete nature of the fitted

ellipse as pixels. As the ellipticity of the cluster became less in tests, it was found that although

the scatter was constant, the difference for a decreased while that for 0 increased, as might be

expected. The ellipse generating function ofthe testing program used the parameiric equations

for an ellipse to define the boundary, and then block-filled the interior. Real numbers for the

boundary's c and y positions were converted into integers, indicating a boundary pixel. In

comparison with the superior approach of recognizing that pixel (c, y) extends *0.5 in both

dimensions, the o and g centroids are displaced by -0.5
The typical FWHM of the programme images was 5 pixels and the ellipse fitted to the star

clusters ranged out to 100 pixels. The trials showed that d was recovered by the program to

within 0.10 * 0.27 degrees and the ellipticity to 0.006 + 0.003. Figure 5-36 is an example of

the ellipse fitting by the program.
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Figure 5-36: Ellipses Fitted to NGC 1818 using the moments analysis technique.

5.4.4 Observations

The STSDAS ellipse function, based on Jedrzejewski (1987), was initially used to fit elliptical

contours to V CCD Images of the clusters. Attempts were made to use DAOphol (Stetson 1987)

to subtract the resolvable stars which would skew the ellipses, and to boxcar smooth these V

band residuals over an area of comparable dimensions to the FWHM. Even when these steps

were taken, ellipse often failed to find solutions over a wide range of radii. However, successful

solutions were found for some clusters, such as NGC 1818. When the brighter stars (above a

peak intensity of 300 counts) were subtracted from NGC 1818 an angle d of around 32 degrees

was derived. The ellipticity increased from 0.07 (at a radius of I4.4") to a maximum of 0.28

at 19.8", before dropping to - 0.15 at a.24" radius. Frenk & Fall (1982) give an ellipticity of

0.24 and a position angle of 115 degrees (or a d of 25 degrees), in reasonable agreement with

the current results. They do not give a radius for this ellipse, but the ellipses were fitted by eye

in the range between the burnt-out centres and the peripheries defined by the background. It

should be noted that when ellipse w€rs run on the "raw" image of NGC 1818 a uniform ellipticity

of - 0.2 was found over the radius 6tt lo 24tt .
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Cluster Iheta Ellip Kadrus
NGC 1818:
NGC 1835:
NGC 1836:
NGC 1839:
NGC 1847:
NGC 1850:
NGC 1856:
NGC 2OO4:

NGC 2031:
NGC 2133:
NGC 2164:
NGC 2214: 0

0

0

0

0

+
0

0

+
+

+

;
0

+

0

0

0

72,'5-

15 -I37"
77 - gjt'
3 - 130/,

L7 -L45il

3 -T17,/
30 - 107"
7 -L33u

20 -r20t,
I5 - t25"
15 - 105/'
15 - 150/'

Table 5'11: Variation of Elliptical Parameters for selected LMC Cluster V Images. A *indicates that the parameter increased with radius, a - the opposite, and 0 stands for constant
with radius' The typical ranges of the trends were of severai iens of degrees in angle and 0.4
in-eJlipticity- only general t'rends are discussed, as in Zepka & Dottori (rgaz). Notiig that thetable captions are reversed in Zepka & Dottori (1987), tie current ,"ruit, agree with-them forthe common clusters NGC 1835,2004, and 22L4,bui not for NGC 20Bt lwilictr they found tovary in both parameters). tends evident in NGC 1835 were smooth. The column ,Radius,
gives the range of radii that ellipses were fitted over.

Similar problems to the NGC 1818 fits were found with NGC 1850, whose raw image resulted
in a noisy but effectively constant ellipticity, but whose star subtracted image had a linearly
increasing ellipticity with radius, and NGC 1856 which exhibited the opposite behaviour in
both cases' zepka & Dottori (198?) fitted ellipses to isophotal contours, and had also noted
radial variations in ellipticity and/or axis orientation in all but 4 of their lT LMC clusters,
with a preference for etlipticity to decrease with radius. Fischer et aL (1993) used the ellipse
progtam to fit CCD observations of NGC 1850. Although not numerically giving the results,
they commented thai the ellipses did not fit the distribution well, that the elliptical parameters
varied rapidly wit'h radius, and that there was poor agreement between the B and V band fits
despite no radial colour gradient being evident in the cluster. The latter contradicts Geyer et
at. (1e83).

Concerned at this lack of reliability and unsure if any derived trends were real, the moments
technique outlined above was adopted, which appeared to be more robust. As a trial, the first
Image to be fitted was of M81, obtained by Michael Richmond (princeton) who kindly made
it available' Ellipse fitting to the smooth distribution of this Sb galaxy showed constant values
of around 0'3 and l50o for the ellipticity and the position angle. If the disk of the galaxy
is assumed to be circular. then M8l is tilted to the line of sight by some 46 degrees. The
ellipticity is somewhat less than the 0.5 given in Allen (lgz3), as the current meaaure is for the
inner nuclear region of the gala-xy, not including the spiral arms. The position and inclination
angles are in good agreement with the ls0" and - 3bo values of Boggis (Jones rg6g).
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Table 5.12: Comparison of Ellipticity Estimates for clusters in common with the current
study, Kontizas et cl. (1989), and Zepka & Dottori (1987). Frenk & Fall (1982) and Geisler &
Hodge (1980) did not state what radii ellipticities were measured at. The column 'Radius'
lists the radii, in arcseconds, that Kontizas el ol. (1989) or Zepka & Dottori (lg87) estimated
ellipticities over. 'Current' gives the ellipticities derived by the current study for the radii, while
'K' and 'ZD' list the ellipticity given by Kontizas el al. (1989) or Zepka & Dottori (1989). The
latter paper presented two different profiles for NGC 2214, which have been indicated as (a)
and (b) in'Range'. Kontizas el cl. (1989) estimated an uncertainty of 0.03 for their ellipticity
values.

Having demonstrated the stability of the fitting program on a smooth distribution, it was

then applied to the LMC cluster observations, with their more irregular morphology partly due

to the presence of bright young stars. The general results of the fitting program on Images

with the resolvable bright stars subtracted are given in Table 5.11, while Table b.12 presents a

comparison for the derived ellipticities with those of Zepka & Dottori (1987) and Kontizas el

ol. (1989). While overall trends were apparent, large radial variations in 0 and e were present

even when bright stars were removed and smoothing employed (as before). The results given in

Table 5.12 reveal a somewhat weak agreement between the three studies, which used different

techniques on different data sets collected under different seeing conditions. In the case of the

current study, the poor seeing experienced would increase the difficulty of detecting and remov-

ing bright stars from the clusters. Both the previous studies used digital microdensitometric

NGC 1835

NCC rA+Z

NGC 1850

r.rcc iaso

NGC 2004

""".lort

tlCC 2Zf+

27

34
46
48- 90
18- 30

30- 54

30
48 - 192

24- 84
96
42- 60
66- 96
12- 54

L7

22

30

51

60 - 114

le (u)
le (b)
26 (b)
27 (u)
36 (b)
4s (a)

0.09
0.11
0.t2
0.14 -0.24
0.48 - 0.62
0.15 - 0.62
0.20
0.18 - 0.35
0.01 - 0.10
0.05
0.02 - 0.21
0.18 - 0.28
0.21 -0.44
0.44
0.30
0.27
0.29
0.11 - 0.26
0.45
0.45
0.37
0,36
0.34
0.32

0.14
0.29
0.20
0. 19

0.10
0.16
0.05
0.20
0.16
0.20

0.11

0.16 + 0.09
0.21 + 0.12
0.26 + 0.r2

0.46 + 0.09
0.28 + 0.13
0.21 + 0.13
0.21 + 0.08

0.40 + 0.14
0.38 * 0.12
0.39 + 0.12
0.34 + 0.13
0.46 + 0.09
0.30 * 0.07
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scans of photographic plates. Zepka & Dottori (1987) performed least-squares fits to isophotal

contours, while Kontizas et al. (1989) used a computer-aided interactive procedure where el-

lipses were fitted by eye to scanned images. No mention is made of seeing by either group of

authors. The ellipticities of Kontizas el cf. (1989) appear to be biased towards the values at

the maximum radius. There are major diferences between Kontizas el al. (1989) and Zepka &

Dottori (1987) for some clusters, as well as discrepancies with the current study.

5.4.5 Simulations

Given the uncertainty in the reliability of the analysis techniques, artificial elliptical star cluster

Images with known parameters were generated. This was to test if the input parameters could

be successfully derived by the two methods. The magnitude distribution was calculated using

the IRAF slcrldsf function which allowed power-law, uniform, Salpeter model (a best-fit function

to the data of lf{cCuskey (i966)), and Bahcall & Soneira (1980, 1984) functions to be used. It
was decided to use an adjusted spherical King (1962, 1966a, b) model for the placement of stars

inside the clustet, on the basis that spherical King models are algebraically simple and have

been widely applied to the LMC clusters (e.g. Chun 1978, Elson 1991, Fischer et al. 1992a,

b, 1993). x and y positions were generated using a pseuderandom number generator (which

tests revealed to have no bias). These values were then converted across to polar coordinates

centred on the (user-set) artificial cluster centre. The tidal, or limiting, radius of the cluster was

assumed to vary elliptically. Given the polar co.ordinates of the starting position, a tidal radius

was generated for the point. If the point did not fall within this limit, another random position

was generated. Once a point fell within its appropriate tidal limit, another random number

between 0 and 1 was generated. This wa^s compared against a radial distribution scaled by the

tidal radius at the polar angle 0, allowing ihe ellipticity to be included. If the random number

fell below the probability of the distribution at the point's radius, a star image was assumed to

exist. See Figure 5-37 for a test distribution. Finally, the elliptical distribution could be rotated

about its centre. This allowed two 5000 stellar image e - 0.5 King distributions to be placed

at right angles to each other. Reduction of the resulting Image by the automatic ellipse fitting

software was expected to produce results of zero ellipticity. A slightly greater ellipticity of 0.03

was achieved. A higher ellipticity in the centre of this test distribution was due to the greater

effect of the positions of large individual bright stars in the small fitting region, where they are

also more probable due to the increased stellar density towards the centre of the cluster. Above

a radius of some 3 full width half maxima reliable results seem to be obtained.

As a further test, oflat' (uniform probability within the ellipse boundary) distributions were

sliced up in d (e.g. halves, eighths, etc.), with each slice being cut into equal-area segments, so

as to check that the radial distribution was being scaled corectly with d (see Figure 5-38). The
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Figure 5-37: Flat Distribution. Star positions for a 'flatly distributed' ellipse of 0.5 e are

shown. By a'flat'distribution it is meant that if arandomlygenerated (r, g) position ranging
freely over the CCD Image fell within the boundary of the ellipse, a star was considered to
occupy that point with 100% probability. Outside the boundary a0To probability of 'existence'
prevails.
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solid lines in this figure plot the stellar density when the cluster had been split into two halves
containing 40 equal-area segments each. The segments were considered to be sectors of a circle.
Given that the inner segment radius was 31.5 pixels, a density of l24.4stars was expected for
those segments inside a 100 pixel radius (the 6 axis). Examination of the lg segments within a
9Spixelradiusgaveameanof 122.5* l0.lstarspersegment,andamedianof 123. Tnemean
density over the 80 segments was 62.5 + 41.9, as expected. When the distribution was sliced
into sixths (the da-shed lines), the density fell by the expected third. Also note the drop-offof
the two sectors centred on the y axis is more rapid due to the smaller radial size of the sectors,
and that they have fallen off completely just above the 6 axis length as could be expected for
circular regions there.

Given the success of the flat discribution in these tests, and that the King function used
did approach the empirical inner and outer radii functions of King (1g66a), it appears that
the Monte-Carlo placement of the stars was performed correctly. Since the co-ordinates and
magnitudes of the stars were available, the IRAF rn,toD task was used to create artificial frames.
A Gaussian profile was used for the point spread function of the 20,000 stars per frame, together
with a read noise value of 7.35 electrons and a gain of 4.27 electrons per decimal unit (being
the values for the TH7882 chip used to collect the real observations). 2.4,, seeing was assumed
in the tests, corresponding to the best seeing conditions experienced (by the project) at MJUO.
An aim was to have a smooth distribution of faint stars, with a few bright ones scattered around
in it.

The first test frame was of a 0.5 ellipticity cluster, with scaled King radii based on the
values of Chun (19?8) for the old LMC cluster NGc 1835. The values were b00 and ls pixels
for the tidal and core radii respectively. These values for the radii were chosen for realism. and
used in all the simulations presented below. Trials varying the magnitude zero point had no
effect on the derived trends and results. The lowest threshold value used was barely above the
background value, being at three standard deviations of the noise above the background. The
derived position angle agreed well with the input value, falling within s degrees of it. Ellipticity
increased linearly from an inner value of 0.3, reaching the input value at the outer radii, and
then dramatically dropping at the last "isophotes". such a low ellipticity halo containing an
elliptical cluster was noted for NGC 2214by Bhatia & MacGillivray (l9gg), although the cause
in the simulation was simply that the cluster distribution extended off the right boundary of
the Image (due to slightly asymmetric centring of the cluster in it). This also resulted in the
outer ellipses being skewed to the left (but not vertically as symmetry was maintained in that
direction).

Concerned thac the trends apparent in the frame might be due to the placement of bright
stars, whose brightness will skew ellipse fits, another frame was created with the brightest three
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magnitudes excluded. 441 stars were 'lost' by this process. Fitting showed that throughout

the cluster the ellipticity of this smooth distribution was within 0.03 of the input ellipticity,

until the boundary problem mentioned above was met. The position angle was stable, although

systenratically overestimated by one degree, while the x and y cluster centres were stable about

the input values. Similar trends were found for simulations with all 20,000 stars set to a faint

magnitude, although they were slightly closer to the input values (as might be expected since the

combined luminosity distribution gradients are more uniform across the Image). Such results

are in line with what could be expected for smooth distributions, such as in old LMC clusters

where the bright stars have long since evolved. Further trials using the original magnitude

distribution (i.e., with the bright stars), but with different star placements and ellipticities,

showed the following :

o The major axis angle could vary by - 80o with radius, becoming more variable as e

approached zero. Ilowever, Iarge variations of 0 over small radial distances were found in

a very (e = 0.5) elliptical distribution, due to the random placement of bright unresolved

stars.

No particular trend in ellipticity with radius appeared to be preferred. Examples were

found where ellipticity increased, remained constant, or decreased with radius.

Generally the input ellipticity was reached in the outer regions. However, without prior

knowledge of this value, it would be difficult to ascertain that the 'real' value of the cluster

had been determined. Often, in the simulations it was only met for one or two points.

However, such tests removing bright stars are not very realistic as they are correctly 're-

moved'from the cluster Image. In practise, it is common (see e.g. Fischer el al. 1992a, b,

1993, Elson 1991) to use a PSF to subtract out the bright stars from a frame. This is because

it has been widely recoguized that such stars will bias ellipse (and profile model) fits by their

placement and intensity. The IRAF tasks daofind and suDslarwere therefore used. Bright stars

in uncrowded areas were used in an iterative process to construct the empirical corrections to a

Gaussian PSF. This process concluded when tests showed that stars in uncrowded regions were

being cleanly subtracted from the frame. All the stars in the frame that could be ideniified

by daofind were, and the bright ones (above a user-set intensity) limit subtracted off using the

modeled PSF. The moment analysis software was then run on the Image. Ellipticity was found

to increase with radius, reaching the input value at - 4 times the FWIIM of the PSF, and then

dropping away before the outer isophotes were met. The range of the trend was 0.15 in e, which

is comparable with the trends found in the Survey observations and Zepka & Dottori (1987).

The position angle was always within 3 degrees of the input value, excluding severe disturbance

in the cluster centre. Similar results can be seen in the results of Zepka & Dottori (1987),
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contributing to their gradients. These trends are presumably due to the unresolved bright stars

in the cluster centre. It is interesting to note that moment fitting of the original frame showed

the ellipticity was recovered more rapidly with radius than the star subtracted frame, and that
this ellipticity was more constant until the boundary problem was met. It is likely that poor

background estimates in crowded regions leads to either positive (under-subtraction) or nega-

tive (over-subtraction) residuals being left behind after a bright star has been subtracted, and

in turn to spurious radial gradients.

Ellipse was also run on someof the test frames, tosee how well it agreed with the moments
technique in light of the concerns mentioned above. Even in clus0ers of 0.4 and 0.S ellipticity
trends were evident in e, accompanied by d ranging up to 70 degrees. Low ellipticities were found
for cluster centres. The input ellipticity was not recovered over substantial radial intervals. and

was not obvious in plots ofe against radius (i.e., substantial plateaux corresponding to the value

of tlre input ellipticity were not seen). Problems were often encountered with eltipse failing to
iterate towards a solution. It does not appear that ellipse is suitable for young clusters, with
their clumpy distributions, even when measures are taken to exclude the brightest pixels from
given ellipse fits.

5.4.6 Conclusions

Radial variations in the ellipticity and position angle of LMC star clusters have previously been

taken to indicate that they are triaxial structures in equilibrium (Zepka & Dottori tgg7). In
light of the simulations, it is reasonable that caution should be exercised in the interpretation
of ellipse fitting of young populous clusters. Stochastic effects in the placement of bright stars,
which can not all be both detected and cleanly subtracted from a CCD Image using standard
(and previously used) techniques, will result in spurious trends. Such problems will not be

evident in large bodies observed at low resolution (such as M81) or evolved old clusters (such
as NGC 1835), both with smooth radial distributions. The fact that trends were observed in
NGC 1835 suggests that its radial variations may be real.

5.5 Concluding Remarks

Experience has shown the MJUo is not a good site for crowded field photometry,r with generally
poor seeing due to the New Zealand maritime climate. Future direct imaging projects at this

r It should be noted that there is evidence that the seeing on the MJUO 0.61 m relescopes is better than thatexperiencedbytheMcLellantelescope,e.g. themeanseein!of thecCDphotometryof west et oi. (1992) usingthe o'61 m Boller & chivens telescope in rggo was 2.2 * 0.s arcsec. A linear regression to these data gave arelation for the seeing of 1,'46 + o.r2 +.0.49 + 0'07(airmass), where seeing is in arcseconda and airrnass is unity
il-'1:ltlJfi:f.*' the-surroundinss of the M"L.r*'t"lo"op" 

"oJJu" at leasr partialty resporuible forthe poor seetng encountered by this project.
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site,should ceutre amubd mote op€n fields, preferably with photo.electric standarde (bn the

ehip-', that is, in the saure field of view for the GCD as the target offects. While the quality

of the suuvey data is not high, the survey still fulfilled its objec,tiv,er qf providing CMDg for the

generation of a list of suitable targets for later detailed investigation, experience in obs€ryht

aad data reduction techniqrres, ald the i,mpetns to establish a reliable data pathwqy.. On

bher basis of'obsewations collected at MJUO arid- the rexperiwce gained frorn them,, s€r,vtce

obs+l+ing w'as suecerrsfully hquested on the AngloAustralian Telcecope for the clusters NGC

1.860, 19168/'74, and 2214. The NGC ??14 obse*ationc ale discrssed in ChaptCI ? (and Bankc et

al ! 94c). tts observing progrtrnme 
tor 

the oJhe.r two ta,rgets is ctltl active at a hlgh priority-

Observations should be collected duting the 1995 sutrnm€r, rrith th€ ptimarJ objeetive ef, mass

ftrnctione ;beiug derived fsl the c.lusters. The MJIJO obse:vationri rrer.e aleo used to pelect targets

for oib.ser:ration with the Vilnius ftIter setn as d€-scribed iu the next chapter.



Chapter 6

Vilnius Photometry

his chapter discusses attempts to image star clusters using the Vilnius photometric

system, in conjunction with the CCD Image Acquisition System at MJUO. This is

only the second time that CCD observations have been collected using the Vilnius filters.

Vilnius photometry with a CCD ha^s been performed before by Boyle et al. (1g90,1992), whose

observations were of open fields in the directions of Lyra and the globular cluster M71. However

the filter set used by Boyle el ol. was not the standard Vilnius photometric system. Boyle et

a/. was part of a program studying the distribution ofspectral types and extinction at different

Galactic longitudes and latitudes. The data were collected in September 1986, using the KPNO

0.9 m telescope, and were reduced with DAOphot. Nor is the current study the first time the

Vilnius system has been applied directly to a star cluster. Dzirvftis & Paupers (1993) derived

a V versus X-Z colour-magnitude diagram for the open cluster NGC 752, and estimated the

spectral types of the component stars, together with the reddening and distance modulus of the

cluster, from seven filter photometry. In essence, this chapter details a feasibility study of the

use of the Vilnius system for cluster studies using the MJUO CCD frame acquisition system.

The Vilnius Filter Set

he seven filter intermediate passband Vilnius system was designed to allow the purely

photometric determination of spectral types and absolute magnitudes of normal stars,

whilst also correcting for interstellar reddening (StraiZys & Sviderskiene 1972, Straiiys 1973,

I992a, b)' The system can separate out peculiar stars (fromnormalstars) such assub-dwarfs,

white dwarfs, blue horizontal branch stars, Be starsl , Herbig Ae/Be stars2, T Tauri typet,

metal-poor stars, carbon and barium stars, and some types of unresolved binaries. Flom the

r B type stars with strong hydrogen emission lines, surrounded by an expanding shell of material which is
&awn into a disk via rotation.

2Smail bright concentrations of gas and dust, believed to represent the firral stages of the evolution of proto.
stars,

3 lrregular variable stars of F, G, or K spectral types believed to be the last evolutionary phase of a protc.star
before ZAMS.

6.1
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Figure 6-1: vilnius Bondpasses superimposed on Exa'nple AB (a) and G5 spectra
(b). The spectra were obtained from the spectrophotometric atlas of Gunn & Stryker (1989).
The Vilnius passbands are the standard ones given in Straiiys (lg92a)

original conception of the filter system, it was decided to use a medium, rather than a narrow.

band system to ensure that photometry of relatively faint stars was possible. The fact that

the bandpasses were of intermediate width meant that careful thought had to be given to the

positioning and widths of the filters relative to the spectral features of all luminosity classes,

if the system was to meet the objectives given above. The bandpasses of the Vilnius filter set

are plotted against early and late-type spectra in Figure 6-1. Reference should be made to this

diagram when considering the following list, which introduces the filters of the Vilnius system

and their positioning relative to important spectral features:

The U filter measures the ultraviolet intensity of a star at a range of wavelengths shorter

than that corresponding to the Balmer jump.

The P filter is placed on the jump itself, allowing luminosity determinations for early-type

stars.

The X filter measures a wavelength range longer than the Balmer jump, between the Ho

and H. lines. This filter measures the continuum intensity after the Balmer jump for

early-type stars, and the metallic-line blanketing for late-type stars.

Y is centred around 466 nm, excluding the interstellar band at 433 nm and the H", line.

Z is near the bottom of an absorption feature in late-type stars. The absorption intensity

of the Mg II triplet lines and the Mg H band is measured.
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U P X Y Z V S

Mean Wavelength
Ilalf Width at Half Maximum

345

40

374
26

405

22

466

26

516

2l
544
26

oDo

20

Table 6.1: Mean Wavelengths and Half-Widths of the Vilnius Filters as given in
StraiZys & Sviderskiend (1972) and StraiZys (1992a). All units are nanometres.

o V measures the continuum at nearly the mean wavelength of the Johnson V filter. In

conjunction with the Y filter, a direct conversion may be made to the Johnson BV system

(Forbes 1994).

o S is centred on the IIo line at 656 nm. It is used to separate the B emission (Be) stars

from normal B stars. The filter measures the absorption or emission intensity of the Ho

line in early-type stars, or the pseudo-continuum (due to metallic lines) in late-type stars.

Unlike the other filters, which are Soviet-made coloured glasses cemented with Canadian

Balsam, the S filter is an interference filter.

The Vilnius colour indices U-P, P-X, X-Y,Y-Z,Z-Y, and V-S are set to zero for unreddened

O-type stars. Colours for all normal stars are therefore positive. The mean wavelengths and

widths of the standard Vilnius photometric filter setl are presented in Table 6.1.

6.1.1 Bandpasses for Early-Type Stars

The classification of early-type stars centres on the Balmer jump. To measure the jump pho'

tometrically, one filter (U) is placed blueward of the jump, while another (X) is placed after

the jump. Time-dependent variation of ozone extinction extends over the range 300 to 330 nm.

There is therefore not much room for the placement of the U filter, which is located between the

Balmer jump and the strongest ozone absorption lines. Placement of the X filter is even more

difficult, with the only line-free region immediately redward of the jump being between the Ht

and H. lines. Unfortunately, these two lines are close enough to each other that a medium-width

filter extends across them. While the position of the filter could be shifted redward, this would

reduce the important X-Y colour term.

P was placed on the Balmer jump itself. It is very sensitive to the both the height and

position of the jnmp, making it an excellent indicator for luminosity class determinations of

early-type stars (see Figure 6-2). The position of the P filter on the Balmer jump was determined

by the analysis of synthetic U-P, P-Y colour-colour diagrams, giving the best separation of

Iuminosity classes in this diagram.

i45

lWhich is distinct from the photogrophic Vilnius fllter eystem (StraiIys f992a).
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Figure 6-2: Spectra of Dxample 84 Main Sequence and B5 Supergiant Stars about
the Balmer Jump demonstrating that the U, P and Y bandpasses can act as excellent indi-
cators of luminosity class for early-type stars. The mean wavelengths of the U, P, and Y filters
are indicated as dotted lines.

Over the wavelength range 0.3-1.5 pm interstellar extinction can be approximatedl as being

two straight lines intersecting at 435 nm. The shorter wavelength (blue) segment has the steeper

of the two gradients. The Y filter is placed at this intersection, with the X and Z filters on

opposite sides of the point in order to measure the two gradients. Unreddened stars will fall in

a line on a X-Y, Y-Z colour-colour diagram that does not turn back on itself, being a one-to-one

function. Such a diagram can therefore be used to determine the spectral types of stars. The

further the X bandpass is from the intersection, the greater the X-Y colour index, and so the

greater the variation in X-Y rvith spectral type. Ifowever, placing the X filter even partially

onto the Balmer jump will cause the X-Y, Y-Z sequence to bend back onto itself (except for

very late-type stars). Therefore, the X filter was placed as far blueward as possible, without

overlapping onto the jump.

6.1.2 Bandpasses for Late-Type Stars

The classification of late-type stars centres around the Q*r", Q*y, diagram. The 'Q parameter'

Q-r.r*. is defined to be:

I The individual emission and absorption feacures are being neglected in this discussion.
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(-r - mz) - "---r:.1m2 - ms)
"m2-m3

where m is a magnitude through a given bandpass and
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(6.1)

E-r--, = Ar - Az '

A1 and Az are the interstellar absorption terms for the two different bandpasses, indicating

how much interstellar dust and gas the starlight has passed through. E is called the colour

excess. Filter systems with three or more filters have an important parameter - the colour

excess ratio. This ratio:

-Er''*.
is the reddening gradient on a colour-colour";;," (e.g. Figure 6-3).

Knowledge of the colour excess ratio al-

lows the removal of the effect of interstellar

reddening, and the subsequent derivation of mr- n2

the intrinsic colour indices of the observed
a

stars. The Q parameter (Equation 6.1) is

the yalue on the rn1 - m2 axis when it
is intercepted by the reddening line or its

extension. In Figure 6-3 the positions of

three stars are indicated. (1) is unreddened,

while (2) and (3) have diferent amounts of

interstellar reddening. All three stars are

of the same speccral type and have difer- Figure 6-3: Definition of the e parrrneter.
ent colour excesses, but they have the same The bold line represents an unreddened sequence

value of e. This explains the usefulness of of stars in the colour-colour diagram' Points l',
2, and 3 lie along a reddening line. The colour

Q parameters, since they are independent excess ratio is the gradient of this line, while the

of interstellar reddening. Q parameter represents the y axis intercept of the
Iine. Figure from Strailys (1992a).

Q*o" is sensitive to the luminosity of late-

type stars, while Q*ro is sensitive to spec-

tral type. The positioning of the Vilnius V and S filters was based on the analysis of such Q-Q

diagrams with various positions of the two filters (StraiZys 1992a). These positions were refined

by observational work. The Z filter is positioned on a wide absorption band present in G, K,

and M spectra. The X-Z colour is a good indicator of luminosity class (see Figure 6-4), with

the colour being more positive for a giant than a dwarf star.

Q-ilr

\
I
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Figure 6-4: Spectra of Exarnple K0 Main Sequence and Giant Stars.

The mean wavelength of the V filter nearly coincides with that of the Johnson V bandpass.

No colour term is required for the transformation of magnitudes between the two filters, until the

early M-type stars. Q;2s and Qxzv have similar properties, allowing them to be interchanged.

The Z-V colour measures the depth of the Mg I triplet lines. The careful placement of the

passbands allows the classification of nearly all spectral types with the six filter UPXYZV

system (see p. 414, StraiZys 1992a). Unfortunately, early M-type stars can not be distinguished

from K stars with this system - although the original Vilnius system included a T filter to allow

this by measuring the strength of the TiO band.

6.2 The Southern System

In light of the capabilities of the Vilnius system, the idea of extending it to the Southern

Hemisphere was first considered in 1985 at the Royal Observatory Edinburgh, given that none

ofthe already established standard regions (e.g. Zdanavitus cl oL 1969, dernies et ol. 1989, and

dernies & JaseviEus 1992) extended south of the celestial equator. This programme commenced

in 1988 using the 61 cm telescopes at NIJUO, with the initial goal of establishing standards

near the South Celestial Pole and also bright (V < 7) stars generally distributed south of -20
degrees. To date some 90 cluster, 109 primary standard, and225 secondary standard stars have

been observed at least once (Dodd el al. 1993).
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Cornbination of TH7882 CCD and Vilnius filters
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Figure 6-5: Vilnius Filter Response for the TH7882 Chip. Measured transmittances
of the Vilnius filters and the manufacturer's quantum efficiency specifications for the TH7882
CCD used in this study (given as a dotted line), were combined to show the filter responses
with this chip. For a flat spectrum, percentage transmittances for the (U, P, X, Y, Z, S) filters
are respectively (61, 53,74,95, 106, 87) relative to V.

6.3 Tests

Given the Southern Vilnius standard star network, the abilities of the Vilnius system, and

the availability of both an established Image reduction system and a medium-size telescope

equipped with a CCD, UPYV test Images were acquired of the open (Galactic) cluster NGC

4755 and the young populous LMC cluster NGC 2004. Convolution of the quantum efficiency

of the Thomson CCD with the transmittances of the Vilnius filters revealed that the U and P

exposures would need substantially longer exposures than the other filters, if the same sample

of stars was to be observed through all the filters (see Figure 6-5). These observations were

collected on March 15 1993.

6.3.1 NGC 2004

NGC 2004 is a young (- 8 x 107 years according to Hodge 1983) star cluster in the Large

Magellanic Cloud, making it an attractive object for the study of stellar evolution modelg.

Several studies have derived Johnson BV colour-magnitudediagramsfor it, including Bencivenni

el al. (1991), and Balona & Jerzykiewicz (1993). The UV, PV, and YV CMDs based on 19.1

minute exposuresl for the P, V and Y exposures, and 4.8 minutes for the U frame2 are given

rThe unusual exposure lengths are due to che Photometrics Acquisition System rulning 4.3Vo fret for some
obgervation commands (see Tobin l9g1a).

2The reason for the U exposure being short, compared to the others, deapite the need for it to be longer given
the combined respotrse of the filter a^nd CCD Q.E., is given below.
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Colour Qt 9z Qs RMS
U

P
Y
V

17.388 + 0.056
17.609 * 0.028
i8.091 + 0.018
17.874 + 0.018

-0.865 * 0.131

+0.121 t 0.033

-0.028 + 0.018

-0.079 * 0.025

0.455 + 0.024
0.530 i 0.024
0.282 + 0.010
0.198 + 0.014

0.015
0.025
0.017
0.023

Table 6.2: Vilnius Tlansformation Coefrcients for the March 1g93 observing run, derived
using Filparam. The coefficients are those given in Equation 6.2.

as Figure 6-6.

Banks el cl. (l99ac) presented preliminary transformation equations and a YV colour-

magnitude diagram for NGC 2004. Their results are superseded here. Ten standard stars were

observed. 15 sets of UPYV observations of standard stars were used to derive the standard-

isation equations. The (Y-V) colour spread of the standards was from 0.0g to 1.08, with an

airmass range 1.0 to 3.3. Curvature of the Earth and refraction wa.s taken into account in the

calculation of the airmasses. Nine stars were primary standardsl , being members of the north-
ern hemisphere Vilnius standards, and so were all below 1.5 airma.sses. The last was BS 42g3,

listed in Forbes et al. (1993a) as a southern hemisphere Vilnius standard, which was observed

several times at low airmasses. Seeing was good during the observations, being - 2.g/r. Un-

fortunately, the development of cloud in the early morning led to other collected observations

of standards being rejected. This development of cloud took place during the observations of
NGC 4755.

The IRAF Fitparam task was used to fit equations of the form:

Q" = Q * qr + (qzx(Y-V))+(q3xAirmass) (6.2)

where the subscript 'o'indicates the observational magnitudes, q are the coeficients, and e the

'standard' magnitude. The coefficients of fits and their root mean squares (RMS) may be found

in Table 6.2. Extinction and instrumental coefficients were determined by the IRAF photcal

package using a least-squares solution to all the standard star data (see Harris el al. 19gl). The

V and Y equations are in good agreement with the preliminary transformations of Banks el

al- (f99ac). A further uncertainty in the zero point is caused by the aperture corrections. The

uncertainties in the aperture corrections are 0.040, 0.025, 0.020, and 0.018 magnitudes in U,

P, V and Y' Da Costa (1991b) notes that this correction is the largest source of systematic

uncertainty in the entire CCD photometry process.

The major features of the YV CMD are the near-vertical and well-defined main sequence

(MS), a few evolved slars in a red giant clump around V - 18 and (y - V) - 1.4, and the

151

rstars HD 90994,91612,95345,97585r lO.tl8l, 107070,108985, 111765, and 77.145 from North (19s0).
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Filter Zero Point Colour Term RMS Uncertainty Standards
U

P
Y
V

16.143 + 0.116
16.679 + 0.098
t7.r78 * 0.077
17.076 + 0.088

- 0.500 + 0.293

+0.873 + 0.253

-0.042 + 0.192
+0.294 t 0.237

0.039
0.037
0.025
0.052

0,03
0.03

0.04
0.04

11

17

L7

13

Table 6.3: Tlansformation Parameters for NGC 4755. The zero point and color term
parameters are e1 and q2 in Equation 6.2. The Root Mean Square of each fit is given in
the column 'RMS' as magnitudes. 'Uncertainty' lists the standard deviation based on the
formal errors of the standard stars magnitudes themselves, as given by Forbes (19g4). The
column 'standards' indicates how many secondary Vilnius standards were used to derive the
transformation parameters.

field evident at the fainter magnitudes to the red of the MS. These features, and their relative

number densities, are identical to those seen in the literature for this cluster (see e.g. Elson

(1991) for a BV CMD acquired with a I m telescope equipped like the MJUO I m). The stars

to the blue of the MS are artifacts of the crowded field reduction and the poor (by international

standards) observing conditions. The widening of the MS towards the fainter magnitudes is

a good reflec[ion of the photometric errors (see Mateo & Hodge 1987). Direct comparison

between the CMD presented and Johnson BV CMDs in the literature is aided by the fact that

Vilnius V coincides with the Johnson V magnitude for all unreddened or slightly reddened stars

of spectral types O to K and all luminosity classes (p. 489, StraiZys 1992a).

6.3.2 NGC 4755

NGC 4755 (IAU 1250-600, OCL 892) is a very young (8-11.5 x 106 years: Dachs & Kaiser

1984) open star cluster surrounding the M supergiant r Crucis, leading to 'rc Crucis' being one

of the popular names for the cluster. The other popular name of the 'Jewel Box' stems from

the statement of Sir John Herschel that the cluster resembled a superb piece of jewellery.

Many southern Vilnius standard stars have been established in NGC 4755. It was therefore

originall,"- intended to use the secondary standards in this cluster, in conjunction with the

low-altitude primary standards, to derive the transformation equations. When observed, the

cluster standards were at low airmasses. Unfortunately, t,he above mentioned formation of

cloud prevented this plan, forcing the use of a direct transformation based on the "on chip"

local standards. Seeing during the observations of NGC 4755 was - 2.7tt, as estimated by the

mean FIVEM of PSF stars in the Images. The root mean square errors for the transformations

are large (see Table 6.3), which is at least partially due to the brighter, and more frequently

measured, standards being saturated or approaching pixel saturation, and so the fainter and

less frequently measured stars being used.
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Figure 6-7(c) is the YV CMD based on 3.2 minute exposures in the two filters.l It agrees well

with the CMDs of Shobbrook (1984), Dachs & Kaiser (1984), Slettebak (1985), and Frandsen et

aI' (1989). Thedensityof thebrighterstarsislower,duetothesmallfieldof viewof theCCD,
than the cluster-wide studies such as Dachs & Kaiser (1984). The unusually placed star at V

= 10.90 and (Y - V) = 1.21 is star number 104 in Dachs & Kaiser (DK), with a (V, B - V)

of (11.03, 1'57), which they excluded as an unlikely memberof the cluster. The bright red star

(V'Y-V - 7'48, 1.71) is designated in the DK scheme as D. This star (rc Crucis itself) was used

as the centre of the frames taken, since it is effectively in the centre of the cluster.

o

I
q

{,

5

Reddening was estimated using a

colour-colour diagram (see Figure 6-

8) as being 0T69 + 0F04 for P-V and

0T33 + 0T02 for Y-V, which corre-

spond to a mean value of 0P42 +
0T03 for E(B-V). The reddening is

based on the colour excess values tab-

ulated by Straiiys (1992a), and is in-

dicated as the arrowed line in Fig-

ure 6-8. This degree of reddening

was used in conjunction with the main

sequence as expected from theory to

es0imate the distance modulus of the

cluster. V - Mu is estimated to

be 11T9 + 0Pl. These values are in

reasonable agreement with the liter-

ature (see Table 6.4 and Figure 6-9).

Sagar (1987) confirmed the variable extinction across the cluster that Dachs & Kaiser ( 1984)

had noted to increase with Galactic latitude and angular distance from the Coalsackz. The

variation in extinction across the cluster could explain the different extinction estimates to

some extent. Dachs & Kaiser (1984) noted that the field studied by Shobbrook (1934) is in a

region that they too determined an absorption lower than the mean value of the cluster.

lThe P, V and Y frames were all 3.2 minute exposuresr while the U exposure was 0.96 rninutes long. The U
exposure was the last of the frames to be collected. The cloud front was rapidly approaching the star cluster
when the U exposure was being commenced, and hence the observation was kept short.

2The Coalsack is a dark nebula, being a large cloud of interstellar gas and dust that is dense enough to
obscure the light from objects behind it.
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Figure 6-8: P-V, V-Y Colour-Colour Diagram for
the rc Crucis Cluster. The data has not been de-
reddened in this figure. The dashed line is the main
sequence, and the arrow indicates the direction of red-
dening.
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Study E(B-v) V-Mu
Arp & van Sant (1958)
Feast (1963)
Schild ( le70)
Becker & Fenkart (l97l)
Balona & Crampton (lg74\
Perry el al. (1976)
Shobbrook (1984)
Dachs & Kaiser (1984)
Balona & Shobbrook (1984)
Sagar (1987)
Kjeldsen & Frandsen (1991)
Balona & Koen (1994)

0.31
0.48
0.42
0.31

0.40
0.380 + 0.005
0.4r + 0.06

0.42 + 0.05
0.40 + 0.02
0.376 + 0.004

9.6
11.86
11.6
10.1

11.75 + 0.08
11.8 * 0.5
11.4 * 0.1
11.82 t 0.06
11.37 + 0.06

11.85 * 0.02
11.51 + 0.05

Table 6'4: Literature Dstimates for Reddening and Distance Modulus of NGC 4755.All units are magnitudes.

6.3.3 Discussion

This preliminary work demonstrated that the recently acquired 28 mm diameter Vilnius filters
allow the use of the IIJUo CCD Image acquisition system, and the established data reduction
pathway at VUW, to produce Vilnius photometry in line with the literature.

The vilnius filters vary in thickness. The u, p, x, y, z, y, and.s filters used by this study
are 9'79' 4'52,3'26,6'25, 6'64, 6.79, and 5.91 mm thick respectively. These different thicknesses
lead to a need to refocus the telescope if sharp crowded-field frames are to be collected. This
need was considered before the observing run, and not anticipated to be a problem. The focus
of the offset guider attached to the MJUO 1 m telescope is linked to that of the telescope, but
the two CCDs do not have the same focal plane. A mirror infront of the filters (i.e., higher in
the optic path) directs light to the guider. The mirror was not placed beneath the filter wheel
since this arrangement allows the filter wheel to be compact, use of smaller (and therefore
cheaper) filters, the use of white Iight for the guider, and possibly better homogeneity of the
glue in glued filters' Refocusing for the u filter therefore led to the (bright) guide star being
taken so far out of focus that it was no longer visible. To focus the guider, it must be rotated
around to an access position, the light-tight covering opened, and a micrometer adjusted. The
design of the guider has led to the miuometer being difficult to read as it is in a constrained
area' Refocusing the guider is therefore time consuming, particularly as often the guider must
be rotated around to a star to check that the focus is being adjusted correctly. unfortunately,
the problems in refocusing the guider and the unreliability of the telescope,s tracking beyond
10 consecutive minutes (sullivan 1990), led to the collected 1g.1 minuie u exposure of NGC
2004 being useless. and so only the short exposure being usable.

The best solution to the focusing problem is to bring the filters all to the same oplical depth
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Figure 6-9: Reddening and Distance Modulus Estimates for NGC 4755. These values
are taken from Table 6.4 and the text. The plus symbol indicates the values calculated by the
cunent study, The dashed line represents the best linear fit to the data when the value of Feast
(1963) is excluded. The distance modulus indicated by this line is given by 4.2 + 18.? E(B - V)
mag. The line indicates a correlation between reddening and ihe distance modulus. When low
reddenings for NGC 4755 are derived by a study, the distance modulus is also less.

as the U filter. This has been attempted using Schott FK5 for the P and X filters, and 8270

for the remainder, with careful attention paid to not significantly altering the spectral profiles

of the filters. Dow Corning Q2-3067 Optical Couplant was used to attach suitably thick, pitch-

polished flats to the filters. This Couplant was used in preference to Canadian Balsam siuce

the Couplant is removable. This was considered desirable as further adjustments may need to

be made to the blanks, together with the consideration of the difficulty in obtaining the filter

set and so not beiug prepared to risk damage to it. Tlansmission tests of the filters before and

after these modifications showed no significant difrerence. A glass blank was ground to the same

thickness as the other filters, allowing the telescope to be focused in white light. This allowed

the telescope to be focused more rapidly than if focus observations were collected through one

of the narrow Vilnius bandpasses.

6.4 The February L994 Run

It was intended to collect CCD frames of a LMC star cluster through all of the Vilnius filters,

now modified to approximately the same optical depth. The advantages of this filter set for
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the study of star clusters have not yet been definitively demonstrated in the literature. Such

a demonstration is essential before observing time on larger instruments can be successfully

applied for. The narrow bandpasses of the set combined with the small telescopes available at

MJ UO, Iimited the current study to only the brightest of the LMC clusters. NGC lg68/24 was

selected, being the cluster rvhose main sequence extended to the brightest magnitudes of all the

clusters covered by the survey. The Galactic cluster Melotte 105 was chosen to be a ,control'

cluster, given that the cluster had already been studied (see below). The previous research

would then act as a check on the CMDs and parameters derived from the Vilnius observations.

The transformation coefficients for the one clear night of this observing run are given in
Table 6.5' The standards were all in the rc Crucis cluster, which was rising as the night
progressed.

6.4.1 Melotte 105

Melotte 105 is an open cluster that has not attracted much attention. It is a compact cluster

located in the Galactic plane in the direction of Carina. In the literature, only three studies

have produced colour-magnitude diagrams for the cluster. The first was based on the UBV
photoelectric and photographic photometry of Sher (1965), who estimated the cluster age via
isochrone fits as - 108 years. As part of a search for small photometric fluctuations in giant
and supergiant stars, Frandsen el al. (1989) produced a Johnson BV CMD based on CCD
observations, which extended to V - lg. Frandsen el aL (198g) adopted the distance modulus
(V - M,) - l2Y7 and reddening E(B - V) = 0T38 of Sher (196b). Kjeldsen & Frandsen
(1991) re-observed the cluster and derived independent values for these parameters, E(B - V)
was estimated to be 0152 + 0T03, and (V - M") as 13P35 + 0120. The authors considered
that the difference was due to the improved detector used, as well as use of DAOphol in this
rather crowded field. However, Kjeldsen & Frandsen (1991) commented that the response of
the CCD combined with the U and B filters used by their study differs substantially from the
standard responses' and that there were severe problems iransforming their data across to the
standard system.

Melotte 105 (coordinates a = llh lgm406, 6 =-680 2g.5, for Epoch 2000.0)was observed

on February 15th 1994. Seeing wirs reasonable for MJUO, with a mean of 3.0r/ for frames of the
cluster. All exposures were 14.35 minutes long. Unfortunately, the flat attached to the y filter
had been accidentally made too thick, and was returned to the optical workshop for regrinding
before the observing run. This required the removal of the flat from the y filter, and subsequent

re-attachment. During the observing run air bubbles increasingly invaded the optical couplant,
making the Y filter unsuitable for imaging. Later attempts to separate, clean, and rejoin the
flat to the filter proved unsuccessful, again with air penetrating the couplant. The flat has
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Filter Qt Qz 9s RMS Std RMS $ Obs
U
P

X
z
V
q

17.531 + 0.030
L7 .260 + 0.031
17.488 + 0.028
t7.622 + 0.025
t7.484 + 0.029
16.611 + 0.030

-0.008 * 0.007
+0.091 + 0.006
+0.015 + 0.010
+0.019 * 0.004
+0.029 + 0.003
+0.028 t 0.004

0.654 * 0.019
0.555 + 0.019
0.365 + 0.017
0.136 + 0.017
0.149 + 0.015
0.078 + 0.025

0.031
0.032
0.030
0.025
0.019
0.027

0.027
0.023
0.018
0.023
0.018
0.018

40
taal

50

43

36

32

Table 6.5: February 1994 Tlansformation Coefficients where g1 , ez, and q3 are as given
in Equation 6.2, except that the colour is X - V. 'Std RMS' Iists the expected RMS given
the formal uncertainties listed by Forbes (1994) for the standard stars. The column'# Obs'
indicates the number of standard star observations made per filter. 15 individual standards
were observed, with a (Y-V) colour range of 0.31 to 1.71. The airmass range was 1.0 to 1.8.

Sher Current Studv
Star V B-V x- v V X-V
I
10

23

12.09
13.00
i4.08

1.32
0.37
1.11

2.69
0.99
1.16

11.96
12.95
14.01

2.77
0.92
1.09

Table 6.6: Comparison of Melotte 105 Photometry. Three stars photoelectrically mea-
sured by Sher (1965) were in common with the current study. The (B-V) indices of these
stars were converted to the expected Vilnius X-V colours, using Equation 6.3. All units are
magnitudes

now been attached to the filter with Canadian Balsam, given that the optical couplant appears

to be usable for our purposes once only. The lack of Y observations meant that the standard

reduction technique for Vilnius data could not be followed for Melotte 105, as it centres around

the Y filter. This method is described in StraiZys & Sviderskiene (1972), and StraiZys (i992a).

Aperture corrections add further uncertainties to the transformations, beyond those given

in Table 6.5. For Melotte 105, the uncertainties in the aperture corrections for the [J,P,X,Z,
V, and S filters are 0.029, 0.034, 0.013, 0.014, 0.008, and 0.024 magnitudes respectively. The

transformations for this cluster are in good agreement with Sher (1965). Forbes (199a) has

derived the following conversion from the Vilnius (X-V) colour to Johnson (B - V):

(B - v) - a * b(x - v) (6.3)

where for (B - V) > 0.8, a = 0.070 and b = 0.465, and for (B - V) < 0.8, a = -0.329 and

b = 0.707. Only three stars of the current study are in common with the stars Sher (1965)

measured via photoelectric photometry. Results of the comparison are given in Table 6.6, and

are in good agreement, particularly given the uncertainties in the transformation relations of

the current work and that Sher (1965) considered his photoelectric photometry beyond - 13th

magnitude to be suspect. The photometry of the current study does appear to be somewhat
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brighter.

The cluster has galactic coor-

dinates (1, b) = (292?90, -2?42),
and is therefore subject to sub-

stantial interstellar absorption. Red-

dening was estimated using Fig-

ure 6-10. E(Z-S) is 0T32 + 0f04,

which comesponds to E(B - V)

being 0T34 + 0P04. This value

is within error ofthat ofSher (1965),

but substantially different from the

value given by Kjeldsen & Frand-

sen (1991). Santos & Bica (1993)

estimated the reddening for Melotte

P-I vs z^S Colour-Colour Dirg!& for ll€lotte 105
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l0Susingintegratedspectraofclus- Figure 6_10: p-Xo Z-S Colour-Colour Diagram for
ter stars in the visible and near- Melotte L05. The direction of reddening is indicated by

the arrow pointing from the origin of the figure. There is
infrared as being E(B - V) = 0P30 a large scatter about the main sequence due to the photo-

+ 0T02, which is within the for- metric uncertainties. The clump to the lower right of the

mal uncertainty of the reddenin, 
figure are stars evolved off the main sequence'

estimated by the present study. The reddening was used in conjunction with the expected

luminosity class V sequence to estimate the distance modulus of the cluster (see Figures 6-11

and 6-12). The true distance modulusr V - Mv was found to be 12T9 + 0.3, which is again

closer to the value given by Sher (1965).

Given the lack of Y observations, the standard classification technique outlined by Straiiys

(1992a) could not be followed. However, Straiiys (1974) proposed a techaique based on the

reddening-free energy distributions, i.e., using the Q factors as given in Equation 6.1. This

method could be used despite no Y data being available. The Q parameters were calculated

with respect to the V-S colour index. The parameters Qgys, Qpvs, Qxvs, and Q2ys were

then plotted against the central wavelength of the first filier in each Q factor. Normally Qyys

is included. These Q()) functions have very different shapes for different spectral types and

luminosity classes (see Figure 6-13 on page 162).

While this "poor man's spectroscopy" did not require the Y filter, the effectiveness of the

technique was reduced without it. In addition, only the brightest stars in the cluster could

be classified, given that the exposures in each filter were of the same length. Hence the U

I As opposed to the apparent distance modulus which includes the effect of interstellar abeorption, i.e., the
apparent distance modulus (in V) is the true modulus plus Ay.
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leloite 109: 51 Colro t {Fihd€ oLgd

0.6 0.t
V-S Colou

Figure 6-12: Vilnius VS CMD for Melotte 105. A line representing the expected (reddened)
main sequence is plotted with the data.

and P filters had brighter limiting magnitudes, given their through-puts. The supergiants were

classified as late G stars, while the main sequence extended from - 89 through to late A. The

magnitudes, positions, and identification numbers of the classified stars are given in Table 6.6

(starting on page 168). Classifications that are uncertain are indicated with a t, while a dash

indicates stars that could not be classified at all. These stars tended either to be faint, or to be

products of images merging together. For instance, the latter was the case of the stars 116 and

117, which are the bright stars to the left of the mainsequence tip in Figure 6-11c (see also the

star-chart given as Figure 6-1a). The table is sorted in order of increasing V magnitude. The

errors given are those calculated by DAOphot. The stars with unusual classifications appear

to be field stars, located on the CMDs well ofr the main sequence of the cluster. The major

problem with the technique was that the Q(.1) functions for most of the spectral range (early to

mid A stars) covered by the main sequence do not change greatly (see Figure 6-13), especially

given the missing Qyys factor. The XV colour-magnitude diagram was therefore used to select

the appropriate spectral type, and so the initial colour exceslsl ratios, in the first iteration of the

classification. At least two iterations were used to produce the results listed in Table 6.6, More

were required for the unusual stars. Excesses for later iterations were based on the spectral

type estimated by the immediately previous step.

The classifications are in good agreement with Frandsen et al. (1989) who commented that

the main sequence for Melotte 105 commenced at 88. Kjeldsen & Frandsen (1991) state that

Sher (1965) reached down to the spectral type A5 on the main sequence. The faintest magnitude

tabulated by Sher (1965) is 14.99, which corresponds to A5 V stars in the current analysis.
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.000 to00 a000 looo IA

Figure 6-13: Reddening Flee Q(I) f\rnctions for Luminosity Class V Stars are shown
using all seven Vilnius filters. This classification method uses the information contained in five
independent Q parameters, instead of only two as in the standard classification technique. This
figure was taken from StraiEys (1992a).
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Melotte 105 Star Positions
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6.4.2 NGC re68/74
NCC 1958/9? P-X Z-S Dia-sru

Chapter 6

These open clusters were imaged

together earlier in the night than

Melotte 105, being the primary

targets and then at low airmasses.

Exposures in all filters were 14.35

minutes long. Aperture correc-

tions were estimated using the PSF

stars with any neighbouring stars

subtracted using the final PSF.

Between 5 to 7 bright stars were

used to construct the model PSF

in the frames. The aperture cor-

rections were estimated to within

a standard deviation of 0.02 mag-

nitudes. The mean seeing during

the NGC 1968/74 exposures was

!

do ^,u u.o

x

u.6

Figure 6-15: P-X, Z-S Colour-Colour Diagram for
NGC 1968 /74. The direction of reddening is indicated.

r.50.5

3.2t' , at, a mean airmass of 1.26.

The scatter in Figure 6-15 is large. This is partly due to the difficulties of crowded field

photometry in frames of poor seeing, and also io the variable extinction expected across the

clusters. Variable amounts of gas and duet are particularly obvious in the S observations, but

are far less obvious in the other frames. Presumably this is at least partially accountable for

the increased scatter in the S observations, which is particularly evident in Pigure 6-15 and also

in Figure 6-17. The colour-colour diagram was used to estimate E(B - V) as 0F13 t 0T04,

which is larger than expected from the Johnson observations given in the previous chapter, but

within error of the previous estimate (which was 0P09).

Attempts were made to use other colour-colour diagrams, such as P-X against X-V, to

estimate the reddening without using the rather noisy S observations. Ilowever, either the angle

that the reddening lines made with the expected sequences or the colour difference between the

observed and expected sequences were too small for an improvement to be made to the estimate.

Spectral classification was attempted using the Q()) technique. Results are given in Table 6.7

on page 170. Ilalf the total number of stars could be satisfactorily classified. This again

appears to be due to the scatter in the S observations, which affects all the Q factors used in

this technique, and makes classificatiou difficult.

6.5 Conclusions
These observations have shown that it is possible to collect usable Vilnius observations using
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Figure 6-16: Vilnius Colour-magnitude Diagr""s for NGC L96g/74. Subfigure (a)
is a u-V cMD, (b) is P-v, (c) X-v, and (d) Z-v. The v-s cMD for the cluster is given as
Figure 6-17. Lines representing the expected main sequence (MS) are plotted ou each of the
colour-magnitude diagrams. These have been corrected for reddening, as given by Figure 6-
15. The MS sequences extend to early B stars, which is the earliest class of star with colours
tabulated in Straiiys (1992a), A V distance modulus of 18F4 was assumed. Photometric scatter
results in some negative colour indices. It would be worthwhile for a later study to prepare
isochrones in the Vilnius system. This should not be too difficult a ta.sk for some of the filters
which have well-defined transformations from the Johnson B and V bandpasses. This would
allow the age of the cluster to be estimated.
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.0.5 0 0.!
V-5 Colou

Figure 6-17: Vilnius VS Colour-magnitude Diagra"-'s for NGC L968/74. A line repre-
senting the expected reddened main sequence is plotted with the data.

the MJUO CCD system, and to derive information such as the distance moduli, reddenings,

and spectral and luminosity classes of component stars. However, there is a caveat. These tests

were performed under moderate seeing conditions for MJUO. For confident estimation of this

information, and in particular the spectral and luminosity types, better seeing is required if
faint and relatively crowded fields are to be imaged. F\rture observers should convolve a spectra

of the type of star (e.g. from the catalog of Guun & Stryker 1983) they expect to observe

against the combined response of the Vilnius filters and the CCD. The ratios of the exposure

lengths across the different filters could then be calculated, allowing the population of stars to

be observed to the same accuracy in all filters.

For the LMC clusters and their population of early stars, the U and P exposure lengths

will be substantially longer than that of the V filter. Given the light gra^sp of the M'Lellan

telescope, the need for good intensity images, and the short length of the summer nights when

these objects are well-placed for observing, it would be worth considering spreading observations

of a cluster over several nights. This could make for a long programme, however, considering

the experience of this study rvith the weather conditions at MJUO.

Given the narrow bandpasses of the Vilnius filter system, the relatively small apertures of the

available MJUO telescopes and the typical seeing experienced at that site, Vilnius photometry

of LMC clusters is Iimited to only the youngest star clusters. As noted above, the advantages of

the Vilnius photomeiric system for observations of a star cluster have not yet been definitively

demonstrated in the Iiterature. Therefore, given the above limitations, it would be worthwhile

for a follow-up study to concentrate on a nearby compact Galactic cluster. NGC 4755 would be
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idea\ behlg smell'enough that a mosarc'of ouly a few CCD fiaures would coyer the entire objeci.

lt ii,a b.right cluster, w,ith the advtrntage that its brighteet mernbers are centrally ooncentmted.

Good photometry of the bright stars could be sollected with short integratiow, whilb longer

integrations eould be performed to the side of theae bligbt etqrs rea&hg fainter magnitufu
wlth gimilnr aceunreieg" The v,arious reductio.n techniques and analyeia r,o:ethods deeeritred by

Si'aitys (199?a) co-uld be applied to the data. Sueh an illustmtion of the Vilnius systern and its
meritE ssuld then be used as support in applications for observing tirne on lalger instriunents,

with which faiuter obj,ee.to sqch a$ the LMO elnetcrc could be studied, The increase in apertw.e

would allow good phot'ometry. of the faint clustor stars to be collected, a,rrd in turn reult in
increaed confidence in parametero derived for the elustem and their corntr'onent starE. Thir
wsuld be a preferablb apploach to thai ougg<nted in the ptqviqus para6raph, being a better

applilcation of the available gquiprnent:
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Table 6.6: Melotte L05 Photometry. The magnitude of each filter is listed, together with the
formal error estimated by DAOphot. The columns x" and yc give the centroid position of each
stellar image in the V frame. The column 'ID'gives the V band identification number assigned
to the star by DAOphot, while 'Class' lists the spectral type and luminosity class calculated for
each star using the Q-spectra method (see text). The t symbols indicate those classifications
that are unreliable.

U+6U P+6P X*6X z*.62 v+6v S*65 Xc Yc ID Class

16.41 * 0.02
r4.66 + 0.01
14,79 * 0.01
16.48 * 0.01
16.42 + 0.02
15,08 + 0.01
r5.17 + 0.0r
1s.08 * 0.01
15.13 + 0.01
15.39 + 0.01
15.59 + 0.01
15.57 + 0.01
r5.53 * 0.02
15.49 t 0.01
15.58 * 0.01
16.98 * 0.02
15.57 * 0.01
15.87 f 0.01
15.59 *. 0.01
15.83 + 0.01
16.09 * 0.01
16.06 + 0.01
16.32 + 0.02
15.95 + 0.0r
16.13 + 0,01
16.14 t 0.02
16.18 * 0.01
16.21 + 0.01
16.08 + 0.01
r6.29 + 0.02
16.39 + 0.02
16.51 * 0.02
16.48 * 0.01
16.53 t 0.02
16.66 * 0.02
16.78 + 0.02
16.63 * 0.02
16.87 i 0.02
17.06 + 0.02
16.97 + 0.02
17.00 * 0.02
17.39 + 0.04
16.88 + 0.01
16.92 * 0.02
16.98 + 0.04
r7.09 * 0.03
r7.27 * 0.03
17.35 + 0.03
r7.20 *. o.o2
17.09 * 0-03
17.12 * 0.03
L?.41 * 0.02
18.86 * 0.11
17.rr t 0.03
r7.31 + 0.03
17.31 + 0.03
17.45 * 0.03
17.33 * 0.03
17.23 + 0.03
17.32 + 0.06
17.36 t 0.03

15.48 * 0.01
13.65 + 0.0r
13.71 * 0.01
r5.64 * 0.01
15.52 * 0.01
14.10 * 0.01
14.22 *. O.Or
14.11 + 0.01
14.15 a 0.01
14.46 + 0.01
14.57 + 0.01
r4.60 * 0.0r
14.55 + 0.01
14.60 + 0.01
14.60 t 0.01
r6.11 t 0.01
14.63 + 0.01
14.91 + 0.01
14.71 + 0.01
14.84 f 0.01
15.10 + 0.0r
15.04 + 0.0r
15.37 t 0,0r
r5.11 + 0.01
15,24 + 0.01
15.34 * 0.02
15.31 * 0,01
1s.32 + 0.01
15.20 * 0.01
15.46 + 0.02
15.4:l + 0.0r
15.62 + 0.01
15.58 * 0.01
15.65 + 0.01
15.76 * 0.01
15.82 * 0.01
15.91 * 0.01
15.97 + 0.01
16.12 * 0.02
16.08 * 0.01
16.08 + 0.01
16.58 * 0.02
16.05 + 0.01
16.00 * 0.0r
i6.38 + 0.02
16.13 * 0.02
16.33 + 0.02
16.49 + 0.02
16.24 + 0.02
16.26 * 0.02
16.28 + 0.02
16.57 + 0.02
18.16 + 0.07
16.29 I 0.02
r6.37 + 0.03
16.46 + 0.02
t.6.44 + 0.02
16.46 * 0.02
16.46 + 0.02
16.45 + 0.04
16.60 + 0.02

14.50 + 0.01
12.75 + 0.01
12.81 + 0.01
14.62 t 0.01
14.69 * 0.0r
13.15 + 0.0r
13.39 * 0.01
13.16 A 0.01
13.36 * 0.01
13.57 * 0.01
13.68 * 0.0r
13.71 + 0.01
13.73 A 0.01
13.68 * 0.01
13.78 * 0.01
rs.23 * 0.01
13.86 t 0.01
14.03 i 0.01
r3.93 * 0.01
14.00 * 0.0r
14.28 + 0.0r
14.24 * 0.01
14.42 * 0.01
r4.25 + 0.0r
r4.33 * 0.01
r4.43 * 0.01
14.41 t 0.01
14.49 t 0.0r
14.44 * 0.01
14.60 * 0.01
14.57 + 0.01
14.71 + 0.01
L4.77 + O.O1

14.80 + 0.01
14.81 * 0.01
r4.8E * 0.01
14.97 * 0.01
r5.09 * 0.01
15.r9 t 0.01
r5.09 * 0.01
15.21 * 0.01
r6.02 * 0.01
r5.11 + 0.0t
15.15 + 0.01
15.45 + 0.01
15.21 + 0.01
15.47 t 0.01
15.82 t 0.01
15.35 + 0.01
15.31 * 0.01
15.34 t 0.0r
15.98 t 0.01
r7.15 + 0.03
r5.36 i 0.0r
15.44 * 0.01
15.48 * 0.01
15.55 + 0.01
15.52 + 0.01
15.50 * 0.01
15.74 * 0.01
15.62 * 0.01

t2.25 + 0.03
t2.10 + 0.01
12.13 A 0.03
r2.4r * 0.0r
r2.57 * 0.01
r2.59 * 0.01
r2.62 + 0.01
r2.86 + 0.01
i2.63 + 0.01
.2.79 + 0.01
.2.87 + 0.01
.2.93 t 0.01
.2.97 * 0.01
.?.96 * 0.0r
.3.01 * 0.01
.3.28 + 0.01
.3.14 * 0.01
.3.22 *. A.OL
.3.20 * 0,01
.3.24 * 0.01
.3.30 t 0.01
.3.46 * 0.0r
.3.53 + 0.01
.3.52 + 0.01
.3.54 + 0.01
.3.53 * 0.01
3.62 + 0.01
.3.71 + 0.01
3.72 * 0.01
.3.84 + 0.01
.3.77 * 0.01
3.94 + 0.0r
3.95 + 0.0r
.3.95 + 0.0r
.4.0r * 0.01
4.09 + 0.01
4.16 + 0.01
.4.22 + 0.01
.4.27 *. O.O2
.4.24 *. O.O1
,4.23 + 0.0r
4.39 + 0.0r
.4.27 + 0.0r
4.27 + 0.01
.4.4r + 0.01
,4.38 + 0.01
.4.39 + 0.01
.4.50 t 0.01
.4.40 + 0.01
.4.44 + 0.0r
,4.44 + 0.0r
.4.60 + 0.0r
,4.80 * 0.01
.4.51 t 0.01
.4.55 + 0.01
,4.56 t 0.0r
.4.60 + 0.01
.4,60 * 0.01
.4.65 + 0.01
.4.74 + 0.01
.4.70 + 0.01

11.79 * 0.03
11.89 t 0.01
11.91 t 0.02
r1.e6 + 0.02
12.15 + 0.01
12.35 + 0.01
12.41 + 0.01
12.44 + 0.01
1?.441 + 0.0r
12.57 + 0.01
r2.65 + 0.01
12.70 * 0.01
r2.74 + 0.01
12.75 * 0.01
12.81 + 0.01
12.85 * 0.01
12.97 + 0.01
r3.00 + 0.01
13.01 + 0.01
13.03 * 0.01
13.07 + 0.01
13.27 + 0.01
r3.30 + 0.01
13.32 + 0.01
13.33 * 0.01
13.34 * 0.01
13-42 * 0.01
13.49 + 0.01
13.52 * 0.01
r3.56 + 0.0r
13.56 + 0.0r
13.73 + 0.01
13.76 + 0.01
13.77 + 0.01
r.3.80 + 0.0r
13.88 * 0.0r
13.97 + 0.01
14.00 * 0.01
14.01 + 0.02
14.02 + 0.01
14.02 * 0.01
14.04 * 0.0r
14.07 + 0,01
14.07 + 0.01
14.13 + 0.01
14.15 * 0.01
14.r5 + 0.0r
14.16 + 0.01
14.la + 0,01
14.22 * 0.01
14.22 + 0.01
14.27 * 0.01
14.27 + 0.01
14.?9 + 0.01
14.3r * 0.01
14.31 * 0.01
14.39 + 0.01
14.40 + 0.01
14.43 + 0.0t
14,44 + 0.01
14.47 * 0.01

10.88 * 0.0.
11.40 + 0.0
11 ,38 + 0.0
il..06 * 0.0:
11.23 * 0.0:
r2.16 * 0.0r
12.04 + 0.0:
11.52 * 0.0i
t?.06 + 0.0:
12.17 + 0.0.
12.25 + 0.0:
1?.31 * 0.0:
12.34 * 0.0:
1?.36 + 0.0:
12.41 + 0.0:
It.96 * 0.0:
12.61 * 0.0:
12.60 + 0.0:
12.69 + 0.0:
12.66 * 0.0:
l?.61 + 0,0:
r?.88 a 0.0:
12.88 * 0.01
12.96 + 0.01
r2.94 + 0.0:
12.87 + 0.0:
13.06 + 0.0i
l3-10 * 0.01
r3.18 * 0.0:
13.23 t 0.0r
13.19 * 0.01
r3.35 * 0.01
13.36 + 0.01
13.29 + 0.01
13.44 * 0.0r
13.52 + 0.0i
r3.60 + 0.0t
13.65 * 0.01
r3.5E + 0.0:
13.63 + 0.01
13.62 * 0.01
13.29 i 0.01
13.71 * 0.01
13.68 + 0.01
13.71 + 0.0:
13.77 * 0.01
13.70 * 0.01
13.50 * 0.01
13.75 + 0_01
13.79 + 0.01
13.84 + 0.01
13.60 * 0.0i
r3.26 + 0.0:
13.93 * 0.0:
13.96 + 0.0:
r3.93 * 0.0:
r3.98 + 0.0:
14.04 * 0.0:
1.1.07 * 0.0:
r3"99 * 0.0:
1.1.05 + 0.0:

203
154
1t4
26

303
r16
189
120
272
it

186
r8l
249
86

239
147
227
D'

244
273
342
16?
69

225
54

204
t20
178
331
2r0
2r6
6l

301
L27
98
99

162
274
162
an
54

r5l
180
322
134
162
92
44

117
69

171
315
2t4
22t
80

103
143

248
227
131

238
258
314
198
437
r70
244
t72
354
32L
314
232
241

63
363
223
440
4t4
412
315
547
427
395
r47
207
r84
209
302
268
224
381
340
393
263
149
165
86

298
2r8
131
523
403
t57
362
2t6
415
328
376
471
230
292
542
81

t70
153
326
283
377
183
232
105

184
201
258
139
358
ll6
190
tla

296
266
259
L77
188
33

302
166
360
340
339
260
415
350
326

97
145
727
148
246
216
177
316
283
325
21t
100
110

52
242
158
84

403
330
106
301
149
342
271
311
379
176
236
472
47

ll5
102
269
227
310
128
179
A'

*tt

B8V
B9V
B9V
B9V
B9V
B9V
B9V
KOIII
88V
B9V
A0v
B9V
B9V
B9V
AOV
B9V
A0v
B9V
AOV
B9V
B9V
AOV
A0v
B9V
B9V
B9V
A0v
A2V
A0V
AOV
A0v
AOV
A0V
G8IV
A2V
A0v

A0V
AOV
KOVI
AzV
A5V
A0v
K2V
KOIII
A2V

A.5V
A5V
A5V
A2V
A5V
A5V

G8I
B8rII t
B8rrr I
G8I
G5I

t

laDIe O.O conttnued on next Dase
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17.52 + 0.03
17.63 + 0.03
17.58 + 0.03
t7.67 + 0.04
17.64 + 0.04
17.58 + 0.04
17.59 + 0.03
17.50 * 0.04
r7.66 * 0.03
17.78 * 0.05
17.66 + 0.04
17.74 + 0.o4
17.E6 + 0.04
17.65 + 0.03
17.87 + 0.05
L7.79 t 0.04
17.67 * 0.03
17.74 + 0.03
r7.88 + 0.04
17.87 + 0.04
17.98 + 0.05
17.86 * 0.04
r7.85 + 0.04
17.83 * 0.04
18.04 * 0.04
r8.17 + 0.06
17.32 * 0.06
18.27 + 0.07
18,03 * 0.05
18.28 * 0.07
18.24 + 0.05
18.25 + 0.05
18.41 + 0.06
18.58 + 0.08
18.33 + 0.05
18.41 * 0.07
18.{3 + 0.06
1E-38 + 0.0?
16.43 + 0.07
18.37 + 0.06
18.75 + 0.08
18.39 + 0.05
18.68 + 0.08
19.32 + 0.21
18.60 * 0.08
18.94 + 0-11
lE.El * 0.09
18.64 4 0.08
18.80 * 0.11
19.0r + 0.10
19.25 + 0.r6
19.10 + 0.17
18.89 + 0.09
18.77 + 0.10
19.50 * 0.17
18.79 * 0.08

16.75 + 0.02
16.70 + 0.02
16^70 + 0.03
16.8r + 0.02
16.73 * 0.03
16.7r + 0.03
16.77 i 0.03
16.72 + 0.02
16.74 + 0.02
r.7.14 * 0.03
16.96 * 0.05
16.76 * 0.03
16.88 + 0.02
16,85 * 0.03
17.04 + 0.04
16.95 + 0.03
16.97 + 0.02
17.01 + 0.03
16.99 * 0.03
17.05 + 0.03
17.14 + 0.03
16.99 + 0.02
r6.98 + 0.02
17_01 + 0.04
17.04 + 0.03
17.17 + 0.03
16.44 * 0.04
17.27 *. o.o3
17.22 *, o.04
17.40 + 0.03
17.29 * 0.03
17.49 + 0.05
17.45 + 0.03
17.46 + 0.03
r7.53 + 0.04
17.44 + 0.04
17.63 * 0.05
t7.32 + O.04
17.66 + 0.04
17.57 + 0.04
17.6e + 0.04
17.81 + 0.05
17,65 + 0.0.1
18.06 * 0.07
r7.89 * 0.05
18.08 * 0.07
17.86 * 0.06
18.03 + 0.05
18.19 + 0.06
18.24 a 0.07
18.43 + 0.08
18.25 + 0.06
18.24 + 0.07
18.50 + 0.09
18.66 f 0.10
17.96 + 0.07

r5.73 + 0.01
15.84 * 0.01
15.82 + 0.01
15.86 + 0.0r
15.82 + 0.01
r5.84 + 0.01
15.85 + 0.01
15.84 * 0.01
r5.87 + 0.01
16.48 + 0.02
16.38 + 0.05
15.95 + 0.01
r5.95 * 0.01
16.00 + 0.01
16.04 * 0.02
16.0t * 0.01
16.05 + 0.01
16.32 + 0.01
r6.20 * 0.0r
16.12 * 0-01
16.17 * 0.01
16.14 + 0.01
16.25 * 0.0r
16.33 + 0.03
16.25 + 0.0r
r6.30 + 0.01
16.36 + 0.01
r6.40 + 0.02
16.33 a 0.0r
16.53 + 0.01
16.44 t 0,01
16.71 * 0.03
16.63 + 0.02
r6.64 * 0.02
16.63 * 0.02
16.71 * 0.02
16.73 + 0.02
16.8r * 0.02
16.79 + 0.01
17.07 + 0.02
r7.08 + 0.02
r7.23 + 0.03
17.07 + 0.02
17.38 + 0.03
17,r8 + 0.02
17.40 + 0.03
17.25 + 0.03
17.26 + 0.03
17.49 + 0.03
r7.40 + 0,03
17.65 * 0.03
17.58 + 0.03
r7.71 + 0.03
17.70 * 0.03
17.90 * 0.03
17.66 + 0.05

14.78 + 0.01
14.83 + 0.01
14.83 + 0.01
14.?7 * 0.01
14.82 * 0.01
14.89 + 0.01
14.86 + 0.01
r4.89 * 0.01
14.87 + 0.01
15.02 * 0.01
15.08 + 0.06
14.99 + 0.01
r4.99 i 0.01
r5.01 * 0.01
15.06 + 0.01
15.0r * 0,01
r5.06 t 0.01
15.11 * 0.01
r5.04 + 0.02
15.r1 * 0.01
15.17 + 0.0r
15.16 + 0.01
r5.19 + 0.01
15.22 * 0.03
r5.2r + 0.01
r5.28 * 0.0r
15,26 + 0.01
r5.32 * 0.0r
15.34 + 0.01
r5.36 + 0.01
15.39 * 0.01
15.{3 + 0.03
r5.49 + 0.01
15.54 + 0.01
15.57 * 0.01
r5.62 * 0.01
r5.59 + 0.01
15.63 + 0.01
15.68 + 0.0r
15.79 + 0.01
1s.86 + 0.02
r5.96 * 0.0?
15.94 + 0.01
16.03 * 0.01
16.01 * 0.01
16.05 + 0.03
16.04 + 0.01
16.08 + 0.02
16.12 * 0.0?
16.18 * 0.01
16.3,1 + 0.02
16.29 + 0.02
16.46 + 0.01
16.45 + 0.0r
16-49 * 0.03
16.2r + 0.04

14.55 * 0.01
14.58 + 0.01
14.60 + 0.01
r4.60 * 0.01
14.62 + 0.01
14.63 + 0.01
14.63 * 0.01
14.65 * 0.01
14.65 t 0.01
r4.65 + 0.01
14.68 * 0.05
14.74 * 0.01
r4.75 + 0.01
14.76 + 0.0r
14.76 * 0.03
14.78 t 0.01
14.82 + 0.01
14.82 * 0.0r
14.82 + 0.02
14.85 + 0.01
14.88 + 0.01
14.91 + 0.01
r4.94 + 0.01
14.95 + 0.02
14.96 + 0.01
15.02 + 0.0r
15.05 + 0.01
15.05 * 0.01
15.06 + 0.01
15.07 + 0.01
r5.12 t 0.01
15.18 * 0.03
15.r9 * 0.01
15.28 * 0,01
r5.29 + 0.01
r5.32 + 0.01
15.33 * 0-01
15.40 + 0.01
15.40 * 0.01
15.46 + 0.01
15.53 + 0.02
15.59 + 0.01
15.61 + 0.01
15.69 + 0.02
15.71 + 0,01
15.71 * 0.04
15.72 + 0.0r
15.74 + 0.02
15.78 + 0.01
15.88 + 0.01
r5.96 * 0.02
16.01 + 0,01
16.09 * 0.01
16.14 * 0.0r
16.?4 + 0.03
16.67 + 0.41

14.15 + 0.01
14.21 + 0.01
r4.16 + 0.0r
14.18 * 0.01
14.20 * 0.01
14.24 + 0.01
14.22 + 0.01
r4.24 * 0.01
1,1.22 + 0.01
13.97 * 0.01
13.93 + 0.06
14.33 + 0.01
14.36 + 0.0r
14.34 + 0.01
14.42 ! O.O2
r4.36 * 0.01
14.39 + 0.0r
t{.26 + 0.01
14.40 * 0.02
14.42 + 0.01
rt1.46 * 0.0r
14.5r * 0.01
14.$t + 0.01
14.55 + 0.01
14.55 + 0.01
14.63 + 0.01
r4.59 * 0.01
14.60 * 0.01
14.63 * 0.01
14.60 + 0.01
14.71 + 0,01
t4.47 L O.O4
14.78 + 0.0r
14.E9 * 0.02
14.82 * 0.01
14.83 + 0.01
14.86 + 0.01
14.9r * 0.01
14.93 * 0.0r
14.E6 * 0.01
16.08 + 0.02
14.98 + 0.01
r5.09 + 0.0r
r5.12 + 0.01
15.16 + 0.01
r5.39 * 0.01
15.15 + 0.01
ls.l8 * 0.01
15.13 * 0.01
r5.29 + 0.0r
15.37 * 0.01
15.43 + 0.02
r5.51 + 0.01
15.53 + 0.01
15.68 * 0.02
r5.04 * 0.05

39
lr6
265
163
92

218
2L9
294
208

52
3r7
279
L24
2E5
1?1

157
252
333
2to
208
44

268
379
294
236
123
23t
108
237
194
283
301
203
145

339
95

184
245
316
301
354
331
t62
325
270
296
103

19
196
43

trc
362
265
299
332

80
489
472
224
338
185
216

269
44

221
250
384
178
310
376
!07
I05
245
247
202
234
417
282
534
357
235
256
259
2t3
465

ac
32L
233
r to
342
208
541
342
298
413
62

251
24L
335
134
LO2

58
A'

347
333
548
154
483
314

6

46
387
380
162
281
130
t57
39

2t7
lo

r63
193
3r8
123
254
308

65
64

191
234
143
182
344
226
407
298
183
200
207
153
376
43

267
181
ll9
288
147
411
247
243
s41
32

194
187
279
9l
59
26
31

293
277
416
103
385
261,

!ut
A0v
A5V
A5V
A2V
A5V
A5V
A6V
K4V
c2v
ASV
A5V t
A5V

A5V
A5V
F0v
A5V
A5V
A5V
A5V
A5V
AsV I
KlIV
5ut
A5V t
A5V
A5V
A5v t
Tur
A5V
A7V t
A5V
A7V
A7V t
Tut
F2V

Itt
FOV

A?V I
A7V
F0v
A7V

A7V
F2V

Itt
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Table 6.7: Vilnius Photometry of NGC 1568/74. The t symbol indicates that the classifi-
cation of the flagged star is uncertain. The photometric errors are those calculated by DAOphot.

U+(,U P+6P X+6X z*62 v*6v s*6s lL) Class
13.34 a 0.O1

13.74 t 0.Or
t3.72 +, O.O2

r4.r3 + 0.o2
14.21 + 0.Ol
14.29 + 0.01
14.71 * 0.01
14.68 + 0.01
14.96 + 0.01
15.14 + 0.02
14.86 t 0.02
14.90 + 0.02
rs.30 + 0.02
15.34 + 0.01
15.57 * 0.02
15.64 + 0.02
15.64 + 0.02
15.69 + 0.02
1s.79 + 0.02
15.92 + 0.02
16.01 + 0.02
16.20 * 0.02
16.25 + 0.02
16.16 + 0.02
16.48 + 0.02
16.65 * 0.03
16.65 * 0.02
16.56 * 0.O2
18.33 * O.08
16.74 + 0.03
16.75 * 0.02
17.14 * 0.03
17.17 * 0.03
16.9r + 0.02
17.18 + O.03
17.19 * 0.03
L7.26 *. O.O4

t7.34 *. O.O4

17.31 * 0.O3
17.33 + 0.04
17.55 * 0.04
1735 + 0.02
17.70 + 0.05
18.04 * O.O5

18.53 + 0.08
17.86 + 0.05
18.29 * 0.O7

r3.06 * 0.01
r3.50 * 0.0r
13.66 + 0.01
13.90 + 0.01
14.02 + 0.01
r4.16 + 0.01
74.47 + O.Ol
14.57 + 0.01
14.79 + 0.01
14.88 + O.01

14.71 + 0.01
14.84 + 0.01
15.14 + 0.01
15.11 + 0.01
15.40 + 0.01
15.43 + 0.01
15.43 + 0.O1
15.55 + O,01

15.63 + 0.01
15.75 + 0.02
15.74 + 0.01
15.97 + 0.02
16.06 + 0.02
16.04 + 0.02
16.24 + O.O2

16.42 + O.o2

16.52 * 0.02
16.39 + O.02
77.72 L O.O5

16.55 + 0.02
16.56 + O.02
16.73 * 0.02
16.82 A 0.03
16.69 * O.O3

16.93 + 0.02
17.07 + 0.03
17.06 * 0.04
17.00 + 0.03
17.13 + O.03
17.13 + 0.03
17.26 * 0.06
17.04 + 0.03
17.40 + O.O4

17.71 + O.O4

17.98 * 0.07
17.58 + 0.0s
18.03 + 0.06

12.94 t O.0l
13.42 + O.01

13.65 + 0.01
13.83 + 0.01
13.96 + 0.Or
14.o9 + 0.or
14.38 * 0.0r
14.57 + 0.01
14.63 + o.Ot
t4.72 *. O.O7

14.63 * 0.01
14.75 + 0,01
1s.00 * 0.o1
14.94 + 0.01
15.27 + 0.01
15.37 + 0.01
15.37 + 0.01
15.34 + 0.01
15.55 + 0.01
15.49 * 0.0r
15.64 + 0.01
15.78 * 0.01
15.92 + 0.01
r5.93 + O.02

16.07 * 0.02
76.22 + O.O2

16.33 * 0.02
16.15 * 0.O2
17.28 * 0.O3
16.28 + 0.02
16.37 + 0.02
16.46 + 0.02
16.60 t 0.02
16.47 + 0.01
16.64 + 0.02
16.76 + 0.02
16.73 * 0.O2

16.82 + 0.03
16.E4 + 0.O2

16.84 * 0.01
16.91 * 0.02
16.84 + 0.O2
17.25 + O.O2

17.49 + O.09
17.66 + 0.03
17.47 * 0.03
17.87 + O.03

12.73 + 0.01
13.18 * O.01

13.51 + O.01
13.61 * 0.01
13.85 + O.01
13.99 + 0.01
t4.22 *.0.0L
14.40 * 0.01
14.48 * 0.01
14.53 + 0.01
14.51 a 0.01
14.59 + 0.01
14.84 * 0.0r
14.84 * 0.01
15.10 * 0.01
1s.18 + 0.01
15.18 * 0.01
rs.22 + 0.0r
15.34 * 0.01
15.40 t 0.ol
r5.41 + 0.01
15.57 * 0,01
15.73 + 0.01
15.81 + 0.02
15.84 + 0.01
15.99 + 0.01
16.07 + 0.02
15.99 + O.02

16.23 + 0.01
16.1r + 0.01
16.r2 + 0.02
16.19 + 0.01
16.36 + 0.01
16.41 + 0.01
76.47 + O.O2

16.50 + 0.01
16.57 + 0.01
16.60 i O.02

16.69 * 0.01
16.70 t 0.01
16.66 + 0.02
16.74 + 0.03
16.99 * 0.02
16.99 * 0.02
17.33 * 0.03
17.40 + o.o3
17.59 * 0,O2

r2.67 + 0.01
t3.14 * 0.01
r.3.51 + 0.01
13.56 * 0.01
t3.82 + 0.01
t3.96 * 0.01
14.17 * 0.01
t4.39 * 0.0r
t4.46 + 0.01
14.48 + 0.01
14.49 + 0.0r
t4.57 + 0.01
t4.80 + 0.0r
t4.E1 * 0.02
r5.11 + 0.01
rs.ls + 0.01
ts.rs + 0.01
t5.20 + 0.o1
r5.27 * 0.01
r5.37 + 0.O1

t5.39 + 0.01
r5.s5 + 0.01
t5.68 + 0.01
ts.77 t o.o2
r.5.80 + 0.01
t5.95 * 0.01
t5.97 * O.O2

16.00 * 0.o3
t6.o0 + 0.01
16.03 + 0.o2
16.04 + O.02
16.15 + 0.01
16.30 a 0.o1
16.31 * 0.01
r6.37 + 0.O1

t6.44 t 0.01
16.47 + 0.01
16.50 * 0.03
t6.60 t 0.02
16.60 * 0.02
16.64 t 0.02
16.68 + 0.02
16.94 + 0.O2

16.97 * 0.02
17.23 + O.O2

17.36 * 0.O2
17.56 * 0.02

12.48 * O.O1

12.96 * 0.01
13.44 f 0.01
13.38 i 0.01
13.70 + 0.01
13.87 t 0.01
14.02 t 0.02
14.29 + 0.01
14.37 + 0.01
14.31 t 0.01
14.40 i 0.01
14.44 * O.O1

14.73 i 0.01
14.72 +. O.O2

14.94 t 0.02
15.04 * 0.Ol
15.04 * 0.o1
15.20 + 0.03
15.14 + 0.O2
15.29 + 0.01
1s.25 + 0.01
15.40 + 0.02
15.51 * 0.02
15.73 + 0.02
15.69 + 0.02
15.79 + 0.02
15.76 + O.O3
15.93 + 0.03
15.50 + 0.01
15.88 + 0.03
15.92 + 0.02
16.02 * 0.02
16.16 + 0.O2
16.22 + 0.02
16.26 + 0.O2

16.32 + 0.02
16.45 + 0.02
16.37 + 0.o3
16.56 + 0.02
16.46 + 0.02
16.54 + O.03
16.67 A O.O3

16.s6 + o.ro
16.78 * 0.O3
17.09 * 0.05
17.32 f 0.06
17.45 + 0.04

86
346
r90
229
100
203
343
236
134
69
189
126
265
131
141
285
285
314
250
237
206
137
78
113
287
227
L4

202
OJ

DD

35
359
22L
DJ

262
r23
83
99
L74
64
186
108
135
386
338
206
25

U
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
B0V
B0V
B0V
BoV
B0V
BlVt
BlVt
B0V
B0V
B3V
B1V
B2V
BlVt
BlVt
B0V
BlV
B2V
BrVt
B0V
82Vt
BsV
BlVt
B2V
B3Vt
B2Vt
B2V
82Vt
B2V
BsVt
B2V
B3Vt
B2Vt
B3V
B3V
Bsvt
B2V
BsVt
B2V
82Vt



Chapter 7

AAT Observations of NGC 22L4

his chapter begins with a literature review of NGC 2214 and determinations of the initial

mass functions of star clusters in the Magellanic Clouds. Colour-magnitude diagrams

for NGC 22t4 and, a nearby field are presented. It has been suggested that the high ellipticity

of NGC 2214 could be due to it being two clusters in the final stages of merging. The CMD

and profile of the cluster are examined for evidence to support this hypothesis. Isochrones are

fitted to features in the CMD, providing age estimates. Next models are fitted to profiles of

the cluster. After this, completeness correction techniques are reviewed, and evaluated with

the use of artificial data. The most successful techniques are applied to NGC 2214, and used

to estimate the initial mass function of the cluster.

Introduction

QC 2214( ozooo - 6h 12m b7",626ss = 680 lbt gJ,' South) is a young (32x106 years;

Elson 1991) populous star cluster situated in a relatively uncrowded field to the far

north-east of the bar in the Large Magellanic Cloud. Meylan & Djorgovski (1987) analysed an

intensity profile of the cluster, and found that the core was abnormal. They conjectured that

perhaps it had collapsed, although Elson ef al. (1987) have shown that the two body relaxation

time of the cluster is - 2 - 6 x 108 years, and so greater than its age. Bhatia & MacGillivray

(1988) found the cluster to have a very elliptical (e = 0.5) core with an almost spherical halo,

and suggested that this unusual shape could be due to NGC 22L4being a binary star cluster in

an advanced stage of merging. Comparison with N-body simulations lent support to this idea.

Sagar el cl. (1991a, b) used the 1.54 m ESO Danish telescope in - 2" seeing, and presented

a BV colour-magnitude diagram with two well-defined supergiant branches, separated by - Z

magnitudes in V. The older population was more centrally condensed than the younger one,

and Sagar el al. (1991a) suggested that the first published CMD (Robertson 1974) had failed

to detect the older branch due to the problems of photometry in such a crowded region. The

shallow BV C[,ID of Elson (1991) showed no sign of the second turnoff, although the - 5.5"

7.L

1\
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seeing may have obscured it, as could the 3" seeing in the BV CMD of Banks (lgg3). However,

examination of colour-magnitude diagrams for other LMC clusters presented in Sagar et ol.

(1991b) showed traces of second (weak) supergiant branches in other clusters. This, combined

with the high number of stars blueward of the cluster main Sequence, which are an indicator

of crowded field reduction problems (Lee 1992), suggested that there may be problems with

the reduction process. Service observations were therefore requested on the Anglo-Australian

Telescope (see Figures 7-1 and 7-2) to investigate the reality of this second branch. Short

exPosure observations taken with the \IJUO I m telescope gave some indication of a clump in

the main sequence at the V magnitude corresponding to the older turnoff (Banks 1993, Banks eC

af. 1994d). After submission ofthe observing proposal Lee (1992) published a paper describing

CCD observations of NGC 2214in 1.1/' to 1.6'l seeing with the Las Campanas du Pont 2.5 m

telescope. The resulting BV CMD shorved only one supergiant branch. The main sequence was

matched well by a Maeder & Meynet (1991) isochrone for 50 Myr, while the supergiant branch

was approximately matched by an older 70 Myr isochrone.

Figure 7-l: The 3.9 metre Anglo-Australian Tele-
scope is located at Siding Spring Mountain outside the
town of Coonabarabran in central New South Wales,
some 450 km northwest of Sydney. The telescope was
commissioned in 1974. Figure 7-2 is an external view of
the site. Photograph by David Malin, 1977 (Reproduced
with the permission of the AAO).

is whether it is universal in time and location. or whether

function of parameters such as metallicity.

Derivation of the IMF is not straightforward. An initial approach might be to use the

nearby solar neighbourhood to do this. but this technique is complicated by the fact that these

stars have a range of distances, ages, and metallicities. For instance, the random velocities

of the stars, combined with their lifetimes, meansy that while massive stars will still be near

the site of their formation, low mass stars will have traveled significant distances. Variations

A major objective of this study

was to derive an estimate of the ini-

tial mass function (IMF) of the clus-

ter. The IMF is defined as the fre-

quency distribution of stellar masses

on the main sequence at the forma-

tion time of a group of stars (Scalo

1986). Mass is one of the primary

factors influencing stellar evolution,

and a detailed knowledge of the IMF

would be important in a wide range

ofstudies ranging from galactic evo-

lution to the spectral properties of

binary stars (see Tinsley 1980). A

fundamental question about the IMF

the distribution of stars formed is a
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in composition may result just from such spatial considerations, if not from galactic evolution

as well. Scalo (f986) comments that the many assumptions, such as any variation in the star

formation rate with time, complicate estimates of the field IMF to the point of impracticality.

In addition, a universal nature is assumed for the IMF in such studies.

A bet'ter approach is to use clusters, where the ffiF-' ffiffiffifitTf$ffirytrf,.ffF
component stars rvill be effectively coeval and of

the same composition. Such work is complicated

by effects such as dynamical evolution leading to

mass segregation in the cluster, tidal stripping

(which in the presence of mass segregation will

lead to the proportional decrease of low mass

stars; see Spitzer 1987), and stellar evolution as

stars evolve off the main sequence, which leads to

no easily derivable mass function information for Figure 7-2: T}ne Anglo-Australian Tele-
stars of a main sequence lifetime less than the age scope Building is a six-storey structure

of the ciuster. The mass function of the cluster
topped by the dome housing the AAT itself.
Photograph by David Malin, 1977 (Repro-

may alter substantially with time, and it is best duced with the permission of the AAO).

to select young clusters where these effects have

not had time to be significant. Many studies have centred on young Galactic open clusters with

their large observable mass range (e.g. Phelps & Janes 1993, Reid 1992, Stauffer el al. tggl).
However, such work is complicated by field star contamination, counting incompleteness, and

low number statistics (see Scalo 1986, for more details), as well as the problem that most open

clusters suffer substantial and variable reddenings due to their positions in the Galactic disk

(Mateo 198Sb). There is no strong evidence for variations in the shapes of their mass functions

(Sagar & Richtler 1991). Globular clusters offer better statistics due to the inueased number

of stars they contain, but the observable n'rass range is limited due to their distances and age.

Evolutionary effects, such as mentioned above, are additional complications. The resulting mass

functions appear to vary considerably between clusters, and may be correlated with metallicity
(sagar & Richtler 1991), although this is clouded by the above probrerns.

The LMC clusters are effectively a mixture of the best features of these two types of star

clusters' They are populous, with resultingly good statistics, and span a wide range of ages

and metallicities (Da Costa lg9la). The clusters are distant enough to subtend only a small

angle on the sky, and yet not too distant to suffer from resolution problems. Questions, such as

the universal nature of the IMF, might, be able to be addressed using these clusters, although

the ver-v populous nature of both the clusters and their fields leads to counting incompleteness

problen'rs. A major portion of this study involved the derivation of counting estimates, in order

173
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to correct observed luminosity functions to the ,real' distribution.

INIFs have been derived for some LtrIC clusters by Mateo (1988b), Sagar & Richtler (1991),

Cayrel el al. (1988), and Elson el a/. (1987). The results have not been in good agreement.

The first three studies were based on CCD frames, and attempted to estimate the counting in-

completeness usingartificialstar trials (see below). A power-law f# = M-(t*') rmassumed

for the IMF, where dN is the number of stars in a given nass interval dM at mass M. Mateo

(1988b) found that the IMF of six I\{agellanic clusters (the Small Magellanic Cloud cluster

NGC 330 was included) could all be fitted with the single power law with x = 2.52 + 0.16

over the mass interval 0.9 to 10.5 M6. Sagar & Richtler (1991) used a different method of

estimating the incompleteness (see belorv), and arrived at an o value of -1.1, not too different

from the 1.35 Salpeter (1955) value and in reasonable agreement with the value of 1.2 for NGC

330 and NGC 1818 derived by Cayrel e{ al. (1988). They commented that if they used the

same incompleteness technique as Mateo (1988b) on NGC 1711, which was the only cluster

studied by both, then the mass function estimate of Mateo (19S8b) was confirmed. All these

values contrast sharply with the photographic star count analysis of Elson et al. (1987), which

gave a values between -0.2 to 0.8 (over 1.5 - 6.0 solar masses). In light of these differences and

the commentof Sagar & Richtler (1991) about NGC 1711, areview of the incompleteness tech-

niques is obviously of major importance given the effect a chosen method has on the derivation

of the mass function slope, and any subsequent conclusions about the universality of the tMF.

7.2 Observations

Johnson BV observations of NGC 2214 rvere collected on the night of March L/2 1993 using a

1024 by 1050 pixel TEK CCD at the prime focus of the Anglo-Australian Telescope. The pixel

scale was 0,39// per pixel, resulting in a field of view approximately 6.7' square. The FWIIM

seeing was - 2.2". Observations were also made of a field 5' north of the cluster (see f igures

7-3 and 7-4). Exposure times for both these regions were 30 & 300 seconds in V, and 60 & 600

seconds in B.

The initial reductions of the CCD frames were carried out at the Anglo.Australian Obser-

vatory (AAO), and included trimming the frames of the overscan !ows, subtraction of the mean

of the overscan (the CCD has negligible bias structure), and flat-field division using sky flats.

Given already derived extinction coefficients (Da Costa 1993), selected E2 and E3 standards

from Graham (1982) were observed. These were used by the IRAF piotcal package to derive

the zero point shift in the following transformation equations:

b = B+(25.02+0.01 ) +0. 12(B-v) -(0.4-0.02(8-V)) X
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Figure 7-3: Cluster Flame. Processed 60
second B CCD frame of the cluster NGC
2214. North is up, and East to the left.

Figure 7-4: Field Fbarne. Processed 60
second B exposure of the accompanying
field 5'to the north ofthe cluster. Note the
overlap of some 1.7' which allowed match-
ing of magnitudes between the two regions.
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and

v - (24.63* 0.01) - 0.27X +V

where X is the airmass of the observation, and the lower-case letters refer to the observed

instrumental magnitudes. The root mean squares of the fits were 0.018 and 0.016 magnitudes

for B and V respectively. These transformation equations were used throughout this chapter.

At the end of the project an extra lg standard star frames obtained on March lf2 werc

made available by the AAO, resulting in 45 V and 49 B standard star observations. These

were reduced using standard synthetic aperture photometry techniques. The airmass range

was from 1.04 to 1.80, while the colour range was -Oy27I < (B - V) < 1T261. The standards

were chosen from the E2, E3, and E5 regions of Graham (1982), and the PG0918*029 and

PG1323-086 regions of Landolt (1992). 23 separate standard stars were observed. The following

transformation equations were derived from the frames:

b = B + (24.e15+0.016) - ((0.271+0.012)X) + ((0.15S+0.010)(B-V)) and

v = V + (24.615+0.015) - ((0.20s+0.011)X) - ((0.002+0.008)).

The RMS values were 0T017 and 0T016 for B and V respectively. The transformation values

pteviously supplied by the AAO were obtained late in 1992, when the extinction was greater

being closer to the time of the Mt. Pinatubo eruption. However, the NGC 2214 data is not

affected much by the choice between the two sets of transformation equations. The second set
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Figure 7-5: Colour-maguitude Diagram for NGC 2214.
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within 0.04 and 0.015 magnitudes (in V and

transformations. The V is slightly dimmed,

of equations transfer the upper

(B-V)) of the positions reached

while the colours are more red.

marn sequence to

using the original

7.3 Results

7.3.L Colour-magnitude Diagrams

The digiphot package of IRAF, which

includes DAOphot (Stetson 1987), was o t 
I
I

used to reduce the crowded frames, o.u[

perform aperture corrections, and trans- ! 
r , 

I
form the data across to the standard { o.,r I

system. Figures Z-b and 7-6 are ihe ; , , I

final colour-magnitude diagrams. 2919 i , ,r l
and 1832 stars are plotted in the clus- : " . to o''l
ter and field diagrams respectively. : ,, ,. L

The matching point between the lons i 
' '-

- 6 o.rf
and short exposures was chosen to be 

o.* L

the region where the data sets had 
, L

similar errors, and was magnitude l6

D ophot !.goitude Ermr E!ti!.te3 tor l00s V Clusts fru

16 18 20 22 2l
obrrstio@l v u{f,itu&

and 17 for V and B respectively, Figure 7-7: Photometric Errors for the 300 second

1 is the ratio of the actual scatter 
v Exposure of NGC 22L4'

about a point spread function fit divided by the expected scatter given the star and background
sky brightness combined with the CCD readout noise. A value of x near unity indicates a good

fit' onlv stars with a 1 value of 3.0 or less were accepted (as in Mateo & Hodge 19g6).

Examination of x against observational magnitude showed this to be an acceptable limit, with
the vast majority of detected 'stars' being within it. A further constraint was the use of the
'sharpness' measure of the difference between the square of the width of the object and the
square of the width of PSF. Values should be close to zero for single stars, large positive values
for blended doubles and partially resolved galaxies, and large negative values for cosmic rays and
blemishes. Examination of this parameter for all detected 'starg' showed that the majority had
values inside 10.21. The final selection criterion was the use of photometric error estimates from
DAophol' Photometric errors! as determined from least-square fitting by DAOphol, naturally
increase with magnitude (see Figure 7-7). It a low threshold was set for the acceptable errors
across all the data' the fainter magnitudes would be excluded. In order to retain as many .15

possible of these fainter stars in the CMD, the acceptable photometric uncertainty was relaxed
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Johnson V Johnson B
Maenitude Limit Uluster Field Magnltucte Limit Cluster Field

10- 16

16- 18

18- 19

19-20
20-21
2r-22
22-23
23-24

0.010
0.011
0.016
0.025
0.040
0.060
0.090
0.200

16

56

111

349
504
925

1045
287

I
l3
54

1s9

291
644
811
207

10-17
17-18
18- 19

19-20
20-21
2L-22
22-23
23-24

0.001
0.005
0.013
0.018
0.028
0.040
0.063
0.120

22
33

109

236
550
886

1055

568

.)

D

22
103

317
578
873
349

Iotal: 3293 2160 lbtal: 3459 2249

Table 7.1: Adopted Error limits. The majority of the photometric errors derived by
DAOphot fall onto an exponential function. The error adopted for each observational magnitude
range (as given in the table) corresponds to the value of this function at the fainter magnitude
limit of each interval. The number of stars recovered in each bin is also indicated under the
headings 'cluster' and 'field'for each filter.

as magnitude increased. These values are given in Table 7.1.

The main features of the cluster CMD are:

1. A conspicuous main sequence of (B - V) - 0 extending to V - 16.5;

2. A single and well-defined supergiant branch;

3. A subgiant branch of (B - V) - 0.85, extending from V - 19 to - 21;

4. A giant star clump at (V, B - V) - (19, 0.9) which is slightly extended in (B - V) by

some 0.25 magnitudes. This extension is well above the accepted photometric error at

this V magnitude (see Table 7.1);

5. A uniformly populated giant branch extending from the giant clump up to (V, B - V)

- (16.5, 1.7);

6. Several stars blueward of the main sequence, which are artifacts of the crowded field re-

duction (Lee i992), being stars in dense regions whose parameters could not be estimated

accurately by DAOphol. Magnitudes tend to be under-estimated. This is the basis of the

bin migration phenomena noted by Mateo (1988b), amongst others;

7. A clump peaking at (V, B - V) - (19.7,0.3) of older stars;

8. and many faint red stars in the lower right of the CMD, which have been tentatively

identified as giant stars by Chiosi (1989), and considered to be field stars.

Only items I and 2 are features associated with the cluster, the others being due to field stars.

Being at a reasonable Galactic latitude (- -30") the majority of field stars will be in the LMC.

The Field CMD appears to be contaminated to an extent by cluster stars, as evidenced by the
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Figure 7-8: Contours for the Inner Regions of NGC 22L4, in which contour lines range
from 196 to 3196 ADU, with a.n increment of 100. Note the apparent double nature to the core,
which ehould be compared with Figure 2b of Bhatia & MacGillivray (1988)

Figure 7-9: Contours for the outer regions of NGC 2214. The contour lines are
increments of 20 counts per pixel over the range 96 to 496 ADU.
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reasonably strong main sequence. This would be expected from the results of the profile fitting

discussed in Chapter 5.

CMDs were also generated for subsections of the frame, in order to eearch for differences

amoss the cluster which might be expected for two merging clusters as in Bhatia & MacGillivray

(1988). First the frame was split vertically about the cluster centre, which was estimated as the

mean value derived from the ellipse fitting described below, as was the rotation of the cluster.

Marginal distributions peak close by. Given the position angle was - 100 degees this division

effectively split NGC 2214 into the suggested merging halves. No diffeience was found in the

shape of the two CMDs, nor of those for four 300 pixel2 regions placed at 90 degree increments

about the cluster centre, suggesting that if the merger idea is correct the two bodies are of

similar age (see also Bhatia & Piotto (1993a, b), who came to the same conclusion).

7.3.2 Contours

ag
x
A;I
;g

fdl Im6IG A$3 - e bt 22 biu
Bhatia & MacGillivray (1988) presented con-

tours of NGC 2214based on aIIIaF UK Schmidt

survey plate, which e:chibited two lobee in th9

core of the cluster. Noting the poesible crit-

icism that isophotal maps may be influenced

by the placement of bright stars, Bhatia &

MacGillivray (1988) processed the COSMOS

(MacGillivray & Stobie 1984) ecans of the plates

using a crowded field pac.kage in order to ob.

tain star counts. They claimed these would not

be strongly infuenced by bright stars and 8o

reflect more appropriately the distribution of

stars in the cluster. Again a double peak was

evident, although it can be seen that the con-

tour delineating the peaks is not statistically

different from the next 'lower'contour, which

does not show lobes, if a Poisson distribution is assumed. It ehould also be noted that the

IIIaJ plate contours presented by Bhatia & MacGillivray (fS88) do not ehow a double peak,

but rather a slightly offset centre. This suggests that the lobes are due to a small number of

stars, with markedly different colour indices'

The results of contouring the 30 second V frame of NGC 2214 a're shown in Figures 7-8

and 7-g. As in Bhatia & MacGillivray (1988), two components appear to be in the cluster

centre. Following Bhatia & MacGillivray (1988), stars wete counted into 0.3 arcminute square

200 40{) 600 goo looo

X adr (pkclr)

Figure 7-10: 30 second V cluster
Era.tte Star-counts in L9.5 arcsecond
Bins. White corresponds to the greatest

number of stars (220 or more per square ar-
cminute), while black corresponds to 15 or less

stars per square arcminute.
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Figure 7-11: Grid Diagram of the Blended Region. A surface diagram, or a three
dimensional representation of a portion of the frame with intensity as the z (vertical) axis,
shows that the gap between the two'cores' contains the blended product ofseveral bright stars.
Each grid square represents one pixel.

bins, and each scaled to the number of stars per arcminute. A central condensation is evident,

with a slight indication of a lobe, however a grey-scale representation of the data shows that
the contour diagram tends to over-interpret the data (see Figure 7-10). The central peak bin

contained 20 stars, while the alleged secondary peak and gap between the two peaks contained

15 and ll stars respectively. Assuming a Poissonian distribution, these latter two values are

not statistically different.

Different selection effects apply to each of the bins, and so like is not being compared with
like. The gap contains three ofthe four brightest stars in the bins. These stars, and the blended

product shown in Figure 7-11, could be obscuring fainter stars. This would explain why the

faintest star recovered in this bin is 2.5 magnitudes brighter than that recovered in the less

crowded 'second lobe'' Certainly only the two outer stars were detected in the blended peak,

with another further possible star being lost in outer regions of the brightest star. The latter
'star' appears as a small rise in the outer regions of the PSF of the bright star when it is

compared with the generic PSF derived for the frame.

The second peak is mainly outeide the populated central region of the cluster, where blend-

ing is less severe. Fainter stars can be resolved, and so the star count increased. Star counts

in populous clusters can not naively be considered to reflect the underlying stellar distribution
due to problems deconvolving extremely crowded regions. A worst-case scenario for a popu-

lous spherical cluster could show only a few star counts in the heavily blended inner regions,

surrounded by a ring of greatest counts. From the centre of such a cluster. star counts would
increase with radius until the radius of this ring was reached. Beyond this radius, the counts

would drop away again.

Increasing the number of bins along each axis of the frame resulted in grey-scale plots of
greater resolution, but with the tradeoff of less counts and greater noise. None of these plots

l8l
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Figure 7-12: Ellipse Fits to the 60 second B trbo'.,e. The 'lowest' threshold used to detect
pixels for ellipse fitting was 3 times the standard deviation of the background (which was in
turn found by using the IRAF irnex task in 21 regions across the frame).

showed any substantial evidence of a second component to the core. It is contended that there

is no evidence from the star counts discussed here to support the notion that two cores are

present in this cluster.

7.3.3 Ellipse Fitting

Moment-based ellipse fitting was performed on the 60 second B frame of NGC 2214 using the

routines described in Chapter 5 (and Banks el cl., 1994b). A generally constant ellipticity of

0.4 was found out to a radius of - 30" from the cluster centre (see Figure 7-12), before falling

away to an ellipticity of 0.2 by - 40". Beyond this radius the ellipticity is constant (out to the

maximum measiurement of 62'l). The position angle was constant at - 1000 out to a radius

of -40", and then climbed to another plateau at - 1500. This may have been caused by the

lower detection thresholds, used for the greater radii, encountering a grouping of a few stars to

700
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CMD
Feature

Swiss models at Z = Bertel etal.alZ=
0.001 0.008 u.ozu 0.004 0.020

Main Sequence:
Supergiant Branch:

Field Main Sequence T\rrnoff:
Red Giant Clump:

9.2
8.7

8.0

7.8
9.2
8.7

8.0
7.8
9.0
8.6

8.3
8.0

8.2

7.9
9.6
9.0

Table 7.2: Isochrone Fit Ages. Log ages are given for the best isochrone fits to these
features in the CMDs. A distance modulus of 18T4 was used. The long and short moduli of
i8T2 and 18T7 were also fitted, with no difference in ages for 18T2, while the 18T7 ages were
log 0.2 younger. The intermediate distance of 18T4 was a compromise. The Swiss models are
those of Schaerer et al. Lgg3, Schaller et al.,Lgg2, and Meynet et al. 1993.

the side of the main body of the cluster, and so skewing the ellipse fit.

Zepka & Dottori (1987) fitted ellipses to photographic observations of NGC 2214, and found

that the cluster ellipticity was constant at around 0.4 out to their maximumradius of 43", and

that the position angle of the clusters was constant. Frenk & Fall (1932) give an ellipticity of

0.29 for their eye measurements of the burnt-out centre of NGC 2214 in a SRC sky survey plate.

This result is in accord with those of the current study, as the measurement would correspond

to outer regions of the cluster.

Howevet, these apparent trends should be treated with caution, given the results ofChapter 5

in which synthetic frames were generated of clusters with known ellipticities. Spurious trends

were found by both the moment analysis technique used here and the method of Jedrzejewski

(1987)' as implemented in STSDAS, due to bright stars, some of which were so badly blended

in crowded regions t'hat they could be neither detected nor cleanly subtracted.

The ellipse fitting provides no definitive support for a double core to the cluster.

7.3.4 Isochrone Fits

Initially both non-overshooting and overshooting isochrones were constructed withZ = 0.001,

0.008, and 0.020 (Schaerer et al. 1993, Schallet et al. 1992, Meynet et aL 1993)1. Fits

to features in both the cluster and field CMDs were attempted (see Table 7.2). The data

points were transformed for a distance modulus of 18T4 and reddening of 0F08 (see Lee 1992,

Castella et al. 1987, Elson 1991). V extinction was taken to be 3.1 times E(B - V) (Rieke &

Lebofsky 1985, Mateo 1988b, Sagar & Richtler 1991).

The 0'001 isochrones did not fit the features of the CMD at all well, being too blue. The

fit to the red giant clump was poor, due to different gradients. Similarly the gradient of the

giant branch was too steep. Non-overshooting models, at all three metallicities, did not fit
tlris feature well either and were not considered further. Ilowever, the overshoolingZ - 0.020

183

I Hereafter referred to as the Swies isochrones.
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Z=0.020 Overshooting Isochrones Superimposed on NGC 2ZL4 Dar'a

'NCiC22L4',10My'
'16My'
,50My'

,10ouy,
,25oMy'
,530My'

,L250My'
'250OMy'

8

-0.5 1

B - V Colour

Figure 7-13: Z = O.O2Isochrones Superimposed onto the BV CMD of NGC 22L4.
Isochrones based on the Schaller el cl. (1993) evolution models are plotted over the CMD
derived for NGC 2214. The cluster data points have been shifted for a distance modulus of
18F4 and reddening of 0f08 (see Lee 1992, Castella et oL 1987, Elson 1991). V extinction was

taken to be 3.1 times E(B-V).

isochrones did fit the branch well, but not the field giant clump or the main sequence at the

fainter magnitudes.

Z = 0.020 isochrones fitted all features of the CMD best (see Figure 7-13), with the Z

= 0.008 isochrones being slightly too blue. The ages in Table 7.2 tend to depend more on

the V magnitude axis than colour, explaining the similarity of ages derived using the different

metallicities. It was not possible with any of the isochrones to have one fit simultaneously the

main sequence and ihe supergiant branch of the cluster. Lee (1992) used the Maeder & Meynet

(1991) isochrones, and encountered the same problem, having to assign difierent ages of log7.7

and 7.8 respectively to these features. Sagar el oL (1991) gave a range of ages for their 'bright'

supergiant branch, ranging from log 7.5 using the Castellani et al. (1990) isochrones, to log

8.0 using Bertelli el al. (1990). The lower age was also derived by Elson (1991), based on the

models of Becker (1981) and Brunish & Truran (1982). The results of the current study tend

towards the upper end of this age range since models incorporating convective overshooting
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were used, being, as ate the other age estimates, dependent on the model used to derive the
isochrones (see Figure 7-14 for a comparison between same age isochrones based on difierent
models).

T\rning to another set of models,

lhe Z = 0.020 isochrones of Bertel-

Ii et ql. (1990) firted the majoriry

of the CMD features well, confirming

the comment of Sagar el cl. (lg9l)
that this metallicity is the best fit
from the Bertelli et cl. (i990) ta-

bles of Z - 0.020,0.004, and 0.001.1

Again (see Table 7.2) two isochrones

were needed to fit the upper main

sequence and the supergiant branch

well, although a shift of - *0.0Jb

in (B - V) would allow the 100 My
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isochrone to fit both.2 such a shift is Figure z-14: comparisoo- b"t-."o Difierent
just ourside rhe rormar errors in rhe }";lJ:,i":; ;lilnfii::j i:#,11'Jirr:?:i#ff::
combined aperture corrections and pho-Plotted together.

tometric transformations. The same

shift would allow the Z = 0.020 6 x 107 yr isochrone of Schaller et cl. ( 1993) to fit both fea-
tures well' However, fits to the upper main sequence by lower metallicity isochrones can also
be made with appropriate extra reddenings, although the fit to fainter features in the CMD
worsens' NGC 2214 lies in a region of - 5 x 101e H I atoms per cm2 (a column density),
according to the Mathewson & Ford (1984) map of the Magellanic Stream. Sauvage & Vigroux
(1991) give the relation of E(B - V) increasing by one magnitudefor every Z.4x 1022 atoms
per cmz in the LMC. Reddening by this gas would therefore not be detected. Mould el al.
(1994) give the foreground reddening E(B - V) for the LMC as 0.02, in agreemenr with the
Galactic reddening maps of Burstein & Heiles (1982), which place NGC 2214 between the 0.06
and 0.09 reddening contours.

&Nelles(19s3)Striimgrenestimateof[Fe/H]=-r.2*0.2,which
would make NGc 22L4 the least metal abundant of all the young LMb cluste; (see Da Costa 1991a). Richtler &
I-elleg.(1943) also give [Fe/H] valuesof -1.6 and -1.8 + 0.2 for the Magellenic Cloud clusters NGC t8l8 and330.(the latter being in the sMC). Later values for these clusters *u 10.9 (Richtler er aL 1989) and -1.3(spite er al' 1986), both using high dispersion specrra, suSgeeting rhat the Richtler & Nelles (1983) eatimatefor NGC 2214 is too metal poor' see also Jasniewicz tz Th6*v1*n ("rssa) who found values of -o.3? * 0.o3 aud
-O.55 + O.04 for the two clusters.

2This is possible using the second. set of transformation equations.
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(B-V)
Colour

V Maenitude Ranse
13- 15 15-17 I7- 19 I9-2 t 2r-23

Obs
Exp

0.&1.3
0.8- 1.3

2

0.7
l0
3.5

t32
7.3

120

5.9
27

10

Obs:
Exp:

1.3+
1.3+

3

0.1

l4
0.8

1 3

o.u
19

r7.7
4

39.5

Table 7.3: Expected Star Counts. The predicted starcounts of Ratnatunga & Bahcall
(1985) for given regions of a CMD for the direction of the LMC are compared against actual
star-counts from the CMD of the cluster produced by this study. The region limits are those
given in the tables of Ratnatunga & Bahcall (1985). The 'Obs' rows give the actual star counts,
while the 'Exp' rows contain the expected numbers.

The field red giant clump fell on the Swiss I Gy isochrone, although a continuous series

of older clumps was present. Ilowever, good fits to the lower sections of the subgiant branch

required the lower metallicity of 0.004. The Z = 0.001 isochrones were too blue, and could

not fit this feature well, whereas the 0.004 isochrones could also fit the slight clumpingof stars

to the upper left of the giant clump, as well as the few stars above the giant branch (i.e., as

being on the AGB). This would be in keeping with the general nature of the age-metallicity

relation of Da Costa (1991a) for the LMC. The relative densities along the giant clumps also

suggest that there was a final burst of field star formation -1 Gy ago, after what appears to

be continuous formation as evidenced by the extended subgiant branch.

No isochrone could be fitted to the faint red stars given the adopted distance modulus,

although their distribution in the CMD resembled a giant branch. The same feature can be seen

in the field CMD. If this is a giant branch, then it must belong to a population with a distance

modulus greater than that of the cluster. A program was used to assign an identification number

to each star, and could be used to plot the distribution of these stars on either a CMD or on

the CCD frame itself, allowing the physical distributions of CMD features to be examined. The

faint red stars were not clumped, so another more distant cluster could not be the cause of the

feature. The photometry of these stars was good. None of them exceeded the sharpness and

1 limits of Bhatia & Piotto (1993a), who explained the older supergiant branch of Sagar el al.

(1991) as being due to photometric errors primarily caused by crowding in the central regions

of the cluster. For 'good' photometry Bhatia & Piotto (1993a) required X to be under 2 and

the absolute value of sharpness to be under 0.5. The faint red stars in the current CMDs had

meansharpness values of 0.95 * 0.13 and 1.00 f 0.15, and mean X values of -0.01 * 0.05 and

0.00 + 0.02, for the long exposure B and V frames respectively.

Mateo & Ilodge (1986) noted a similar'arm'in the remote LMC cluster NGC 1777, and con-

sidered them to be a subgiant branch at least 3 Gy old, based on Vandenberg (1985) isochrones.

Bertelli et al. (1992) considered that similar stars in their CMDs were likely foreground ob-
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Fiacher Photoretry of 50 aecond B lmg€

10 100
Log10 lles Radius Eo ADrrulus (Pix€ls)

Figure 7-15: Luminosity Profile. A Iuminosity profile for the 60 second B exposure of NGC
2214. The kink at a radius of - 10 pixels was not apparent in NGC 1978. This second cluster
is also elliptical (e - 0.3), and so the kink does not seem to be due to the elliptical apertures,
but rather the data.

NGC 1978 B Band Ar)erEure Phot,on€try

10 100
ProJeca Ar€a-$tel-gtrted Radl':l (Plxa1B)

Figure 7-16: NGC 1978 Johnson B Band Aperture Photometry Conparison. The
B band surface photometry of Fischer et aI. (1992b) has been rescaled for comparison against
the VUW test results for the same data, confirming that despite modifications the program is
producing similar results. The cluster centre wa,s estimated by eye. The data of Fischer el ol.
(1992b) are plotted as diamonds joined together by a line, while the VUW test data are shown
as plus symbols.
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jects, according to the counts predicted by Ratnatunga & Bahcall (lg85) for the direction of
the LMC. A comparison of the cluster CMD given in this study, with the predicted star counts

given by the Bahcall & Soniera (1980, 1984) gala-ty model was made. Observational counts

exceeded the predicted ones in all but the region V = 2l to 23 and (B - V) greater than 1.3

where the observational limit was met (see Table ?.3). The majority of the enhancements were

obviously due to features such as the giant branch. The region (v, B - y) = (21-2s, 0.g-1.3)

is to the red of the field main sequence (MS) by more than any of the individual observational

errors of N{S stars at these magnitudes, and it contains 3 times as many stars as expected from

the model, even though the count is not corrected for completeness (see below) which will be

significant at such faint magnitudes. The photometric errors of these stars do not overlap with

those of similarlyfaint MS stars. The region (lg-2l,1.3+) is barely above the expected value,

and not statistically significant. However, when counting incompleteness is considered, using

the Lesser Completeness Factor Method discussed below, some 26 stars are expected in this

region. It appears that foreground contamination or photometric uncertainty (such as these

being stars 'scattered' off the main sequence) can not account for all the faint red stars, leaving

their origin still unclear.

7.3.5 AperturePhotometry

m 19?l Ptr I t. ]53.2 .\- i.8ri k: ll.a '\- 3.1: Rr:315.0 .\- aS.l
]

The IRAF TMFoRT program of Fis-

cher el al. (I992a, b, 1993)wasslightly

modified to handle the AAT data and

used to perform photometry, in a man-

ner similar to Djorgovski (1987), on

the 30 and 60 second V and B ex-

posures of both NGC 2214 and the

field region. The cluster frames were

broken up into a series of concentric

elliptical annuli centred on the clus-

ter centre. The same central pixel

coordinates were used for the field

frames. Each annulus was divided

into eight sectors, and the intensity

summed within each (see Figure 7-15 for an example profile). The median value was adopted as

being representative of the sectors al the weighted average radius, in an attempt to reduce the

effect of bright supergiants in [he profile (Fischer el al. 1993). The standard error of the sec-

r 1,5 : :.5 l
Lqro &du. lPlx.l.)

Figure 7-17: King Model fft to NGC 1978. The
log binned V profile for NGC 1978 is shown, rvith the
best fit King model.

*__.---a_a*r>.r.

i

I

tors is equal to the standard error of the mean multiplied by 1ffi,,leading to the photometric
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uncertainty for the annulus.

The program was used rvith the NGC 1978 Johnson B band data of Fischer el al. ( 1992b), as

a check to see that it was performing correctly (see figure 7-16). In this ca^se an ellipiicity of 0.3

was adopted. A smooth luminosity profile was derived, very similar to Figure 10 of Fischer et al.

(1992b), which was reassuring. Tests using a circular aperture showed no significant systematic

differences from results using the elliptical aperture, confirming Fischer el cl. (1992b), and

lending support to the contention of Elson et al. (1987) that circular apertures could be used

on LMC clusters despite the (small on average) cluster ellipticities.

The non-linear least-squares profile fitting program, described in Chapter 5, was used to fit

King models to the V band profile of NGC 1978, and the V and B ones of NGC 2214. NGC 1978

was fitted well by the rnodels. A typical result was rc = 12.2 + 1.4" and rs = 154 + 15/' (6ee

Figure 7-17). Slightly different starting parameters led to different final values, with ranges of

around 10"< r. < 14" and 140'/ < rg ( 170/', suggesting that the minimumwasrather flat. This

was confirmed by a grid search, in which r" and rs w€r€ fixed, leaving only k to be optimised. A

shallow, but fully enclosed, minirnum was revealed. The core radius value for NGC 1978 agrees

well with the 11.2" estimate of Mateo (1987).

The NGC 2214datawere collected

into equal-width log radius bins, with

the mean being taken for each popu-

lated bin, to avoid implicit weighting

of the model fit by more data points

being at the outer regions. Fits to

both the binned and unbinned data

required large values for the tidal ra-

dius. Grid searches were also per-

formed on the B and V NGC 2214

data. They revealed that while the

core radius was constrained, there was

only a lower boundary for the tidal

radius. The best B fit was for radii

rc = 9.9 * 2.4" and rj - 296 + 67t'

(see Figure 7-18). It was repeatedly

reached from various starting values, as long ds rs w&s initially small. The V band result was

similar in r., being 10.6 + 2.2t', and the tidal radius was 258 * 190'. The tidal radii were very

dependent on the background values adopted - a variation of. -ITo could cause the radius to

vary by nearly a factor of 2. The NGC 2214 radii agree well with the value of 10.5 * 0.7"

Xtq l6d.I Plt to llcc a2la I bl.

_'1.._o

"t
o "'a..

------a----'

rl.522.al
r4ro bdlut tPix.Lt

Figure 7-18: King Model fit to NGC 22L4. Thelog
binned B profile for NGC 2214 is shown with the best
fit King model. The curvature for NGC 2214 is shallow
and insufficient to provide good constraints on the tidal
radius, unlike NGC 1978.
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given by Elson (1991) for the core radius, and the tidal radius range of 12b/'to 630,, reported

by Elson et al. (1987).

The model proposed by Elson el al. (1987) gave inconclusive results when it was used as

the fitting function to the current NGC 2214 data. The 12 for the B band wa,s -757o better

tlran tlrat of the best King model fit, but the V band was -447o worse making it unclear if
the model fitted the data better. The values of the radius 'a' were 14.0 + 0.2'l and 16.6 +
0.2" respectively, which is larger than the value of 11" (no error given) of Elson et al. (1987).

However, 7 values of 2.65 + 0.19 and 3.05 + 0.22 were obtained for the two profiles. The first

value of 7 is in reasonable agreement with the value of 2.40 * 0.24 derived by Elson et al. (1957)

for the cluster, while the second falls into the range of 7 covered by their young cluster sample.

Elson (1991) fitted such models to CCD observations of NGC 2214, but did not present the 7

values, commenting that they too fell into the same range found by Elson el al. (1987).

King models fit the intermediate age cluster NGC 1978 reasonably well, but not the young

cluster NGC 2214. Elson el al. ( 1987) noted similar problems with constraining the tidal radius

in young LMC clusters, and commented that an unbound 'halo'of stars about the clusters could

be responsible. The profile fits of the AAT data support this idea.

There is a potential problem with the aperture photometry program used in this section, in

that it simply checks to see if |he centre of a given pixel falls within an annulus. It does not

consider how much of a pixel may fall within the annulus, and scale the intensity appropriately.

Such a ragged edge to the annuli may become more important with decreasing radius from the

centre, in a region possibly citical for fitting King (1966) models, although these values tend

to be within the core radius and so of essentially uniform intensity. This may be countered by

the observation above that elliptical and circular apertures resulted in similar profiles. Despite

these comments, the program can be used with no reservations to search for colour gradients

in the cluster, provided the same parameters are used for the B and V frames, and so the same

pixels fall into the same apertures. The field showed no colour variation, nor any gradient

in star counts. The cluster showed no variation, beyond random scatter, at large radii, and

then became increasingly more red with decreasing radius as the ratio of cluster stars to field

increased. Finally, the colour leveled out within the main body of the cluster, although the

cluster is really too small for these results to be definitive. Small radii colours can be easily

affected by individual bright stars.

7.3.6 Completeness

The brighter stars in a frame are almost certainly all recovered by the crowded field reduction

software. Ilowever certainly not all of the faintest magnitude stars are identified and recovered,

with the recovery rate decreasing with increasing magnitude. Problems affecting image recovery

include:
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]. simply being so faint that their identification is adversely affected by stochastic variations

of the background;

being too close to a comparably bright star, leading to a blended elliptical object which

will be rejected as not being a star;

being lost in the profile of a much brighter star.

A luminosity function that is not 'corrected' for these effects will have a more shallow gradient,

and with increasing magnitude increasingly underestimate the actual function. Empirical meth-

ods of estimating these 'completeness factors' generally centre around the addition of artificial

stats, or scaled versions of the PSFs derived from selected images, into the CCD frames. These

frames are then reduced in an identical manner to the original frame. The efficiency with which

these false stars are recoveted is taken to estimate the completeness factors, which are then

used to correct the observed main sequence star counts to the values expected if the recovery

rate had been 100%. For a given magnitude interval l the completeness factor is given as:

l
-,r, = lisu"d

nd, added

On a single frame the completeness correction can easily be derived since the variation of the

completeness factors with magnitude and crowding can be empirically determined. However

it is not possible to separate main sequence stars out of the ma-ss of stars. Two colours, such

as B and V, are required for their identification. The resulting problem of having to match

the star image in both colours leads to a further incompleteness. Mateo (19S8b) and Mateo &

Hodge (1986) did not account for this last point, although mention was made of it, and simply

considered that the completeness correction for a point V, (B; - Y;) would be given by:

A(%) xA(Br) .

Sagar & Richtler (1991) argued that the two frames were not independent and that the multi-
plicative assumption of Mateo (l9S8b) could not be justified. Instead, as the spatial distribution

of stars in the frames is the same and the magnitude distribution is slightly modified, the com-

pleteness at a given point in the CMD would be mainly controlled by the lesser of the two

completeness factors. There has been no test of the ability of these techniques to recover a

known luminosity function.

An IRAF script was written which placed a small number of artificial stars into a frame.

50 stars was the maximum number added each iteration by the script (typically - b% of the

detected stars), which meant that the image crowding and luminosity function would not be

greatly affected by the introduction of the artificial stars. A user-selected magnitude range

191
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.;o

Figure 7-19: Monte-Carlo Luminosity F\rnction, A normalised power-law for a V lumi-
nosity function is plotted as a smooth line. The dots are the 15,000'successful' random numbers
generated.

was divided up into bins, typically 0.5 mag wide. 'Random'magnitudes and (x, y) positions

were generated for stars in each bin, using the "Minimal Standard" pseudo-random number

generator of Park & Miller (1978). Press et a/. (p.279, 1992) note that the period of this

generator is 231 - 1.

Several sets of false stars would be added to a given frame (in different iterations) and

reduced until a user-set limit of recovered false stars was met. This limit was set high since

the completeness factors vary with crowding. In a frame of a LMC star cluster, the degree of

crowding naturally varies across the frame. Mateo (1988b), for instance, divided frames into

three rings centred on the cluster, surrounded by field, and formed a rnean luminosity function

from the normalised ones of the annuli. Rather than adopt this technique, and its assumptions,

many stars were placed into the frames in an attempt to derive the average. Once the recovery

Iimit had been met, the magnitudes of the false stars in the next iteration would fall within the

boundaries of the next magnitude bins, until all the subsections had been used.

7.3.6.L Tests

In an attempt to decide which of the techniques proposed by Mateo (1988b) and Sagar &

Richtler (1991) was correct (or closer to correct), artificial star field frames of known Iuminosity

func,tions were created. These frames were then subjected to the completeness factor program

described above. The basic idea was that the different completeness factors could be applied to

the recovered luminosity functions, and then compared with the input (and known) function in

order to see which was the best fit. Simple functions, rather than more physically correct ones,

were chosen to simplify what was effectively a computational exercise. Magnitudes, and the x

and y positions of the 'fake' star on the frame, were randomly generated using the "Minimal

Ch.ckinq For6r Lor V Lumino.ib, Oi3rdburlo^
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Standard" pseudo-random number generator. Several tests of this routine used different initial

seed values and involved 2 Io 20 thousand random numbers. Flat distributions were produced by

these tests, within the expected Poissonian uncertainty and with no evidence for periodicity. A

simple power-law was used to define the lumiaosity function. The program randomly generated

a magnitude. Another random number (between 0 and 1) was then generated and used in a

Monte-Carlo test with the luminosity function, which acied as a probability fuuction. If the

number was less than the value of the normalised luminosity function for the given magnitude,

then a star image was considered to exist (see Figure 7-19). The x and y values of the image were

then randomly generated, and the three values (x, y, and magnitude) written to file. Otherwise,

another magnitude was generated. This process continued until the required number of stellar

lmages was met.

It was necessary to make the luminosity

function of a second frame difierent for the

tests. The completeness factors, which depend 'o

on the luminosity function and the associated 12

crowding, could not be the same. The relation-

ship between the two magnitudes ** u.bit.ur- ! 
r'

5

ily assumed to be linear on a colour-magnitude : "
diagram. Shallow gradients were adopted in

the tests to force a substantial colour differ- 
18

ence over the majority of the magnitude range 2n

(see Figure 7-20).

InFri Coler }|$lldo Dl|{tu

-1 -0.! 0 0.5 I 1.5 2 7.t l
B-V@l@

Figure 7-20: The Test flames Magni-
tude Relationship. A linear relation on the
CMD was adopted for the completeness factor
tests, forcing the luminosity functions to differ
in each tcolour'.

1000 by 1000 pixel frames were generated

by the IRAF raloD task. 5000 images were

present in the frames, covering the V magni-

tude range of l0 to 22. A Gaussian PSF and

1.6 arcsec seeing was adopted, along with a

CCD read noise and gain of 5.5 d and 7.35 € per ADU, corresponding to the real values of the

AAT frames (Da Costa 19S3). A zero magnitude point of 21 was used, along with an 'exposure'

time of 300 seconds. Poissonian noise was assumed. Additional B and V frames were also gener-

ated with the same parameters as the artificial field frames, but containing only 16 bright stars

placed in an equally spaced grid. These stars were used to generate the semi-empirical PSF used

by the artificial star recovery script, and indicated the aperture correction (0.262 magnitudes

for a 7 pixel radius aperture). The problem of incomplete subtraction of neighbouring stars,

usually requiring the iterative approach des*ibed by Sietson (1987), was therefore avoided.
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Min Mag B Test Frame V Test Frame
Recovered lnput Percent Recovered lnput Percent

9.0

9.5
10.0
10.5
11.0

11.5
12.0
12.s

13.0
13.5
14.0
14.5
15.0
15.5
16.0
16.5
17.0

9.5

10.0
10.5
11.0
11.5

12.0
12.5

13.0

13.5
14.0
14.5
15.0
lD.o
16.0
16.5

17.0
17.5

927
923

2040
2066
2166
1626
1638

1345

2582
2320
1309
1302
2285
2238
1320
4t2

950

950
2100
2150
2250
1750

1800

1500
2950
2750
1600

1700

3150
3200
2050
1200

97 6Yo

97.2Vo

97.ITo
96.lTo
94.0To

92.9To

9L.0To

85.7%
87.5%
84.4%
81.8%
76.6To

72.\Yo
69.e%
64.4To

34.3T0

r276
1266
t257
1242
r272
2156
1240
r2L6
1213

1230

t232
t212
1223
12I7
401

1300

1300
1300
1300

1400
2250
i400
1450
1500
1650
1800

1850
2050
3650
8250

98.2Y0
97.4Vo

96.7%
95.5To

90.9%

9l.4Yo
88.6%
83.9%
80.9%
74.5To

68.4Vo

65.5To

59.7Yo

33.3%
4.e%

Total 26499 35250 18553 24200

Table 7.4: Test FY""e Artificial Stars Recovery Rates. The numbers of artificial stars
input per magnitude bin are given, together with the numbers of these artificial stars actually
recovered. 705 and 484 iterations were required for the B and V frames respectively.

Min Mag lnput Recover Lesser Greater Mateo bL AG dM birr

L6.0
16.5

LU
9.5

10.0
10.5
11.0
11.5
12.0
t2.5
13.0
13.5
14.O

14.5
15.0
15.5

9.5
lo.0
10.5
t 1.0
1 1.5
72.O

12.5
13.0
13.5
14.0
1.4.5
15.0
15.5
16.0
16.5
17.0

l8
41
50
JJ

45
48
56
63
69
84
89

103
83
92

tL7
145

IE
40
50
50
4l
48
47
56
67
66
69
84
6l
b)
62
46

18.45
4t.t7
51.60
52.03
43.60
52.44
51.71
62.45
/ b.J.)
78.42
84.34

109.68
84.09
74.92
96.29

133.99

16.34
40.99
5r.41
51.71
42.49
51.19
51.56
61.02
75.L7
75.98
82.21

103.70
79.63
74.58
90.34
68.97

18.79
42.19
53.06
53.81
45.61
55.93
56.74
68.05
85.89
90.28

100.49
135.40
149.77
107.03
140.31
200.89

- 0.02

- o.00

- 0.03
+ o.05
+ 0.03

- 0.09
+ 0.08
+ 0.01

- 0.11
+ 0.07
+ 0.05

- 0.06

- 0.01
+ 0.14
+ o.1E
+ o.08

- 0.02
0.00

- 0.03
+ 0.06
+ 0.05

- 0.o7
+ 0.08
+ 0.03

- 0.09
+ 0.10
+ 0.08

- o.0l
+ 0.04
+ 0.19
+ 0.23
+ 0.52

- 0.04

- 0.03

- 0.06
+ 0.02

- 0.01

-o.L7
- 0.01

- 0.08

- 0.24

- 0.07

- 0.13

- 0.31

- o.32

- 0.16

- 0.20

- 0.39

1.45
2.90
3.25
2.00
3.02
3.20
3.15
2.40
3.68
3.65
3.73
4.10
3.53
3.38
3.55
3.15

rouan:
Abs Tot:

+ o.o?
+ 1,03

+ o.o7
+ 1.58

- u.t4
+2.26

Table 7.5: B Test fba'ne Completeness. Columns'Min' and'Mag'give the magnitude
limits for each bin. The column labeled 'input'gives the number of stars per magnitude bin that
formed the artificial field frame. 'Recover' lists the number of stars per bin actually recovered
by DAOphol. The 'Lesser', 'Greater', and 'Mateo' columns give the expected number of stars
using three different completeness methods - with the recovery probability being given by the
lesser of A(%) and A(BJ), the greater of the two, or their product. The columns 6L, dG and
dMgivethefractionalerrorwwhere.Calculated'isthecompleteness-corrected
value for the three techniques. 'Err'gives the error in the adjusted values expected for a2.5Yo
variation in the completeness probabilities combined with the variation of one per BV bin.
Repeated trials gave probabilities well within 2.5To of each other.
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Mateo Ratio for Test Imageg

-o.5 0 0.5

(B - V) colour

Figure 7-21: Mateo (1988b) Ratio for the Test [larnes. The one-dimensional recovery
rates of the B and V frames are combined to form a two-dimensional distribution, based on
the assertion by Mateo (1988b) that the frames are independent and that a star can only be
considered to be found if both B and V magnitudes are determined successfully. The number
in each region is its percentage completeness factor.

Min Mag lnput Kecover Lesser Greater Mateo 6L dG 6M
10.0
10.5
11.0
11.5
12.0
L2.5
13.0
13.5
14.0
14.5
15.0
15.5
t D.o

10.5
11.0
11.5
12.0
12.5
13.0
13.5
14.0
14.5
15.0
15.5
16.0
15.7

27
52
85
ot
78

90
107

r20
134

t24
170
198

83

t'f

52
79

55
70

tt
96
98

r01
88
88

l6
16

4a
I28.

54.55
82.08
58.69
77.04
86.05

111.48
119.34
133.40
r24.02
161.67
78.64
78.64

28.53
54.42
81.57
DJ.DI

76.20

83.90
108.39
116.67
r24.50
118.05
r28.29
41.2L
4t.2L

29.28
56.02
84.76
61.43
83.87
93.76

r25.86
142.09
164.97
i66.37
235.80
120.04
120.04

- 0.06

- 0.05
+ 0.03

- 0.03
+ 0.0r
+ 0.04

- 0,04
+ 0.01

+ 0.00

- 0.00
+ 0.05
+ 0.60
+ 0.05

- 0.06

- 0.05

+ 0.04

- 0.01

+ 0.02

+ 0.07

- 0.01

+ 0.03
+0.07
+ 0.05
+ 0.25

+ 0.79
+ 0.50

- 0.08

- 0.08
+ 0.00

- 0.08

- 0.08

- 0.04

- 0.18

- 0.18

-0.23
- 0.34

- 0.39

+ 0.39

- 0.45
'Iotal:

Abs Tbt:
- 0.04
+ 0.33

+ 0.39
+ 0.65

- 1.67
+ 1.68

Table 7'6: V Test Flarne Completeness. The columns are the same as in the previous
table. The low recovery rate in the magnitude range (15.5-16.0) is due to the fact that the B
magnitude limit falls into this bin, demonstrating that such limits must be noted or unexpected
results occut. When the correct number of 83 stars input into the test frame, in the recoverable
range of V = (15.5-15'72), is noted the Lesser Ratio method gives the best result, as could be
expected from the other bins. The totals exclude the last bins with v areater than 15.5.
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Table 7.7: Dual Frame Completeness Test Results. The artificial stars generated by the
completeness script fell within the ranges specified in the first two columns, i.e., into boxes on
the CMD. These boxes were chosen to follow the line on the CMD that the test frame srars
were generated along. The columns entitled 'expected' give the expected completeness factors
calculated from the number of test frame stars retrieved within each box compared with the
number used in the creation of the test frames. 'Mean' gives the mean of the two expected
values. Columns C, B, and V give the completeness factors calculated by the script for the two
frames together, the B frame, and the V frame. The combined correction is always equal to
or smaller than the lesser of the individual B and V correction factors. The errors are based
on the standard deviations of the trials in each box on the CMD. Each trial placed 50 stars
into the test frames, with the total number of artificial stars used per box given in the 'Input'
column.

The completeness program was then run on the frames. After the trials were completed,

another computer program took the completeness factors for each frame, and appropriately

scaled the number of stars in each (B,V) box across the CMD. See Figure 7-21, which shows

such boxes on the CMD. A heapsort (see Press el ol. 1992) was used to sort these boxes

into inceasing magnitude order in both B and V, leading to estimates of the input B and V

luminosity functions. This program was carefully tested with artificial data to make sure it was

scaliug the data and performing the sorts correctly. Tables 7 .4,7 .5, and 7.6 present the results

of artificial star recovery on the test frames. Using the lesser of the B/V recovery factors fitted

the input luminosity function better than the technique of Mateo (1988b). The latter technique

always gave an over-estimate which naturally became worse with increasing magnitude (and

decreasing recovery factors for each frame). Ilowever, the lesser factor method did not recover

the actual function that well, with estimates off by up to 18% and 6% of the input value in B

and V respectively. The mean error over all the bins for the technique was 2To and 1% in B

and V, or effectively zero, as could be expected if the errors are random and not systematic (as

with the products method). However, towards the fainter magnitudes even the Lesser Ratio

Method tended to underestimate the luminosity function, suggesting that the completeness

factors were slightly too large. The technique assumes that all the false stars recovered on the

frame producing the lower of the two completeness factors would be recovered on the other

frame. As Mateo (1988b) notes, this may not be true.

V Range B Range lnput tixpected
YTo

.Uxpect€d
BYo

Mean CYo tsYo Y7o

10.o - 10.5
10.s - 1 1.0
11.0 - lt.5
11.5 - 12.0
l2,o - L2.5
12.5 - 13.0
12.75 - 13.25
13.0 - 13.5
13.25 - 13.75
13.5 - 14.0
14.0 - 14.5

09.0 - 09.7
09.7 - 10.4
10.4 - l1.l
11.1 - 11.8
11.8 - 12.5
12.5 - 13.2
12.85 - 13.55
r3.2 - 13.9
13.5s - 14.25
r3.9 - 14.6
14.6 - 15.3

E50
850
850
850
950
900
900

1000
850
900

1800

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
97.0
89.8
83.2
, o.o
63.7
52.3
36.1

100.0
100.0
loo.0
100.0
94.3
93.2
83.7
72.O

66.3
s8.2
38.7

IUU,U
100.0
100.0
I00.0
95.65
91.50
83.45
74.25
65.OO

55.25
37.40

s7.oL.2.4
97.9+ 2.8
96.7 +2.3
95.3+ 3.2
94,3+ 2.8
90.4+ 4.7
84.7+ 5.8
7s.8* 6.7
66-2+7.4
56.5+ 6.9
22.2t 7.O

97.2+2.L
98.2 + 2.r
97.2*.t.9
95.5 + 3.3
94.7 t2.a
91.O + 4.7
85.9+ 6.0
79.6 + 6.1
71.5 + 8.3
64.2+.8.7
28.1 + 6.8

99.5 * 1.0
98.9+ 2.r
97.4 t r.9
96.3+ 2.6
95.5 + 2.1
92.9+ 3.5
90.1+ 3.7
86.9 + 4.5
80.9 + 4.7
75.7 +6.7
61.9 + 9.0
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In order to test this, another IRAF command language script was written, which divided the

Colour-magnitude diagram up into regions. These regions were bounded by lines of constant

V magnitude and either constant B or (B - V). False 'stars' were then generated, using

the minimal pseudo.random number generator discussed above, within each region in turn.

Artificial images were assigned these random V magnitudes and colours, and input into the

V and B CCD frames. The Images were then reduced in the standard manner by DAOphot.

The false stars were recovered in each frame independently, and then matched in the same

manner as the 'real' stars were. An IMFoRT program was called by the script to perform this,

with a substantial increase in speed over the algorithm being implemented in the interpreted

script. This program and the script were carefully tested. Tests included giving the tvrroRr

program known lists to match, and the use of small artificial frames with a few dozen bright

stars in them . The script successfully recovered the stars, and the stars input by the script

itself, in all trials (except in cases when two stars were badly blended together, and therefore

both rejected). Table 7.7 gives results of the script being used on the same test frames as the

previous completeness script, but employing an additional stringent matching criterion thab

stars with an estimated magnitude error greater than 0.10 were rejected. The dual frame

method estimated the recovery rates better than the other techniques, except when the factor

fell below 50%, which Stetson (199i) defines as the limiting magnitude of a frame. However the

technique is edremely computer intensive, making use of it prohibitive if it was to be used over

the entire maguitude range of the frames. Fortunately, the matching problem will only affect

completeness estimates near the faint limit of the Images, allowing the simpler Lesser Ratio

Method to be used for the bulk of the calculations.

The low number of 'real' stars per magnitude range (as given in Tables 7.5 and 7.6) causes

statistical problems. It is not practical to extend a magnitude bin too wide to increase the

number of stars in it, as the completeness factor will then vary substantially inside the bin

itself. [n selecting the bin ranges, a balance needs to be struck between the variation in the

factor across the magnitude range of the bin and the number of recovered 'real' stars in the

bin.

While many artificial star trials can be performed to calculate the appropriate recovery

rates, the low number of stars recovered in a given magnitude range leads to problems. The

distribution of faint stars, and the level of obscuration by brighter stars, affects the number

of these stars that is recovered. If, in a given magnitude range, the stars were fortuitously

distributed their recovery rate would be greater than would be expected. The application of

a completeness factor based on many artificial star trials, and representing the mean recovery

rate for many distributions, would then result in the parent population being over-estimated.

797
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Figure 7-22: Observational V Band Luminosity F\rnctions. The long and short exposure
V band luminosity functions, with no attempt to remove non-main sequence stars, are plotted
both with and without the appropriate completeness corrections applied. The uncorrected (raw)
data is given by O and tr for the short and long exposures respectively, while the corrected
values are indicated by + and x symbols.

The lower calculated recovery rates at brighter magnitudes are likely to be due to too many

bright artificial stars being input. Interference between artificial stars becomes more likely

with decreasing magnitude. Such blended products would be rejected, and so the recovery rate

lowered. Recovery rates for all methods (Lesser, Greater, Mateo, and Combined) should be

very similar at brighter magnitudes, and only differ at the fainter end. While the completeness

corrected estimates were given as real numbers in the tables, converting them to integers could

be preferable. In the brighter magnitude bins with small star numbers and a completeness

correction slightly below 100%, such a conversion would suitable given that it is likely that all

the stars were recovered. In increasingly populous (and Iess complete) bins the rounding would

proportionally less important.

7.3.6.2 Application

Tables 7.8 and 7.9 present the results of the completeness factor trials on the long exposure

AAT frames. More artificial stars were added to the cluster frames in an attempt to account for

the variation in crowding across the frames. This work was a large computing effort, involving

monlhs of CPU time. All six computers in the IRAF network were used simultaneously to run

the completeness scripts.

Table 7,10 contains the completeness factors for the short exposure field frames. These
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Range B field V field
Min IvIag Out In Yo Out ln Yo

i4.0
14.5
15.0
lo.D
16.0
16.5
17.0
17.5
18.0
18.5
19.0
19.5
20,0
20.5
2t.0
2r.5
22.0
22.5
23.0
23.5
24.0

14.5

15.0
15.5
r6.0
16.5
i7.0
17.5
18.0
18.5
19.0
19.5
20.0
20.5
21.0
21.5
22.0
22.5
23.0
23.5
24.0
24.5

887
443
442
444
44t
448
443
437

442
443
441
433
429
420
409
423

1060

422
400
291
60

900
450
450
450
450
450
450
450
450
450
450
450
450
450
450
500

1350
650
850

1050

450

98.6
98.4
98.2
98.7
98.0
99.6
98.4
97.1
98.2
98.4
98.0
96.2
95.3
93.3
90.9
84.6
78.5
64.9
47.0
27.7

13.3

529
531

526
537
D.to

539
534
oJo
543
541

537
533
529
5t4
543
515
538
727
526
236
6l

550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
600
600
700

1200
1550

1500
550

96.2
96.5
95.6
97.6
97.3
98.0
97.r
97.3
98.7
98.4
97.6
96.9
96.2
93.5
90.5
85.8
76.9
60.6
33.9
lc. /
11.1

Ibtal: 9658 12050 10609 i4400

Table 7'8: Long Exposure Field Completeness Factors are given for the observational
magnitudes of the long B and V field exposures.

values were used with the lesser value method of Sagar & Richtler (1991) to'correct' the

short exposure V luminosity function. Similarly, values from Tables 7.8 and 7.9 were used

to correct the long exposure V function. This was to test whether the same 'real' function

would be recovered from the two exposures. It was found to be true in general, except for

the brightest and faintest magnitudes (see Figure 7-22). The latter difference is likely to be

due to the matching problem mentioned above, which will become more apparent near the

limiting magnitude. Use of the dual frame completeness script seems to be warranted when the

individual frame completeness factors fall below *75To. The flattening of the long exposure V

luminosity function shown in Figure 7-22 lies in such a range. The former difference is due to

saturation of stars in the longer exposures, which may have a dependence on the position of the

star within the cluster depending on the magnitude of the star. Bright stars, no matter where

they are in a frame, will be saturated in a suitably long exposure. Hence a Iuminosity function

for the long exposures would be zero in this range, and less than the function based on the

short, magnitudes. However, there will be a magnitude range where location does matter. If
such a star is in a relatively uncrowded region of the frame, it will not be saturated. However,

if it is in a crowded region then its light, combined with the fainter stars it is covering, will
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Range B cluster V cluster
Mln Mag Out ln Yo Uu Out ln Yo Err
14.0
i4.5
15.0
lo.D
16.0
16.5
17.0
17.5
18.0

18.5
19.0
19.5
20.0
20.5
2r.0
2t.5
22.0
22.5
23.0
23.5

24.0

14.5
15.0
IO.D

16.0
16.5
17.0
r /.b
18.0
18.5
19.0
19.5
20.0
20.5
21.0
2r.5
22.0
22.5
23.0
23.5
24.0
24.5

3069
2220
3485
17t7
3052
2591
3 169

2038
3801

2733
3222
2489
2910
2921
2921
1986
3231

1990
1003
536

3100
2250
3550
1750
3100
2650

3250
2100
3950
2850
3350
2650
3200
3350

3500
2s00
4550
3200
2150
2250

99.0
98.7
98.2
98.1
98.4
97.8
97.5
97.0
96.2
95.9
96.2
93.9
90.9
87.2
83.5
79.4
71.0
62.2
46.7
23.8

1.8

2.r
L.t
2.4
1.8

1.9

1.5

2.2
1.6

1.9

t.7
1.9
1.8

t.7
t.7
2.0
l.c
1.8

2.2
2.1

2435
2225
2457
2168
3434
2354
3573
3066
2832
2649
3151
4633
2268
t442
t674
1633

1781

77r
1627

ooo

2450
2250
2500
2200
3500
2440
3650
3i50
2900

2750
3250
4800
2450
1600
2000
2100
2450
1250

4000
2400

99.4
98.9
98.3
98.6
98.1

98.1
97.9
97.3
97.7
96.3
96.9
96.5
92.6
90.1
83.7
77.8
72.7
6L.7
40.7
23.6

2.0
2.L
2.0
2.1
t.7
2.0
1,7

1.8

1.9

1.9

r.7
r.4
2.0
2.5
2.2
2.2

2.0
2.8
1.5

2.0

Total: 51084 59250 46739 54050

Table 7.9: Long Exposure Cluster Completeness Factors are given for the observational
magnitudes of the long B and V cluster exposures. The completeness software was altered
in between the field and cluster studies to record the results of individual iterations. This
modification allowed the calculation of ihe error estimates given for the cluster factors.

cause the star image to saturate. Therefore, the long exposures function would not be zero in

this region, although less than the short exposure function.

7.3.7 Field Star Subtraction

Field stars need to be statistically subtracted from the luminosity function of the cluster. Clus-

ter membership itself is hard to assess in the LMC. Even if radial velocities were available for

all the stars, Freeman el al. (1983) showed young clusters to have disk dynamics, makingsuch

information rather uninformative about membership, only excluding Galactic stars. Flower el

at. (1980) and Olszewski (1984) subtracted a star from the cluster CMD for every star within

the same given region in the field CMD. This technique ignored completeness factors being

differeni between the field and cluster. N{ateo & Hodge (1986) adjusted the number of stars in

both the field and cluster by their completeness factors and also the relative area.s of the field

and cluster regions.

A computer program was written to subtract field stars from the cluster frame listing. Both

lists were based on the long exposure frames. The observational CMD could either be divided
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Range ts Field V !'ield
Mrn Mag Out ln % Out ln YO

14.0
14.5
15.0
ID.J

16.0
lo.o
17.0
17.6
18.0
18.5
19.0
19.5
20.0
20.5
21.O

21.5
22.O
22.3

14.5
15.0
r 5.5
16.0
16.5
l7.o
17.5
18.0
r8.5
r9.0
19.5
20.0
20.5
2l.0
2r.5
22.O

22.5
23.0

1r 55
I157
1923
1932
1890
1937
t223
509

r217
768

r1.16
I 1E4

I I80
414

I148
1112
107

70tl
1 170
1950
1950
1900
1950
I 230
510

1230
780

1170
1230
1230
450

1450
2790
1050

9d. /
98.9
98.6
99.r
99.5
99.3
99.4
99.8
98.9
98.5
97.9
96.3
95.9
92.O
79.2
39.9
LO.2

799
2294
1446
732

1431
1416
322

711
709
707
705
771
<o

769
766
767
762
8lI

ttu
720
720
720
780
60

780
780
780
780
840
840

2400
I 560
840

tE60
2700
1800

v6.4,

98.5
98.2
97.9
98.9
98.3
98.6
98.2
98.3
97.7
96.6
95.1
95.6
92.7
87.1
76.9
s2.4
17.9

lotal: 20002 232rO t59r7 19680

Table 7.10: Short Exposure Field Fbames Completeness Factors are given for the
observational magnitudes.

up into a (8, V) or (V, B - V) grid, or into circular regions about each star in the cluster frame.

Regardless of which of the three methods was used to bound a region in the CMD, the numbers

of stars within this region in the field and cluster CMDs were counted. The completeness

factors appropriate for the centre of the region in both the field and cluster CMDs were used

to adjust the star counts. The selected regions therefore should not to be too large, otherwise

the completeness factors would vary within the region itself. The ratio of the completeness

corrected cluster to field ratio was taken as the probability that a given star (within the region)

in the cluster star-list was actually a cluster member. If a grid was being used then a random

number was generated for each cluster-list member within the region, If the random number

was greater than the probability given by the corrected ratio, then the star was considered to be

a cluster member, otherwise it was removed from the list. In the case of the circular regions, the

probability was only applied to the central star, as all the stars in the cluster frame would be

checked in turn. It should be noted that the cluster star-list was not altered during execution of

the program. Artificial star and completeness factor lists were used to test the software, which

performed as expected. Given the result of the completeness tests, the lesser of the appropriate

B and V completeness factors was used in the analysis of NGC 2214.

7.3.8 LuminosityF\rnctions

The field-star-subtracted star-lists need to be corrected for counting incompleteness, before a

luminosity function can be estimated. The field-star subtraction discussed above only compared

the cluster and field ratios in order to calculate a probability that a given star in the cluster
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CMD was a field member. Mateo (1988b) commented that the calibration of the false-star

magnitudes was problematic as transformation equations explicitly involve a colour term, and

so assumed that all his false-stars had a (B - V) colour of 0.b.

To overcome this problem a bin distribution was selected for the V and B luminosity func-

tions. The standardized magnitudes of each star were in turn transferred back to the observa-

tional system using the transformation equations given above. The relevant B and V complete-

ness factors were then referenced, and the appropriate completeness ratio (Mateo, Lesser, or

Greater) chosen. The standardised magnitudes were used to determine which luminosity func-

tion bins should be altered. The appropriate bin counts were then incremented by the inverse

of the completeness ratio. This technique avoided the problem of standardising the false-star

magnitudes. The program output results at every step of the process during testing. These

values were compared with manual calculations, and found to be correct.

In addition, only main sequence stars should be included in a luminosity function. Following

Mateo (1988b), a line was arbitrarily drawn between main sequence and evolved stars, with

the evolved stars being discarded. The importance of using two-colour photometry to define

main sequence stars belonging to a cluster can be illustrated by the Da Costa (1982) luminosity

function for the Galactic globular cluster 47 Tirc. A series of single-colour plates was used,

producing a relatively steep luminosity function. Later BV CCD photometry of the cluster by

Ilesser et al. (1987) revealed that there was severe contamination of the cluster photometry by

faint SMC stars. Removal of these stars flattened the luminosity function to the point where

47 Tirc appears to have one of the flattest luminosity functions amongst the globular clusters.

Several 'subtractions' were performed with different seeds for the pseudo.random number

generator, producing similar results. The individual search option was used, with a search

radius of 0.282 magnitudes. This corresponds to the same area as that of 0.5 square magnitude

box, or roughly 1.4 times the area of a given combined completeness bin. The intention was

to use a search area large enough to collect a reasonable number of stars to avoid low number

statistics, yet not so large that the completeness corrections varied substantially within the

region. Given that completeness factors were calculated for 0.5 magnitude bins in each frame,

it was an arbitrary decision to use a region slightly larger than a completeness 'diamond' (see

Figure 7-21 on page 195) in order to satisfy these two requirements.

7.3.9 Mass tr\rnctions

The luminosity functions were converted into mass functions using the best fitting Swiss isochrone

discussed above (Z - 0.020 rvith an age of log 8.0 years) to derive a mass-luminosity function

for the cluster. The evolution in luminosity of a star still on the main sequence can be quite

substantial. The change in luminosity between ZAMS and at the turnoff of a star can corre-
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spond to between 0.5 and 1.6 magnitudes, depending on the massof astar (Mateo 1988b). The

global mass function slope does not sensitively depend on the evolutionary models used (see

Mateo (1988b) and Sagar & Richtler (1991) who compare mass functions derived using classical

and overshooting stellar models). As Mateo (1993) pointed out, the mass range being studied

changes, but the gradient remains effectively the same with the greatest variation occurring for

metallicities below Z = 0.004.

The resulting mass functions derived from the long exposure frames are given in Figure T-23.

Functions were calculated from both the B and V luminosity functions, and are displayed. The

errors shown are the Poisson error in the number of actually retrieved stars (i.e., before the

star numbers were corrected for completeness) combined with uncertainty in the completeness

correction- The error in the completeness factors themselves is hard to quantify. Poisson errors

were assumed for them (as in Table 7.9). Their inclusion could be quite involved - as the stars

falling into a given bin could belong to subgroups each with a different completeness correction.

In order to have an upper estimate, the largest of the completeness correction errors was used

for the entire group. Linear least-square fitting was performed on the functions. Using the

expression for the IMF introduced in the introduction to this chapter, r values of 1.18 + 0.18,

l'47 + 0.21, and 1.32 i 0.14 were derived for the B, V, and combined BV data. These gradients

are in reasonable agreement with Sagar & Richtler (1991), who calculated a values of 1.1 *
0.3,2.2 + 0.3, 1.4 + 0'5, and 1.3 * 0.3for NGC 2214, using the lesser of the BV completeness

factors and different stellar evolution models.

Like the results of Sagar & Richtler (1991), the mass function for NGC 2214 appears to

have a steep gradient at the higher masses. They made no comment about this feature, and

applied a single straight line. In the current study, the steep decline in the two most massive

V bins, and the most massive B bin, is an artifact of the reduction process. While an isolated

star with a magnitude that fell into one of these bins would not be saturated on the real frame.

it would be if the star were in a region with an enhanced background level, e.g. the cluster

centre' Unfortunately, no clipping level corresponding to that used in the reduction of actual

observations was set for the artificial-star triale. The artificial-stars were therefore not rejected

even if they were in the cluster centre, leading to an over-estimate of the completeness factor in

these, the brightest of bins. It is possible that the same effect was present in the artificial-star
trials of Sagar & Richtler (1991).

The short exposure frames were examined for the number of stars that fell into these bins.

The numbers were substantially larger, and increased the mass spectrum values of the bins

(see Figure 7-24). There is still some hint that two lines could be fitted to the high and low

mass stars respectively. An s of 2 fits the greater than - 3 solar mass stars well. Below

- 3 solar masses a shallower gradient appears reasonable, corresponding to an c of 0.8. The
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combined cluster mass function of Mateo (198Sb) was over efrectively the same range asi that of

this study. He suggested that the low mass end (log M/M6 < 0.45) was slightly steeper. The

incompleteness technique of Mateo (1988b) under-estimates recovery rates, with the discrepancy

increasing as the completeness rates decline. Therefore the gradients of the current study

are substantially less than those of Mateo (see Sagar & Richtler 1991, who applied the same

completeness technique corrections to NGC 1711, which was the only cluster common with

Mateo (1988b), and derived a similar gradient to the present study). The steep gradients of

Mateo are not confirmed; nor are the very shallow gradients of Elson el ol. (1g8g).

The possibility that the change in gradient was due to incorrect estimation of the recovery

rates at faint magnitudes was considered. The dual frame completeness script was therefore

used on the cluster and field frames. The bins were half a magnitude wide over the observational

V magnituderange 20-23, and were centred on themainsequence with a B - V widthof 0.30.

The ranges of these bins were selected a$ per the discussion at the end of Section 7.3.8. In the

case of the current data, no advantage was gaiued. The estimated completeness factors were

within I.2 * 0.7Y0 of those estimated by the lesser completeness factor method. This result

raises the question of whether more complicated dual frame completeness techniques, employing

a variant of the matrix method proposed by Drukier el of. (1988) to measure the effect of the

bin migration discussed above, would be worthwhile in practice.

Linear least-square fits to the B, V, and combined B and V mass spectra (of all the data

points) resulted in c values of 0.96 A 0.14, 1.06 + 0.13, and 1.01 + 0.09 respectively. While

this is shallower than the Sagar & Richtler (1991) values for NGC 2214,it should be noted that

similar values were recovered before the saturation problem discussed above was corrected, and

that the new values are in reasonable agreement with the average value of a = 1.1 of Sagar &

Richtler (1991) for their five LMC clusters overall for the mass range 1.9-6.3 M6.
Sagar & Richtler (i991) investigated the effect that binary stars have on mass functions,

finding that the slope of the actual mass function determined the effect itself. Steep mass

functions are weighted towards low mass stars. Therefore the secondary component of a binary

is likely to be less massive than the primary, and so causes little change in the luminosity of the

system' Alternatively, flat distributions will produce binaries with mass ratios closer to unity,

dramatically affecting the system luminosity (Mateo 1993). Sagar & Richtler (1991) found that

mass functions with r values of 2.5 or steeper were essentially unaffected by binaries, while a

mass function of 'slope'(c) 1.5 could be lowered by 0.4 in the extreme case of every star being

binary. While the actual proportion of binary stars in LMC clusters is unknown, the work of

Sagar & Richtler (1991) indicates that the gradients derived by studies similar to this one are

underestimates of the actual gradient.

Further support for the reasonably shallow mass function derived by this study may be
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found in several studies. Grondin et al. (1992) derived an c value of 1.3 * 0.1 over the mass

range 1.5 to 12 M6 for three small Associations located in the bridge between the Magellanic

Clouds. Like the IMF derived for NGC 2214, that of Grondin et at. (1992) was steeper for

the low mass end, with a similar slight flattening over the mass interval 0.3-0.b log(M/Mi,).
Cayrel er al. (1988) gave a value of 1.2 for NGC 18i8 and the SMC Cluster NGC 380. Being in

the SMC, this last cluster (which Mateo (1988b) also found agreed well with his LMC clusrer

sample) has a lower metallicity than many LMC clusters (see Jasniewicz & Th6venin 1gg4),

pointing towards the IMF having no metal-dependency. Lapierre & Moffat (1991) derived an s

value of 0.8 * 0.4 for 30 Doradus (over -10-50 M6). Bencivenni el cl. (1991) found that the

cumulative mass function of NGC 2004 was well described by a Salpeter (1955) IMF (i.e. e -
1.35), while Chiosi el ol. (1989)found that the same distribution described well the morphology

of NGC 1866 on a CMD. The LMC Association LH 10 has a slope of 1.1 * 0.1 over 0.9-1.7 Mg,
although the same paper found that LH g was well descibed by an c of 1.6 A 0.1 over a similar

ranges of masses (Parker eI al. 1992). Conti (1992) studied NGC 2070, the core of 30 Dor,

deriving a slope of 1.5 * 0.3 over the mass interval20-100 MO.

Dubath et al. (1990) fitted multi-mass Iting models to NGC 1835 and concluded that

c lay between 1.0 and 1.8. Similarly, Fischer el al. (1992a, b, 1993) modeled NGC 1850,

NGC 1866, and NGC 1978 using radial velocities for individual stars. Structural parameters

were constrained by surface photometry of the clusters. While the value of e for NGC i866

was determined to fall between 1.3 and 1.8, NGC 1850 and NGC 1978 were found to have

considerably flatter mass functions, with r being in the range 0.0 to 1.0.

It is interesting to consider the different environments of the LMC clusters and associations

mentioned above, and the fact that their determined mass functions are all similar - suggesting

the possibility of a global IMF in the LMC independent of factors such as metallicity.

The values derived for the Magellanic Clouds should be compared with IMF studies of

Galactic stars, to see if there is any difierence between mass functions in the three galaxies.

Taff (i97a) analysed 62 Galactic open clusters, finding no statistically significant difference

between the clusters, and an r of 1.8 for the range 1-10 M6. Piskunov (1976, from Scalo

1986) performed a similar study on 61 clusters, and found that a slope of 1.3 fitted the data

over 1 to 25 M6, whereas Tarrab (1982) found s = 1.6 fitted 75 open clusters well. Similarly,

Sagar el al. (1986) investigated the IMF of 11 young clusters, again finding no evidence for

inter-cluster differences, and that x -- 1.4 for the mass interval 1.3 to 60 Mg. This is in good

agreement with the value of 1.3 + 0.2 found by Kjeldsen & Frandsen (1991) in their UBV CCD

survey of 13 southern hemisphere clusters (over 1-6 M6). These values are smaller than those

determined by many studies of high mass stars, such as Brown et. al. (1994) and Claudius &

Grosbol (1980), who found c values of 1.7 * 0.2 and 1.9 + 0.2 for Orion OB1 respectively
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(+I20 Mg). However, Lapierre & Moffat (1991) derived an s value of 1.3 I 0.4 for NGC 3603

over the range -10-50 I\{6.

Other investigators have claimed that mass functions do differ between open clusters. These

include Burki (1977) who analysed 27 young clusters finding that the mass function appeared

to steepen as the total radius of the clusters decreased, and Stecklum (1985) who found the

opposite. Further problems were met with mass segregation (Burki 1977, Pandey el cl. 1991)

altering the measured IMFs. The average value of r over the sample of Burki (1985) was 1.5

(from a population ranging between 1.7 and 1.2) for 6.3 to 50 M6. Both Stecklum (1985)

and Tanab (1982) used data from Mermilliod (1976), but there is poor agreement between

them, emphasizing the difficult nature of this work (see Scalo 1986, for a full discussion of the

problems and assumptions involved). The Scalo (1986) IMF for the solar neighbourhood has a

'slope' of * 1.7 * 0.5 (Larson 1992) for the solar ma.ss range 2-20.

It is unclear whether the IMF of young Magellanic clusters (MC) and associations is differ-

ent from Galactic values, and no definite conclusions can be made on the universality of the

IMF, based on these results, at the present. It has been suggested that the IMF will flatten

with deueasing metallicity (see e.g. Terlevich & Melnick 1985, Piotto 1991), and it could be

argued that the MC IMFs are flatter - although it should be noted that isochrones of solar

neighbourhood metallicity provided the best, fit to the NGC 2214 CMD, and there does not

appear to be any difference between Galactic halo and disk field star IMFs over the small mass

range of 0.3 to 0.8 Mg (Scalo 1986). Further study is required, including the estimation of the

ma.ss function of LMC clusters with substantiallv different metallicities.

7.4 Conclusions

No evidence was found to support the contention that NGC 2214 is a merging cluster. Models

have been fitted to radial profiles of the cluster, and support the contention of Elson et. al.

(1987) that an unbound halo of stars causes poor fits by King models. Techniques for estimating

completeness factors have been evaluated, with the method of Mateo (1988b) being shown to

underestimate completeness factors. The best techniques were employed on the AAT data,

leading to an estimate of the mass function of the cluster, with an c value of - 1, which is in good

agreement with other studies of young Magellanic Cloud clusters. [MF estimates for Galactic

regions are unreliable, making it difficult to draw any conclusions about the universality of the

IMF. However, there are no substanlial differences between IMFs derived for the Magellanic

Clouds and our Galaxy, and it is likely that star formation in these three galaxies can be

described by a'universal'IMF, at least over the massinterval - l to - 10 MO.
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Flexible fmage Tlansport System

Preface

he Flexible Image tansport System (FITS) tape transfer format was developed to

allow the movement of digital Image data between Instiiutions in a very flexible but

unambiguous format. The large-scale use of such data had led to problems in continuing

analysis away from the acquisition site, rvith difierent researchers developing an individual

system constrained by their locally available facilities. The cost in resources of the development

of a large quantity of software, based on these individual formats, made the global adoption of

a single fixed format for data storage untenable. A feasible approach was to adopt a common

transfer format, where each site (or package) had the smaller task of preparing a translation

Program into and out of this format. The IAU now recommends that all astronomical computer

facilities support FITS, and the format is the default of NASA. The original standard for FITS

is in Wells el aL (1981).

4.2 Introduction

A FITS file is made up of three basic sections:-

o The Primary Header and Data Unit (IIDU),

r Extensions, and

o Special records.

The logical record size is 23,040 bits, which is a length evenly divisible by the bytes and word

lengths of all commercially marketed computers. Each physical record usually corresponds to
a logical one. After the original development of the FITS standard, provision was made to

increase the ratio of logical to physical records adopted in accordance with ANSI outlines.

Both the extensions and special recordg sections are optional. They are similar in structure

to the HDU, consisting of a header follorved by the data. The contents of special records are
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STUPLE - T /
BITPIX = 16 / 2 byt€s/pixel
IIAXIS = 2 /CCDdata
I{AXIS1 = 384/ncols
IIAXIS2 - 576/nrous
BUNIT =,ADU , / A-to-Dunits
0BJECT =,1[GC2004 ,/0bservedObject
ORrcrl{ = '!{T J0EI{ u[rvERsrrY 0BSEBVAT0RY, LAKE TEKAP0, l{Ett ZEALAI{D,
DATE = '13/12/93, / fffs creation, l[Z date
DATE-OBS= '75/ 3/93' / Observati,on, UT date
COL-OSET= 0 / Colurnn offset in pixels
ROW-0SET= 0 / Row offset in pixels
COL-Blil{G= 1 / Collnn binning in pixels
R0U-BIING= 1 / Row binning in pi.rels
C-GAIII = Q/Cameragain[cgalnl
II{G-TYPE= 3 / Inage type [ex Photonetrics s,/c]
AQI{-S0FT= 'l{tJohn ' / Acquisition softrare
DECISECS= |2OOO / Decisecs recorded
ID-TICKS= 732196180 / Ticks identification value in ViEor database
DATAIiIII{ = 0.O / Low value of MIDAS LECUTS; conventi.onal value
DATAI{AX - 800.0 / f,igh value of I{IDAS LECIIIS; conventional value
FILEI{AHE= 'Vf23_0061.MT, / ltane of this FITS f ile
UT-CCD1 = Q.0 / Clock correction to recorded times in second
UT-CCD2 = 'I[TPLI{ ' / Intpln --- correction iuterpolated
REC-STRT= '11:49:40' / Recorded UT tine of observation start
C0R-!tEAl{= '11:59:40' / Corrected meaa UT tine of observati.on
TU-I{ID = !1 .994444 / Corr'td nid obaervation tlT
TI{-START= tL.827778 / Corrected UT obsrn start, r6a1 hours
Tl.l-E[D = 12.161111 / Corrected UT obsrn end, real hours
EIPTIUE = 1200.0 / Actual exposure tine ia seconds
0BJ-C0!{1= 'l{GC2004 ' / tsi part 0bj+coirm€nt ngc2004
0BJ-C0M2= ' ' / 2nd part 0bj+connent
0BJ-C0M3= ' ' / 3rd, part Obj+qonmsnt
0BJ-C0M4= ' ' / 4tb, part 0bj+conn€nt
FLAGS - '-DRK ' / P!13000 reduction flags -DRK
!!JU0-LST= 10.8987e / HJUO Local SidereaL Tine, hrs
POSTI{-RA= 82.69000 / Right ascension of targ€t, rsal DEGREES
POSTil-DE= -67.32361 / Declinatiou of target, real degrees
EQUIil0X = t950.000 / Equinox of coordinates
AIRIi|ASS = !.466 / Airnass
l,lJuo-ffA = !t0.80924 / U:UO Eour Angle, degrees
UJD-OBS = 19061.99948 / Modfd,corr'd,p'haps heliocentric, nean obs JD
MJD-TYPE= ' EELIOCEITRIC' / ls MJD heliocentric or not?
0FFSET = $13.01 / A/D offset+preflash+Odark innediately after
II{STRUME= 'CCD PE0TOIIETER ' / 'Phot'
FLTR-UEL= 0 / Filter cheeL numb€r
GUIDE-PA= 0 / Guide star position angl-e setting
GUIDE-RV= 0 ,/ Guide star radius v€ctor setting
FILTER ='U ' / FilterU
TELESC0P= 'UCLELLAI{ tU F/7.8 ' / '1f8 '
OBSERVER= 'TSB ' / observer initials tsb
EI{D

Figure A-1: MJUO FITS Header as written by the program which converts the Image files
from Photometrics format on tape across to FITS format on disk.
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not specified in the PITS standard, although the first 8 bytes must not contain the strings

XTENSION or SIMPLE, and the records must be of the standard FITS record length.

A.3 The Primary Header

The Primary Header begins a FITS file. It contains information on the data structure, coordi-

nate system, and auxiliary parameters. Comment cards allow the transmission of an unlimited

amount of text. They are based on a 80 character-wide card format. One logical record in the

header contains 36 cards (or 36 lines). There isno upper limitto the numberof header records

possible. The basic structure for these strictly formatted lines is:

keyword = value /comment.

The keyword is a left-justified ASCII string up to 8 characters in length, with no embedded

blanks or lowercase characters. All digits, the hyphen, underscore, and uppercase Roman letters

are valid. No lowercase letters should be used. Identical restrictions apply to the value field.

The following keywords are absolutely necessary, and must be given in the following fixed order:

SIMPLE: a logical variable defining if the file is a standard FITS file.

BITPIX: an integer specifying the number of bits representing each pixel. Options are:

2LL

8

16

32

-32

-64

unsigned binary integer,

16 bit Two's Complement binary integer,

32 bit Two's Complement binary integer,

single precision floating point,

double precision floating point.

tr NAXIS: requires an integer specifying the number of coordinate axes in the Image, e.g.

two for the MJUO CCD.

Cl NAXISn: needs an integer corresponding to the number of pixels along the nth axis. Up

to 999 dimensions are permitted.

A variety of other keywords can follow in any order after the final NAXIS, but before the END

statement which closes the header. These keywords can be information about the Image such as

the date and timeof observation, detailson the observed object or the instruments being used,

and so on (see Wells el cl. (1981) for a list of recommended keywords). Use of these optional

keywords is important, as the standard (required) keywords do not even specify the orientation
of the Image. Keywords such as BSCALE and BZERO are used to convert the recorded values

into the real ones via:
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Physical scale = BZERO + (BSCALE x array value).

The equals sign must be in column 9 of a keyword line if a conesponding value to the

keyword is present, rvith column 10 blank. Otherwise column 9 may have any character present

(except -) with any ASCII text in the columns 10 to 80. The slash (/) is optional (as is the

comment following it) and may appear in any column after the parameter value. At least one

blank each side of the slash is recommended, improving the format and enhancing the legibility

of the header. It is sometimes also recommended that the slash always should be placed in

column 32 for the same reasons. The following format should be adhered to for variables:

tr logical: a T or F written in Column 30 indicating true or false

tr integer: the real part is right justified in columns 11-30, and any imaginary section is

right justified in columns 31-50.

real: If exponential notation is used then the real and imaginary parts must be right
justified in columns l1-30 and 31-50 respectively. A decimal point is required.

character: Normally eight letters in length, although longer strings are allowed if a single

quote is placed in column 11, followed by a closing quote that can not occur before column

20.

The 'END' keyword indicates the end of the header. The remaining cards in a header record

must be filled with ASCII blanks, to complete the 36 (or a multiple thereof) card images.

Comment cards can also be used to transmit an amount of text before END. An example FITS

header is given as Figure A-1 on Page 210.

A.4 The Data Unit

The data records follow the primary header records, in one of two forms:

1. The first form is the basic multidimensional regular array, while

The second is the "random group" format consisting of a series of anays, each accompa-

nied by a set of associated parameters. This structure was intended for applications such

as radio interferometry, where data does not occur in a uniform grid on all axes. Use of

this format is now actively discouraged, in favour of the biuary tables format (see below)

currently being developed. Setting the keyword GROUPS to T in the primary header

selects this option.

In the standard format of regularly grided data, each pixel value is represented in the manner

selected in the header, i.e., the format indicated by BITPIX. The pixel values are recorded in

2.
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the axis order indicated in the header. The pixels are packed into the data records with no

attention given to the row or column length of the Image. That is to say, that the data values

are stored as a byte stteam with no embedded fills or spaces. Unused pixel values after the last

data array values in the final data record are filled with zeroes. The actual length (in bytes)

of the data can be calculated by a FITS reader program using NAXISn values and BITPIX.

Within a pixel value, the bytes are in order of decreasing significance for binary representation,

i.e., the byte containing the I bit of a 16 or 32 bit integer will be last. The bit positions for a

floating point representation are (from left to right):

tr Bit 1: Sign (0 = negative),

o Bits 2-9: Exponent, and

tr Bits 10-32: Mantissa.

for 32-bit representation (see also Figure 3-3 on Page 71). The bit structure for 64-bit floating

point is similar, but with bits 2-12 and i3-64 representing the exponent and the mantissa

respectively.

The data representation in 32-bit is given by:

value = -l"tr x 2(exPonent - L27) xMantissa

and for 64 is:

value : -1sign *2(exPonent - 1023) x Mantissa.

The 127 and 1023 values in the exponents are to allow for negative exponents, as there are 256

and 2048 possible representations respectively, i.e., in 32 floating point the "exponent" of L27

is really zero, while 128 means 21.

A.5 Extensions

If the data record is the end of the file, then a double tape mark must be written if the files are

being written to tape. Otherwise the file is simply closed. However extensions, special records,

or both may be written between the end mark and the primary data. The primary header must

have the EXTEND keyword set to T (for true) for these structures to be in the Image file. The

keyword should be immediately after the last NAXIS, altbough its presence does not guarantee,

but rather only permits, the existence of any extensions. Again there is an inflexible keyword

order which is:

XTENSION, gives the extension type (TABLE or BINTABLE)

BITPIX

213
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o NAXIS, as in the primary header.

r NAXISn

Appendix A

r PCOUNT, which must be set to 0 if the extension is a table extension.

r GCOUNT, which must be set to I if the extension is a table extension.

PCOUNT and GCOUNT are keywords originally from the Random Groups Format, which

now specify the total number of bits in the extension data array, excluding any fill at the end,

i.e.,

fbits -IBITPIX I xGCOUNTx(PCOUNT + NAXIS1xNAXIS2x... xNAXISn).

The keyword END indicates the end of the header record.

So far only the ASCII table extension (type Table) is formally supported, with the binary

table extension (type BINTABTE) still under review. See Grosbol el cl. (1988) for a discussion

of generalised extensions in FITS. Extensions enable the transmission of new data structures

within the basic FITS rules, along with the movement of collections of related data structures

in an organized manner, e.g. observing logs, analysis results, or position lists associated with

the data matrix which would be better given in a tabular form than in comment lines. An

extension hierarchy, similar to a directory tree, can be identified by use of the optional keywords

EXTNAME, EXTVER, and EXTLEVEL giving the name of an extension, its version, and level

in the hierarchy.

A.5.1 ASCII Table Extension

The basic table stores characters in ASCII, rather than a binary format, due to problems with

the internal binary format between different computers. At first this may appear confusing,

as why is the Data Unit in binary, and not ASCII then? The distinction lies in the data unit

being numbers, while the Table can contain characters whose internal codes may vary between

machines. Hence a standard encoding must be adopted. Each row of the table consists of a

sequence of fields, which must be the same for every row. The required keyword TFIELDS

contains an integer representing the number of fields in a row. There is a maximum of 99 fields.

The TFIELDS keyword must come before keywords such as TBCOLnnn. Formats between

fields in a row can be different, with each field being specified by a series of keywords in the

extension header, e.g. for field nnn the required keywords are:

r TBCOLnnn : starting column of field.
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TFORMnnn : Fortran format of the field ( A: char, I: int, F: real, E: single precision real,

exponential notation. D: double precision real, exponential notation).

r TTYPEnnU

o TUNITnnn

o TSCALnnn

o TZEROnnn

Heading of field.

Physical Unit of the field.

scale factor applicable to the value, with a non-declaration default of 1.0.

the zero offset applied to the value, with a default of zero.

Again, the final keyword in this header must be END, with the last records suitably padded.

Characters must be left justified within the table, while integers and real numbers must be

right justified to avoid the problem of how trailing blanks are treated by different computers. It
is recommended that a blank be placed between each field within a row. Extra blank characrers

may need to be appended to rows so as to ensure that each row contains the same number of

characters, since the data records are stored as a large character array NAXIS1 by NAXIS2

characters across in a binary bit string (only 2 dimensions are allowed). All information is

stored as printable 8 bit ASCII with the eighth (parity) bit set to zera. Characters outside

hexadecimal 20 to 7E should be avoided as their meaning is often computer dependent. Agaiu,

records are 2880 bytes long, with no attempt made to prevent partial rows, and the final data

record needs to be padded with ASCII blanks. Further details on the format of this extension

type may be found in Ilarten el cl. (f988).

A.5.2 Binary Table Extension

The Binary table extension can store vectors as fields, giving "depth" to the table. This type

of extension has a header identical to that of the standard table. BITPIX must be set to 8.

There is no need for TBCOL, TZERO and TSCALE. TFORMn has types:

o rL : logical,

o rX : bit auay,

o rA : ASCII character.

rI : 16 bit integer,

rJ : 32 bit integer,

rE :32 bit floating point, and

rD :64 bit floating point.
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The r preceding the type indicator is the repeat count, or how many times the data type

appears within field n. A zero r means that the header specified entry does not exist in the

table. Standard FITS rules apply to the data types. and their storage. See Cotton & Tody

(1991) for further details on the format of this type of extension.
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IRAF Documentation

he printed documentation for IRAF is extremely thorough and covers every aspect of the

system, from the level of novice users up to the information required for maintenance and

development of an IRAF installation. Given this high level of support and a nearly complete

set of manuals at VUIV, this appendix is intended to provide 'pointers' to the appropriate docu-

ments rather than supplying explicit command sequences, In particular, the appendix is aimed

at those at VUW who will be using the system well after the author is no longer the IRAF Site

Manager. An extremely useful document for the beginner, which provides references to more

detailed sources, is the IRAF Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) list. This document is avail-

able in the World Wide Web at the universal resource locator'http://iraf.noao.edu/FAQ.html',

and is updated frequently.

While the manual collection at VUW should be adequate for the next few years, IRAF is

an evolving system and the manuals will date. Fortunately, the IRAF support team updates

manuals as well as providing completely new ones. These manuals can be obtained using the

anonymous File Transfer Protocol (FTP) across the computer networks from the IRAF network

archive (iraf.noao.edu), which also contains the IRAF distributiono themselves iogether with

add-on packages and user-contributed software. IRAF, the add-on packages, and documentation

are available free of charge. The manuals tend to be compressed Postscript files, which must

be retrieved as binary (not ASCII) files in a FTP transfer. These can be unpacked with

the 'uncompress' command, and then submitted to a PostScript printer. tn addition to the

manuals, the IRAF group provides a 'hotline' (Ph: 00-1-602-323-4160 or iraf@noao.edu) to

assist users. An answering machine is connected to the telephone line outside of business hours.

The group aims to answer queries within 24 hours of receipt. A final source of help is several

network Newsgroups discussing IRAF under a hierarchy called 'adass'. These groups are not

yet carried by VUW, but can be received directly from NOAO by the command'trn -nntpserver

iraf.noao.edu'. The groups can also be accessed using an e-mail list-server. Further information

about the server can be obtained by sending e-mail to listproc@iraf.noao.edu with the word

help as the entire body of the message. The subject-rine can be omitted.
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IRAF is currently supported on a variety of platforms, including Ultrix, VMS, AIX, IRIX,

HPUX, Solaris, and Apple Macintosh A/UX. Port attempts are in progress for Alpha-based

operating systems and an IBM PC Unix. Installation of IRAF is straight-forward with source

code, object libraries and HSI executables being all included in a distribution. The appropriate

files for a given host system should be retrieved in a binary FTP transfer. These will be

compressed tar (!ape qchive) files. Installation Guides and Instructions for Site Managers

are available in the same directory as each distribution (e.g. iraf/v2l0laux/)- IRAF can be

installed by simply following the instructions, although root access is required for the final

steps. Very little knowledge of the host computer's operating system is required. It is possible

to attempt to port IRAF across to an unsupported platform, but this is a difEcult task given

that IRAF is a large and complex virtual operating system. The IRAF group does not have the

resources to assist in such attempts. Test procedures for a new installation of IRAF, to confirm

that it is functioning correctly, may be found in the manual 'Preliminary Test Procedure for

IRAF' (testproc2.ps.Z in the IRAF archive).

The IRAF group recommends that a single-user installation of IRAF would require at least

16 Mb of memory, 32-48 Mb of swap space, and around 100 Mb of disk space (although this

will vary between sites depending on how many additional packages are installed, and whether

the system is stripped of source code or not).

Before a user can run IRAF, they should execute the command 'mkiraf in an appropriate

directory (which they own), and answet the questions that follow. This directory is now the

IRAF home directory for the user. Mkiraf creates a script and the subdirectories required to

store user-defined parameter files. The user can now start IRAF by entering the command'cl'.

This command may be issued in any directory, although the script installed by Mkiraf will only

be run if the command is issued in the IRAF home directory. It is best to start IRAF from the

home directory given that the script starts IRAF with several packages loaded, provides links to

commands in the host operating system, and determines the terminal type that is being used.

To exit IRAF issue the command 'logout'.

The best way to learn how to use IRAF is to actually use it! The manuals'A Beginner's

Guide to using IRAF' and 'A User's Introduction to the IRAF Command Language Version

2.3', the IRAF external package called 'demo' which provides demonstrations using playback

scripts, and exercises (file 'exer2102.tar.Z' in directory iraf.old/archive at iraf.noao.edu) can

help in this. The exercises provide real data and a step-by-step guide to the procedures for the

reduction and calibration of photometric and spectroscopic data. An additional source of help,

in an operational IRAF, is the IRAF help-pages. Information on an IRAF task (say digiphot)

can be accessed by typing 'help digiphot' inside IRAF. As well as a description of the command

or package, the help-pages point towards other related help-pages and provide worked examples.



IRAF Documentation

Many manuals are available for IRAF and lRAF-related software. A selection of useful manuals

is listed in Table B.1. More manuals, especially for given packages, can be retrieved from the

sites mentioned in the caption to Table B.1.

There are many add-on packages for IRAF, which are 'layered'onio the IRAF core system.

The network sites that contain the latest versions of the more popular packages and their

documentation are given in Table B.2. Only once the base system is installed can these packages

themselves be implemented, as they are dependent on the VOS. These packages extend the

capabilities of IRAF, often to different types of data.

At VUW, the sources for the Sun and IRIX versions of IRAF are stored on a gigabyte

disk attached to the Silicon Graphics Parallel Processor 'Kauri'. This disk is regularly backed

up by the lnformation and Technology Services group, as part of their standard maintenance

of this computer. Following the recommended procedures of the IRAF group, a maintenance

usercode (IRAF) has been created on each machine that IRAF is installed on. The IRAF system

belongs to this account (all the usercodes share the same identification codes making them one

account). Any alterations to the IRAF system, such as the addition of an external package,

must be performed by this account. A log detailing the maintenance performed on IRAF can be

found in the home directory of the Sun IRAF maintenance usercodes. The passwords to these

usercodes are stored in sealed envelopes in the office of the Computing Support Technician in

the Physics Department.
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Glossary of Acronyms

A&L: Alcaino & Liller (1987).

AAT: Anglo-Australian Telescope.

AAO: Anglo-Australian Observatory.

ADC: Analogue to Digital Converter.

ADU: Analogue to Digital Unit.

AGB: Asymptotic Giant Branch.

ANSI: American National Standards Insti-
tute.

ASCII: American Standard Code for Infor-
mation Interchange.

AUX: Apple Unix.

BPI: Bits Per Inch.

BS: Bright Star.

CCD: Charge-Coupled Device.

CE: Camera Electronics.

CH: Camera Head.

CL: Command Language (IRAF).

CMD: Colour-Magnitude Diagram.

CO: Carbon monoxide.

COSMOS: Coordinates, Sizes, Magnitudes,
Orientations and Shapes.

CPU: Central Processing Llnit.

CTE: Charge tansfer Efficiency.

CTIO: Cerro Tololo Interamerican Obser-
vatory.

DAO: Dominion Astrophysical Observatory.

DAT: Digital Audio Tapes.

DK: Dachs & Kaiser (1984).

EFF: Elson, Fall & Freeman (1987).

ESO: European Southern Observatory.

EUVE: Extreme UltraViolet Explorer.

FAQ: Frequently Asked Questions.

FITS: Flexible Image Transport System.

FOCAS: Faint Object Classification and Anal-
ysis System.

FTP: File tansfer Protocol.

F\ilHM: Full-Width Half-Maximum.

GEC: General Electric Corporation.

GMST: Greenwich Mean Sidereal Time.

GSC: Hubble Space Telescope Guide Star
Catalog.

H.A.: Hour Angle.

HB: Horizontal Branch.

HC: Heliocentric Correction.

HD: Henry Draper catalogue.

HDU: Ileader and Data Unit of a FITS file.

HPUX: Ilewlett Packard Unix.

H-R Diagra'n: Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram.

HSI: Host System Interface (IRAF).

HVC: High Velocity Clouds.

IAU: International Astronomical Union.

ICE: IRAF Control Environment.

IEEE: lnstitute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers.

IMF: Initial Mass Function.

IIO: Input/Output.

IRAF: Image Reduction and Analysis Fa-
cility.

IUE: International Ultraviolet Explorer.

JD: Julian Date.
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K: Kontizas et al. (1987).

KPNO: Kitt Peak National Observatory

LDD: Light Bmitting Diode.

LH; Lucke & Ilodge (1970).

LMC: Large Magellanic Cloud.

LN: Liquid Nitrogen.

LST: Local Sidereal Time.

M: i\Iessier.

MC: Magellanic Clusters.

MIDAS: Munich Image Data Analysis Sys-

tem.

MJD: Modified Julian Date.

MJUO: Mount John University Observa-
tory.

MOS: Metal-oxide Semiconductor.

MS: Main Sequence.

MT: Magnetic Tape.

NASA: National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration.

NFS: Network File System.

NGC: New General Catalog.

NOAO: National Optical Astronomy Ob-
servatories.

OIF: Old IRAF Format.

P.A.: Position Angle.

PC: Personal Computer.

PSF: Point-Spread Function.

PTM: Photometrics Ltd

Q.E.: Quantum Efhciency.

QIC: Quarter-Inch Cartridge.

R.A.: Right Ascension.

RAM: Random Access Memory.

RCA: Radio Corporation of America.

RGB Red Giant Branch.

RMS: Root-Mean-Square.

Glossary of Acronyms

RNGC: Revised New General Catalog (Su-
lentic & Titrt 1973).

ROE: Royal Observatory Edinburgh.

SAAO: South Africa Astronomical Obser-
vatory.

SAO: Smithsonian Astrophysical Observa-
tory.

SBm: Spiral, Barred - Magellanicsubclass.

SGB: Supergiant Branch.

SRC: Science Research Council.

SIMBAD: Set of Identifications, Measure-
ments, and Bibliography for Astronom-
ical Data.

SL: Shapley & Lindsay (1963) catalogue.

SLIP: Serial Line Internet Protocol.

SMC: Small Magellanic Cloud.

SPP: The Subset PreProcessor programming
language (IRAF).

STScI: Space Telescope Science Institute.

STSDAS: Space Telescope Science Data Anal-
ysis System.

UK: United Kingdom.

UKSTr United Kingdom Schmidt Telescope.

UoC: University of Canterbury.

US: United States (of America).

UT: Universal Time.

UUCP: Unix to Unix Copy.

UV: UltraViolet.

VAX: Virtual Address eXtension.

VMS: Virtual Memory System.

VOS: Virtual Operating System (IRAF).

VUW: Victoria University of Wellington.

ZAMS: Zero Age Main Sequence.

ZD: Zepka & Dottori (1987).
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